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Foreword
America’s Climate Choices
Convened by the National Research Council in response to a request from Congress
(Public Law 110-161), America’s Climate Choices is a suite of five coordinated activities
designed to study the serious and sweeping issues associated with global climate change,
including the science and technology challenges involved, and provide advice on the most
effective steps and most promising strategies that can be taken to respond.
The Committee on America’s Climate Choices is responsible for providing overall
direction, coordination, and integration of the America’s Climate Choices suite of activities and
ensuring that these activities provide well-supported, action-oriented, and useful advice to the
nation. The Committee convened a Summit on America’s Climate Choices on March 30-31,
2009 to help frame the study, provide an opportunity for high-level participation and input on
key issues, and hear about relevant work carried out by others. The Committee is also charged
with writing a final report that builds on four panel reports and other sources to answer the
following four overarching questions:





What short-term actions can be taken to respond effectively to climate change?
What promising long-term strategies, investments, and opportunities could be pursued to
respond to climate change?
What are the major scientific and technological advances needed to better understand and
respond to climate change?
What are the major impediments (e.g., practical, institutional, economic, ethical,
intergenerational, etc.) to responding effectively to climate change, and what can be done
to overcome these impediments?

The Panel on Limiting the Magnitude of Future Climate Change was charged to describe,
analyze, and assess strategies for reducing the net future human influence on climate, including
both technology and policy options. The panel’s report focuses on actions to reduce domestic
greenhouse gas emissions and other human drivers of climate change, such as changes in land
use, but also considers the international dimensions of limiting climate change.
The Panel on Adapting to the Impacts of Climate Change was charged to describe,
analyze, and assess actions and strategies to reduce vulnerability; increase adaptive capacity;
improve resiliency; and promote successful adaptation to climate change in different regions,
sectors, systems, and populations. The panel’s report draws on a wide range of sources and case
studies to identify lessons learned from past experiences, promising current approaches, and
potential new directions.
The Panel on Advancing the Science of Climate Change was charged to provide a concise
overview of past, present, and future climate change, including its causes and its impacts, then
recommend steps to advance our current understanding, including new observations, research
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programs, next-generation models, and the physical and human assets needed to support these
and other activities. The panel’s report focuses on the scientific advances needed both to improve
our understanding of the intergrated human-climate system and to devise more effective
responses to climate change.
The Panel on Informing Effective Decisions and Actions Related to Climate Change was
charged to describe and assess different activities, products, strategies, and tools for informing
decision makers about climate change and helping them plan and execute effective, integrated
responses. The panel’s report describes the different types of climate change-related decisions
and actions being taken at various levels and in different sectors and regions; and it develops a
framework, tools, and practical advice for ensuring that the best available technical knowledge
about climate change is used to inform these decisions and actions.
America’s Climate Choices builds on an extensive foundation of previous and ongoing
work, including current and past National Research Council reports, assessments from other
national and international organizations, the current scientific literature, climate action plans by
various entities, and other sources. More than a dozen boards and standing committees of the
National Research Council were involved in developing and organizing the study, and many
additional groups and individuals provided additional input during the study process. Outside
viewpoints and perspectives were also obtained via public events and workshops (including the
Summit), invited presentations at committee and panel meetings, and comments and questions
received through the study website (http://americasclimatechoices.org).
Collectively, the America’s Climate Choices suite of activities involve more than 90
volunteers from a range of communities including academia, various levels of government,
business and industry, other nongovernmental organizations, and the international community.
Study participants were charged to write consensus reports that provide broad, action-oriented,
and authoritative analyses to inform and guide responses to climate change across the nation.
Responsibility for the final content of each report rests solely with the authoring panel and the
National Research Council. However, the development of each report included input from and
interactions with members of all five study groups; the membership of each group is listed in
Appendix A.
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Preface
The Panel on Advancing the Science of Climate Change is one of four panels convened
under the America’s Climate Choices suite of activities, which is collectively responsible for
providing advice on the most effective steps and most promising strategies that the nation can
take to respond to climate change. Our charge was to provide a concise overview of past,
present, and future climate change, including its causes and its impacts, then recommend steps to
advance our current understanding of climate change and the effectiveness of responses to it (see
Appendix B).
The panel’s first challenge was to decide how to summarize the large volume of excellent
published, peer-reviewed research by the national and international community to produce a
concise overview of what is known. We recognize that this report is not brief; we decided that
comprehensiveness was essential to the report’s credibility. In addition to drawing on the new
scientific results being published nearly every week, we were aided in this task by the final U.S.
Global Change Research Program (USGCRP) synthesis and assessment product Global Climate
Change Impacts in the United States (USGCRP, 2009a), the recent National Research Council
(NRC) report Restructuring Federal Research to Meet the Challenges of Climate Change (NRC,
2009l), and the four volumes of the fourth assessment report by the Intergovernmental Panel on
Climate Change (IPCC, 2007a-d). In keeping with the overarching goals of the America’s
Climate Choices study, we focus on the scientific knowledge that we thought would be of
greatest interest to decision makers facing crucial choices about how to respond to climate
change. Likewise, in looking to the future, we emphasize the scientific advances that could help
decision makers identify, evaluate, and implement effective actions to limit its magnitude and
adapt to its impacts.
The body of science reviewed by the Panel on Advancing the Science of Climate Change
makes a compelling case that climate change is occurring and suggests that it threatens not just
the environment and ecosystems of the world but the well-being of people today and in future
generations. Climate change is thus a sustainability challenge. We hope that for those who are
skeptical or uncertain about what the body of scientific evidence tells us, our report will be
informative. The scientific process is never “closed”—new ideas are always part of scientific
debate, and there is always more to be learned—but scientific understanding does advance over
time as some ideas are supported by multiple lines of evidence while others prove inconsistent
with the data or basic principles. Our understanding of climate change and its causes and
consequences have advanced in this way.
The panel also examined the adequacy of the science base needed to improve the
effectiveness of actions taken to limit the magnitude of future climate change and adapt to its
inevitable impacts. Decision makers in the federal government, state governments, tribes,
corporations, municipalities, and nongovernmental organizations, as well as citizen decision
makers, are beginning to act. Climate research over the past three decades, however, has been
driven largely by a need to better understand rather than to explicitly respond to climate change.
Until recently, there has been relatively little research focused on the development and
implementation of climate-friendly energy sources or land-use practices, socioeconomic and
behavioral processes that affect responses, adaptation strategies, analytical approaches to
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evaluate tradeoffs and unintended consequences of actions, policy mechanisms, and other
response issues. To address the need for new kinds of knowledge, we recommend some
significant changes to the nation’s climate change research enterprise.
Our report covers a great deal of scientific territory and has been accomplished over a
relatively short time period. For this, we thank our tremendously dedicated panel members and
remarkably talented NRC study director Ian Kraucunas. The report also benefitted from the
insights and assistance of several members of our sister panels and the Committee on America’s
Climate Choices; in particular, we thank Kris Ebi, George Eads, Bob Fri, Linda Mearns, and
Susan Solomon. In addition, we thank Mike Behrenfeld, Bill Nordhaus, Michele Betsill, Peter
Schultz, Chris Field, and others who contributed written materials or spoke at panel meetings.
We also benefitted from many one-on-one discussions throughout the study process and from the
comments and perspectives contributed through the America’s Climate Choices website. 1
The report also would not have been possible without the dedication and contributions of
the NRC staff. In addition to study director Ian Kraucunas, we thank Paul Stern, who provided
many good ideas and written contributions throughout the study; Art Charo, who staffed the
workshop on geoengineering held in June 2009; Maggie Walser, who assisted with the panel’s
response to external review comments; Madeline Woodruff and Joe Casola, who contributed to
several chapters; Katie Weller, who compiled the references for the report—a huge job; our
science writers/editors Lisa Palmer and Yvonne Baskin; Rob Greenway, who provided logistical
support; and Chris Elfring, who provided wise advice at several points in the process.
There is still much to learn about the physical phenomenon of global climate change and
its social, economic, and ecological drivers and consequences. There is also a great deal to learn
about how to respond effectively without creating serious unintended consequences and, where
possible, creating multiple co-benefits. If the scientific progress of the past few decades is any
indication, we can expect amazing progress, but only if there is adequate demand, support, and
organization for the nation’s new era of climate change research.
Pamela Matson, Chair, and Thomas Dietz, Vice-chair
Panel on Adapting to the Impacts of Climate Change

1

http://americasclimatechoices.org
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Summary
Science has made enormous inroads in understanding climate change and its causes, and
is beginning to develop a strong understanding of current and potential impacts that will affect
people today and in coming decades. This understanding is crucial because it allows decision
makers to place climate change in the context of other large challenges facing the nation and the
world. There are still some uncertainties, and there always will be in understanding a complex
system like Earth’s climate. Nevertheless, there is a strong, credible body of evidence, based on
multiple lines of research, documenting that climate is changing, and that these changes are in
large part caused by human activities. While much remains to be learned, the core phenomenon,
scientific questions, and hypotheses have been examined thoroughly and have stood firm in the
face of serious scientific debate and careful evaluation of alternative explanations.
As a result of the growing recognition that climate change is underway and poses serious
risks for both human societies and natural systems, the question that decision makers are asking
has expanded from “what is happening” to “what is happening and what can we do about it?”
Scientific research can help answer both of these important questions. In addition to the
extensive body of research on the causes and consequences of climate change, there is a growing
body of knowledge about technologies and policies that can be used to limit the magnitude of
future climate change, a smaller but expanding understanding of the steps that can be taken to
adapt to climate change, and a growing recognition that climate change will need to be
considered in actions and decisions across a wide range of sectors and interests. Advice on
prudent short-term actions and long-term strategies in these three areas can be found in the
companion reports Limiting the Magnitude of Future Climate Change (NRC, 2010b), Adapting
to the Impacts of Climate Change (NRC, 2010c), and Informing an Effective Response to
Climate Change (NRC, 2010a).
This report, Advancing the Science of Climate Change2, reviews the current scientific
evidence regarding climate change and examines the status of the nation’s scientific research
efforts. It also describes the critical role that climate change science, broadly defined, can play
in developing knowledge and tools to assist decision makers as they act to respond to climate
change. The report explores seven cross-cutting research themes that should be included in the
nation’s climate change research enterprise, and recommends a number of actions to advance the
science of climate change—a science that includes and increasingly integrates across the
physical, biological, social, health, and engineering sciences. Overall, the report concludes that:
(1) Climate change is occurring, is caused largely by human activities, and poses
significant risks for a broad range of human and natural systems; and
(2) The nation needs a comprehensive and integrated climate change science enterprise,
one that not only contributes to our fundamental understanding of climate change but
also informs and expands America’s climate choices.

2

The statement of task of the Panel on Advancing the Science of Climate Change can be found in Appendix B (and
is summarized in Box S-1), and the panel membership is included in Appendix C.
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WHAT WE KNOW ABOUT CLIMATE CHANGE
Conclusion 1: Climate change is occurring, is caused largely by human activities, and poses
significant risks for—and in many cases is already affecting—a broad range of human and
natural systems.
This conclusion is based on a substantial array of scientific evidence, including recent
work, and is consistent with the conclusions of recent assessments by the U.S. Global Change
Research Program (USGCRP, 2009a, and others), the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate
Change’s Fourth Assessment Report (IPCC, 2007a-d), and other assessments of the state of
scientific knowledge on climate change. Both our assessment—the details of which can be
found in Chapter 2 and Part II (Chapters 6-17) of the report—and these previous assessments
place high or very high confidence3 in the following findings:
 Earth is warming. Detailed observations of surface temperature assembled and
analyzed by several different research groups show that the planet’s average surface
temperature was 1.4 ºF (0.8 ºC) warmer during the first decade of the 21st century
than during the first decade of the 20th century, with the most pronounced warming
over the past three decades. These data are corroborated by a variety of independent
observations that indicate warming in other parts of the Earth system, including the
cryosphere (snow and ice covered regions), the lower atmosphere, and the oceans.
 Most of the warming over the last several decades can be attributed to human
activities that release carbon dioxide (CO2) and other heat-trapping greenhouse gases
(GHGs) into the atmosphere. The burning of fossil fuels—coal, oil, and natural gas—
for energy is the single largest human driver of climate change, but agriculture, forest
clearing, and certain industrial activities also make significant contributions.
 Natural climate variability leads to year-to-year and decade-to-decade fluctuations in
temperature and other climate variables, as well as significant regional differences,
but cannot explain or offset the long-term warming trend.
 Global warming is closely associated with a broad spectrum of other climate changes,
such as increases in the frequency of intense rainfall, decreases in snow cover and sea
ice, more frequent and intense heat waves, rising sea levels, and widespread ocean
acidification.
 Individually and collectively, these changes pose risks for a wide range of human and
environmental systems, including freshwater resources, the coastal environment,
ecosystems, agriculture, fisheries, human health, and national security, among others.
 Human-induced climate change and its impacts will continue for many decades, and
in some cases for many centuries. The ultimate magnitude of climate change and the
severity of its impacts depend strongly on the actions that human societies take to
respond to these risks.

3

As discussed in Appendix D, high confidence indicates an estimated 8 out of 10 or better chance of a statement
being correct, while very high confidence indicates a 9 out of 10 or better chance.
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Despite an international agreement to stabilize GHG concentrations “at levels that would
avoid dangerous anthropogenic interference with the climate system” (UNFCCC 1992, 2009),
global emissions of CO2 and several other GHGs continue to increase. Projections of future
climate change, which are based on computer models of how the climate system would respond
to different scenarios of future human activities, anticipate an additional warming of 2.0 to 11.5
ºF (1.1 to 6.4 ºC) over the 21st century. A separate NRC report, expected in summer 2010,
provides an analysis of impacts at different magnitudes of future climate change.
In general, it is reasonable to expect that the magnitude of future climate change and the
severity of its impacts will be larger if actions are not taken to limit its magnitude and adapt to its
impacts. However, as with all projections of the future, there will always be some uncertainty
regarding the details of future climate change. Several factors contribute to this uncertainty:
 Projections of future climate change depend strongly on how human societies decide
to produce and use energy and other resources in the decades ahead.
 Human-caused changes in climate overlap with natural climate variability, especially
at regional scales.
 Certain Earth system processes—including the carbon cycle, ice sheet dynamics, and
cloud and aerosol processes—are not yet completely understood or fully represented
in climate models, but could potentially have a strong influence on future climate
changes.
 Climate change impacts typically play out at local-to-regional scales, but processes at
these scales are not as well represented by models as continental-to-global scale
changes.
 The impacts of climate change depend on how climate change interacts with other
global and regional environmental changes, including changes in land use,
management of natural resources, and emissions of other pollutants.
 The impacts of climate change also depend critically on the vulnerability and adaptive
capacity of human and natural systems, which can vary widely in space and time and
generally are not as well understood as changes in the physical climate system.
Climate change also poses challenges that set it apart from other risks with which people
normally deal. For example, many climate change processes have considerable inertia and long
time lags, so it is mainly future generations that will have to deal with the consequences (both
positive and negative) of decisions made today. Also, rather than smooth and gradual climate
shifts, there is the potential that the Earth system could cross tipping points or thresholds that
result in abrupt changes. Some of the greatest risks posed by climate change are associated with
these abrupt changes and other climate “surprises” (unexpected changes or impacts), yet the
likelihood of such events is not well known. Moreover, there has been comparatively little
research on the impacts that might be associated with “extreme” climate change—for example,
the impacts that could be expected if global temperatures rise by 10 °F (6 °C) or more over the
next century. Thus, while it is clear that the Earth’s future climate will be unlike the climate that
ecosystems and human societies have become accustomed to during the last 10,000 years, the
exact magnitude of future climate change and the nature of its impacts will always remain
somewhat uncertain.
Decision makers of all types, including businesses, governments, and individual citizens,
are beginning to take actions to reduce the risks posed by climate change—including actions to
limit its magnitude and actions to adapt to its impacts. Effective management of climate risks
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will require decision makers to take actions that are flexible and robust, to learn from new
knowledge and experience, and to adjust future actions accordingly. The long time lags
associated with climate change and the presence of differential vulnerabilities and capacities to
respond to climate change likewise represent formidable management challenges. These
challenges also have significant implications for the nation’s climate science enterprise.

A NEW ERA OF CLIMATE CHANGE RESEARCH
Conclusion 2: The nation needs a comprehensive and integrative climate change science
enterprise, one that not only contributes to our fundamental understanding of climate
change but also informs and expands America’s climate choices.
Research efforts over the past several decades have provided a wealth of information to
decision makers about the known and potential risks posed by climate change. Experts from a
diverse range of disciplines have also identified and developed a variety of actions that could be
taken to limit the magnitude of future climate change or adapt to its impacts. However, much
remains to be learned. Continued investments in scientific research can be expected to improve
our understanding of the causes and consequences of climate change. In addition, the nation’s
research enterprise could potentially play a much larger role in addressing questions of interest to
decision makers as they develop, evaluate, and execute plans to respond to climate change.
Because decisions always involve value judgments, science cannot prescribe the decisions that
should be made. However, scientific research can play a key role by informing decisions and by
expanding and improving the portfolio of available options.

Cross-Cutting Themes for Climate Change Research
This report identifies seven cross-cutting research themes, grouped into three general
categories, that collectively span the most critical research needs for understanding climate
change and for informing and supporting effective responses to it.
Research to Improve Understanding of Human-Environment Systems:
1) Climate Forcings, Responses, Feedbacks and Thresholds in the Earth System
Some examples of research needs that fall under this theme include improved
understanding of climate sensitivity, ice sheet dynamics, climate-carbon interactions,
crop and ecosystems responses to climate changes (in interaction with other stresses), and
changes in extreme events.
2) Climate-Related Human Behaviors and Institutions
Some examples include improving understanding of human behavior and decision
making in the climate context, institutional impediments to limiting or adaptation
responses, determinants of consumption, and drivers of climate change.
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Research to Support Effective Responses to Climate Change:
3) Vulnerability and Adaptation Analyses of Coupled Human-Environment Systems
Some examples include developing methods and indicators for assessing vulnerability4
and developing and assessing integrative management approaches to respond effectively
to the impacts of climate change on coasts, freshwater resources, food production
systems, human health, and other sectors.
4) Research to Support Strategies for Limiting Climate Change
Some examples include developing new and improved technologies for reducing GHG
emissions (such as enhanced energy efficiency technologies and wind, solar, geothermalbased and other energy sources that emit few or no GHGs), assessing alternative methods
to limit the magnitude of future climate change (such as modifying land use practices to
increase carbon storage or geoengineering5 approaches), and developing improved
analytical frameworks and participatory approaches to evaluate trade-offs and synergies
among actions taken to limit climate change.
5) Effective Information and Decision-Support Systems
Some examples include research on risk communication and risk management processes;
improved understanding of individual, societal, and institutional factors that facilitate or
impede decision making; analysis of information needs and existing decision support
activities, and research to improve decision-support products, processes, and systems.
Tools and Approaches to Improve Both Understanding and Responses:
6) Integrated Climate Observing Systems
Some examples include efforts to ensure continuity of existing observations; develop new
observational capacity for critical physical, ecological, and social variables; ensure that
current and planned observations are sufficient both to continue building scientific
understanding of and support more effective responses to climate change (including
monitoring to assess the effectiveness of responses); and ensure adequate emphasis and
support for data assimilation, analysis, and management.
7) Improved Projections, Analyses, and Assessments
Some examples include advanced models for analysis and projections of climate forcing,
responses, and impacts, especially at regional scales; and integrated assessment models
and approaches—both quantitative and non-quantitative—for evaluating the advantages
and disadvantages of, and the trade-offs and co-benefits6 among, various options for
responding to climate change.

4

Vulnerability is the degree to which a system is susceptible to, or unable to cope with, adverse effects of climate
change, including climate variability and extremes. Vulnerability is a function of the character, magnitude, and rate
of climate variation to which a system is exposed, its sensitivity, and its adaptive capacity (NRC, 2010c)
5

The term geoengineering refers to deliberate, large-scale manipulations of Earth’s environment designed to offset
some of the harmful consequences of GHG-induced climate change. Geoengineering encompasses two very
different classes of approaches: CO2 removal and solar radiation management. See Chapter 15 for details.
6

A co-benefit refers to an additional benefit resulting from an action undertaken to achieve a particular purpose, but
that is not directly related to that purpose.
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These seven themes and the range of research questions within them are explored in
Chapter 4 (and additional discussion of specific research needs can be found in Chapters 6-17).
Because progress in any one of these themes is related to progress in others, all seven will need
to be pursued, simultaneously or at least iteratively. The nation currently has the capabilities
and capacity to make incremental progress in some of these key research areas, but making
more dramatic improvements in our understanding of and ability to respond to climate change
will require several fundamental alterations in the support for and organization and conduct of
climate change research.

RECOMMENDATIONS
Recommendation 1: The nation’s climate change research enterprise should include and
integrate disciplinary and interdisciplinary research across the physical, social, biological,
health, and engineering sciences; focus on fundamental, use-inspired research that
contributes to both improved understanding and more effective decision making; and be
flexible in identifying and pursuing emerging research challenges.
Climate change research needs to be integrative and interdisciplinary. Climate change
involves many aspects of the Earth system, as well a wide range of human activities, and both
climate change and actions taken to respond to climate change interact in complex ways with
other global and regional environmental changes. Understanding climate change, its impacts,
and potential responses thus inherently requires integration of knowledge bases from many
different scientific disciplines, including the physical, social, biological, health, and engineering
sciences, and across different spatial scales of analysis, from local to global. Developing the
science to support choices about climate change also requires engagement of decision makers
and other stakeholders, as discussed below.
Climate change research should focus on fundamental, use-inspired research. This
report recognizes the need for scientific research to both improve understanding of climate
changes and assist in decision making related to climate change. In categorizing these types of
scientific research, we found that terms such as “pure,” “basic,” “applied,” and “curiosity
driven” have different definitions across communities, are as likely to cause confusion as to
advance consensus, and are of limited value in discussing climate change. More compelling,
however, is the categorization offered by Stokes (1997) who argues that two questions should be
asked of a research topic: Does it contribute to fundamental understanding? Can it be expected
to be useful? Research that can answer yes to both of these questions, or “fundamental, useinspired research,” warrants special priority in the realm of climate change research.
Climate change research should support decision making at local, regional, national,
and international levels. Many choices about how to respond to climate change fundamentally
involve values and ethics, and thus cannot be based on science alone. However, scientific
research can inform and guide climate-related decisions in a variety of ways. Continued research
on the causes, mechanisms, and consequences of climate change will help clarify the risks that
climate changes pose to human and natural systems. Science can help identify new options and
strategies for limiting the magnitude of climate change or adapting to its impacts, as well as help
improve existing options. Science also plays the key role of evaluating the advantages and
disadvantages associated with different responses to climate change, including unintended
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consequences, tradeoffs, and co-benefits among different sets of actions. Finally, scientific
research on new, more effective information-sharing and decision-making processes and tools
can assist decision making.
Climate change research needs to be a flexible enterprise, able to respond to changing
knowledge needs and support adaptive risk management and iterative decision making.
Many resource and infrastructure decisions, from storm sewer planning to crop planting dates,
will be made in the context of continuously evolving climate conditions as well as ongoing
changes in other environmental and human systems. Decision makers would thus be well
advised to employ iterative and adaptive risk management7 strategies as they make climaterelated decisions. The nation’s scientific enterprise will be increasingly called upon to provide
the up-to-date, decision-specific information that such strategies require. Furthermore, as actions
to limit and adapt to climate change—many of them never tried before—are taken, decision
makers will need to understand and take the consequences of these actions into account. This
will place increased demands on scientific monitoring, modeling, and analysis activities. To
meet these evolving needs, the nation’s climate research enterprise will itself need to be flexible
and adaptive, and to practice “learning by doing” as it provides decision makers with the
information they need to make effective decisions.

Recommendation 2: Research priorities for the federal climate change research program
should be set within each of the seven cross-cutting research themes outlined above.
Priorities should be set using the following three criteria:
(1) Contribution to improved understanding
(2) Contribution to improved decision making
(3) Feasibility of implementation, including scientific readiness and cost
Progress in the seven cross-cutting research themes would advance the science of climate
change in ways that are responsive to the nation’s needs for information. Progress in all seven
themes is needed, but priorities will ultimately need to be set within them. The development of
more comprehensive, exhaustive, and prioritized lists of specific research needs within each
theme should involve members of the relevant research communities, taking into account that it
is far more challenging to identify and evaluate key uncertainties and information needs in
understudied areas than in established research fields. It is critical that priority setting also
include the perspective of societal need, which necessitates input from decision makers and other
stakeholders. Finally, feasibility of implementation, including scientific readiness, cost, and
other practical, institutional, and managerial concerns, will be needed to ensure effectiveness.
Chapter 5 provides additional details on priority setting.

7

Adaptive (or iterative) risk management refers to an ongoing decision-making process that takes known and
potential risks and uncertainties into account and periodically updates and improves plans and strategies as new
information becomes available.
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Recommendation 3: The federal climate change research program, working in partnership
with other relevant domestic and international bodies, should redouble efforts to develop,
deploy, and maintain a comprehensive observing system that can support all aspects of
understanding and responding to climate change.
Long-term, stable, and well-calibrated observations across a spectrum of human and
environmental systems are essential for diagnosing and understanding climate change and its
impacts. The suite of needed observations includes measurements of physical, biological,
ecological, and socio-economic processes, and includes both remotely sensed and in situ data
across a range of scales. Observations are also critical for developing, initializing, and testing
models of future human and environmental changes, and for monitoring and improving the
effectiveness of actions taken to respond to climate change. However, many observing systems
are in decline, putting our ability to monitor and understand future changes at risk. Stemming
this decline should be a top priority. Responding effectively to climate change will also require
new observational capabilities to monitor and evaluate progress in limiting climate change and
adapting to its impacts, as well as to monitor known risks and identify new or emerging risks as
climate change unfolds. All of these data need to be archived, checked for quality, and made
readily accessible to a wide range of users, keeping in mind that many climate-related decisions
require information of many different types and scales.
Hence, there is a critical need to develop, deploy, and maintain a robust infrastructure for
collecting and archiving a wide range of climate and climate-related data, integrating data
collected on different systems, and ensuring that the data are reliable, accurate, and easily
accessible. The federal climate research program is the obvious entity for leading the
development of such a coordinated, comprehensive, and integrated climate observing system,
and ensuring that the system facilitates both improved understanding and more effective decision
making. However, other relevant partners, including the domestic and international research
communities and action-oriented programs at all spatial scales, also need to be engaged in
system design, deployment, and maintenance. Critical steps include reviewing current and
planned observational assets, identifying critical climate monitoring and measurement needs, and
developing a comprehensive strategy to meet these needs, including data management and
stewardship activities. The climate observing system should be coordinated with other
environmental and social data collection efforts to take advantage of synergies and ensure
interoperability. Finally, careful balancing is needed to ensure that resources are used
effectively, that investments in one kind of observation do not impede the ability to invest in
others, and that the full spectrum of most critical observations are collected and made available
for diverse uses.

Recommendation 4: The federal climate change research program should work with the
international research community and other relevant partners to support and develop
advanced models and other analytical tools to improve understanding and assist in decision
making related to climate change.
Enhanced modeling capabilities, including improved representations of underlying
human and Earth system processes, are needed to support efforts to understand, limit, and adapt
to climate change. Improvements are especially needed in integrated Earth system models to
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allow more thorough examination of climate-related feedbacks and the possibility of abrupt
changes, regional-scale projections of climate change and its impacts, and integrated assessment
activities that explicitly link coupled human-environment systems. Also critical are more
informative and comprehensive scenarios of future human activities that influence or are
influenced by climate, and models and analyses of the effects of different actions (and
combinations of actions) taken to adapt to climate change or limit its magnitude. Information on
decadal time scales is particularly relevant to many climate-related decisions. Improvements in
all of these areas go hand in hand with improvements in fundamental understanding, for example
of processes and mechanism of regional climate variability and change. Improvements in
models and other analytical tools also support decision making by allowing more thorough and
comprehensive analyses of the economic, social, and environmental consequences of climate
change and of actions taken to respond.
Adequate computational resources are critical for Earth system models, regional climate
models, integrated assessment models, impacts-adaptation-vulnerability models, climate forcing
scenario development efforts, and other tools for projecting future changes. Near-term progress
would benefit from improvements in and access to high performance computing. As with
observations, efforts are needed to ensure that the output from models, analyses, and assessments
are appropriately managed, undergo continuing development, and actually inform decisionmaking processes at appropriate levels. The federal climate change research program should
lead the development of a strategy for dramatically improving and integrating regional climate
modeling, global Earth system models, and various integrated assessment, vulnerability, impact,
and adaptation models. To ensure the success of this strategy, the program and its partners
should take steps to increase the computational and human resources available to support a wide
range of modeling efforts and ensure that these efforts are linked with both the national
observing system strategy and with efforts to support effective decision making.

Recommendation 5: A single federal interagency program or other entity should be given
the authority and resources to coordinate and implement an integrated research effort that
supports improving both understanding of and responses to climate change. If several key
modifications are made, the U.S. Global Change Research Program could serve this role.
There are several ways that climate change research at the federal level could be
organized to achieve a broad, integrated, and decision-relevant research effort capable of
coordinating and leading the nation’s broader climate change research enterprise. After
reviewing several options (see Chapter 5), the panel came to the conclusion that the Global
Change Research Act of 1990, which established the U.S. Global Change Research Program
(USGCRP), provides the legislative authority needed to implement a strategically integrated
climate change research program (GCRA, 1990). The USGCRP is capable of implementing the
other recommendations offered in this report, provided that several key modifications are made
to its current structure, goals, and practices.
The USGCRP has been highly successful on many fronts, including in elucidating the
causes and some of the impacts of climate change. However, institutional issues and other
factors have resulted in critical knowledge gaps, including a number of the research needs
identified in this report (see also NRC, 2009l). Other persistent criticisms of the program include
inadequate support for and progress in social science research, decision support activities, and
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integration across disciplines. To better support improvements in our understanding of climate
change and effective responses to it, the USGCRP will need to establish improved mechanisms
for identifying and addressing these and other weaknesses and gaps, as well as the barriers that
give rise to such gaps. The USGCRP also needs to establish more effective mechanisms to
interact with decision makers and other stakeholders.
To ensure progress in the seven key research themes identified above, and implement the
other recommendations offered in this report, the USGCRP will need high-level leadership. This
includes effective and forward-looking leadership of the program itself as well as supportive
leaders in its partner agencies. To effectively shape and govern an interagency research effort,
the program also needs expanded budgeting oversight and authority to coordinate and prioritize
climate change research across agencies. The importance of effective leadership, with adequate
support and programmatic and budgetary authority, has been recognized in several NRC reviews
of the USGCRP (see Chapter 5 and Appendix E). Support and oversight from institutions with
overarching authority, such as the Office of Management and Budget, the Office of Science and
Technology Policy, and relevant Congressional committees, will be essential, as will a
comprehensive, inclusive, and ongoing strategic planning process.

Recommendation 6: The federal climate change research program should be formally
linked with action-oriented response programs focused on limiting the magnitude of future
climate change, adapting to the impacts of climate change, and informing climate-related
actions and decisions, and, where relevant, should develop partnerships with other
research and decision-making entities working at local to international scales.
The engagement of institutions at all levels and of all sorts—academic, governmental,
private sector, and not-for-profit—will be needed to meet the challenges of climate change. By
working collaboratively with action-oriented programs, both at the federal level and across the
country, the federal climate change research program can help ensure that the nation’s responses
to climate change are as effective as possible. For example, scientific knowledge about the
impacts of climate change and about the vulnerability and adaptive capacity of different human
and environmental systems—which typically requires analysis focused at local-to-regional
scales—is critical for developing and assessing adaptation measures. Likewise, research on
human behavior, institutions, and decision-making processes, products, and tools can contribute
to programs designed to inform decision makers and other stakeholders about climate change
(including the emerging federal approach to provide “climate services”). Scientific research also
underpins the development, implementation, and assessment of policies and technologies
intended to limit the magnitude of climate change, and as such is an important partner for
technology development programs such a the Climate Change Technology Program (CCTP).
Such an “end-to-end,” climate change research enterprise was also called for in the recent NRC
reports on Restructuring Federal Climate Research to meet the Challenges of Climate Change
(NRC, 2009l) and Informing Decisions in a Changing Climate (NRC, 2009e). Achieving this
vision will require high-level coordination, ideally through formal mechanisms, between the
research program and action-oriented programs at the federal level. It will also requite new and
improved mechanisms for engaging with both research and action-oriented programs at state and
local levels. Finally, partnerships with the international research community will be essential for
maximizing the effectiveness of domestic investments in climate change research.
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Recommendation 7: Congress, federal agencies, and the federal climate change research
program should work with other relevant partners (including universities, state and local
governments, the international research community, the business community, and other
non-governmental organizations) to expand and engage the human capital needed to carry
out climate change research and response programs.
The scale, importance, and complexity of the climate challenge implies a critical need to
increase the workforce performing fundamental and decision-relevant climate research,
implementing responses to climate change, and working at the interface between science and
decision making. Thanks to more than three decades of research on climate change, the
disciplinary research community in the United States and elsewhere is strong, at least in research
areas that have received significant emphasis and support. However, the more integrative and
decision-relevant research program described in this report will require expanded intellectual
capacity in several previously neglected fields as well as in interdisciplinary research areas.
Responding effectively to climate change will also require new interdisciplinary intellectual
capacity among state, local, and national government agencies, universities, and other public and
private research labs, as well as among science managers coordinating efforts to advance the
science of climate change. Building and mobilizing this broad research community will require
a concerted and coordinated effort.
The federal climate research program, federal agencies and laboratories, universities,
professional societies, and other elements of the nation’s research enterprise should use a variety
of mechanisms to encourage and facilitate interdisciplinary and integrative research. At the
national scale, institutional changes are needed in federal research and mission agencies to
increase the focus on interdisciplinary and decision-relevant research throughout government and
in the nationwide research efforts the agencies support. Additional venues for presentation and
publication of interdisciplinary and decision-relevant climate research are also needed, as well as
professional organizations that support and reward these efforts. Finally, state and local
governments, corporations, and non-governmental organizations should be key partners in
developing and engaging a workforce to implement the national climate research strategy.
Further discussion of the actions needed to educate and train future generations of scientists,
engineers, technicians, managers, and decision makers for responding to climate change can be
found in the companion report Informing an Effective Response to Climate Change (NRC,
2010a).
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BOX S.1
Statement of Task and Report Overview
The Panel on Advancing the Science of Climate Change, one of five groups convened
under the America’s Climate Choices suite of activities (see Foreword), was charged to address
the question: "What can be done to better understand climate change and its interactions with
human and ecological systems?" The panel was asked to provide a concise overview of past,
present, and future climate change, including its causes and its impacts, then recommend steps to
advance our current understanding, including new observations, research programs, nextgeneration models, and the physical and human assets needed to support these and other
activities. The panel was instructed to consider both the natural climate system and the human
activities responsible for driving climate change and altering the vulnerability of different
regions, sectors, and populations as a single system, and to consider the scientific advances
needed to better understand the effectiveness of actions taken to limit the magnitude of future
climate change and to adapt to the impacts of climate change (the full statement of task of the
Panel on Advancing the Science of Climate Change can be found in Appendix B, and its
membership can be found in Appendix C).
In response to this charge, the panel first assessed what science has learned about climate
change and its impacts across a variety of sectors, as well as what is known about options for
responding to climate change in those sectors. An overview of this analysis is provided in
Chapter 2, and the details can be found in the technical chapters (Chapters 6-17) that comprise
Part II of the report. The panel also identified scientific advances that could improve our present
understanding of climate change or the effectiveness of actions taken to limit its magnitude or
adapt to its impacts. Seven cross-cutting research themes, presented in Chapter 4, were
identified based on this analysis. Finally, the panel evaluated actions that could be taken to
achieve these scientific advances, including the physical and human assets required. Chapter 5
includes the panel’s recommendations on these important topics.
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1
Introduction: Science for Understanding
and Responding to Climate Change
Humans have always been influenced by climate. Despite the wealth and technology of
modern industrial societies, climate still affects human well-being in fundamental ways. Climate
influences, for example, where people live, what they eat, how they earn their livings, how they
move around, and what they do for recreation. Climate regulates food production and water
resources, and influences energy use, disease transmission, and other aspects of human health
and well-being. It also influences the health of ecosystems that provide goods and services for
humans and for the other species with which we share the planet.
In turn, human activities are influencing climate. As discussed in the following chapters,
scientific evidence that the Earth is warming is now overwhelming. There is also a multitude of
evidence that this warming results primarily from human activities, especially burning fossil
fuels and other activities that release heat-trapping greenhouse gases (GHGs) into the
atmosphere. Projections of future climate change indicate that Earth will continue to warm
unless significant and sustained actions are taken to limit emissions of GHGs. These increases in
temperature and GHG concentrations are driving a multitude of related and interacting changes
in the Earth system, including decreases in the amounts of ice stored in mountain glaciers and
polar regions, increases in sea level, changes in ocean chemistry, and changes in the frequency
and intensity of heat waves, precipitation events, and droughts. These changes in turn pose
significant risks to both human and ecological systems. Although the details of how the future
impacts of climate change will unfold are not as well understood as the basic causes and
mechanisms of climate change, we can reasonably expect that the consequences of climate
change will be more severe if actions are not taken to limit its magnitude and adapt to its
impacts.
Scientific research will never completely eliminate uncertainties about climate change
and its risks to human health and well-being, but it can provide information that can be helpful to
decision makers who must make choices in the face of risks. In 2008, the United States
Congress asked the National Academy of Sciences to “investigate and study the serious and
sweeping issues relating to global climate change and make recommendations regarding what
steps must be taken and what strategies must be adopted in response…including the science and
technology challenges thereof.” This report is part of the resulting study, called America’s
Climate Choices (see Foreword). In the chapters that follow, this report reviews what science
has learned about climate change and its causes and consequences across a variety of sectors.
The report also identifies scientific advances that could improve understanding of climate change
and the effectiveness of actions taken to limit the magnitude of future climate change or adapt to
its impacts. Finally, the report identifies the activities and tools needed to make these scientific
advances and the physical and human assets needed to support these activities (see Appendix B
for the detailed statement of task). Companion reports provide information and advice on
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Limiting the Magnitude of Future Climate Change (NRC, 2010b), Adapting to the Impacts of
Climate Change (NRC, 2010c), and Informing an Effective Response to Climate Change (NRC,
2010a).

SCIENTIFIC LEARNING ABOUT CLIMATE CHANGE
Climate science, like all science, is a process of collective learning that proceeds through
the accumulation of data; the formulation, testing, and refinement of hypotheses; the construction
of theories and models to synthesize understanding and generate new predictions; and the testing
of hypotheses, theories, and models through experiments or other observations. Scientific
knowledge builds over time as theories are refined and expanded and as new observations and
data confirm or refute the predictions of current theories and models. Confidence in a theory
grows if it survives this rigorous testing process, if multiple lines of evidence lead to the same
conclusion, or if competing explanations can be ruled out.
In the case of climate science, this process of learning extends back more than 150 years,
to mid-19th century attempts to explain what caused the ice ages, which had only recently been
discovered. Several hypotheses were proposed to explain how thick blankets of ice could have
once covered much of the Northern Hemisphere, including changes in solar radiation,
atmospheric composition, the placement of mountain ranges, and volcanic activity. These and
other ideas were tested and debated by the scientific community, eventually leading to an
understanding (discussed in detail in Chapter 6) that ice ages are caused by small recurring
variations in Earth’s orbit around the Sun. This early scientific interest in climate eventually led
scientists working in the late 19th century to recognize that carbon dioxide (CO2) and other
GHGs have a profound effect on the Earth’s temperature. A Swedish scientist named Svante
Arrhenius was the first to hypothesize that the burning of fossil fuels, which releases CO2, would
eventually lead to global warming. This was the beginning of a more than 100-year history of
ever more careful measurements and calculations to pin down exactly how GHG emissions and
other factors influence Earth’s climate (Weart, 2003).
Progress in scientific understanding, of course, does not proceed in a simple straight line.
For example, calculations performed during the first decades of the 20th century, before the
behavior of GHGs in the atmosphere was understood in detail, suggested that the amount of
warming from elevated CO2 levels would be small. More precise experiments and observations
in the 1940s and 1950s showed that this was not the case, and that increases in CO2 or other
GHGs could indeed cause significant warming. Similarly, a scientific debate in the 1970s briefly
considered the possibility that human emissions of aerosols—small particles that reflect sunlight
back to space—might lead to a long-term cooling of the Earth's surface. Although prominently
reported in a few news magazines at the time, this speculation did not gain widespread scientific
acceptance and was soon overtaken by new evidence and refined calculations showing that
warming from emissions of CO2 and other GHGs represented a larger effect on climate.
Thus, scientists have understood for a long time that the basic principles of chemistry and
physics predict that burning fossil fuels will lead to increases in the Earth’s average surface
temperature. Decades of observations and research have tested, refined, and extended that
understanding, for example, by identifying other factors that influence climate, such as changes
in land use, and by identifying modes of natural variability that modulate the long-term warming
trend. Detailed process studies and models of the climate system have also allowed scientists to
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project future climate changes. These projections are based on scenarios of future greenhouse
gas emissions from energy use and other human activities, each of which represents a different
set of choices that societies around the world might make. Finally, research across a broad range
of scientific disciplines has improved our understanding of how the climate system interacts with
other environmental systems and with human systems, including water resources, agricultural
systems, ecosystems, and built environments.

Uncertainty in Scientific Knowledge
From a philosophical perspective, science never proves anything—in the manner that
mathematics or other formal logical systems prove things—because science is fundamentally
based on observations. Any scientific theory is thus, in principle, subject to being refined or
overturned by new observations. In practical terms, however, scientific uncertainties are not all
the same. Some scientific conclusions or theories have been so thoroughly examined and tested,
and supported by so many independent observations and results, that their likelihood of
subsequently being found to be wrong is vanishingly small. Such conclusions and theories are
then regarded as settled facts. This is the case for the conclusions that the Earth system is
warming and that much of this warming is very likely due to human activities. In other cases,
particularly for matters that are at the leading edge of active research, uncertainties may be
substantial and important. In these cases, care must be taken not to draw stronger conclusions
than warranted by the available evidence.
The characterization of uncertainty is thus an important part of the scientific enterprise.
In some areas of inquiry, uncertainties can be quantified through a long sequence of repeated
observations, trials, or model runs. For other areas, including many aspects of climate change
research, precise quantification of uncertainty is not always possible due to the complexity or
uniqueness of the system being studied. In these cases, researchers adopt various approaches to
subjectively but rigorously assess their degree of confidence in particular results or theories,
given available observations, analyses, and model results. These approaches include estimated
uncertainty ranges (or error bars) for measured quantities and the estimated likelihood of a
particular result having arisen by chance rather than as a result of the theory or phenomenon
being tested. These scientific characterizations of uncertainty can be misunderstood, however,
because for many people “uncertainty” means that little or nothing is known, whereas in
scientific language uncertainty is a way of describing how precisely or how confidently
something is known. To reduce such misunderstandings, scientists have developed explicit
techniques for conveying the precision in a particular result or the confidence in a particular
theory or conclusion to policymakers (see Box 1.1).

BOX 1.1
Uncertainty Terminology
In assessing and reporting the state of knowledge about climate change, scientists have
devoted serious debate and discussion to appropriate ways of expressing uncertainty to policy
makers (Moss and Schneider, 2000). Recent climate change assessment reports have adopted
specific procedures and terminology to describe the degree of confidence in specific conclusions
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or the estimated likelihood of a certain outcome (see, e.g., Manning et al., 2004). For example, a
statement that something is “very likely” in the assessments by the Intergovernmental Panel on
Climate Change (IPCC) indicates an estimated 9 out of 10 or better chance that a certain
outcome will occur (see Appendix D).
In estimating confidence, scientific assessment teams draw on information about “the
strength and consistency of the observed evidence, the range and consistency of model
projections, the reliability of particular models as tested by various methods, and, most
importantly, the body of work addressed in earlier synthesis and assessment reports” (USGCRP,
2009a). Teams are also encouraged to provide “traceable accounts” of how these estimates were
constructed, including important lines of evidence used, standards of evidence applied,
approaches taken to combining and reconciling multiple lines of evidence, explicit explanations
of any statistical or other methods used, and identification of critical uncertainties. In general,
statements about the future are more uncertain than statements about current trends or observed
changes, and it is easier to employ precise uncertainty language in situations where conclusions
are based on extensive quantitative data or models than in areas where data is less extensive,
important research is qualitative, or models are in an earlier stage of development.
In this report, Advancing the Science of Climate Change, when we draw directly on the
statements of the formal national and international assessments, we adopt their terminology to
describe uncertainty. However, because of the concise nature and intent of this report, we do not
attempt to quantify confidence and certainty about every statement of the science.

A NEW ERA OF CLIMATE CHANGE SCIENCE: RESEARCH FOR
UNDERSTANDING AND RESPONDING TO CLIMATE CHANGE
In the process of scientific learning about climate change, it has become evident that
climate change holds significant risks for people and the natural resources and ecosystems on
which they depend. In some ways, climate change risks are different from many other risks with
which people normally deal. For example, as discussed in Chapters 2 and 3, climate change
processes have considerable inertia and long time lags. The actions of today, therefore, will be
reflected in climate system changes several decades to centuries from now. Future generations
will be exposed to risks, some potentially severe, because of today’s actions, and in some cases
these changes will be irreversible. Likewise, climate changes can be abrupt. They have the
potential to cross tipping points or thresholds that result in large changes or impacts. The
likelihood of such abrupt changes is not well known, however, which makes it difficult to
quantify the risks posed by such changes. Climate change also interacts in complex ways with
other on-going changes in human and environmental systems. Society’s decisions about land use
and food production, for example, both affect and are affected by climate change.
On the basis of decades of scientific progress in understanding changes in the physical
climate system and the growing evidence of the risks posed by climate change, many decision
makers—including individuals, businesses, and governments at all levels—are either taking
actions to respond to climate change, or asking what actions they might take to respond
effectively. Many of these questions center on what specific actions might to be taken to limit
climate change by reducing emissions of GHGs: what gases, from what sources, when and
where, through what specific technology investments or changes in management and practices,
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motivated and coordinated by what policies, with what co-benefits8 or unintended consequences,
and monitored and verified through what means? Other questions focus on the specific impacts
that are expected and the actions that can be taken to prepare for and adapt to them, such as
reducing vulnerabilities or improving society’s coping and adaptive capacity.
This report explores what these emerging questions and decision needs imply for future
scientific learning about climate change and for the scientific research enterprise. As the need
for science expands to include both improving understanding and informing and supporting
decision making, the production, synthesis, and translation of scientific knowledge into forms
that are useful to decision makers becomes increasingly important. It may also imply a need to
change scientific practices, with scientists working more closely with decision makers to
improve the scientific decision support researchers can offer. However, even with this decision
focus, scientific knowledge cannot by itself specify or determine any choice. It cannot tell
decision makers what they should do; their responsibilities, preferences, and values also
influence their decisions. Science can inform decisions by describing the potential consequences
of different choices, and it can contribute by improving or expanding available options, but it
cannot say what actions are required or preferred.

REPORT OVERVIEW
This report describes what has been learned about climate change. It then identifies the
most critical current research needs, including research needed to improve our understanding of
climate change and its impacts and research related to informing decision makers and allowing
them to respond more effectively to the challenges of climate change. As directed by the charge
to the panel (see Appendix B), this report covers the broad scientific territory of understanding
climate change and its interactions with humans and ecosystems, including responses to climate
change. Thus, it spans the breadth of “climate change science,” which in this report we define to
include research in the physical, social, ecological, environmental, health, and engineering
sciences, as well as research that integrates these and other disciplines.
In the following chapters, which are broken into two parts, we discuss the contributions
that climate change science has made and can make in advancing our understanding of climate
change and in supporting climate-related decisions. The five chapters in Part I include the
panel’s conclusions, recommendations, and supporting analysis. Chapter 2 provides an overview
of available scientific knowledge about climate change. This overview is drawn from the twelve
technical chapters in Part II of the report, which provide more detailed and extensively
referenced information on what science has learned about climate change and its interactions
with key human and environmental systems. Chapter 3 examines some of the complexities and
risks associated with climate change that emerge from what has been learned, and discusses the
role that scientific research can play in helping decision makers manage those risks. Chapter 4
describes seven cross-cutting and integrative research themes that emerge from the panel’s
review of key scientific uncertainties and research needs (the details of which can be found in the
final section of each of the chapters in Part II). Chapter 5, the final chapter in Part I, provides the

8

A co-benefit refers to an additional benefit resulting from an action undertaken to achieve a particular purpose, but
that is not directly related to that purpose.
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panel’s recommendations for advancing the science of climate change, including priority-setting,
infrastructural, and organizational issues.
Broadly speaking, the report concludes that the causes and many of the consequences of
climate change are becoming increasingly clear, and that additional research is needed both to
continue to improve understanding of climate change and to support effective responses to it.
This expanded research enterprise needs to be more integrative and interdisciplinary, will
demand improved infrastructural support and intellectual capacity, and will need to be tightly
linked to efforts to limit and adapt to climate change at all scales. In short, the report concludes
that we are entering a new era of climate change research, in which research is needed not just to
understand where the world is headed, but to understand how the risks posed by climate change
can be effectively managed.
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What We Know about Climate Change and Its
Interactions with People and Ecosystems
Over the past several decades, the international and national research communities have
developed a progressively clearer picture of how and why Earth’s climate is changing and of the
impacts of climate change on a wide range of human and environmental systems. Research has
also evaluated actions that could be taken—and in some cases are already being taken—to limit
the magnitude of future climate change and adapt to its impacts. In the United States, a series of
reports by the U.S. Global Change Research Program (USGCRP, also known as the Climate
Change Science Program from 2001 – 2008) have synthesized the information specific to the
nation, culminating in the report Global Climate Change Impacts in the United States (2009a).
Internationally, scientific information about climate change is periodically assessed by three
working groups of scientists under the auspices of the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate
Change (IPCC), most recently in 2007. Much has been learned, and this knowledge base is
continuously being updated and expanded with new research results.
Our assessment of the current state of knowledge about global climate change, which is
summarized in this chapter and described in detail in Part II of the report, leads to the following
conclusion:
Conclusion 1: Climate change is occurring, is caused largely by human activities, and poses
significant risks for—and in many cases is already affecting—a broad range of human and
natural systems.
This conclusion is based on a substantial array of scientific evidence, including recent,
work, and is consistent with the conclusions of the IPCC’s Fourth Assessment Report (IPCC,
2007a-d), recent assessments by the USGCRP, and other recent assessments of the state of
scientific knowledge on climate change. Both our assessment and these previous assessments
place high or very high confidence9 in the following findings:
 Earth is warming. Detailed observations of surface temperature assembled and
analyzed by several different research groups show that the planet’s average surface
temperature was 1.4 ºF (0.8 ºC) warmer during the first decade of the 21st century
than during the first decade of the 20th century, with the most pronounced warming
over the past three decades. These data are corroborated by a variety of independent
observations that indicate warming in other parts of the Earth system, including the
cryosphere (snow and ice covered regions), the lower atmosphere, and the oceans.

9

As discussed in Appendix D, high confidence indicates an estimated 8 out of 10 or better chance of a statement
being correct, while very high confidence indicates a 9 out of 10 or better chance.
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Most of the warming over the last several decades can be attributed to human
activities that release carbon dioxide (CO2) and other heat-trapping greenhouse gases
(GHGs) into the atmosphere. The burning of fossil fuels—coal, oil, and natural gas—
for energy is the single largest human driver of climate change, but agriculture, forest
clearing, and certain industrial activities also make significant contributions.
Natural climate variability leads to year-to-year and decade-to-decade fluctuations in
temperature and other climate variables, as well as significant regional differences,
but cannot explain or offset the long-term warming trend.
Global warming is closely associated with a broad spectrum of other climate changes,
such as increases in the frequency of intense rainfall, decreases in snow cover and sea
ice, more and increasingly intense heat waves, rising sea levels, and widespread
ocean acidification.
Individually and collectively, and in combination with the effect of other human
activities, these changes pose risks for a wide range of human and environmental
systems, including freshwater resources, the coastal environment, ecosystems,
agriculture, fisheries, human health, and national security, among others.
Human-induced climate change and its impacts will continue for many decades, and
in some cases for many centuries. The ultimate magnitude of climate change and the
severity of its impacts depend strongly on the actions that human societies take to
respond to these risks.

The following sections elaborate on these statements and provide a concise, high-level
overview of the current state of scientific knowledge about climate change in 12 critical areas of
interest to a broad range of stakeholders:
 Changes in the climate system
 Sea level rise and risk in the coastal environment
 Freshwater resources
 Ecosystems, ecosystem services and biodiversity
 Agriculture, fisheries and food production
 Public health
 Cities and the built environment
 Transportation systems
 Energy systems
 Solar radiation management
 National and human security
 Designing, implementing, and evaluating climate policies.
The research progress in each of these topics is explored in additional detail in Part II of the
report, but even those chapters are too brief to provide a comprehensive review of the very large
body of research on these issues. Likewise, this report does not cover all scientific topics of
interest in climate change research, only those of most immediate interest to decision makers.
Readers interested in additional information should consult the extensive assessment reports
completed by the USGCRP,10 IPCC,11 the National Research Council (NRC),12 and other groups,
as well as the numerous scientific papers that have been published since their completion.

10

http://www.globalchange.gov/publications/reports/scientific-assessments/us-impacts
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CHANGES IN THE CLIMATE SYSTEM13
Earth’s physical climate system, which includes the atmosphere, oceans, cryosphere (the
frozen portions of Earth’s surface), and land surface, is complex and constantly evolving.
Nevertheless, the laws of physics and chemistry ultimately govern the system, and can be used to
understand how and why climate varies from place to place and over time.
The greenhouse effect is a natural phenomenon that is critical for life as we know it.
Greenhouse gases (GHGs)—which include water vapor, carbon dioxide (CO2), methane (CH4),
nitrous oxide (N2O), and several others—are present in relatively low concentrations in the
atmosphere, but because of their ability to absorb and re-radiate infrared energy, they trap heat
near the Earth’s surface, keeping it much warmer than it would otherwise be (Figure 2.1). The
atmospheric concentrations of GHGs have increased over the past two centuries as a result of
human activities, especially the burning of the fossil fuels—coal, oil, and natural gas—for
energy. The rising concentration of GHGs is amplifying the natural greenhouse effect and
causing Earth’s surface temperature to rise. Human activities have also increased the number of
aerosols (small liquid droplets or particles suspended in the atmosphere). Aerosols have a wide
range of environmental effects, but on average they increase the amount of sunlight that is
reflected back to space, a cooling effect that offsets some, but not all, of the warming induced by
rising GHG concentrations.

11

http://www.ipcc.ch/publications_and_data/publications_and_data_reports.htm
http://national-academies.org/climatechange/
13
For additional discussion and references, see Chapter 6 in Part II of the report
12
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FIGURE 2.1 The greenhouse effect. SOURCE: Marion Koshland Science Museum of the
National Academy of Sciences.
Earth is warming. There are many indications—both direct and indirect—that the climate
system is warming. The most fundamental of these are thermometer measurements, enough of
which have been collected over both land and sea to estimate changes in global average surface
temperature since the mid- to late-19th century. A number of independent research teams
collect, analyze, and correct for errors and biases in these data (for example, accounting for the
“urban heat island” effect and changes in the instruments and methods used to measure ocean
surface temperatures). Each group uses slightly different analysis techniques and data sources,
yet the temperature estimates published by these groups are highly consistent with one another.
Surface thermometer measurements show the first decade of the 21st century was 1.4 °F
(0.8 °C) warmer than the first decade of the 20th century (Figure 2.2). This warming has not
been uniform, but rather is superimposed on natural year-to-year and even decade-to-decade
variations. Because of this natural variability, it is important to focus on trends over several
decades or longer when assessing changes in the heat balance of the Earth. Physical factors also
give rise to substantial spatial variations in the pattern of observed warming, with much stronger
warming over the Arctic than over tropical latitudes and over land areas than over the ocean.

FIGURE 2.2 Global surface temperature change from 1880-2009. The black curve shows annual
average temperatures, the red curve shows a five-year running average, and the green bars
indicate the estimated uncertainty in the data during different periods of the record. For further
details see Figure 6.13. SOURCE: NASA GISS, 2010 (based on Hansen et al., 2006 updated
through 2009 at http://data.giss.nasa.gov/gistemp/graphs/).
Other measurements of global temperature changes come from satellites, weather
balloons, and ships, buoys, and floats in the ocean. Like surface thermometer measurements,
these data have been analyzed by a number of different research teams around the world,
corrected to remove errors and biases, and calibrated using independent observations. Ocean
heat content measurements, which are taken from the top several hundred meters of the world’s
oceans, show a warming trend over the past several decades that is similar to the atmospheric
warming trend in Figure 2.2.
Up until a few years ago, scientists were puzzled by the fact that the satellite-based record
of atmospheric temperature trends seemed to disagree slightly with the data obtained from
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weather balloon-based measurements, and both seemed to be slightly inconsistent with surface
temperature observations. Recently, researchers identified several small errors in both the
satellite and weather balloon-based datasets, including errors caused by instrument replacements
and changes in satellite orbits and the effect of sunlight on the instruments carried by weather
balloons. After correcting for these sources of error, temperature records based on satellite,
weather balloon, and ground-based measurements now agree within the estimated range of
uncertainty associated with each type of observation.
The trends in many other types of observations over decades of measurement also
provide evidence that Earth is warming. For example:
 Heat waves have become longer and more extreme;
 Cold snaps have become shorter and milder;
 Northern Hemisphere snow cover is decreasing;
 Northern Hemisphere sea ice is declining in both extent and average thickness;
 Rivers and lakes are freezing later and thawing earlier;
 Glaciers and ice caps are melting in many parts of the world (this will be described in
more detail below);
 Precipitation, ecosystems, and other environmental systems are changing in ways that are
consistent with global warming (many of these changes are also described below).
Based on this diverse, carefully examined, and well-understood body of evidence,
scientists are virtually certain that the climate system is warming. In addition, scientists have
collected a wide array of “proxy” evidence that indicates how temperature and other climate
properties varied before direct measurements were available. These proxy data come from ice
cores, tree rings, corals, lake sediments, boreholes, and even historical documents and paintings.
A recent assessment of these data and the techniques used to analyze them concluded that the
past few decades have been warmer than any other comparable period for at least the last 400
years, and possibly for the last 1000 years or longer (NRC, 2006b).
The climate system exhibits substantial natural variability. Earth’s climate varies naturally
on a wide range of timescales, from seasonal variations (such as a particularly wet spring, hot
summer, or snowy winter) to geological timescales of millions or even billions of years. Careful
statistical analyses have demonstrated that it is very unlikely14 that natural variations in the
climate system could have given rise to the observed global warming trend, especially over the
last several decades. However, natural processes produce substantial seasonal, year-to-year, and
even decade-to-decade variations that are superimposed on the long-term warming trend, as well
as significant regional differences. Improving understanding of natural variability patterns, and
determining how they might change with rising GHG emissions and global temperatures, is an
important area of active research (see the end of this section and Chapter 6).
Natural climate variations can also be influenced by volcanic eruptions, changes in the
output from the Sun, and changes in Earth’s orbit around the Sun. Large volcanic eruptions,
such as the eruption of Mount Pinatubo in 1991, can spew copious amounts of aerosols into the
upper atmosphere. If the eruption is large enough, these aerosols can reflect enough sunlight

14

As discussed in Appendix D, very unlikely indicates a less than 1 in 10 chance of a statement being incorrect.
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back to space to cool the surface of the planet by a few tenths of a degree for several years.
The Sun’s output has been measured precisely by satellites since 1979, and these
measurements do not show any trend in solar output over this period. Prior to the satellite era,
solar output was estimated by several methods, including methods based on long-term records of
the number of sunspots observed each year, which is an indirect indicator of solar activity.
These indirect methods suggest that there was a slight increase in solar energy received by the
Earth during the first few decades of the 20th century, which may have contributed to the global
temperature increase during that period (see Figure 2.2).
Perhaps the most dramatic example of natural climate variability is the ice age cycle.
Detailed analyses of ocean sediments, ice cores, geologic landforms, and other data show that for
at least the past 800,000 years, and probably the past several million years, the Earth has gone
through long periods when temperatures were much colder than today and thick blankets of ice
covered much of the Northern Hemisphere (including the areas currently occupied by the cities
of Chicago, New York, and Seattle). These very long cold spells were punctuated by shorter,
warm “interglacial” periods, including the last 10,000 years. Through a convergence of theory,
observations, and modeling, scientists have deduced that the ice ages were initiated by slight
variations in the Earth’s orbit around the Sun over many thousands of years.
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GHG emissions and concentrations are increasing. Human activities have increased the
concentration of CO2 and certain other GHGs in the atmosphere. Detailed worldwide records of
fossil fuel consumption indicate that fossil fuel burning currently releases over 30 billion tons of
CO2 into the atmosphere every year (Figure 2.3, blue curve). Tropical deforestation and other
land use changes release an additional 3 to 5 billion tons every year.

2000
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FIGURE 2.3 CO2 emissions due to fossil fuel burning (blue line and right axis) from 1800-2006
and atmospheric CO2 concentrations (red line and left axis) from 1847-2008. For further details
see Figures 6.2, 6.3, and 6.4. Based on data from Boden et al. (2009); Keeling et al. (2009);
Neftel et al., (1994).
Precise measurements of atmospheric composition at many sites around the world
indicate that CO2 levels are increasing, currently at a pace of almost 2 parts per million (ppm) per
year. We know that this increase is largely the result of human activities because the chemical
signature of the excess CO2 in the atmosphere can be linked to the composition of the CO2 in
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emissions from fossil fuel burning. Moreover, analyses of bubbles trapped in ice cores from
Greenland and Antarctica reveal that atmospheric CO2 levels have been rising steadily since the
start of the Industrial Revolution (usually taken as 1750, see Figure 2.3, red curve). The current
CO2 level (388 ppm as of the end of 2009) is higher than it has been in at least 800,000 years.
Only 45 percent of the CO2 emitted by human activities remains in the atmosphere—the
remainder is absorbed by the oceans and land surface. Current estimates, which are based on a
combination of direct measurements and models that simulate ecosystem processes and
biogeochemical cycles, indicate that roughly twice as much CO2 is taken up annually by
ecosystems on the land surface as is released by deforestation—thus, the land surface is a net
“carbon sink.” The oceans are also a net carbon sink, but only some of the CO2 absorbed by the
oceans is taken up and used by marine plants; most of it combines with water to form carbonic
acid, which (as described below) is harmful to many kinds of ocean life. The combined impacts
of rising CO2 levels, temperature change, and other climate changes on natural ecosystems and
on agriculture are described later in this chapter, and in further detail in Part II of the report.
Human activities are associated with a net warming effect on climate. Human activities have
led to higher concentrations of a number of GHGs as well as other climate forcing agents. For
example, the human-caused rise in CO2 levels since the beginning of the Industrial Revolution is
associated with a warming effect equivalent to approximately 1.6 Watts of energy per square
meter of the Earth’s surface (Figure 2.4). Although this may seem like a small amount of
energy, when multiplied by the surface area of the Earth it is 50 times larger than the total power
consumed by all human activities.
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FIGURE 2.4 Climate forcing due to both human activities and natural processes, expressed in
Watts per square meter (energy per unit area). Positive forcing corresponds to a warming effect.
See Chapter 6 for further details. SOURCE: Forster et al. (2007).
In addition to CO2, the concentrations of methane (CH4), nitrous oxide (N2O), ozone (O3)
and over a dozen chlorofluorocarbons (CFCs) and related gases have increased as a result of
human activities. Collectively, the total warming associated with these greenhouse gases is
estimated to be 3.0 Watts per square meter, or almost double the forcing associated with CO2
alone. While CO2 and N2O levels continue to rise (due mainly to fossil fuel burning and
agricultural processes, respectively), concentrations of several of the halogenated gases are now
declining as a result of action taken to protect to ozone layer, and the concentration of CH4 also
appears to have leveled off (see Chapter 6 for details).
Human activities have also increased the number of aerosols, or particles, in the
atmosphere. While the effects of these particles are not as well measured or understood as the
effects of GHGs, recent estimates indicate that they produce a net cooling effect that offsets
some, but not all of the warming associated with GHG increases (see Figure 2.4). Humans have
also modified Earth’s land surface, such as by replacing forests with cropland. Averaged over
the globe, it is estimated that these land use and land cover changes have increased the amount of
sunlight that is reflected back to space, producing a small net cooling effect. Other human
activities can influence local and regional climate, but have only a minor influence on global
climate.
Feedback processes determine how the climate system responds to forcing. The response of
the climate system to greenhouse gas increases and other climate forcing agents is strongly
influenced by the effects of positive and negative feedback processes in the climate system. One
example of a positive feedback is the water vapor feedback. Water vapor is the most important
greenhouse gas in terms of its contribution to the natural greenhouse effect (see Figure 6.1), but
changes in water vapor are not considered a climate forcing because its concentration in the
lower atmosphere is controlled mainly by the (natural) processes of evaporation and
precipitation, rather than by human activities. Because the rate of evaporation and the ability of
air to hold water vapor both increase as the climate system warm, a small initial warming will
increase the amount of water vapor in the air, reinforcing the initial warming—a positive
feedback loop. If, on the other hand, an initial warming were to cause an increase in the amount
of low-lying clouds, which tend to cool the Earth by reflecting solar radiation back to space
(especially when they occur over ocean areas), this would tend to offset some of the initial
warming—a negative feedback. Other important feedbacks involve changes in other kinds of
clouds, land surface properties, biogeochemical cycles, the vertical profile of temperature in the
atmosphere, and the circulation of the atmosphere and oceans—all of which operate on different
timescales and interact with one another in addition to responding directly to changes in
temperature.
The collective effect of all feedback processes determines the sensitivity of the climate
system, or how much the system will warm or cool in response to a certain amount of forcing. A
variety of methods have been used to estimate climate sensitivity, which is typically expressed as
the temperature change expected if atmospheric CO2 levels reach twice their pre-industrial
values and then remain there until the climate system reaches equilibrium, with all other climate
forcings neglected. Most of these estimates indicate that the expected warming due to a doubling
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of CO2 is between 3.6 and 8.1°F (2.0 and 4.5 °C), with a best estimate of 5.4 °F (3.0 °C).
Unfortunately, the diversity and complexity of processes operating in the climate system means
that even with continued progress in understanding climate feedbacks, the exact sensitivity of the
climate system will remain somewhat uncertain. Nevertheless, estimates of climate sensitivity
are a useful metric for evaluating the causes of observed climate change and estimating how
much Earth will ultimately warm in response to human activities.
Global warming can be attributed to human activities. Many lines of evidence support the
conclusion that most of the observed warming since the start of the 20th century, and especially
the last several decades, can be attributed to human activities, including the following:
1. Earth’s surface temperature has clearly risen over the past 100 years, at the same time
that human activities have resulted in sharp increases in CO2 and other GHGs.
2. Both the basic physics of the greenhouse effect and more detailed calculations dictate
that increases in atmospheric GHGs should lead to warming of Earth’s surface and
lower atmosphere.
3. The vertical pattern of observed warming—with warming in the bottommost layer of
the atmosphere and cooling immediately above—is consistent with warming caused
by GHG increases, and inconsistent with other possible causes (see below).
4. Detailed simulations with state-of-the-art computer-based models of the climate
system are only able to reproduce the observed warming trend and patterns when
human-induced GHG emissions are included.
In addition, other possible causes of the observed warming have been rigorously evaluated:
5. As described above, the climate system varies naturally on a wide range of
timescales, but a rigorous statistical evaluation of observed climate trends, supported
by analyses with climate models, indicates that the observed warming, especially the
warming since the late 1970s, cannot be attributed to natural variations.
6. Satellite measurements conclusively show that solar output has not increased over the
past 30 years, so an increase in energy from the Sun cannot be responsible for recent
warming. There is evidence that some of the warming observed during the first few
decades of the 20th century may have been caused by a slight uptick in solar output,
although this conclusion is much less certain.
7. Direct measurements likewise show that the number of cosmic rays, which some
scientists have posited might influence cloud formation and hence climate, have
neither declined nor increased during the last 30 years. Moreover, a plausible
mechanism by which cosmic rays might influence climate has not been demonstrated.
Based on these and other lines of evidence, the Panel on Advancing the Science of Climate
Change—along with an overwhelming majority of climate scientists (Rosenberg et al., 2010)—
conclude that much of the observed warming since the start of the 20th century, and most of the
warming over the last several decades, can be attributed to human activities.
Models and scenarios are used to estimate future climate change. In order to project future
changes in the climate system, scientists must first estimate how GHG emissions and other
climate forcings (such as aerosols and land use) will change over time. Since the future cannot
be known with certainty, a large number of different scenarios are developed, each using
different assumptions about future economic, social, technological, and environmental
conditions. These scenarios have increased in complexity over time, and the most recent
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scenario development efforts include sophisticated models of energy production and use,
economic activity, and the possible influence of different climate policy actions on future
emissions. Future climate change, like past climate change, is also subject to natural climate
variations that modulate the expected warming trend.
After future forcing scenarios are developed, climate models are used to simulate how
these changes in GHG emissions and other climate forcing agents will translate into changes in
the climate system. Climate models are computer-based representations of the atmosphere,
oceans, cryosphere, land surface, and other components of the climate system. All climate
models are fundamentally based on the laws of physics and chemistry that govern the motion and
composition of the atmosphere and oceans. The most sophisticated versions of these models—
referred to as Earth system models—include representations of a wide range of additional
physical, chemical, and biological processes and systems such as atmospheric chemistry and
ecosystems on land and in the oceans. The resolution of climate models has also steadily
increased, although global models are still not able to resolve features as small as individual
clouds, so these small-scale processes must be approximated in global models.
After decades of development by research teams in the United States and around the
world, and careful testing against observations of climate over the past century and further into
the past, scientists are confident that climate models are able to capture many important aspects
of the climate system. Scientists are also confident that climate models give a reasonable
projection of future changes in climate that can be expected based on a particular scenario of
future GHG emissions, at least at large (continental to global) scales. A variety of downscaling
techniques have been developed to project future climate changes at regional and local scales.
These techniques are not as well established and tested as global climate models, and their results
reflect uncertainties in both the underlying global projections and regional climate process.
Hence, predictions of regional and local climate change are generally much more uncertain than
large-scale changes. Other key sources of uncertainty in projections of future climate change
include (1) uncertainty in future climate forcing, especially how human societies will produce
and use energy in the decades ahead, (2) processes that are not included or well represented in
models, such as changes in ice sheets, individual clouds, and certain land use and ecosystem
processes, and (3) the possibility that abrupt changes or other climate “surprises” (see below)
may occur.
Projections of future climate change indicate continued warming. The most recent
comprehensive modeling effort to date included more than 20 different state-of-the-art climate
models from around the world. Each of these climate models projected future climate change
based on a range of different scenarios of future GHG emissions and other changes in climate
forcing. Continued warming is projected by all models, but the trajectory and total amount of
warming varies from model to model and between different scenarios of future climate forcing.
Based on these results, the IPCC estimates that global average surface temperatures will rise an
additional 2.0 to11.5 °F (1.1 to 6.4 ºC), relative to the 1980-1999 average, by the end of the 21st
century. The wide spread in these numbers comes from uncertainty not only in exactly how
much the climate system will warm in response to continued GHG emissions, but more
importantly, uncertainty in how future GHG emissions will evolve15. Hence, the choices that
15

As discussed in Chapter 6, none of the scenarios considered in this modeling effort attempted to represent how
climate policy interventions might influence future GHG emissions
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human societies make over the next several decades will have an enormous influence on the
magnitude of future climate change.
As with observed climate change to date, there is also wide geographic variation in the
magnitude of future warming, with much stronger projected warming over high latitudes and
over land areas (see Figure 2.5). In the United States, temperatures are projected to warm
substantially over the 21st century under all projections of future climate change (USGCRP,
2009a). Temperature increases over the next few decades primarily reflect past emissions and
are thus similar across different scenarios of future GHG emissions. However, by mid-century
and especially at the end of the century, higher emission scenarios lead to much warmer
temperatures than lower emissions scenarios.

FIGURE 2.5 Worldwide projected changes in temperatures, relatively to 1961-1990 averages,
under three different emission scenarios (rows) for three different time periods (columns). For
further details see Figure 6.21. SOURCE: Meehl et al. (2007a).
A multitude of additional climate and climate-related changes are projected. In addition to
increasing global average temperatures, a host of other climate variables are projected to
experience significant changes over the 21st century, just as they have during the past century.
For example, it is very likely16 that:
 Heat waves will become more intense, more frequent, and longer lasting, while the
frequency of cold extremes will continue to decrease;
 Snow and ice extent will continue to decrease;

16

estimated greater than 9 out of 10 chance (see Appendix D)
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 The intensity of precipitation events will continue to increase;
 Glaciers and ice sheets will continue to melt;
 Global sea level will continue to rise.
Many of these changes are discussed below and described in detail in Part II of the report.
Abrupt changes may occur. Confounding all projections of future climate is the possibility of
abrupt changes in the climate system, other environmental systems, or human systems.
Paleoclimate records indicate that the climate system can experience abrupt changes in as little as
a decade. The Earth’s temperature is now demonstrably higher than it has been for several
hundred years, and GHG concentrations are now higher than they have been in at least 800,000
years. These sharp departures from past and recent climate raise the possibility that “tipping
points” or thresholds for stability might be crossed as the climate system warms, leading to rapid
or abrupt changes in climate. Climate change may also lead to abrupt changes in human or
ecological systems, especially systems that are also experiencing other environmental stresses.
However, in general we have only a limited understanding of where the tipping points in the
climate system, other environmental systems, or human systems might be, when they might be
crossed, or what the consequences might be.
Research needs for advancing climate system science. Additional research, supported by
expanded observational and modeling capacity, is needed to improve understanding of key
climate processes, improve projections of future climate change (especially at regional scales),
and evaluate the potential for abrupt changes in the climate system. The following are some of
the most critical research needs for continued improvements in our ability to understand,
observe, and project the behavior of the climate system.
 Improve understanding of how the climate system will respond to forcing.
 Refine the ability to project interannual, decadal and multi-decadal climate change,
including extreme events, at regional scales.
 Advance understanding of feedbacks and thresholds that may be crossed that lead to
irreversible or abrupt changes.
 Expand and maintain comprehensive and sustained climate observations to provide realtime information about climate variability and change.
For a longer discussion of these and other climate system research needs, see Chapter 6.
SEA LEVEL RISE AND THE COASTAL ENVIRONMENT17
The coastlines of the United States and the world are major centers of economic and
cultural development, where populations and associated structural development continue to
grow. The coasts are also home to critical ecological and environmental resources. Coastal
areas have always experienced various hazards from coastal storms. However, coastal managers
and property owners are concerned about how these risks are being and will be intensified by sea
level rise and other climate changes.

17

For additional discussion and references, see Chapter 7 in Part II of the report
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Observations of sea-level rise. Sea level has been systematically measured by tide gauges for
more than 100 years. Other direct and indirect observations have allowed oceanographers to
estimate (with lower precision) past sea levels going back many thousands of years. We know
that sea level has risen more than 400 feet (120 meters) since the peak of the last ice age 26,000
years ago, with periods of rapid rise predating a relatively steady level over the past 6,000 years.
During the past few decades, tide gauge records augmented by satellite measurements have been
used to produce precise sea level maps across the entire globe. These modern records indicate
that the rate of sea level rise has accelerated since the mid-19th century, with possibly greater
acceleration over the past two decades (Figure 2.6). The exact amount of sea level change
experienced in different locations varies because of different rates of settling or uplift of land and
because of differences in ocean circulation.

FIGURE 2.6 Annual, global mean sea level as determined by records of tide gauges (red and
blue curves) and satellite altimetry (black curve). For further details see Figure 7.2. SOURCE:
Bindoff et al. (2007).
Causes of sea level rise. Past, present, and future changes in global sea level are mainly caused
by two fundamental processes: (1) the thermal expansion of the existing water in the world’s
ocean basins as it absorbs heat, and (2) the addition of water from land-based sources—mainly
the shrinking of ice sheets and glaciers.
Because of the huge capacity of the oceans to absorb heat, 80 to 90 percent of the heating
associated with human GHG emissions over the past 50 years has gone into raising the
temperature of the oceans. The subsequent thermal expansion of the oceans is responsible for an
estimated 50 to 60 percent of the observed sea level rise since the mid-19th century. Even if
GHG concentrations are stabilized, ocean warming and the accompanying sea level rise will
continue until the oceans reach a new thermal equilibrium with the atmosphere. Ice in the
world’s glaciers and ice caps contributes directly to sea level rise through melt or the flow of ice
into the sea. The major ice sheets of Greenland and Antarctica contain the equivalent of 23 and
197 feet (7 and 60 meters) of sea level, respectively.
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Projections of sea level rise. Projections of future sea level have been the subject of active
discussion in the recent literature on climate change impacts. The 2007 Assessment Report by
the IPCC estimated that sea level would likely rise by an additional 0.6 to 1.9 feet (0.18 to 0.59
meters) by 2100. This projection was based largely on the observed rates of change in ice sheets
and projected future thermal expansion over the past several decades, and did not include the
possibility of changes in ice sheet dynamics. Scientists are working to improve how ice
dynamics can be resolved in models. Recent research, including investigations of how sea level
responded to temperature variations during the ice age cycles, suggests that sea levels could
potentially rise another 2.5 to 6.5 feet (0.8 to 2 meters) by 2100, which is several times larger
than the IPCC estimates. However, sea level rise estimates are rather uncertain, due mainly to
limits in scientific understanding of glacier and ice sheet dynamics. For instance, recent findings
of a warming ocean around Greenland suggest an explanation for the accelerated calving of
outlet glaciers into the sea, but the limited data and lack of insight into the mechanisms involved
prevent a quantitative estimate of the rate of ice loss at this time. Nevertheless, it is clear that
global sea level rise will continue throughout the 21st century due to the GHGs that have already
been emitted, that the rate and ultimate amount of sea level rise will be higher if GHG
concentrations continue to increase, and that there is a risk of much larger and more rapid
increases in sea level. While this risk cannot be quantified at present, the consequences of
extreme and rapid sea level rise could be economically and socially devastating for highly builtup and densely populated coastal areas around the world, especially low-lying deltas and
estuaries.
Ice sheet processes could potentially lead to abrupt changes. In addition to rapid
accelerations in the rate of sea level rise, a collapse or rapid wastage of major ice sheets could
lead to other abrupt changes. For example, if the Greenland ice sheet were to shrink
substantially over several decades, a large amount of freshwater would be delivered to key
regions of the North Atlantic. This influx of freshwater could alter the ocean structure and
influence ocean circulation, with implications for regional and global weather patterns.
Compelling evidence has been assembled indicating that rapid freshwater discharges at the end
of the last ice age caused abrupt circulation changes in the oceans with significant impacts on
regional climate. The recent ice melting on Greenland and other areas in the Arctic, combined
with increased river discharges in the Arctic region (see discussion of precipitation and runoff
changes below), may have already led to changes in ocean circulation patterns. However, much
work remains to develop confident projections of future ocean circulation changes—and the
influence of these changes on regional climate patterns—resulting from ongoing freshwater
discharges in the North Atlantic.
Sea level rise is associated with a range of impacts on coastal environments. Coastal areas
are among the most densely populated and fastest-growing regions of the United States, as well
as the rest of the world. Such population concentration and growth are accompanied by a high
degree of development and use of coastal resources for economic purposes, including industrial
activities, transportation, trade, resource extraction, fisheries, tourism, and recreation. Sea level
rise can potentially affect all of these activities and their accompanying infrastructure, and it
could also magnify other climate changes, such as an increase in the frequency or intensity of
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storms (see below). Even if the frequency or intensity of coastal storms does not change,
increases in average sea level will magnify the impacts of extreme events on coastal landscapes.
The economic impacts of climate change and sea level rise on coastal areas in the United
States have been an important focus for research. While economic impact assessments have
become increasingly sophisticated, they remain incomplete and are subject to the wellrecognized challenges of cost-benefit analyses (see Chapter 17). In addition, while studies of
economic impacts may be useful at a regional level, general conclusions regarding the total
magnitude of economic impacts in the United States cannot be drawn from existing studies; this
is because the metrics, modeling approaches, sea level rise projections, inclusions of coastal
storms, and assumptions about human responses (e.g., the type and level of protection) vary
considerably across the studies.
Coastal ecosystems such as dunes, wetlands, estuaries, seagrass beds, and mangroves
provide numerous ecosystem goods and services, ranging from nursery habitat for certain fish
and shellfish, to habitat for bird, mammal, and reptilian species, including some endangered
ones; protective or buffering services for coastal infrastructure against the onslaught of storms;
water filtering and flood retention; carbon storage; and the aesthetic, cultural, and economic
value of beaches and coastal environments for recreation, tourism, and simple enjoyment. The
impact of sea level rise on these and other non-market values is often omitted from economic
impact assessments of coastal areas because of difficulties in assigning values.
Science for responding to sea level rise. Scientific understanding of people’s vulnerability and
ability to adapt to sea level rise (and other impacts of climate change) has increased in recent
years. Developing countries are expected to face greater challenges in dealing with the impacts
of rising sea levels because of lower adaptive capacity—largely a function of economic,
technological, and knowledge resources; social capital; and well-functioning institutions. In
developed countries like the United States, adaptive capacity may be higher, but this has not
been thoroughly examined to date and there are a large number of assets and people at risk.
Moreover, significant gaps remain in our empirical understanding of and ability to identify placebased vulnerabilities to the impacts of sea level rise along the U.S. coastline. Considerable
challenges also remain in translating whatever adaptive capacity exists into real adaptation
actions on the ground.
Virtually all adaptive responses to sea level rise have costs as well as social and
ecological consequences, and most are complicated by having effects that extend far into the
future and beyond the immediately affected coastal regions. Engineering options such as
seawalls and levees are not feasible in all locations, and in many they could have negative effects
on coastal ecosystems, beach recreation and tourism, aesthetics, and other socially valued aspects
of coastal environments. A wide range of barriers and constraints make “soft” solutions—such
as changes in land use planning and, ultimately, retreat from the shoreline—equally challenging.
Such constraints and limits on adaptation are increasingly recognized, but little is currently
known about how to determine the most appropriate, cost-effective, least ecologically damaging,
and most socially acceptable adaptation options for different places and regions. As discussed
below and in further detail in Chapter 4, continued and expanded scientific research can help to
address these gaps in understanding.
Research needs for advancing science on sea level rise and associated risks in the coastal
environment. While global sea level rise is certain to continue, the physical science of sea level
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rise and related climate changes remains incomplete, making future projections uncertain.
Moreover, social and ecological understanding of place-based vulnerability and adaptation
options in coastal regions of the United States is lacking. Thus, research is needed to improve
our understanding and projections of future sea level rise, the impacts of this rise on affected
human and natural systems, and the feasibility of adaptation options in the near- and longer-term.
Specific research needs, which are explained in more detail in Chapter 7, include the following:
 Reduce the scientific uncertainties associated with changes in glaciers and ice sheets.
 Improve understanding of ocean dynamics and regional rates of sea level rise.
 Develop tools and approaches for understanding and predicting the impacts of sea level
rise on coastal ecosystems and coastal infrastructure.
 Expand the ability to identify and assess vulnerable coastal regions and populations and
to develop and assess adaptation strategies that can reduce vulnerability or build adaptive
capacity.
 Develop decision support capabilities for all levels of governance in response to the
challenges associated with sea level rise.
FRESHWATER RESOURCES18
The availability of water for human and ecosystem use depends on two main factors: (1)
the climate-driven global water cycle and (2) society’s ability to manage, store, and conserve
water resources. Each of these factors is complex, as is their interaction. Water cycling—which
includes evaporation and transpiration, precipitation, and both surface runoff and groundwater
movement—determines how freshwater flows and how it interacts with other processes.
Precipitation amounts, intensity, geographic distribution, and other characteristics matter for
water management, and all are affected by both short-term climate variability and long-term
climate change. Likewise, soils, topography, land cover, precipitation intensity, and other
variables influence how much precipitation can be stored for use. Other variables such as level
of consumption, pollution, conservation, pricing, distribution, and land-use changes are also
important for water management decisions. These complex processes prevent any easy
conclusions about regional water supplies based solely on climate model-driven projections.
Nonetheless, historical and current changes in some variables are becoming clear.
Global precipitation and extreme rainfall events are increasing. In general, changes in
precipitation are harder to measure and predict than changes in temperature. Nevertheless, some
conclusions and projections are robust. For example, based on the fundamental properties and
dynamics of the climate system, it is expected that the intensity of the global water cycle and of
precipitation extremes (droughts and extremely heavy precipitation events) should both increase
as the planet warms. Increases in worldwide precipitation and in the fraction of total
precipitation falling in the form of heavy precipitation have already been observed—for
example, the fraction of total rainfall falling in the heaviest one percent of rain events increased
by about 20 percent over the past century in the United States. Climate models project that these
trends, which create challenges for flood control and storm and sewer management, are very
18

For additional discussion and references, see Chapter 8 in Part II of the report
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likely to continue. However, models also indicate a strong seasonality in projected precipitation
changes in the United States, with drier summers across much of the Midwest, the Pacific
Northwest, and California, for example.
Snow cover is decreasing. Another robust projection of climate change is that snow and ice
cover should decrease as temperatures rise. Worldwide, snow cover is decreasing, although
substantial regional variability exists. In the United States, changes in snowpack in the West
currently represent the best-documented hydrological manifestation of climate change. The
largest losses in snowpack are occurring in the lower elevations of mountains in the Northwest
and California, as higher temperatures cause more precipitation to fall as rain than snow.
Moreover, snowpack is melting as much as 20 days earlier in many areas of the West. Snow is
expected to melt even earlier under projections of future climate change, resulting in streams that
have reduced flow and higher temperatures in late summer. Such changes have major
implications for ecosystems, hydropower, urban and agricultural water supplies, and other uses.
Total runoff is increasing but shows substantial regional variability. Average flows of
streams and rivers in the United States have increased in most areas over the past several
decades, which is consistent with observed and expected trends in precipitation. There are
regional differences, however, with decreased streamflow in the Columbia and Colorado Rivers,
for example. Observed changes in streamflow reflect both natural variability in hydrology as
well as the aggregate effects of many human influences, of which climate change is only one. In
some areas, changes in climate are exacerbating decreases in river and stream flows that are
already declining due to agricultural, residential, and other human uses.
Droughts and floods are likely to increase. Given the observed increases in heavy
precipitation events and the expectation that this intensification will continue, the risk from
floods is projected to increase in the future. Local water, land use, and flood risk management
decisions, however, can modify the actual flood vulnerability of communities.
Drought is a complex environmental impact. It is strongly affected not only by the
balance between precipitation and evapotranspiration (the sum of evaporation of water from the
surface and transpiration of water though the leaves of plants) and the resulting effect on soil
moisture, but also by other human influences such as urbanization, deforestation, and changes in
agriculture. Additionally, historical data on drought frequencies and intensities are limited,
making it difficult to unambiguously attribute severe droughts to climate change. Climate model
projections indicate that the area affected by drought and the number of annual dry days are
likely to increase in the decades ahead. In areas where water is stored for part of the year in
snowpack, reductions in snowpack and earlier snowmelt are expected to increase the risk of
water limitations and drought.
Storm patterns and intensities may change. How storm patterns may change in the future is
of obvious importance to water managers, but considerably less is known in this area than in the
hydrologic changes discussed above. Changes in the intensity of hurricanes have been
documented and attributed to changes in sea surface temperatures, but the link between these
changes and climate change remains uncertain and the subject of considerable research and
scientific debate. The most recent climate model projections indicate that climate change may
lead to increases in the intensity of the strongest hurricanes, but effects on frequency of
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occurrence are still in an active area of research. Relatively little is known about how climate
change will affect mid-latitude storm patterns, in part because of the close connection between
storm patterns and regional climate variability, although shifts in predominant storm tracks have
been observed.
Water quality and groundwater supplies may be affected. Some regions of the United States
rely on groundwater for drinking, residential use, or agriculture. The impacts of climate change
on groundwater are far from clear; in fact, little research effort has been devoted to this topic.
Changes in precipitation and evaporation patterns, plant growth processes, and incursions of sea
water into coastal aquifers as sea levels rise will all affect the rate of groundwater recharge, the
absolute volume of groundwater available, groundwater quality, and the physical connection
between surface and groundwater bodies.
Increased temperatures generally have a negative impact on water quality in lakes and
rivers, typically by stimulating growth of nuisance algae. Changes in heavy precipitation, runoff,
and streamflow can also be expected to have an impact on a diverse set of water quality
variables. Water quality will also be affected by salt water intrusion into coastal aquifers as sea
levels rise. In general, the water quality implications of climate change are even less understood
than impacts on water supply.
Climate change may increase water management challenges. Effective management of water
supplies requires fairly precise information about current and expected future water availability.
However, the complex processes involved in the hydrologic cycle prevent simplistic conclusions
about how to manage water supplies based on climate model projections. In many regions, the
uncertainties associated with projections of rainfall and runoff coupled with uncertainties in other
changes such as changes in land use and land cover, leads to cascading uncertainties about
changes in freshwater resources. These uncertainties are compounded by uncertainties in the
technical capacity to store, manage and conserve water resources, which in turn are shaped by
socioeconomic, cultural, institutional, and behavioral issues that determine the use of water.
Two clear messages that emerge from research on water management is that water managers will
need to make decisions while facing persistent and sometimes considerable uncertainty, and that
improved decision support tools would be helpful for planning purposes.
Research needs for advancing science on freshwater resources in the context of climate
change. Changes in freshwater systems are expected to create significant challenges for flood
management, drought preparedness, water supplies, and many other water resource issues.
Responding to these challenges will require better data and improved model projections as well
as a better understanding of both the impacts of climate change and the role of water governance
on future water resources. Significant gaps remain in the knowledge base that informs both
projections of climate impacts on water resources and governance strategies that can build
adaptive capacity of water systems to climate effects. Key research needs, which are explored in
more detail in Chapter 8, include the following:
 Improve projections of changes in precipitation and other water resources at regional and
seasonal time scales.
 Develop long-term observational systems for measuring and predicting hydrologic
changes and planning management responses.
 Improve tools and approaches for decision making under uncertainty and complexity.
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Develop vulnerability assessments of the diverse range of water users and integrative
management approaches to respond effectively to changes in water resources.
Increase understanding of water institutions and governance, and design effective
systems for the future.
Improve water engineering and technologies.
Evaluate effects, feedbacks, and mitigation options of water resource use on climate.
ECOSYSTEMS, ECOSYSTEM SERVICES, AND BIODIVERSITY19

Decades of research on terrestrial and marine ecosystems and their biodiversity have
improved our understanding of their importance for society and their links to climate.
Ecosystems provide food, fuel, and freshwater. They regulate climate through the global carbon
cycle and the hydrologic cycle. They buffer against storms, erosion, and extreme events and
provide cultural, nonmaterial benefits such as space for recreation, education, and spiritual
practices. Ecosystems are thus essential components of Earth’s life support system, and
understanding the impacts of climate change on ecosystems is a critical part of the research
enterprise.
Climate change is already affecting land-based ecosystems. Shifts in climate are changing the
geographical range of many plant and animal species. A series of place-based observations and
syntheses of existing data indicate that many plants and animals have experienced range shifts
over the past 30 years that approach the magnitude of those inferred for the last 20,000 years (the
time of the last glacial maximum). The phenology (seasonal periodicity and timing of life cycle
events) of species is also changing with the earlier onset of spring and longer growing seasons.
The implications of these changes for biodiversity, the provision of ecosystems services, and
feedbacks on climate are not well understood.
Large and long duration forest fires have increased four–fold over the past 30 years in the
American West. Forest fires are influenced by many factors, including climate change, but
warming has increased the length of the fire season by more than two months in some locations
and the increasing size of wildfires can be attributed in part to earlier snowmelt, temperature
changes, and drought. Decomposition and respiration of CO2 back to the atmosphere also
increase as temperatures warm. Finally, populations of forest pests such as the spruce beetle,
pine beetle, spruce budworm, and wooly adelgid are increasing in the western United States as a
result of climate change.
Future climate change will affect land-based ecosystems in a variety of ways. Both the
amount and rate of warming will influence the ability of plants and animals to adapt. In addition,
temperature changes will interact with changes in CO2, precipitation, pests, soil characteristics,
and other factors. Tree species, for example, are expected to shift their ranges northward or
upslope, with some current forest types such as oak–hickory expanding, others such as maple–
beech contracting, and still others such as spruce–fir disappearing from the United States
altogether (Figure 2.7). Experimental and modeling studies indicate that exposure to elevated
19
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CO2 and temperatures can lead to increases in photosynthesis and growth rates in many plant
species, although at higher temperatures this trend may reverse. Projections suggest that forest
productivity will increase with elevated CO2 and climate warming, especially in young forests on
fertile soils where water is adequate. Where water is scarce and drought is expected to increase,
or where pests increase in response to warming, however, forest productivity is projected to
decrease.
1960-1990

Hadley scenario 2070-2100

Canadian scenario 2070-2100

FIGURE 2.7 Potential changes in the geographic ranges of the dominant forest types in the
eastern United States under projections of future climate change. Many forest types shift their
ranges northward or shrink in areas, while some expand their areas. For further details see
Figure 9.2. SOURCE: USGCRP (2001).
Some analyses have indicated the possibility of major changes in ecosystems due to the
combined effects of changes in temperature and precipitation, potentially affecting ecosystem
productivity, carbon cycling, and the composition of plant communities. For example, drier
conditions in the Amazon could potentially lead to increased susceptibility to fire, lower
productivity, and shifts from forest to savanna systems in that region. The strong warming
observed across the Arctic is already leading to poleward shifts of boreal forests into regions
formerly covered in tundra, and these shifts are expected to continue.
Climate change is also affecting ocean ecosystems. Just as on land, ranges of many marine
animals have shifted poleward in recent decades (Figure 2.8). The pace of these changes can be
faster in the sea because of the high mobility of many marine species. Changes have also been
observed in ocean productivity, which measures the photosynthetic activity of organisms at the
base of the marine food web. Model projections suggest that some habitats, such as polar seas
and areas with coastal upwelling, may see increases in productivity as climate change progresses.
The majority of ocean areas, however, are projected to experience declines in productivity as
warm, nutrient-poor surface water is increasingly isolated from the colder, nutrient-rich water
below. Even in highly productive coastal upwelling systems, it is possible that even stronger
upwelling could draw up deeper, low-oxygen (hypoxic) water, creating dead zones where few
species can survive. Such hypoxic dead zones have recently appeared off the coasts of Oregon
and Washington.
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FIGURE 2.8 Observed northward shift of marine species in the Bering Sea between years 1982
and 2006. The average shift among the species examined was approximately 19 miles north of
its 1982 location (red line). For further details see Figure 9.3. SOURCE: Mueter and Litzow,
(2008); USGCRP (2009a).
Continued losses of sea ice and stronger warming at higher latitudes are expected to drive
major habitat alterations in Arctic ecosystems. Ice dynamics play an important role in ocean
productivity, and sea ice is a critical habitat for many species, including birds and mammals.
Although the details are uncertain, polar ecosystems are at the threshold of major ecosystem
changes due to climate change. Without careful management, these changes may be exacerbated
by expanding human uses in polar seas as sea ice declines.
In the tropics, warm temperatures pose a bleaching threat to corals. Corals are animals,
but they depend on algae growing in their tissues for much of their nutrition. This tight
symbiotic relationship can be disrupted by extreme temperatures, which can cause corals to eject
the algae and “bleach.” Mass bleaching events, which often lead to coral death, have occurred
with increasing frequency over recent decades associated with severe warming events. In the
most extreme case, the strong El Niño event of 1998, an estimated 16 percent of the world’s
coral reefs died. Models suggest that the fate of corals under future warming scenarios depends
critically on the pace of warming.
The oceans are becoming more acidic, which poses major risks for ocean ecosystems. One
of the most certain outcomes from increasing CO2 concentrations in the atmosphere is the
acidification of the world’s oceans. Roughly one-quarter of the CO2 currently released by
human activities is absorbed in the sea. While some of the CO2 is taken up by marine organisms,
most if it combines with water to form carbonic acid. The result has been a roughly 30 percent
increase in ocean acidity since preindustrial times. If CO2 emissions continue to increase at
present rates, ocean acidification could intensify by three to four times this amount by the end of
this century. In addition, ocean acidification may reduce the ability of the ocean to take up CO2;
this represents a positive feedback on global warming because it would lead to faster CO2
accumulation in the atmosphere.
Although the acidification of the sea is highly certain, the response of ocean ecosystems
to changing ocean chemistry is highly uncertain. Acidification can disrupt many biological
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processes, including the rates that marine animals can form shells. Coral reefs are particularly
sensitive. If atmospheric CO2 levels reach twice their preindustrial values, the resulting increase
in acidity could mean there will be few places in the ocean that can sustain coral growth. Polar
seas could also experience major changes, since many of the species at the base of the food web
may be disrupted. Hence, ocean acidification poses a major threat to ocean ecosystems, but the
details are only beginning to be understood. A forthcoming report, Ocean Acidification: A
National Strategy to Meet the Challenges of a Changing Ocean (NRC, 2010f), examines ocean
acidification and its potential impacts in further detail.
Ecosystems play a key role in the global carbon cycle. Plants on land and in the ocean take up
carbon during photosynthesis and release it through respiration. Experimental research has
shown that some land ecosystems respond to higher atmospheric concentrations of CO2 by
taking up and storing more carbon in plant tissues, soils, and sediments. Based on a combination
of ecosystem models and observations, it has been estimated that for the period 2000 to 2008,
land ecosystems removed roughly one-third of the CO2 emitted by human activities. However,
roughly half of this carbon sink was offset by changes in land use that resulted in net CO2
emissions back to the atmosphere (mainly through tropical deforestation).
If the balance between CO2 absorption and emissions by ecosystems were to change in
response to either future climate changes or changes in management, this could lead to a
significant positive or negative feedback on atmospheric CO2 levels. For example, the warming
of ocean surface waters across much of the world may represent a positive feedback on climate
change, because warming of surface waters commonly reduces the uptake of CO2 by
phytoplankton, which could lead to less ocean uptake of CO2, faster CO2 accumulation in the
atmosphere, and accelerated greenhouse warming. However, a number of factors influence the
storage of carbon in ocean- and land-based ecosystems. For instance, the availability of nutrients
and water can limit uptake by land plants, and increases in temperature or large wildfires can
increase GHG emissions from land-based ecosystems to the atmosphere. Other important factors
modulating the carbon sink provided by terrestrial ecosystems include species redistributions and
changes in growing season lengths, drought, insects, pathogens, and land use. As a result of this
complex interplay of factors, projections of the future land-based carbon sink are uncertain.
Changes in terrestrial ecosystems could also potentially lead to abrupt climate changes.
For example, increasing temperatures are leading to warming and thawing of permafrost (frozen
soils) across the northern latitudes. These frozen soils store vast amounts of carbon, in the form
of both CO2 and CH4. As permafrost continues to thaw, these gases may be released to the
atmosphere in large quantities, which would significantly amplify global warming (and since this
warming would then lead to further permafrost thawing, this represents a potential positive
feedback). Other such carbon–climate feedbacks are possible, and this area of research is
garnering increasing attention and concern.
Several human interventions have been proposed to increase carbon storage in natural
ecosystems. Because productivity in the ocean is often limited by the availability of certain
nutrients, it has been hypothesized that ocean fertilization could stimulate plankton blooms and
thus enhance the transfer of CO2 from the atmosphere to the oceans. For example, in some parts
of the ocean, productivity is limited by the availability of iron, which suggests the potential for
increasing carbon uptake via iron fertilization. Experiments to test this hypothesis have so far
resulted in considerable uncertainty about its potential. While this approach could store some
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carbon, the maximum achievable rates might be only a small fraction of the total carbon emitted
by human activities.
On land, changes in land use and land cover by human actions have been responsible,
over time, for as much as 35 percent of human-induced CO2 emissions. Today, emissions from
tropical deforestation and other changes in land use account for around 17 percent of annual CO2
emissions. Land management practices that reduce deforestation and degradation, or that
enhance storage of carbon in land ecosystems, could provide potentially low-cost options to
reduce GHG concentrations in the atmosphere and thus limit the magnitude of future climate
change. Changes in land use can also influence temperatures by changing the reflective
properties of the Earth’s surface and by altering rates of transpiration of water. The overall
potential to limit climate change through management of land and ocean ecosystems has not
been thoroughly evaluated, however.
Research needs for advancing science on ecosystems, ecosystems services, and biodiversity
in the context of climate change. Research is needed to better understand and project the
impacts of climate change on ecosystems, ecosystem services, and biodiversity and to evaluate
how land and ocean changes and management options influence the climate system. Some of the
key research needs in these areas, which are described in further detail in Chapter 9, include the
following:
 Improve understanding of how higher temperatures, enhanced CO2, and other climate
changes, acting in conjunction with other stresses, are influencing or may influence
ecosystems, ecosystem services, and biodiversity.
 Evaluate the potential climate feedbacks associated with changes in ecosystems and
biodiversity on land and in the oceans.
 Assess the potential of land and ocean ecosystems to limit or buffer the impacts of climate
change through specific management actions.
 Improve assessments of the vulnerabilities of ecosystems to climate change, including
methods for quantifying ecosystem benefits to society.
 Improve observations and modeling of terrestrial and marine ecosystems and their
interactions with the climate system.
AGRICULTURE, FISHERIES, AND FOOD PRODUCTION20
Meeting the food needs of a still-growing and more affluent global human population
presents a key challenge. Climate change increases the complexity of this challenge because of
its multiple impacts on agricultural crops, livestock, and fisheries. Agricultural management
may also provide opportunities to reduce net human GHG emissions.
Agricultural crops will be influenced in multiple ways by climate change. Temperature,
length of growing season, atmospheric CO2 levels, water availability, pests, disease, and extreme
weather events can all affect crop growth and yields to varying degrees—and sometimes in
conflicting ways—depending on location, agricultural system, and the degree of warming. For
20
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example, growth of some heat-loving crop plants such as melons and sweet potatoes will initially
respond positively to increasing temperatures and longer growing seasons in the United States.
Other crops, including grains and soybeans, respond negatively, both in vegetative growth and
seed production, to even small increases in temperature. Many crop plants, such as wheat and
soybeans, respond positively to the fertilization effect of increases in atmospheric CO2,
potentially off-setting some of the negative effects of warming.
In the United States, the northern region of the country is projected to experience
increases in some crop yields over the next several decades, while in the Midwest and southern
region temperature increases and possible precipitation decreases may decrease yields unless
measures are taken to adapt. Likewise, global-scale studies suggest that moderate warming of
1.8 to 5.4 °F (1 to 3 °C), the associated increases in CO2, and changes in precipitation could
benefit crop and pasture lands in mid- to high-latitudes, but decrease yields in seasonally dry and
low-latitude areas. Projections also suggest that global food production is likely to decrease with
increases in average temperatures above the 5.4 °F (3 °C) range. However, most analyses and
projections of future climate change do not include critical factors such as changes in extreme
events (especially intense rainfall and drought), pests and disease, and water supplies, all of
which have the potential to significantly affect agricultural production.
Forestry and livestock will also be affected by climate change. Commercial forestry will be
affected by factors similar to those affecting crop production and natural forest ecosystems.
Climate models project that global timber production will increase and shift poleward due to
changes in temperature, longer growing seasons, and enhanced CO2. However, as with
projections of agricultural changes, these models typically exclude potentially important factors
such as pests, diseases, and water availability, making the results somewhat uncertain.
Livestock respond to climate change directly through heat and humidity stresses and are
affected indirectly by changes in forage quantity and quality, water availability, and disease.
Because heat stress reduces milk production, weight gain, and reproduction in livestock, the
production of pork, beef, and milk is projected to decline in the United States with warming
temperatures, especially with increases above 5.4 °F (3 °C).
Climate change impacts on fisheries and aquaculture are less well understood. The impacts
of climate change on seafood are far less well known than impacts on agriculture. Year-to-year
climate variation has long been known to cause large fluctuations in fish stocks, both directly and
indirectly, and this has always posed a challenge for effective fisheries management. Similar
sensitivity to longer time-scale variations in climate has been documented in a wide range of fish
species around the globe. Shifts in fisheries distributions are expected to be most pronounced for
U.S. fisheries in the North Pacific and North Atlantic, since future temperature increases are
projected to be greatest at these higher latitudes and warming will be coupled to major habitat
changes driven by reduced sea ice. The effects of ocean acidification (described above) may be
even more important for fisheries than the effects of rising temperatures, although they are
currently even more uncertain. Many fished species, including invertebrates like oysters, clams,
and scallops, produce shells as adults or as larvae, and shell production could be compromised
by increased acidification. Other species that humans fish, rely on shelled plankton as their
primary food source, and projected declines in these plankton species could have major impacts
on fished species higher in the food chain. Finally, acidification can disrupt a variety of
physiological processes beyond the production of shells.
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Freshwater fisheries face climate challenges similar to those of marine fisheries.
Complex interactions among multiple factors such as elevated temperature, reduced dissolved
oxygen, increased stratification of lakes, and elevated aquatic pollutant toxicity at higher
temperatures pose particular challenges to freshwater fisheries and make projections uncertain.
Indirect effects such as altered streamwater flows, changing lake levels, and extreme weather
events, coupled with the inability of freshwater fish to move between watersheds, will affect
freshwater fisheries, but detailed projections are highly uncertain. Cold water species such as
trout and salmon appear particularly sensitive.
Aquaculture is growing rapidly in the United States and elsewhere as availability of wild
seafood declines. Impacts of climate change on aquaculture are not well studied, but ocean
acidification and the difficulty of moving aquaculture infrastructure to new locations as fish
habitats shift may pose significant challenges to aquaculture production.
Science for adaptation in agricultural systems. The ability of farmers and the food
production, processing, and distribution system to adapt to climate change will to a large extent
determine the impacts of climate change on food production. Proposed short-term adaptation
strategies include changes in farming locations; shifts in planting dates and crop varieties;
increasing storage capacity, irrigation and chemical application; livestock management; and
broader-level efforts such as investments in agricultural research (see the companion report on
Adapting to the Impacts of Climate Change [NRC, 2010c]). However, not all farmers have
access to these strategies. Small farms, farmers with substantial debt, and farmers without their
own land are much more likely to suffer large negative impacts on their livelihoods.
Models that incorporate possible responses of farmers and markets to climate change
generally project only small impacts on the agricultural economy of the United States. However,
these models do not incorporate costs of adaptation, rates of technological change, changes in
pests or diseases, or extreme events like heat waves, heavy rainfall, and flooding. Further
research will thus be needed to develop a comprehensive and detailed understanding of how
climate change will influence U.S. agricultural production and economics. Understanding of
international food supplies, distribution, trade, and food security also remains quite limited.
Food security. Food security—which includes availability of food, access to food, safety of the
food system, and resilience to income or food price shocks—is affected by climate change as
well as a multitude of non-climatic factors such as economic markets and agricultural policies.
Because the global food system is interconnected, it is not possible to view U.S. food security in
isolation. Food security in the developing world affects political stability, and thereby U.S.
national security (see below). Studies that project the number of people at risk of hunger from
climate change are highly uncertain but indicate that the outcome depends strongly on
socioeconomic development, since affluence tends to reduce vulnerability.
Modifying food production systems could potentially help limit the magnitude of future
climate change. Food production systems are not only affected by climate change; they also
contribute to it through GHG emissions of CO2, CH4 (primarily from livestock and flooded rice
paddies), and N2O (primarily from fertilizer use). Recent global assessments conclude that
agriculture accounts for about 10 to 12 percent of total global human emissions of GHGs. With
the intensification of agriculture that will be required to feed the world’s growing and more
affluent population, these emissions are projected to increase. Many options are available to
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manage agricultural and livestock systems to reduce emissions, such as changes in feed and
feeding practices, manure management, and more efficient fertilizer application. At a landscape
level, management of agricultural lands presents opportunities to reduce atmospheric
concentrations of CO2 by sequestering soil carbon, shifting to crops with higher carbon storage
potential, and reducing forest clearing for agricultural expansion. The factors that affect the
ability of farmers to adopt these types of management practices, and the incentives and
institutions that would foster adaptation, have not been well studied.
Research needs for advancing science on agriculture, fisheries and food production in the
context of climate change. A broad range of research is needed to understand the impacts of
climate change on food production systems and to develop strategies that assist in both limiting
the magnitude of climate change through management practices and reducing vulnerability and
increasing adaptive capacity in regions and populations in the United States and other parts of
the world. Some critical research needs, which are explored in further detail in Chapter 10, are
listed below.
 Improve understanding and models of response of agricultural crops and fisheries to
climate and other environmental changes.
 Expand observing and monitoring systems.
 Assess food security and vulnerability in the context of climate change.
 Develop approaches to evaluate trade-offs and synergies in managing agricultural lands
and in managing ocean resources.
 Develop and improve technologies, management strategies, and institutions to reduce
GHG emissions from agriculture and fisheries and to enhance adaptation to climate
change.
PUBLIC HEALTH21
Weather and climate influence the distribution and incidence of a variety of public health
outcomes. Indeed, any health outcome that is influenced by environmental conditions may be
impacted by a changing climate. However, the causal chain linking climate change to shifting
patterns of health threats and outcomes is complicated by factors such as wealth, distribution of
income, status of public health infrastructure, provision of preventive and acute medical care,
and access to and appropriate use of health care information. Additionally, the severity of future
health impacts will be strongly influenced by concurrent changes in non-climatic factors as well
as strategies to limit and adapt to climate change.
Extreme temperatures and thermal stress. Heat waves are the leading causes of weatherrelated morbidity and mortality in the United States. Hot days, hot nights, and heat waves have
become more frequent in recent decades. Their frequency, intensity, and duration are projected
to increase, especially under the higher warming scenarios. On the other hand, warming
temperatures may reduce exposure and health impacts associated with cold temperatures,
although the extent of any reduction is highly uncertain. Analyses and projections are
21
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complicated by other factors. In particular, death rates depend on a range of circumstances other
than temperature, including housing characteristics and personal behaviors, and these have not
been extensively studied in the context of future climate projections.
Severe weather. Deaths and physical injuries from hurricanes, tornadoes, floods, and wildfire
occur annually across the United States. Direct morbidity and mortality increase with the
intensity and duration of such events. As a general trend, climate change will lead to an increase
in the intensity of rainfall and the frequency of heat waves, flooding, and wildfire. Uncertainties
remain in projections of future storm patterns, including hurricanes. The number of deaths and
injuries that result from all of these extreme events can be decreased through advanced warning
and preparation. Changes in severe weather events may also lead to increases in diarrheal
disease and increased incidence of respiratory symptoms, particularly in developing countries.
Mental health impacts are often overlooked in the discussion of climate change and public
health. Severe weather often results in increased anxiety, depression, and even post traumatic
stress disorder.
Infectious diseases. The ranges and impacts of a number of important pathogens may change
as a result of changing temperatures, precipitation, and extreme events. Increasing temperatures
may increase or shift the ranges of disease vectors (and their associated pathogens), including
mosquitoes (malaria, dengue fever, West Nile Virus, Saint Louis encephalitis virus), ticks
(Rocky Mountain spotted fever, Lymedisease, and encephalitis), and rodents (hantavirus and
leptospirosis). Consequently, additional people will be exposed to infectious diseases in many
parts of the world. Several pathogens that cause food- and waterborne diseases are sensitive to
ambient temperature, with faster replication rates at higher temperatures. Waterborne disease
outbreaks are also associated with heavy rainfall and flooding, and therefore may also increase.
Air quality. Poor air quality—specifically increased ground-level ozone and/or aerosol
concentrations—results in increased incidence of respiratory illness. For example, acute ozone
exposure is associated with increased hospital admissions for pneumonia, chronic obstructive
pulmonary disease, asthma, allergic rhinitis, and also with premature mortality. Temperature and
ozone concentrations are closely connected; projected increases in temperatures in coming
decades may increase the occurrence of high ozone events, and related health effects. Climate
change could also affect local to regional air quality through changes in chemical reaction rates,
boundary layer heights that affect vertical mixing of pollutants, and changes in airflow patterns
that govern pollutant transport. In addition to air quality problems driven by pollution,
preliminary evidence suggests that allergen production by species such as ragweed increases
with high temperature and/or high CO2 concentration.
The relationship between climate change, air quality, and public health is further
complicated by the fact that policies designed to limit the magnitude of climate change may be at
odds with improving public health outcomes. For example, reducing aerosol concentrations
would reduce air-pollution-related health impacts, but resulting changes in reflective
characteristics of the atmosphere could further increase temperatures (discussed above).
Vulnerable populations. Vulnerability to the public health challenges discussed above will
vary within and between populations. Overall, older adults, infants, children, and those with
chronic medical conditions tend of be more sensitive to the health impacts of climate change.
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Susceptibility varies geographically, with the status of public health infrastructure playing a large
role in determining vulnerability differences between populations.
Research needs for advancing science on climate change and public health. Additional
research is needed to clarify exposure-response relationships and impacts of climate change on
human health, identify effective and efficient adaptation options, and quantify the tradeoffs and
co-benefits associated with responses to climate change in other sectors. Some key research
needs, which are explored in further detail in Chapter 11, include the following:
 Systematically assess current and projected health risks associated with climate change.
 Carry out research on feedbacks and interactions between air quality and changing
climate.
 Characterize the differential vulnerabilities of particular populations to climate-related
impacts, and the multiple stressors they already face or may encounter in the future.
 Identify effective, efficient, and fair adaptation measures to deal with health impacts of
climate change.
 Develop integrated approaches to evaluate ancillary health benefits (and unintended
consequences) of actions to limit or adapt to climate change.
 Develop better understanding of informing, communicating with and educating the public
and health professionals as an adaptation strategy.
CITIES AND THE BUILT ENVIRONMENT22
Cities now house the majority of the world’s population and are expected to continue to
grow more rapidly than non-urban areas. Cities and other built-up areas contribute to global
climate change through their consumption—including construction materials, energy, water and
food—and their role as the focus for most industrial production. They also contribute to local
climate change via the positive feedbacks on warming associated with the built environment.
Given their concentration of people, industry, and infrastructure, cities and built environments
are expected to face significant direct and indirect impacts from climate change. These include
impacts associated with sea level rise because a large number of cities in the United States and
worldwide are located in coastal zones. Just as cities help drive climate change, cities also offer
opportunities for limiting the magnitude of climate change, and many cities have also started to
consider options for adapting to climate change.
Cities play a major role in driving climate change. As the venue for the majority of the
world’s production and consumption, cities are the geographical loci of energy use, which is the
primary source of GHG emissions. This role of cities grows even more significant when their
environmental footprint is considered, including, for example, the impact of urban dwellers’
emissions on local and regional air pollution and of their materials consumption on distant
deforestation. Built-up areas also change the reflectivity of the terrestrial surface, primarily
through increased dark surfaces (e.g., roads, rooftops), which contribute to the urban heat island
effect that amplifies ambient temperature.
22
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Impacts of climate change on cities and other human settlements. Without effective steps to
limit and adapt to climate change, cities will confront expected increases in the frequency and
intensity of weather extremes. Climate change coupled with the heat island effect could increase
heat-related health problems, especially for vulnerable populations. Temperature increases will
also increase periods of peak energy demands and, in conjunction with other climate changes, is
expected to worsen urban air pollution. In many cases, this pollution could extend well beyond
the boundaries of cities at the regional and watershed levels, potentially affecting ecosystems and
crop production. Sea level rise and more intense storm surges are of concern for the 635 million
people worldwide who live less than 33 feet (10 meters) above sea level, many of them in coastal
cities. Cities and settlements adjacent to fire-prone habitats are projected to confront increasing
threats of fire, and desert cities, such as those in the American West, will likely confront water
shortages.
Potential for changes in cities to limit future climate change. As the geographical focus of
most production and consumption, cities offer opportunities to reduce GHG emissions in both
absolute and per capita terms, while also improving air quality and urban heat island effects.
Many of these opportunities are ultimately tied to the design and geometry of cities, which can
foster more or less energy use and emissions per capita as well as shape urban ecosystem
function and biotic diversity. Altering surface reflectivity through changes in impervious
features (such as white and green roofs) is another potential action that warrants consideration
(see Chapter 15).
Adapting to climate change in cities. Cities face all the challenges that any other sector
encounters in regard to adaptation, but research on urban adaptation has only recently begun in
earnest. Attention to date has focused on infrastructure and strategies such as emergency
preparedness and response. In addition, where resource stresses have already mounted, such as
water shortages in the American West, local and regional entities have begun planning to address
their vulnerability to climate change in the context of specific natural resources. Understanding
options for adaptation and preparing to adapt in cities requires attention to differences in
vulnerability among sub-populations (e.g., different economic groups, age groups) and across
cities of different size, structure, and location.
Research needs for advancing science on cities and the built environment in the context of
climate change. Research on the special vulnerabilities of cities and built-up areas to climate
change is needed, as is research on the response options available for cities to limit the
magnitude of climate change or adapt to its impacts. Some key research needs, which are
explored in further detail in Chapter 12, include the following:
 Characterize and quantify the contributions of urban areas to both local and global
changes in climate.
 Assess the vulnerability of cities and their residents to climate change, including the
relative vulnerability of different populations and different urban forms (e.g., design,
geometry, and infrastructure) and configurations relative to other human settlements.
 Develop and test approaches for limiting and adapting to climate change in the urban
context, including, for example, the efficacy of and social considerations involved in
adoption and implementation of white and green roofs, landscape architecture, smart
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growth, and changing rural-urban socioeconomic and political linkages.
Improve understanding of the links between air quality and climate change, including
measurements, modeling, and analyses of socioeconomic benefits and tradeoffs
associated with different GHG emission reduction strategies in the context of air quality,
especially strategies that may simultaneously benefit both climate and air quality.
Improve understanding of urban governance capacity, and develop effective decision
support tools and approaches for decision making under uncertainty, especially when
multiple governance units may be involved.
TRANSPORTATION23

In the United States, the transport of goods and services is highly reliant on a single
fuel—petroleum—about 60 percent of which is imported. Almost 28 percent of U.S. GHG
emissions can be attributed to the transportation sector, with the overwhelming share in the form
of CO2 emitted from combustion of petroleum-based fuels. The transportation sector also emits
other pollutants that endanger human health. The transportation sector thus stands at the nexus
of climate change, human health, economic growth, and national security.
Transportation is a major driver of climate change. Between 1970 and 2007, U.S.
transportation energy use and accompanying GHG emissions nearly doubled. This occurred
even as the efficiency of light- and heavy-duty vehicles and aircraft increased, because increases
in efficiency were offset by the growth in overall transportation activity. Additionally, although
the fuel efficiency of passenger vehicles improved, a large part of the improvement was offset by
increases in vehicle size and weight, so overall, the average fuel economy (miles per gallon) of
new vehicles has been essentially stagnant for two decades.
Limiting transportation-related emissions. Reducing the total volume of transportation
activity is one way to limit GHG emissions from this sector. The most obvious target for such
reductions is the transport of passengers and goods on highways, which is responsible for 75
percent of the energy used in transportation. Reducing traffic volume is difficult, however, in
light of the interconnections among such factors as choices about where to live and work, the
built environment (see Chapter 12), and the availability and flexibility of transportation options.
Improving the fuel economy of highway vehicles and shifting transportation activities
away from highways and to modes that have the potential to be more efficient (such as rail and
public transit) are also important approaches to reducing emissions. However, whether an
alternative mode provides net emissions benefit depends on how it is used. For example, except
in a few dense urban corridors, such as in New York City, load factors are not high enough to
make public transit less energy- and emissions-intensive (per passenger-mile) than passenger
cars, especially outside of rush hours. The “container revolution”—a shift from truck to rail (and
ocean) carriers—has increased efficiency of the transportation of goods. The NRC’s
Transportation Research Board is currently conducting an in-depth analysis of the technical
potential for reducing the energy (and hence emissions) intensity of freight movement.

23
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Improving efficiency. Many recent studies have pointed out opportunities to improve the
efficiency of petroleum-fueled vehicles. In new vehicles, fuel consumption (and GHG
emissions) per passenger-mile can be reduced by improving today’s gasoline-fueled and diesel
oil-fueled vehicles, by shifting to hybrid or electric vehicles, and by improving today’s hybrid
vehicles. The extent to which these changes result in reduced emissions will depend on
consumer preferences regarding vehicle weight and power. Reductions in emissions intensity
will depend crucially on consumers’ willingness to opt for constant or reduced vehicle weight
and power, so as not to offset efficiency improvements. America’s Energy Future (NRC, 2009o)
judged that considerable reductions in vehicle weight will be required to meet the newest U.S.
fuel economy standards for light-duty vehicles. Energy efficiency improvements are also
underway in commercial passenger aircraft, but are not expected to be enough to counter
expected growth in demand for air travel over the next several decades.
Alternative transportation fuels. In addition to improving the efficiency of vehicles and other
transportation modes, biofuels, grid-based electricity, and hydrogen fuel cells could supplement
or replace current transportation fuels. However, it is important to consider the full impact of the
fuel cycle when considering such approaches. Emissions are reduced only if these alternative
fuels are produced through low-emissions processes. Further details can be found in Chapter 13
and in the recent report Liquid Transportation Fuels (NRC 2009g).
Climate change can affect transportation systems in a number of ways. For example,
increases in very hot days and heat waves could affect thermal expansion on bridge joints and
paved surfaces and could deform rail tracks. They could also affect the flight lift-off load limits
of airplanes because warmer air provides less aerodynamic lift. Increases in Arctic temperatures
could cause thawing of permafrost and accompanying subsidence of roads, rail beds, runway
foundations, and pipelines. On the other hand, higher Arctic temperatures could provide longer
ocean transportation seasons and possibly make a northwest sea route available. Rising sea
levels could increase flooding and erosion of transportation infrastructure in coastal areas, and
changes in storm patterns could lead to disruptions in transportation services and infrastructure
designed for historical climate conditions.
Adapting to climate change. Engineering options are already available for strengthening and
protecting transportation facilities such as bridges, ports, roads, and railroads from coastal storms
and flooding. The development and implementation of technologies that monitor major
transportation facilities and infrastructure, and the development and re-evaluation of design
standards, are also options. However, relatively little attention has been given to evaluation
approaches for where and when such options should be pursued, or to the potential co-benefits or
unintended consequences of them.
Research needs for advancing science on climate change and transportation. Transportation
systems contribute to GHG emissions and are affected by the resultant climate changes.
Research is needed to better understand the nature of these impacts as well as ways to reduce
GHG emissions from the transportation sector. Some key research needs, which are explored in
further detail in Chapter 13, include the following:
 Improve understanding of what controls the volume of transportation activity and what
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strategies might be available to reduce volume.
Conduct research on the most promising strategies for promoting the use of less fuelintensive modes of transportation.
Continue efforts to improve transportation efficiency.
Accelerate the development and deployment of alternative propulsion systems, fuels, and
supporting infrastructure.
Advance understanding of how climate change will impact transportation systems and
develop approaches for adapting to these impacts.
ENERGY SUPPLY AND USE24

The United States is responsible for 20 percent of worldwide energy consumption, and 86
percent of the domestic energy supply comes from combustion of fossil fuels. The CO2 emitted
by these activities constitutes a significant portion of total U.S. GHG emissions. Considerable
research has focused on the role of the energy sector in emissions of GHGs, and on the
development of technologies and strategies that could result in increased energy efficiency as
well as energy sources that release fewer or no GHGs. Another potential strategy for reducing
energy-related emissions is capturing CO2 during or after combustion and sequestering it from
the atmosphere. Less research has focused on the implications of deployment of such
technologies on human and environmental systems.
Energy efficiency. Many proposed strategies to limit the magnitude of future climate change
focus on increasing energy efficiency, especially in the near term. A substantial body of research
backs up the technical potential for large improvements in energy efficiency. For example, the
recent report Real Prospects for Energy Efficiency in the United States (NRC, 2009k) included a
comprehensive review of information on the performance, costs, and GHG emissions impacts of
energy-efficient technologies and processes for residential and commercial buildings, industry,
and transportation.
While technologies are available, research has identified a host of economic, behavioral,
and institutional factors that have hampered the United States’ ability to realize these efficiency
improvements and associated emissions reductions. Many of these factors have been
characterized in the literature (see Chapter 14), and while research has shed some light on ways
to overcome these barriers, more work is needed. For example, input from social science
research can inform the design of policies, programs, and incentives that are more consistent
with knowledge about human behavior and consumer choices.
Low-carbon fuels for electricity production. Energy systems that do not rely on fossil fuels,
or that emit fewer GHGs per unit of fossil energy consumed, are another important way to limit
the magnitude of future climate change. Switching from one fossil fuel to another having lower
emissions (e.g., from coal to natural gas for power generation) remains an option for the near
term. Increasing efficiency of generation (for example, by adding combined cycle technology to
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natural gas-fueled plants) has also contributed to lower carbon emissions per unit of energy
produced.
However, greater use of technologies with low or zero emissions would be needed to
dramatically reduce emissions. These technologies include nuclear energy and those that exploit
energy from renewable resources, including solar, wind, hydropower, biomass, and geothermal
energy. Nuclear energy is an established technology that currently provides about 20 percent of
U.S. electricity generation. Renewable sources currently account for only about 5 percent of
total electricity generation, but there is potential for growth. Many will require advances in
technology that optimize performance and lower cost in order to be widely adopted. Both
renewable and nuclear technology have the potential to provide a large fraction of U.S.
electricity supply, but there are a number of distribution, cost, risk, and public acceptance issues
that remain to be addressed.
Capture and storage of CO2 during or after combustion. Fossil fuels will probably remain an
important part of the U.S. energy system for the near future, in part because of their abundance
and the legacy of infrastructure investments. Carbon capture and storage (CCS) technology
could be used to remove CO2 from the exhaust gases of power plants fueled by fossil fuels or
biomass (as well as exhaust gases from industrial facilities) and to store it away from the
atmosphere in depleted oil and gas reservoirs, coal beds, or deep saline aquifers. Research to
evaluate the technical, economic, and environmental impact, and legal aspects of CCS is needed
to assess its viability. A number of methods and strategies have also been proposed to capture
and sequester CO2 from ambient air. Some of these, such as iron fertilization of the oceans, were
mentioned above. Other direct carbon capture technologies, such as air filtration, are in early
phases of study.
Effects of climate change on energy systems. Climate change is expected to affect energy
system operations in several ways. For example, increases in energy demands for cooling and
decreases in energy demands for heating can be expected across most parts of the country. This
could drive up peak electricity demand, and thus capacity needs, but could also reduce the use of
heating oil and natural gas in winter. Water limitations in parts of the country, and increased
demand for water for other uses, could result in less water for use in cooling at thermal electric
plants. Increased water temperatures may also reduce the cooling capacity of available water
resources. Water flows at hydropower sites may increase in some areas and decrease in others.
Changes in extreme weather events—including hurricanes, floods, and droughts—may disrupt a
wide range of energy system operations, including transmission lines, oil and gas platforms,
ports, refineries, wind farms, and solar installations.
Research on adapting to climate change in the energy sector. Actions to help the energy
sector adapt to the effects of climate change include increasing regional electric power
generating capacity; accounting for changes in patterns of demand; hardening infrastructure to
withstand extreme events; developing electric power generation strategies that use less water;
instituting contingency planning for reduced hydropower generation; increasing resilience of fuel
and electricity delivery systems; and increasing energy storage capacity. Research is needed to
develop and improve analytical frameworks and metrics for identifying the most vulnerable
infrastructure and most effective response options.
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Research needs for advancing science in the energy supply and consumption sector.
Because energy is a dominant component of human GHG emissions, major investments are
needed in both the public and private sectors to accelerate research, development, and
deployment of climate-friendly energy technologies. Research is also needed on behavioral and
institutional barriers to adoption of new energy technologies. It is critical that energy research is
not conducted in an isolated manner, but rather using integrated approaches and analyses that
investigate energy supply and use within the greater context of efforts to achieve sustainable
development goals and other societal concerns. Some specific research needs, discussed in
further detail in Chapter 14, include the following:
 Develop new energy technologies along with effective implementation strategies.
 Develop improved understanding of behavioral impediments at both the individual
and institutional level to reducing energy demand and adopting energy efficient
technologies.
 Develop analytical frameworks to evaluate trade-offs and synergies between efforts to
limit the magnitude and adapt to climate change.
SOLAR RADIATION MANAGEMENT25
The term “geoengineering” refers to deliberate, large-scale manipulations of Earth’s
environment designed to offset some of the harmful consequences of GHG-induced climate
change. Geoengineering encompasses two different classes of approaches: carbon dioxide
removal and solar radiation management (SRM) (see Figure 2.9). Carbon dioxide removal
approaches (also referred to as post-emission GHG management, atmospheric remediation, or
carbon sequestration methods), several of which were discussed in the sections above, involve
removal and long-term sequestration of atmospheric CO2 (or other GHGs) in forests, agricultural
systems, or through direct air capture and geologic storage. Additional details about these
techniques and their implications can be found in the companion report Limiting the Magnitude
of Future Climate Change (NRC 2010b).
SRM approaches, the focus of this section, are those designed to increase the reflectivity
of Earth’s atmosphere or surface in an attempt to offset some of the effects of GHG-induced
climate change. SRM approaches seek to either reduce the amount of sunlight reaching Earth’s
surface or reflect additional sunlight back into space. There is a limited body of research on this
topic. While some SRM approaches may be technologically and economically feasible (only
considering direct deployment costs), they all involve considerable risk and potential for
unintended (albeit currently understudied) side effects. It is unclear at the present time therefore,
whether SRM could actually reduce the overall risk associated with climate change, and whether
it could realistically be employed as quickly as is technically possible, especially in light of the
full range of environmental and socio-political complexities involved.

25
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FIGURE 2.9. Various geoengineering options, including both solar radiation management and
carbon dioxide removal. For further details see Figure 15.1. SOURCE: Lenton and Vaughn
(2009).
Although few, if any, voices are promoting SRM as a near-term alternative to GHG
emission reduction strategies, the concept has recently been gaining more serious attention as a
possible “backstop” measure, because strategies attempted to date have failed to yield significant
emissions reductions and climate trends may become significantly disruptive or dangerous.
Further research is necessary to better understand the physical science of the impacts and
feasibility of SRM as well as issues related to governance, ethics, social acceptability, and
political feasibility of planetary-scale, intentional manipulation of the climate system.
Proposed solar radiation management approaches. The SRM approaches proposed to date
can be divided into four broad categories: space-, stratosphere-, cloud-, and surface-based.
Space-based proposals involve placing satellites with reflective surfaces in space. However, to
counteract GHG-induced warming, 10 square miles of reflective surface would need to be put
into orbit each day for as long as CO2 emissions continue to increase at current rates. The most
widely discussed option for stratosphere-based SRM is the injection of sulfate aerosols, which
would reflect some amount of incoming solar radiation back to space, offsetting some of the
warming associated with GHGs. Another SRM option is to “whiten” clouds, or make them more
reflective, by increasing the number of water droplets in the clouds. This could potentially be
achieved over remote parts of the ocean by distributing a fine seawater spray in the air. Surfacebased options include whitening roofs in the built environment, and planting more reflective
crops. While these proposals merit further research, their efficacy and environmental
consequences are not currently well understood.
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Potential drawbacks and unintended consequences. The overall environmental impacts of
SRM approaches are not well characterized, and all proposals have the potential for unintended
negative consequences. For example, approaches that are intended to offset globally-averaged
warming may still lead to local or regional scale imbalances in climate forcing that could
produce large regional changes. Several analyses also suggest that a sudden increase in
stratospheric sulfate aerosol could potentially enhance losses of stratospheric ozone for several
decades, especially in the Arctic. Additionally, since aerosols remain in the atmosphere for a
much shorter time than GHGs, abandonment of aerosol injection could cause warming at a rate
far greater than what is estimated in the absence of SRM. These and other issues, including the
impact of SRM on precipitation and the hydrologic cycle, are not well understood. Finally, it
should be noted that a major shortcoming of SRM approaches is that while they have the
potential to offset GHG-induced warming of the atmosphere, they will not offset ocean
acidification or other impacts of elevated CO2.
Governance issues. Due to the global nature of SRM, and especially considering the drawbacks
and potential negative impacts, an international framework is needed to govern SRM research,
development, and possible deployment. Important components of such a framework include a
clear definition of “climate emergency” that would trigger deployment and criteria for whether,
when, and how SRM approaches should be tested and/or deployed. Unilateral SRM testing or
deployment could lead to international tension, distrust, or even conflict. Public involvement in
SRM-related decision making, including research activities, is likewise important since public
acceptance is a key issue in informing governance decisions.
Ethical issues. Intentional climate alteration, including SRM, raises significant issues with
respect to ethics and responsibility. A key consideration in the deployment of SRM, as with
other responses to climate change, is the distribution of risks among population groups in the
present generation, as well as future generations. Some have suggested that SRM research
efforts may also pose a “moral hazard,” by detracting from efforts to reduce GHG emissions or
adapt to the impacts of climate change. SRM and other geoengineering approaches also raise
deep questions about humans’ relationship with nature, many of which are beyond the scope of
this report.
Research needs for advancing solar radiation management. It is beyond the scope of this
report to design a research program on SRM, or even to determine the scope, scale, priorities, or
goals of such a program. However, the various SRM proposals and their consequences need to
be examined, as long as such research does not replace or reduce research on fundamental
understanding of climate change or other approaches to limiting climate change or adapting to its
impacts. Some key SRM-related research needs, discussed in Chapter 15, include the following:
 Improve understanding of the physical potential and technical feasibility of SRM and
other geoengineering approaches.
 Evaluate the potential consequences of SRM approaches on other aspects of the Earth
system, including ecosystems on land and in the oceans.
 Develop and evaluate systems of governance that would provide a model for how to
decide whether, when, and how to intentionally intervene in the climate system.
 Measure and evaluate public attitudes and develop approaches that effectively inform and
engage the public in decisions regarding SRM.
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NATIONAL AND HUMAN SECURITY26
Climate change will influence human and natural systems that are linked throughout the
globe, creating important implications for bilateral and multilateral relations and for national,
international, and human security. Changes in temperature, sea level, precipitation patterns, and
other elements of the physical climate system can add substantial stresses to infrastructure and
especially to the food, water, energy, and ecosystem resources that societies use. Key concerns
regarding the interactions between climate change and security include: direct impacts on
military operations; potential impacts to regional strategic priorities; causal links between
environmental scarcity and conflict; the role of environmental conservation and collaboration in
promoting peace; and relationships between environmental quality, resource abundance, and
human security. In general, these areas are much less well understood than the causes and more
direct consequences of climate change.
Military operations. Climate change may affect military assets and operations directly: through
physical stresses on military systems and personnel; severe weather constraints on operations due
to increased frequency and intensity of storms and floods; increased uncertainty about the effects
of Arctic ice and ice floes on navigation safety both on and below the ocean surface; or risks to
coastal infrastructure due to sea level rise. Climate change is expected to increase heavy rainfalls
and floods, droughts, and fires in many parts of the world, and could lead to changing storm
patterns. This may generate a change in military missions because the U.S. military has
substantial logistical, engineering, and medical capabilities that have been used to respond to
emergencies in the United States and abroad. Finally, the U.S. military is a major consumer of
fossil fuels, and could potentially play a major role in reducing U.S. GHG emissions.
International relations and national security. Climate change has the potential to disrupt
international relations and raise security challenges through impacts on specific assets and
resources. For example, loss of Arctic sea ice will increase the value of Arctic navigation routes.
The legal status of the Northwest Passage in particular has long been contested, but the prospect
of it becoming more widely usable raises the stakes substantially. Another possible disruption to
international relations is the prospect of substantial mineral reserves under the Arctic Ocean.
Climate change will also affect shorelines and in some cases “exclusive economic zones” and
baselines used for projecting national boundaries seaward. Boundaries that could be affected
include those in the South China Sea and between the United States and Cuba. Climate-related
changes in precipitation and the hydrologic cycle will likely result in changes in flow regimes in
international river systems, and this raises the possibility of challenges to interstate relationships,
even conflict, over shared water resources. Finally, climate-related changes in food supply and
sea level rise related land losses could potentially result in intra- and inter-state migration and
refugee-related conflicts.

26
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Treaty verification. The prospect of binding international agreements on GHG emissions will
have important implications for treaty verification and compliance. In particular, measurements
of GHG concentrations and emissions are needed to inform national and international policy
aimed at regulating emissions, to verify compliance with emissions reduction policies, and to
ascertain their effectiveness. Measurement of GHGs for treaty verification or for financial
transactions (carbon trading) will require a higher level of scrutiny than that used in the research
domain. Key concerns in such a regime are data security, authentication, reliability, and
transparency.
Human security. The impact of climate change may increase the probability of conflict, and
this has become a prominent argument for considering climate change in security analyses. The
concept of human security however, goes far beyond the traditional concerns of national security
and conflict and instead includes considerations of access to sufficient food, water, and
healthcare infrastructure, as well as freedom from repression and freedom and capacity to
determine one’s life path. Analysts have moved toward a more integrative conception of
security and threats that reflect the lived realities that individuals and communities face.
Nevertheless, there are still multiple ways of thinking about human security and no agreement on
a policy agenda. Research efforts in this area to date have focused on issues of equity, fairness,
vulnerability, and human dignity, and have identified conditions that are critical to maintaining
or restoring human security: effective governance systems, healthy and resilient ecosystems,
comprehensive and sustained disaster risk management efforts, empowerment of individuals and
local institutions, and supportive values.
Research needs for advancing science on national and human security implications of
climate change. Scientific understanding of the national and human security implications of
climate change are considerably less well understood than many of the other impacts of climate
change. As a result, there are a wide variety of research needs, some of which are explored in
further detail in Chapter 16, that are needed to improve understanding of the relationship
between climate change and security, including the following:
 Develop improved observations, models, and vulnerability assessments for regions of
importance in terms of military infrastructure.
 Build understanding of observations and monitoring requirements for treaty
verification.
 Identify areas of potential human insecurity and vulnerability in response to climate
change impacts interacting with other social and environmental changes.
DESIGNING, IMPLEMENTING, AND EVALUATING CLIMATE POLICIES27
Analyzing different policy options that might be used to limit the magnitude of climate
change or promote successful adaptation is a key area of scientific research. Indeed, the ability
to comprehensively assess the potential consequences of various climate policies—including the
costs, benefits, tradeoffs, co-benefits, and uncertainties associated with their implementation—is
27
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paramount to informing public- and private-sector decision making on climate change. Despite a
broad range of research focusing on policy-making and evaluation in general, policy-oriented
research focused specifically on climate change and its interaction with natural and social
systems has been relatively limited. Because climate change is becoming an increasingly
important public policy concern in the United States and many other countries, additional
research to support climate policy design and implementation is needed.
International policies for limiting the magnitude and adapting to the impacts of climate
change. At the international level, examples of climate policies include the United Nations
Framework Convention on Climate Change, the Kyoto Protocol, and the Copenhagen Accord.
Policy options available at the national, regional, and local level include direct regulation, taxes,
cap-and-trade systems for emission permits, incentive structures and subsidies for voluntary
action, and technical aid and incentives for the creation and implementation of new technology
portfolios, and adaptation options and planning. Research in this area finds that direct
regulation, when enforced, can effectively reduce emissions. It also finds that while taxes are
cost-effective, they do not guarantee specific emission reduction levels and may be hard to
adjust, and that the efficacy of tradable permits depends on the structure of the policy. Voluntary
agreements can play a role in accelerating technology adoption, but they are less effective in
reducing emissions. Finally, whereas incentives and subsidies to develop cleaner technologies
maybe be slower and costly, they can complement other emission reduction policies.
Monitoring compliance with emissions reduction policies. International agreements and
policies, to be effective, need to be enforced, verified, and monitored. Standards and
certification mechanisms for reducing GHG emissions also need to be created and implemented.
Constraints to monitoring compliance with and effectiveness of such policies include lack of
baseline data on emissions and adequate and reliable methods for measuring GHG emissions;
lack of mechanisms for accurately accounting for GHG emissions and for offsets; and lack of
technical capacity to monitor and enforce policies nationally and across international borders.
Assessing benefits and costs of climate action. Benefit-cost analyses seek to translate climate
change impacts, including lost or gained ecosystem services, into a monetary metric so that they
can be compared to estimates of the costs and benefits associated with policies to limit the
magnitude or adapt to the impacts of climate change. Alternatively, cost-effectiveness analysis
is often used when the costs and benefits of some action differ greatly in character, and the
benefits are subject to greater uncertainty or controversy. Cost-effectiveness analysis allows
analytically based comparisons of decisions without requiring that all impacts—in this case,
damages from climate change and costs of emissions reduction—be reduced to a single metric.
Both approaches can be powerful tools for informing decisions, but disagreements about (a) how
to value ecosystem services or other resources for which market prices do not exist; (b) how to
handle low probability-high consequence events, discount rates, and risk aversion; (c) prospects
for technological innovation; and, (d) how to incorporate distributional and inter-generational
equity concerns, lead to wide ranges in estimates of the social value of climate actions.
Dealing with complex and interacting policies, multi-level governance, and equity.
Effective climate policymaking requires analyses that consider the complexity of real policies,
how institutions interact across levels of government from global to local, and the equity of
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policies. Climate policies are not made in a vacuum. They interact with other climate and nonclimate policies and are often nested across different scales from the local to the global. In the
United States, rapidly emerging local and state climate policy agendas interact with federal
policy. It is not yet clear how these interactions will play out and what the net effect will be.
The multi-level and hybrid character of climate policy (both for limiting and adapting to climate
change) presents opportunities (such as for synergistic outcomes) and challenges (such as one
level of decision making constraining or negating the other). One of the most critical challenges
is dealing fairly with the distributional effects of climate change impacts. Three main sources of
equity concerns shape climate policy debates: historical responsibility for the problem of climate
change, who will bear the brunt of its negative impacts, and who will be responsible for solving
it.
Research needs related to climate policy development and implementation. Research needs
in this area, explored in further detail in Chapter 17, include the following:
 Continue to improve understanding of what leads to the adoption and implementation of
international agreements on climate and other environmental issues and what forms of
these agreements are most effective at achieving their goals.
 Develop and evaluate protocols, institutions, and technologies for monitoring and
verifying compliance with international agreements.
 Continue to improve methods for estimating costs, benefits, and cost effectiveness.
 Develop methods for analyzing complex, hybrid policies.
 Further understanding of how institutions interact in the context of multi-level
governance and adaptive risk management.
 Develop analyses that examine climate policy from a sustainability perspective, taking
account of the full range of effects of climate policy on human well-being, including
unintended consequences and equity effects.
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A New Era of Climate Change Research
As the preceding chapter makes clear, scientific research has steadily increased our
understanding of climate change, as well as our appreciation of the complexity of the climate
system and related, interacting human and environmental systems. The research summarized in
Chapter 2, and described in further detail in Part II of the report, also identifies some of the
challenges and risks associated with climate change, including some special characteristics and
complexities of climate change that distinguish it from many other problems faced by society. In
this chapter, we summarize some of these characteristics and discuss their implications in terms
of the risks and choices faced by decision makers both in the United States and around the world.
The chapter also briefly describes some of the actions that decision makers are taking to respond
to climate risks, including actions to limit the magnitude of climate change and adapt to its
impacts. These emerging risks and responses call for a new era of climate change research, one
that not only continues to improve understanding of climate change and the risks associated with
it, but that also supports, facilitates, and improves actions taken to respond to these risks.

COMPLEXITIES OF CLIMATE CHANGE
Future climate will be unlike the climate of the recent past. For roughly the past 10,000
years, the climate has been relatively stable. Exceptional years, decades, and even centuries have
occurred, of course, occasionally creating havoc for civilizations in some regions of the world
(see, e.g., Diamond, 2005; Zhang et al., 2007a). However, human societies have generally been
well-served by assuming that the climate fluctuates around a relatively constant average state,
with no long-term trends towards warmer or cooler temperatures, more or less precipitation, or
more or fewer extreme events. This is changing, as Earth’s climate system—from GHG
concentrations to temperatures, ice cover, precipitation, and a host of other inter-related
changes—moves outside the range within which it has fluctuated throughout the 10,000 years of
recorded human history. As a result, many of our conventional practices for including climate
and climate-related uncertainty in decision making—such as using historical records to plan for
the “100-year flood” or the “100-year drought”—will need to be revisited, and new ways of
thinking about preparing and adapting to change will need to emerge. Conventional practices
may even heighten risks by encouraging us to continue planting vulnerable crop varieties,
harvesting threatened resources at unsustainable levels, or building homes and communities in
areas at growing risk from fires, floods, or rising sea levels.
Projections of future climate depend strongly on current and future human actions. The
magnitude of future climate change and the severity of its impacts are strongly dependent on
how human societies produce and use energy, manage natural resources, and take other actions
to respond to climate risks and vulnerabilities in the decades ahead. Not only is it impossible to
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anticipate all of the actions that humans might take, but the consequences of these actions for
both the climate system and related human and environmental systems are subject to a large
number of uncertainties and unknowns.
Climate change processes have considerable inertia and long time lags. Until GHG
emissions are brought below the rate of their removal from the atmosphere, atmospheric
concentrations will continue to rise. The most important GHGs remain in the atmosphere for
years to centuries and continue to affect Earth’s heat balance throughout their atmospheric
lifetimes. Other climate change processes also exhibit considerable inertia, which results in
delays between GHG emissions and the impacts of climate change. The oceans, for example,
warm much more slowly than the atmosphere in response to the buildup of heat-trapping gases.
Additionally, many of the sources of GHG emissions, such as power plants and automobiles,
have lifetimes of years to decades. Thus, our decisions now will shape the world for generations
to come. Research has shown that individuals and organizations have trouble perceiving risks
and taking action on such long-lead time problems.
The sensitivity of the climate system is somewhat uncertain. As discussed in Chapters 2
and 6, scientists have learned a great deal about the response of the climate system to GHGs and
other climate forcing agents through a combination of direct observations of recent climate
change, indirect evidence of historical climate variations, and climate modeling studies.
However, Earth’s climate sensitivity—which dictates how much warming would be expected if
future emissions were known exactly—remains somewhat uncertain. Thus, it is possible that
future temperature changes will not be as large as the median range predicted by climate models.
However, it is equally possible that temperature changes will be larger than the expected range.
Additionally, climate models cannot currently simulate certain feedback processes in the Earth
system, such as those related to changes in ecosystems on land or in the oceans, that could
potentially amplify (or reduce) the response to a given climate forcing. Uncertainty in the
sensitivity of Earth’s climate system also makes it difficult to precisely quantify the effectiveness
of actions or strategies that might be taken to limit the magnitude of future climate change.
There may be tipping points or thresholds that, once crossed, lead to irreversible events.
Some of the physical and biological feedbacks triggered by climate change can become
irreversible when they pass a certain threshold or tipping point. For example, there is general
scientific consensus that the Arctic, which is systematically losing summer sea ice thickness and
extent on an annual basis, is expected to become permanently ice-free during summers by the
middle of the 21st century, regardless of how future emissions change. This change to an ice-free
summer Arctic is expected, in part, because of the positive feedback between warming and sea
ice melting (see Chapter 6). A number of other possible tipping points and irreversible changes
have been identified in the Earth system, and human systems can also experience tipping points,
such as the collapse of an economy or political system.. Because of the possibility of crossing
such thresholds, simple extrapolations of recent trends may underestimate future climate change
impacts. Given the complexity of coupled human-environment systems, it is difficult to forecast
when a tipping point might be approaching, but the probability of crossing one increases as the
climate system moves outside the range of natural variability.
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Analyses of impacts resulting from higher levels of climate change are limited. Most
scientific analyses of climate change have focused on the impacts associated with global
temperature change of between 3.6 ºF to 5.4 ºF (2 to 3 °C) by the end of the 21st century, relative
to pre-industrial conditions. Yet model-based projections of future global temperature change
range from 2 ºF to more than 11 ºF, and even larger changes are possible. For comparison, the
higher end of the expected range of future temperature change is comparable to the temperature
difference between the present climate and the climate at the height of the last ice age, when
glaciers covered the sites presently occupied by New York, Chicago, and Seattle and ecosystems
around the world were radically different. Although there have been some recent efforts to
estimate the impacts that might be associated with global temperature changes of greater than 9
or 10 ºF (5 or 6 ºC) over the next century (see, for example, University of Oxford, Tyndall
Centre, and Hadley Centre Met Office, 2009) relatively little scientific information is available
regarding the potential risks posed by such extreme changes in global climate.
Climate change does not act in isolation. As was noted in several parts of Chapter 2 and
in many of the chapters in Part II, climate change is just one of many stressors affecting human
and environmental systems. For example, estuaries and coral reefs are being affected by
warming ocean temperatures, ocean acidification, sea level rise, and changes in runoff from
precipitation, and these climate-driven impacts interact with other ongoing threats such as
pollution, invasive species, coastal development, and overfishing. The impacts of these multiple
stresses and interacting environmental changes on food production, water management, energy
production, and other critical human activities are associated with important risks in terms of
meeting human needs. The prevalence of multiple stresses and the interconnected nature of
many climate-related processes also raise significant scientific and management challenges.
Vulnerabilities to climate change vary across regions, societies, and groups. Climate
change will unfold in different ways across the United States and across the globe, and different
sectors, populations, and regions will be differentially exposed and sensitive to the impacts of
these changes. They will also differ in their ability to cope with and adapt to environmental
changes. In general, research suggests that the impacts of climate change will more harshly
affect poorer nations and communities. Actions taken to limit future climate change and adapt to
its impacts also have the potential to cause differential benefits or harm. For example, different
communities or regions may experience differential exposure to the unintended side-effects of
alternative energy production strategies. However, our understanding and ability to predict
vulnerability, adaptive capacity, and the side-effects of different response strategies are less well
established than our understanding of the basic causes and mechanisms of climate change.
Individually and collectively, these complexities make it challenging to analyze the risks
posed by climate change. Nonetheless, as described in Chapter 2 and discussed in detail in Part
II of the report, the scientific community has high confidence in projections of a number of
future climate changes and impacts. For example: (1) water availability will decrease in many
areas that are already drought-prone and in areas where freshwater systems are fed by glaciers
and snowpack; (2) a higher fraction of rainfall will fall in the form of heavy precipitation events,
increasing the risk of flooding; (3) people and ecosystems in coastal zones will be exposed to
higher storm surges, salt water intrusion, and other risks as sea levels rise; and (4) coral reefs will
experience widespread bleaching and mortality as a result of increasing temperatures, rising sea
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levels, and ocean acidification. There is less certainty in other projections, such as the combined
impact of CO2 increases, temperature increases, precipitation changes, and other climate and
climate-related changes on agricultural crops and natural ecosystems in different regions of the
world, although negative impacts are expected to increase with higher temperatures. Projections
of the future—in any sphere—will always entail some amount of uncertainty. Nevertheless, as
described in the next two sections, decision makers are already starting to take actions to respond
to these and other risks associated with climate change, and scientific research can help in a
number of ways.

RESPONDING TO CLIMATE RISKS
Based on current scientific understanding of ongoing and projected future changes in
climate, and the risks associated with these changes, many decisions makers are now taking or
planning actions to limit the magnitude of climate change, to adapt to ongoing and anticipated
changes, and to include climate considerations in their decision making processes. These actions
are detailed in the three companion reports to this study (NRC 2010a, 2010b, 2010c). For
example, in Informing an Effective Response to Climate Change (NRC 2010a), it is noted that 34
states have created climate change action plans, 20 have established emissions reduction targets,
and 15 have developed adaptation plans. Many U.S. cities and counties have also begun to
respond to the challenges of climate change, and there is substantial activity at the federal level
as well—for example, at least ten of the fifteen cabinet-level agencies and departments have
made climate-related decisions. Many private firms are also taking action. At least 475 major
companies have provided information on emissions to the Carbon Disclosure Project, over 60
major companies have set emissions reduction targets, and climate change concerns are affecting
the investment decisions of many. Finally, individuals in the United States and around the world
are supporting government actions or taking actions themselves. For example, in 2009 one in
three Americans rewarded companies that are taking steps to reduce greenhouse gas emissions
by buying their products, while a similar number avoided buying products from companies they
perceived to be recalcitrant on the issue (Leiserowitz, 2010).
As these decision makers continue to take actions in response to climate change, many
issues emerge that science can address. For example, scientific research can:
 Project the beneficial and adverse effects of climate change, and their likelihood;
 Identify and evaluate the likely or possible consequences—including unintended
consequences—of different decisions and actions taken (or not taken) to respond to
climate change;
 Monitor and evaluate the effectiveness and consequences of actions as they are taken;
 Improve the effectiveness of actions before or while they are taken;
 Expand the portfolio of possible actions that might be taken in the future; and
 Develop, through research on human behavior and decision making itself, improved
decision-making processes.
The discussion in the preceding section suggests that the climate is not a system that can
be turned quickly, and that responses to climate change may be necessary even as more
information on risks is collected. Fundamentally, dealing with climate change requires making
decisions without complete certainty. Under such conditions, adaptive risk management (Box
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3.1) is a useful—and advisable—strategy for responding in climate-related risks as conditions
change and we learn more about them.

BOX 3.1
Adaptive Risk Management: Iterative and Inclusive Management of Climate Risks
Because individuals and groups often have trouble making sound decisions in the face of
uncertainty, many tools have been developed to enhance our ability to make decisions in the face
of risk (Bernstein, 1998; Jaeger et al., 2001). This suite of tools and the logic of their application
are often referred to as adaptive risk management or sometimes iterative risk management or risk
governance (Arvai et al., 2006; Renn, 2005, 2008). Components of adaptive (or iterative) risk
management are discussed in the following paragraphs and are developed in more detail in the
companion report Informing an Effective Response to Climate Change (NRC 2010a).
Risk identification, assessment, and evaluation. Risks need to be evaluated by a range
of affected stakeholders (who typically have different values and preferences) and by considering
a range of factors. These include the impacts of allowing risks to go unmitigated, the costs of
different risk management strategies, public perceptions and acceptability of risks and/or
responses to them, as well as broader societal values that tend to favor certain general approaches
to managing risk over others (e.g., a precautionary approach versus a cost-benefit or risk-benefit
approach).
Iterative decision making and deliberate learning. Because many climate-related
decisions will have to be made with incomplete information, and new information can be
expected to become available over time (including information about the effectiveness of actions
taken), decisions should be revisited, reassessed, and improved over time. This will require
deliberate planning and processes for “learning by doing,” as well as ongoing monitoring and
assessment to evaluate both evolving risks and the effectiveness of responses.
Maximizing flexibility. Whenever decisions with long-term implications can be made
incrementally (i.e., in small steps rather than all at once), the risk of making “the wrong”
decision now can be reduced by keeping as many future options open as possible.
Maximizing robustness. When decisions have to be made all at once (for example, to
build a piece of infrastructure or not), the risk of making “the wrong” decision can be reduced by
selecting robust options—that is, options that maximize the probability of meeting identified
goals and desirable outcomes while minimizing the probability of undesirable outcomes under a
wide range of plausible future conditions.
Ensuring durability. Many climate-related policies will need to remain in place, albeit in
modified form, for many decades in order to achieve their intended goals. This requires
mechanisms that can ensure the long-term durability of policies and provide stability for
investors and society, while allowing for adaptive adjustments over time to take advantage of
new information—a significant challenge for policy and institutional design.
A portfolio of approaches. In the face of complex problems, where surprises are
expected and much is at stake, it would be unwise to rely on only one or a small number of
actions to “solve” the problem without major side-effects. A more robust approach would be to
employ a portfolio of actions to increase the chance that at least one will succeed in reducing risk
and to provide more options for future decision makers.
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Effective communication. An essential component of effective risk management is the
communication of risks, including the risks associated with different responses, to all involved
stakeholders, including public, private, and civic sector stakeholders as well as expert and lay
individuals familiar with, or potentially affected by, the risks at hand.
Inclusive process. Since climate-related risks affect different regions, communities, and
stakeholders in different ways and to different degrees, stakeholders should be included in
significant roles throughout the process of identifying risks and response options, determining
and evaluating what risks and responses are “acceptable” and “unacceptable,” as well as in the
communication and management of the risks themselves (NRC, 2008e).

IMPLICATIONS FOR THE NATION’S CLIMATE RESEARCH ENTERPRISE
The past several decades of research have yielded a great deal of knowledge about
climate change, but there is much still to be learned about both on-going and future changes and
the risks associated with them. Moreover, as decision makers respond to the risks posed by
climate change, additional knowledge will be needed to assist them in making well-informed
choices. For example, decision makers could use additional information about how the Earth
system will respond to future GHG emissions, the range of impacts that could be encountered
and the probabilities associated with them, the quantifiable and non-quantifiable risks posed by
these changes, the options that can be taken to limit climate change and to reduce vulnerability
and increase adaptive capacity of both human and environmental systems, and methods for
making choices and managing risk in an environment that continues to change.
Because decisions always involve values, science cannot prescribe the decisions to be
made, but scientific research can inform decisions and help to ensure and improve their
effectiveness. As we enter a time when decision makers are responding to climate change, the
nation’s climate research enterprise can assist by including both science for understanding and
science for supporting responses to climate change. The diverse and complex set of scientific
issues to be addressed in this new era of climate change research span the physical, social,
biological, health, and engineering sciences and require integration across them. In the next
chapter, we discuss the research needs and themes for the nation’s climate change science
enterprise in this new era.
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Integrative Themes for Climate Change Research
One of the main tasks assigned to the Panel on Advancing the Science of Climate Change
was to identify the additional science needed to improve our understanding of climate change
and its interactions with human and environmental systems. This task also included identifying
the scientific advances needed to improve the effectiveness of actions taken to respond to climate
change, and to recommend steps that can be taken to make these advances. An examination of
the research needs identified in the technical chapters of Part II of the report reveals that there is
indeed still much to learn. However, our analysis suggests that the most crucial science needs of
the coming decades are captured in seven cross-cutting research themes, whether one is
interested in sea level rise, agriculture, human health, national security, or other topics of
concern. For example, nearly every chapter in Part II calls for improved understanding of human
behaviors and institutions, more detailed information about current and projected future changes
in climate, and improved methods for assessing vulnerability or for estimating the economic,
social, and environmental costs, benefits, co-benefits, and unintended consequences of steps that
are taken in response to climate change.
Box 4.1 lists the seven cross-cutting research themes that the panel has identified,
grouped into three general categories: Research for improving understanding of coupled humanenvironment systems; research for improving and supporting more effective responses to climate
change; and tools and approaches needed for both of these types of research.

Box 4.1
Cross-Cutting Themes for the New Era of Climate Change Research
Research to Improve Understanding of Human-Environment Systems
1. Climate Forcings, Feedbacks, Responses, and Thresholds in the Earth System
2. Climate-related Human Behaviors and Institutions
Research to Support Effective Responses to Climate Change
3. Vulnerability and Adaptation Analyses of Coupled Human-Environment Systems
4. Research to Support Strategies for Limiting Climate Change
5. Effective Information and Decision Support Systems
Research Tools and Approaches to Improve Both Understanding and Responses
6. Integrated Climate Observing Systems
7. Improved Projections, Analyses, and Assessments
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These seven cross-cutting themes are not intended to represent a comprehensive or
exclusive list of research needs, nor do the numbers indicate priority order. Rather, they
represent a way of categorizing and, potentially, organizing some of the nation’s most critical
climate change research activities. Most of these themes are integrative—they require
collaboration across different fields of study, including some fields that are not typically part of
the climate change science enterprise. Moreover, there are important synergies among the seven
themes, and they are not completely independent. For example, research focused on improving
responses to climate change will clearly benefit from increased understanding of both human
systems and the Earth system, and advances in observations, models, and scientific
understanding often go hand in hand. Finally, because most of the themes include research that
contributes both to fundamental scientific understanding and to more informed decision making,
research under all seven themes would benefit from increased dialogue with decision makers
across a wide range of sectors and scales. As discussed in Chapter 5, these characteristics all
point to the need for an expanded and enhanced climate change science enterprise, an enterprise
that is comprehensive, integrative, interdisciplinary, and better supports decision making both in
the United States and around the world.
In the following sections, the seven integrative, cross-cutting research themes identified
by the panel are discussed in detail. Our intent is to describe some of the more important
scientific issues that could be addressed within each theme, to show how they collectively span
the most critical areas of climate change research, and to demonstrate the vital importance of
research progress in all of these areas to the health and well-being of citizens of the United States
as well as people and natural systems around the world. Issues related to the implementation of
these themes are explored in the next chapter.

THEME 1: CLIMATE FORCINGS, FEEDBACKS, RESPONSES, AND THRESHOLDS
IN THE EARTH SYSTEM
Scientific understanding of climate change and its interactions with other environmental
changes is underpinned by empirical and theoretical understanding of the Earth system, which
includes the atmosphere, land surface, cryosphere, and oceans, as well as interactions among
these components. Numerous decisions about climate change, including setting emissions
targets and developing and implementing adaptation plans, rest on understanding how the Earth
system will respond to GHG emissions and other climate forcings. While this understanding has
improved markedly over the past several decades, a number of key uncertainties remain. These
include the strength of certain forcings and feedbacks, the possibility of abrupt changes, and the
details of how climate change will play out at local and regional scales over decadal and multidecadal timescales. While research on these topics cannot be expected to eliminate all of the
uncertainties associated with Earth system processes (and uncertainties in future human actions
will always remain), efforts to improve projections of climate and other Earth system changes
can be expected to yield more robust and more relevant information for decision making, as well
as a better characterization of remaining uncertainties.
Research on forcing, feedbacks, thresholds, and other aspects of the Earth system has
been on-going for many years under the auspices of the U.S. Global Change Research Program
and its predecessors (see Appendix E). Our analysis—the details of which can be found in Part
II of the report—indicates that additional research, supported by expanded observational and
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modeling capacity, is needed to better understand climate forcings, feedbacks, responses, and
thresholds in the Earth system. A list of some of the specific research needs within this crosscutting theme is included in Table 4.1, and the subsections below and the chapters of Part II
include additional discussion of these topics. Many of these needs have also been articulated,
often in greater detail, in a range of recent reports by the USGCRP, the National Research
Council, federal agencies, and other groups.
TABLE 4.1 Examples of research needs related to improving fundamental understanding of
climate forcings, feedbacks, responses, and thresholds in the Earth system. These research needs
(and those included in each of the other six themes in this chapter) are compiled from the
detailed lists of key research needs identified in the technical chapters of Part II of the report.
 Extend understanding of natural climate variability on a wide range of space and timescales,
including events in the distant past;
 Improve understanding of transient climate change and its dependence on ocean circulation,
heat transport, mixing processes, and other factors, especially in the context of decadal-scale
climate change;
 Improve estimates of climate sensitivity, including theoretical, modeling, and observationally
based approaches;
 Improve observations and understanding of aerosols, especially their radiative forcing and its
implications for strategies that might be taken to limit the magnitude of future climate change;
 Improve understanding of cloud processes, aerosols, and their interactions, especially in the
context of radiative forcing, climate feedbacks, and precipitation processes;
 Improve understanding of ice sheets, including the mechanisms, causes, dynamics, and
relative likelihood of ice sheet collapse versus ice sheet melting;
 Advance understanding of thresholds and abrupt changes in the Earth system;
 Expand understanding of carbon cycle processes in the context of climate change and develop
Earth system models that include carbon cycle processes and feedbacks;
 Improve understanding of ocean dynamics and regional rates of sea-level rise;
 Improve understanding of the hydrologic cycle, especially changes in the frequency and
intensity of precipitation, and feedbacks of human water use on climate;
 Improve understanding and models of response of agricultural crops, forestry, and fisheries to
climate change, including changes in temperature, precipitation, and CO2 levels, in interaction
with other environmental and management changes;
 Improve understanding of ocean acidification and its effects on marine ecosystems and
fisheries.

Climate Variability and Abrupt Climate Change
Great strides have been made in improving our understanding of the natural variability in
the climate system (see, e.g., Chapter 6 or USGCRP, 2009b). These improvements have
translated directly into advances in detecting and attributing human-induced climate change,
simulating past and future climate in models, and understanding the links between the climate
system and other environmental and human systems. For example, the ability to realistically
simulate natural climate variations, such as the El Niño-Southern Oscillation, has been a critical
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driver for, and test of, the development of climate models (see Theme #7). Improved
understanding of natural variability modes is also critical for improving regional climate
projections, especially on decadal and multi-decadal timescales. Research on the impacts of
natural climate variations can also provide insight into the possible impacts of human-induced
climate change. Continued research on the mechanisms and manifestations of natural climate
variability in the atmosphere and oceans on a wide range of space and timescales, including
events in the distant past, can be expected to yield additional progress.
Some of the largest risks associated with climate change are associated with the potential
for abrupt changes or other climate “surprises” (see Chapters 3 and 6). The paleoclimate record
indicates that such abrupt changes have occurred in the past, but our ability to predict future
abrupt changes is constrained by our limited understanding of thresholds and other nonlinear
processes in the Earth system. An improved understanding of the likelihood and potential
consequences of these changes will be important for setting GHG emission reduction targets and
for developing adaptation strategies that are robust in the face of uncertainty. Sustained
observations will be critical for identifying abrupt changes and other climate “surprises” if and
when they occur, and for supporting the development of improved abrupt change simulations in
climate models. Finally, since some abrupt changes or other climate “surprises” may result from
complex interactions within or among different components of coupled human-environment
systems, improved understanding is needed on multiple stresses and their potential role in future
climate shifts (NRC, 2002a).
Improved understanding of forcings, feedbacks, and natural variability on regional scales
is also needed. Many decisions related to climate change impacts, vulnerability, and adaptation
could benefit from improvements in regional-scale information, especially over the next several
decades. As discussed in Theme #7 later in this chapter, these improvements require advances in
understanding of regional climate dynamics, including atmospheric circulation in complex
terrain as well as modes of natural variability on all time scales. It is especially important to
understand how regional variability patterns may change under different scenarios of global
climate change, and the feedbacks that regional changes may in turn have on continental and
global scale processes. Regional climate models, which are discussed later in this chapter, are a
key tool in this area of research.

The Atmosphere
Many of the research needs related to factors that influence the atmosphere and other
components of the physical climate system are discussed in the chapters of Part II and also have
been summarized in many other recent reports. For example, many of the conclusions and
research recommendations in the NRC reports Understanding Climate Change Feedbacks (NRC,
2003b) and Radiative Forcing of Climate Change (NRC, 2005e), such as those highlighted in the
following two paragraphs, remain highly relevant today:
“The physical and chemical processing of aerosols and trace gases in the atmosphere, the
dependence of these processes on climate, and the influence of climate-chemical interactions on
the optical properties of aerosols must be elucidated. A more complete understanding of the
emissions, atmospheric burden, final sinks, and interactions of carbonaceous and other aerosols
with clouds and the hydrologic cycle needs to be developed. Intensive regional measurement
campaigns (ground-based, airborne, satellite) should be conducted that are designed from the start
with guidance from global aerosol models so that the improved knowledge of the processes can be
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directly applied in the predictive models that are used to assess future climate change scenarios.
The key processes that control the abundance of tropospheric ozone and its interactions
with climate change also need to be better understood, including but not limited to stratospheric
influx; natural and anthropogenic emissions of precursor species such as NOx, CO, and volatile
organic carbon; the net export of ozone produced in biomass burning and urban plumes; the loss
of ozone at the surface, and the dependence of all these processes on climate change. The chemical
feedbacks that can lead to changes in the atmospheric lifetime of CH4 also need to be identified
and quantified.” (NRC, 2003b)

Two particularly important—and closely linked—areas of research related to forcing and
feedback processes in the physical climate system are clouds and aerosols. Aerosols and
aerosol-induced changes in cloud properties play an important role in offsetting the warming
associated with GHG emissions—with important implications for several proposed strategies for
limiting the magnitude of climate change (see Theme 4). Cloud processes represent a key
feedback that modulates future changes in temperature and in the hydrologic cycle. As noted
later in this chapter, the representation of cloud and aerosol processes has been a challenge for
climate modelers for many years, in part because some of the most important cloud and aerosol
processes play out at spatial scales that are finer than state-of-the-art global climate models are
able to resolve, and in part because of the complexity and limited understanding of the processes
involved. Continued and improved observations, field campaigns, process studies, and
experiments with smaller-domain, high-resolutions models are thus needed to improve scientific
understanding of cloud and aerosol processes, and improved parameterizations will be needed to
incorporate this improved understanding into global climate models.

The Cryosphere
Changes in the cryosphere, especially the major ice sheets on Greenland and Antarctica,
represent another key research area in the physical climate system. Comprehensive,
simultaneous, and sustained measurements of ice sheet mass and volume changes and ice
velocities are needed, along with measurements of ice thickness and bed conditions, both to
quantify the current contributions of ice sheets to sea-level rise (discussed below) and to
constrain and inform ice sheet model development. These measurements, which include
satellite, aircraft, and in situ observations, need to overlap for several decades in order to enable
the unambiguous isolation of ice melt, ice dynamics, snow accumulation, and thermal expansion.
Equally important are investments in improving ice sheet process models that capture ice
dynamics as well as ice-ocean and ice-bed interactions. Efforts are already underway to improve
modeling capabilities in these critical areas, but fully coupled ice-ocean-land models will
ultimately be needed to reliably assess ice sheet stability, and considerable work remains to
develop and validate such models. Small glaciers and ice caps outside Greenland and Antarctica
are also expected to remain significant contributors to sea level rise in the near term, so
observations and analysis of these systems remain critical for understanding decadal and centuryscale sea level rise. Finally, additional paleoclimate data from ice cores, corals, and ocean
sediments would be valuable for testing models and improving our understanding of the impacts
of sea level rise.

The Oceans
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A variety of ocean processes are important for controlling the timing and characteristics
of climate change. For a given climate forcing scenario, the timing of atmospheric warming is
strongly dependent on the north-south transport of heat by ocean currents and mixing of heat into
the ocean interior. Changes in the large-scale meridional overturning circulation could also have
a significant impact on climate, and could potentially lead to abrupt changes (Alley et al, 2003;
NRC, 2002a). The relative scarcity of ocean observations, especially in the ocean interior,
makes these factors among the more uncertain aspects of future climate projections. Changes in
ocean circulations and heat transport are also connected to the rapid disappearance of summer
sea ice in the Arctic Ocean. A better understanding of the dependence of ocean heat uptake on
vertical mixing and the abrupt changes in polar reflectivity that follow the loss of summer sea ice
in the Arctic are some of the most critical improvements needed in ocean and Earth system
models.
Ice dynamics and thermal expansion are the main drivers of rising sea levels on a global
basis, but ocean dynamics and coastal processes lead to substantial spatial variability in local and
regional rates of sea level rise (see Chapters 2 and 7). Direct, long-term monitoring of sea level
and related oceanographic properties via tide gauges, ocean altimetry measurements from
satellites, and an expanded network of in situ measurements of temperature and salinity through
the full depth of the ocean water column are needed to quantify the rate and spatial variability of
sea level change and to understand the ocean dynamics that control global and local rates of sealevel rise. In addition, oceanographic, geodetic, and coastal models are needed to predict the rate
and spatial dynamics of ocean thermal expansion, sea level rise, and coastal inundation. The
need for regionally specific information creates additional challenges. For example, coastal
inundation models require better bathymetric data, better data on precipitation rates and stream
flows, ways of dealing with storm-driven sediment transport, and the ability to include the effects
of built structures on coastal wind stress patterns (see Chapter 7). Such improvements in
projections of sea level changes are critical for many different decision needs, including those
discussed in the next theme below.

The Hydrosphere
There is already clear evidence that changes in the hydrologic cycle are occurring in
response to climate change (see, e.g., Trenberth et al., 2007b; USGCRP, 2009a). Improved
regional projections of changes in precipitation, soil moisture, runoff, and groundwater
availability on seasonal to multi-decadal time scales are needed to inform water management and
planning decisions, especially decisions related to long-term infrastructure investments.
Likewise, projections of changes in the frequency and intensity of severe storms, storm paths,
floods, and droughts are critical both for water management planning and for adapting the
natural and human systems, all of which depend on water resources. This will require new multiscale modeling approaches, such as nesting cloud-resolving climate models into regional weather
models and then coupling these models to land surface models that are capable of simulating the
hydrologic cycle, vegetation, multiple soil layers, ground water, and streamflow. Improved data
collection and analysis, and linkages with water managers, are also critical. See Chapter 8 for
additional details.
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Ecosystems on Land
Climate change interacts with ecosystem processes in a variety of ways, including direct
and indirect influences on biodiversity, range and seasonality shifts in both plants and animals,
and changes in productivity and element cycling processes, among others (NRC, 2008a).
Research is needed to understand how rapidly species and ecosystems can or cannot adjust in
response to climate-related changes, and the implications of such adjustments for ecosystem
services that people use. In addition, improved analyses of the interactions of climate related
variables—especially temperature, moisture, and CO2—with each other and in combination with
other natural and human-caused changes (e.g., land use change and agriculture; water diversions;
landscape-scale management choices) are needed, as such interactions are more relevant than
any individual change acting alone. Climate change-related changes in fire, pest, and other
disturbance regimes have also not been well assessed, especially at regional scales. Research is
needed to identify those ecosystems, ecosystem services, species complexes, and people reliant
on them that are most resilient or most vulnerable. See Chapter 9 for additional details.

The Carbon Cycle
Changes in the carbon cycle and other biogeochemical cycles play a key role in
modulating atmospheric and oceanic carbon dioxide (CO2) and methane (CH4) concentrations.
Scientists have learned a great deal over the past 50 years about the exchange of carbon between
the atmosphere, ocean, and biosphere and the effects of these changes on temperature and other
climate change (CCSP, 2007a). However, key uncertainties remain. For example, we have an
incomplete understanding of how interacting changes in temperature, precipitation, CO2, and
nutrient availability will change the processing of carbon by land ecosystems, and thus the
amount of CO2 emitted or taken up by ecosystems in the decades ahead (see Chapter 9). As
noted in Chapter 2 and Chapter 6, some of these feedbacks have the potential to dramatically
accelerate global warming (e.g., the possibility that the current warming of permafrost in highlatitude regions will lead to melting of frozen soils and release huge amounts of CO2 and CH4
into the atmosphere). Changes in ecosystem biogeochemical processes and biodiversity
(including changes in reflectance characteristics due to land use changes) also have the potential
to feedback on the climate system on a variety of timescales. Models and experiments that
integrate knowledge about ecosystem processes, plant physiology, vegetation dynamics, and
disturbances such as fire are needed, and such models should be linked with climate models.
As the ocean warms and ocean circulation patterns change, future changes in the ocean
carbon cycle are also uncertain. For example, it is unclear whether the natural “biological
pump,” which transports enormous amounts of carbon from the surface to the deep ocean, will
be enhanced (Riebesell et al., 2007) or diminished (Mari, 2008) by ocean acidification and by
changes in the ocean circulation. Recent observational and modeling results suggest that the rate
of ocean uptake of CO2 may in fact have been declining (Khatiwala et al., 2009). Because the
oceans currently absorb almost 30 percent of human-caused CO2 emissions over the past halfcentury (see Chapter 6), changes in ocean CO2 uptake could have profound climate implications.
Results from the first generation of coupled carbon-climate models suggest that the capacity of
the oceans and land surface to store carbon will decrease with global warming, which would
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represent a positive feedback on warming (Friedlingstein et al., 2006). Improved understanding
and representation of the carbon cycle in Earth system models is thus a critical research need.

Interactions with Managed Systems and the Built Environment
Feedbacks and thresholds within human systems and human-managed systems, and
between the climate system and human systems, are a closely related research need that spans
both this research theme and several of the other research themes described in this chapter. For
example, crops respond to multiple and interacting effects including temperature, moisture, CO2,
ozone, and other factors, such as pests, diseases, and weeds. Experimental studies that evaluate
the interactions of these and other factors are needed, especially in ecosystem-scale experiments
and in environments where temperature is already close to optimal for crops. Of particular
concern are water resources for agriculture, which are influenced at regional scales by
competition from other uses as well as by changing frequency and intensity of rainfall.
Assessments that evaluate crop response to climate-related variables should explicitly include
interactions with other resources that are also affected by climate change. Designing effective
agricultural strategies for limiting and adapting to climate change will require models and
analyses that reflect such complicated interactions and that also incorporate the response of
farmers and markets not only to production and prices but to policies and institutions (see
Themes 3, 4, and 7 below).
In fisheries, sustainable yields require matching catch limits with the growth of the
fishery. Climate variation already makes forecasting the growth of fish populations difficult, and
future climate change will increase this uncertainty. There is considerable uncertainty about—
and considerable risk associated with—the sensitivity of fish species to ocean acidification.
Further studies of connections between climate and marine population dynamics are needed to
enhance model frameworks for effective fisheries management. Most fisheries are also subject to
other stressors, such as increasing levels of pollution, and the interactions of these other stresses
should be analyzed and incorporated into models. Finally, these efforts should be linked to the
analysis of effective institutions and policies for managing fisheries. (See Chapter 9 for
additional details of links between climate change and agriculture and fisheries.)
The role of large built environments (including the transportation and energy systems
associated with them) in shaping GHG emissions, aerosol levels, ground-level air pollution, and
surface reflectivity need to be examined in a systematic and comparative way to develop a better
understanding of their role in climate forcing. This should include attention to the extended
effect of urban areas on other areas (such as deposition of urban emissions on ocean and rural
land surfaces) as well as interactions between urban and regional heat islands and urban
vegetation-evapotranspiration feedbacks to climate. Examination of both local and supra-local
institutions, markets, and policies will be required to understand the various ways urban centers
drive climate change and identify leverage points for intervention. (See Chapter 10 and Theme 4
later in this chapter for additional details.)
Finally, the identification and evaluation of unintended consequences of proposed or
already-initiated strategies to limit the magnitude of climate change or adapt to its impacts will
need to be evaluated as part of the overall evaluation of the efficacy of such approaches. This
topic is explored in more detail later in the chapter, but it depends critically on a healthy Earth
system research enterprise.
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THEME 2: CLIMATE-RELATED HUMAN BEHAVIORS AND INSTITUTIONS
Knowledge gained from research involving physical, chemical, and ecological processes
has been critical for establishing that climate change poses sufficiently serious risks to justify
careful consideration and evaluation of alternative responses. Emerging concerns about how
best to respond to climate change brings to the fore questions about human interactions with the
climate system: how human activities drive climate change; how people understand, decide, and
act in the climate context; how people are affected by climate change; and how human and social
systems might respond. Thus, not surprisingly, many of the research needs that emerge from the
detailed analyses in Part II focus on human interactions with climate change (see Table 4.2).
TABLE 4.2 Examples of research needs on human behavior, institutions, and interactions with
the climate system (from Part II)
 Improve understanding of water institutions and governance
 Improve understanding of human behaviors and institutional and behavioral impediments to
reducing energy demand and adopting energy-efficient technologies
 Improve understanding of what leads to the adoption and implementation of international
agreements on climate and other environmental issues and what forms of such agreements
most effectively achieve their goals.
 Improve understanding of how institutions interact in the context of multi-level governance
and adaptive management.
 Improve understanding of the behaviors, infrastructure, and technologies that influence human
activities in the transportation, urban, agricultural, fisheries, and other sectors.
 Improve understanding of the relationship between climate change and institutional responses
that affect national security, food security, health, and other aspects of social well-being.
Human and social systems play a key role in both causing and responding to climate
change. Therefore, in the context of climate change, a better understanding of human behavior
and of the role of institutions and organizations is as fundamental to effective decision making as
a better understanding of the climate system. Such knowledge underlies the ability to solve
focused problems of climate response, such as deciding how to prioritize investments in
protecting coastal communities from sea level rise, choosing policies to meet federal or state
targets for reducing GHG emissions, and developing better ways to help citizens understand
what science can and cannot tell them about potential climate-driven water supply shortages in
the Southwest. Such fundamental understanding provides the scientific base for making informed
choices about climate responses in much the same way that fundamental understanding of
atmospheric processes provides the scientific base for projecting the physical consequences of
climate change.
Research investments in the behavioral and social sciences can provide this knowledge,
but such investments have been lacking in the past (e.g., NRC, 1990b, 1999a, 2003a, 2004b,
2005d, 2007f, 2009l). Barriers and institutional factors, both in research funding agencies and in
academia more broadly, have also constrained progress in these areas (NRC, 1992a). This
section outlines some of the key areas of fundamental research on human behavior and
institutions that must be developed to support understanding of human interactions with the
climate system and provide a scientific basis for informing more effective responses to climate
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change. It draws on several past analyses and assessments of research gaps and needs (NRC,
1992a, 1997b, 2001b, 2002b, 2005a, 2009e, 2009l (Appendix E)).

How People Understand Climate Change and Climate Risks
Climate change represents a special challenge for human comprehension (Fischhoff,
2007; Marx and Weber, 2009). To make decisions about climate change, a basic understanding
of the processes of climate change and of how to evaluate the associated risks and potential
benefits would be helpful for most audiences. However, despite several decades of exposure to
information about climate change, such understanding is still widely lacking. A number of
recent scientific analyses (Maibach et al., 2010; Moser and Tribbia, 2006, 2007; Wilson, 2002;
see also NRC 2010a) have identified some of the comprehension challenges people—including
both the general public and trained professional in some fields—face in making decisions about
how to respond to climate change.
First, because of inherent uncertainties in projections of future climate change, future
climate changes are often presented in terms of probabilities. Cognitive studies have established
that humans have difficulty in processing probabilistic information, relying instead on cognitive
shortcuts that may deviate substantially from what would result from a careful analysis (e.g.,
Gigerenzer, 2008; Nichols, 1999).
Second, the timescale of climate change makes it difficult for most people to observe
these changes in their daily lives. Climate change impacts are not yet dramatically noticeable in
the most populated regions of the United States, and even rapid climate change takes place over
decades, making it difficult for people to notice climate change unless they look at historical
records (Bostrom and Lashof, 2007; Moser, 2010). Scientists are only beginning to understand
how recent and longer term trends in weather influence perceptions of climate change (Hamilton
and Keim, 2009; Joireman et al., 2010). It is also difficult to unambiguously attribute individual
weather events to climate change, and climate change is easily displaced by events people
perceive as exceptional or simply as more important at any one time (Fischhoff, 2007; Marx and
Weber, 2009; Marx et al., 2007; Weber, 2006).
Third, people commonly use analogies, associations, or simplified mental models to
communicate or comprehend climate change, but these simplifications can result in significant
misunderstandings. For example, climate change is sometimes confused with other types of
pollution or with other global atmospheric problems (especially the stratospheric ozone “hole,”
which some people erroneously think leads to global warming by allowing more solar radiation
to enter the atmosphere). Likewise, confusing the atmospheric lifetimes of GHGs with those of
conventional air pollutants sometimes leads people to the erroneous inference that if emissions
stop, the climate change problem will rapidly go away (Bostrom and Lashof 2007; Morgan et al.
2001; Sterman, 2008; Sterman and Booth Sweeney, 2007).
Fourth, individual information processing is influenced by social processes, including the
“frames” people apply when deciding how to assess new information, the trust they have in
sources providing new information, and the views of those to whom they are connected in social
networks (Durfee, 2006; Morgan et al., 2001; Moser and Dilling, 2007; Nisbet and Mooney,
2007; NRC 2010a; Pidgeon et al., 2008). Information that is consistent with, rather than
incongruent with, existing beliefs and values is more likely to be accepted, as is information
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from trusted sources (Bishr and Mantelas, 2008; Cash et al., 2003; Critchley, 2008; Cvetkovich
and Loefstedt, 1999).
These challenges demonstrate the importance of understanding how people—acting as
consumers, citizens, or members of organizations and social networks—comprehend climate
change, and how these cognitive processes influence climate-relevant decisions and behaviors.
Fundamental knowledge of risk perception provides a basis for this understanding (e.g., NRC,
1996; Pidgeon et al., 2003; Renn, 2008; Slovic, 2000), but this knowledge needs to be extended
and elaborated (e.g., Lorenzoni et al., 2005; Lowe, 2006; O’Neill and Nicholson-Cole, 2009). A
wide range of relevant theories and concepts have been advanced in various branches of
psychology, sociology, and anthropology, as well as the political, pedagogic, and decision
sciences (among others), but these have yet to be more fully synthesized and applied to climate
change (Moser, 2010). Improved knowledge of how individuals, groups, networks, and
organizations understand climate change and make decisions for responding to environmental
changes can inform the design and evaluation of tools that better support decision making (NRC,
2009e).

Institutions, Organizations, and Networks
Individual decisions about climate change, important as they are, are not the only human
decisions that shape the trajectory of climate change. Some of the most consequential climaterelevant decisions and actions are shaped by institutions—such as markets, government policies,
and international treaties—and by public and private organizations.
Institutions shape incentives and the flow of information. They can also either encourage
or help us avoid situation where individual actions lead to outcomes that are undesirable for both
the individual and the group (sometimes called “the tragedy of the commons”). The problem of
decision making for the collective good has been extensively studied around localized resources
such as forests or fisheries (Chhatre and Agrawal, 2008; Dietz and Henry, 2008; McCay and
Jentoft, 2009; Moran and Ostrom, 2005; NRC, 2002b; Ostrom 2007, 2010; Ostrom and
Nagendra, 2006). This body of research can provide important guidance for shaping effective
responses to climate change at local and regional levels. It can also inform the design and
implementation of national and international climate policies (see Chapter 17). However,
improving our understanding of the flexibility and efficacy of current institutions and integrating
this body of knowledge with existing work on international treaties, national policies, and other
governance regimes remains a significant research challenge.
Many environmentally significant decisions are made by organizations, including
governments, publicly traded companies, and private businesses. Research on environmental
decision making by businesses covers a broad range of issues. These include responses to
consumer and investor demand, management of supply chains and production networks,
standard-setting within sectors, decisions about technology and process, how environmental
performance is assessed and reported, and the interplay between government policy and private
sector decision making (NRC, 2005a). Responses to climate change in the private sector have
not been studied as extensively, but such research efforts might yield important insights.
A number of state and local governments have also been proactive in developing policies
to adapt to climate change and reduce GHG emissions. To learn from these experiences, which
is a key aspect of adaptive risk management, research is needed on both the effectiveness of
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these policies and the various factors that influenced their adoption (Brody et al., 2008; Teodoro,
2009; Zahran et al., 2008). In the United States, local policies are almost always embedded in
state policies, which in turn are embedded in national policies, raising issues of multilevel
governance—another emerging research area (see Chapter 17).
Finally, it is clear that public policy is shaped not only by the formal organizations of
government, but also by policy networks that include government, the private sector, and the
public. An emerging challenge is to understand how these networks influence policy and how
they transmit and learn from new information (Bulkeley, 2005; Henry, 2009).

Environmentally Significant Consumption
Decisions about consumption at the individual, household, community, business, and
national levels have a profound effect on GHG emissions. For example, voluntary consumer
choices to increase the efficiency of household energy use could reduce total U.S. GHG
emissions by over 7 percent if supportive policies were in place (Dietz et al., 2009c). Consumer
choices also influence important aspects of vulnerability and adaptation; for example, increasing
demand for meat in human diets places stresses on the global food system as well as on the
environment, and demand for beach-front homes increases vulnerability and shapes adaptation
options related to sea level rise, storm surges, and other coastal impacts.
Considerable research on consumption decision making has been carried out in
economics, psychology, sociology, anthropology, and geography (NRC, 1997b, 2005a), but
much of this research has been conducted in isolation. For example, economic analyses often
take preferences as given. Studies in psychology, sociology, and anthropology, on the other
hand, focus on the social influences on preferences, but often fail to account for economic
processes. Decisions based on knowledge from multiple disciplines are thus much more likely to
be effective than decisions that rely on the perspective of a single discipline, and advances in the
understanding of climate and related environmental decision making are likely to require
collaboration across multiple social science disciplines (NRC, 1997b, 2002b). This is an area of
research where theories and methodologies are in place but progress has been slowed by a lack
of support for experiments and large scale data collection efforts that integrate across disciplines.

Human Drivers of Climate Change
Ultimately, it is desirable to understand how choices, and the factors that shape them,
lead to specific environmental outcomes (Dietz et al., 2009b; Vayda, 1988). A variety of
hypotheses have been offered and tested about the key societal factors that shape environmental
change—what are often called the drivers of change (NRC, 1992a). Growth in population and
consumption, technological change, land and resource use, and the social, institutional, and
cultural factors shaping the behavior of individuals and organizations have all been proposed as
critical drivers, and some empirical work has elucidated the influence of each of them (NRC,
1997a, 1999c, 2005a, 2008a). However, much of this research has focused on only one or a few
factors at a time and has used highly aggregated data (Dietz et al., 2009a). To understand the
many human drivers of climate change as a basis for better-informed decision making, it will be
necessary to develop and test integrative models that examine multiple driving forces together,
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examine how they interact with each other at different scales of human activity and over time,
and consider how their effects vary across different contexts.
To evaluate the effectiveness of policies or other actions designed to limit the magnitude
of climate change, increased understanding is needed about both the elasticity of climate
drivers—the extent to which changes in drivers produce changes in climate impacts—and the
plasticity of drivers, or the ease with which the driver can be changed by policy interventions
(York et al., 2002). For example, analyses of the effects of population growth on GHG
emissions suggest an elasticity of about 1 to 1.5—that is, for every one percent increase in
human population, there is roughly a 1 to 1.5 percent increase in environmental impact (Clark et
al., 2010; Dietz et al., 2007; Jorgenson, 2007, 2009; Shi, 2003; York et al., 2003). On the other
hand, recent research suggests that environmental impact is more directly related to the number
of households than to the number of people (Cole and Neumayer, 2004; Liu et al., 2003). Thus,
a shift to smaller average household size could offset or even overwhelm the reduction in climate
drivers resulting from reduced population growth. Similarly, it has been argued that increasing
affluence leads at first to increased environmental impact but, once a threshold level of affluence
has been reached, environmental impact declines (Grossman and Krueger. 1995; Selden and
Song, 1994). In the case of GHG emissions, however, emissions apparently continue to increase
with increasing affluence (Carson, 2010; Cavlovic et al., 2000; Dasgupta et al., 2002; Dietz et al.,
2007; Stern, 2004), suggesting that economic growth alone will not reduce emissions.

Processes that Induce or Constrain Innovation
The adoption of new technology is yet another area in which institutions, organizations,
and networks have an important influence on decision making. New and improved technologies
will be needed to meet the challenges of limiting climate change and adapting to its impacts
(NRC, 2010b, 2010c). However, the mere existence of a new technology with desirable
properties is not sufficient to ensure its use. For example, individuals and organizations are
currently far less energy-efficient than is technologically feasible or economically optimal (Jaffe
and Stavins, 1994; Weber, 2009). There are also many examples of differential use of or
opposition to new technologies among individuals, communities, and even nations. Although
adoption of and resistance to innovation, especially in new technologies, have been extensively
studied (e.g., Stern et al., 2009) much of this research has been technology specific. A validated
theoretical framework has not yet been developed for analyses of adoption issues related to new
technologies to reduce GHG emissions or enhance resilience of particular systems, or of
proposals to intentionally modify the climate system (see Chapter 15). One lesson from the
existing literature is worth highlighting—the earlier in the process of technological development
that social acceptance is considered, the more likely it is that technologies will be developed that
will actually be used (Rosa and Clark. 1999). Another is that beyond the character of the
innovation itself, it is essential to understand the role of the decision and institutional
environment in fostering or constraining its adoption (Lemos, 2008; Rayner et al., 2005). Many
of these concepts and research needs also emerge from the next two themes in this chapter.
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THEME 3: VULNERABILITY AND ADAPTATION ANALYSES OF COUPLED
HUMAN-ENVIRONMENT SYSTEMS

Not all people, activities, environments, and places are equally vulnerable28 or resilient to
the impacts of climate change. Identification of differences in vulnerability across space and time
is both a pivotal research issue and a critical way in which scientific research can provide input
to decision makers as they make plans to adapt to climate change. Indeed, the companion report
Adapting to the Impacts of Climate Change (NRC, 2010c) identifies vulnerability assessments as
a key first step in many if not all adaptation-related decisions and actions. An example of the use
of vulnerability assessments in the context of climate-related decision making in the coastal zone
can be found in Box 4.2.

BOX 4.2
Vulnerability and Adaptation Challenges in Coastal Regions
Coastal regions house most of the world’s people, cities, and economic activities. For
example, in 2000, the coastal counties of California were home to 77 percent of the state’s
residents, 81 percent of jobs, and 86 percent of the state’s gross product—which represents
nearly 19 percent of the total U.S. economy (Kildow and Colgan, 2005). A number of climate
and climate-related processes have the potential to damage human and environmental systems in
the coastal zone, including sea level rise; saltwater intrusion; storm surge and damages from
flooding, inundation, and erosion; changes in the number and strength of coastal storms; and
overall changes in precipitation amounts and intensity. Under virtually all scenarios of projected
future climate change, coastal areas face increased risks to their transportation and port systems,
real estate, fishing, tourism, small businesses, power generating and supply systems, other
critical infrastructure (such as hospitals, schools, police and fire stations), and countless managed
and natural ecosystems.
Coastal regions are not homogenous, however, and climate change impacts will play out
in different ways in different places. Some areas of the coast and some industries and
populations are more vulnerable, and thus more likely to suffer harm, than others. Thus,
managers and decision makers in the coastal zone—including land use planners, conservation
area managers, fisheries councils, transportation planners, water supply engineers, hazard and
emergency response personnel, and others—will face a wide range of challenges, many of them
place-specific, regarding how to respond to the risks posed by climate change. What does a
coastal land use planner need to know about climate change impacts in order to make decisions
about land use in a particular region? How can a research program provide information that will
assist decision makers in such regions?
Knowledge and predictions about just how much sea level will rise in certain regions
over time is a fundamental question. However, as noted in Chapter 7, precise projections are not
easy to provide. Moreover, sea-level rise projections are, by themselves, not sufficient to meet

28

Vulnerability is the degree to which a system is susceptible to, or unable to cope with, adverse effects of climate
change, including climate variability and extremes. Vulnerability is a function of the character, magnitude, and rate
of climate variation to which a system is exposed, its sensitivity, and its adaptive capacity (NRC, 2010c).
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coastal managers’ information needs. Managers also need to know how changes in sea level
translate into erosion rates, flooding frequencies, storm surge levels, risks associated with
different development setback limits, numbers of endangered species in exposed coastal
ecosystems, habitat changes, and changes in water supply and quality parameters. In addition to
these climate and other environmental changes, coastal managers need to consider the numbers
of hospitals, schools, and senior citizens in potentially affected areas; property tax dollars
generated in the coastal zone; trends in tourism; and many other factors.
Vulnerability assessments of human, social, physical, and biological resources in the
coastal zone can help decision makers identify the places and people that are most vulnerable to
climate change and help them to identify effective steps that can be taken to reduce vulnerability
or increase adaptive capacity. To help coastal managers and other decision makers assess risks,
evaluate trade-offs, and make adaptation decisions, they need a scientific research program that
improves understanding and projections of sea-level rise and other climate change impacts at
regional scales, integrates this understanding with improved understanding or non-climatic
changes relevant to decision-making, identifies and evaluates the advantages and disadvantages
of different adaptation options, and facilitates ongoing assessment and monitoring. Such a
program would require the engagement of many different kinds of researchers, including those
focusing on resource and land-use institutions; social dynamics; economic resilience; developing
or evaluating regional climate models; sea level and ocean dynamics; coastal ocean circulation;
spatial geomorphologic, geologic and geographical characteristics; and aquatic and terrestrial
ecosystem dynamics, goods, and services. In addition to interdisciplinary interactions, research
teams would benefit from interactions with decision makers to improve knowledge and
understanding of the specific challenges they face (Cash et al., 2003; NRC, 2008e, 2009l). The
knowledge gained by these researchers needs to be integrated and synthesized in decision
support frameworks that actively involve and are accessible to decision makers (e.g., Kates et al.,
2006; Moser and Luers, 2008). Finally, a research enterprise that includes the development,
testing, and implementation of improved risk assessment approaches and decision support
systems will enhance the capacity of decision makers in the coastal zone—as well as other
sectors—to respond effectively to climate change.

In addition to merely identifying and characterizing vulnerabilities, scientific research
can help identify and assess actions that could be taken to reduce vulnerability and increase
resilience and adaptive capacity in human and environmental systems. Combined vulnerability
and adaptation analyses can, for example, identify “no-regrets” actions that could be taken at
little or no cost and would be beneficial regardless of how climate change unfolds. They can
also help to identify sectors, regions, resources, and populations that are particularly vulnerable
to changes in climate considered in the context of changes in related human and environmental
systems. Finally, scientific research can assist adaptation planning by helping to develop, assess,
and improve actions that are taken to adapt, and by identifying barriers to adaptation and options
to overcome those barriers. Indeed, many of the chapters in Part II of the report identified
vulnerability and adaptation analyses, developing the scientific capacity to perform such
analyses, and developing and improving adaptation options as key research needs. Table 4.3
lists some of these needs.
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TABLE 4.3 Examples of research needs related to vulnerability and adaptation (from Part II)
 Expand the ability to identify and assess vulnerable coastal regions and populations and to
develop and assess adaptation strategies, including barriers to their implementation
 Assess food security and vulnerability of food production and distribution systems to climate
change impacts, and develop adaptation approaches
 Develop and improve technologies, management strategies, and institutions to enhance
adaptation to climate change in agriculture and fisheries
 Develop vulnerability assessments and integrative management approaches and technologies
to respond effectively to changes in water resources
 Assess vulnerabilities of ecosystems and ecosystem services to climate change
 Assess current and projected health risks associated with climate change and develop
effective, efficient, and fair adaptation measures
 Assess the vulnerability of cities and other parts of the built environment to climate change,
and develop methods for adapting
 Advance understanding of how climate change will impact transportation systems and how to
reduce vulnerability to these impacts
 Develop improved vulnerability assessments for regions of importance in terms of military
operations and infrastructure

Characteristics of Vulnerability and Adaptation Analyses
Vulnerability and adaptation analyses can be performed in many contexts and have a
wide range of uses. In general, vulnerability analyses assess exposure to and impacts from a
disturbance, as well as sensitivity to these impacts and the capacity to reduce or adapt to the
negative consequences of the disturbance. These analyses can then be used by decisionmakers to help decide where, how much, and in what ways to intervene in human or
environmental systems to reduce vulnerability, enhance resilience, or improve efficient
resource management (Eakin et al., 2009; Turner, 2009). In the context of climate change,
vulnerability analyses seek to evaluate and estimate the harm to populations, ecosystems, and
resources that might result from changes in climate, and to provide useful information for
decision makers seeking to deal with these changes (Füssel and Klein, 2006; Kates et al.,
2001; Kelly and Adger, 2000).
A major lesson learned from conventional vulnerability analyses is that they often miss
the mark if they focus on a single system or set of interactions—for example, a certain
population or ecosystem in isolation—rather than considering the larger system in which people
and ecosystems are embedded (O’Brien and Leichenko, 2000; Turner et al., 2003a). The
Hurricane Katrina disaster (Box 4.3), while not directly attributable to climate change, illustrates
the importance of interactions among the human and environmental components in influencing
vulnerability: land and water management decisions interacted with environmental, social, and
economic dynamics to make the people and ecosystems of New Orleans and surrounding areas
particularly vulnerable to storm surges, with tragic results.
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BOX 4.3
Vulnerability of New Orleans to Hurricane Katrina
The Mississippi River, especially in and around New Orleans, has been intensively
engineered to control flooding and provide improved access for ships to the port of New Orleans.
These hydraulic works significantly reduce the river’s delivery of sediments to the delta between
the city and the Gulf of Mexico, and thus the land-building processes that would otherwise offset
the gradual subsidence and erosion of the delta. In addition, the construction of channels and
levees and other changes in the lower delta have affected vegetation, especially the health of
cypress swamps. Together, these changes in elevation and vegetation have weakened the
capacity of the lower delta to serve as a buffer to storm surges from the Gulf of Mexico.
Various assessments of the condition of the lower Mississippi Delta—which together
form a quasi-integrated vulnerability study—revealed that in the event of a direct hurricane
strike, the vegetation and land areas south of New Orleans were insufficient to protect the city
from large storm surges, and also that various hydraulic works would serve to funnel flood
waters to parts of the city (Costanza et al., 2006; Day et al., 2007). Despite this knowledge, little
was done to reduce the region’s vulnerabilities prior to 2005. When Hurricane Katrina struck in
late August of that year, the human-induced changes in the region’s hydrology, vegetation, and
land-building processes, together with the failure to maintain adequate protective structures
around New Orleans, resulted in extensive flooding of the city and surrounding area over the
following week (Figure 4.1). This, combined with a lack of institutional preparedness and other
social factors, led to a well-documented human disaster, especially for the poorest sections of the
city (Costanza et al., 2006; Day et al., 2007; Kates et al., 2006).

FIGURE 4.1: New Orleans, Louisiana in the aftermath of Hurricane Katrina, showing Interstate
10 at West End Boulevard, looking towards Lake Pontchartrain. This photo is from the U.S.
Coast Guard’s initial Hurricane Katrina damage assessment overflights of New Orleans.
SOURCE: U.S. Coast Guard, Petty Officer 2nd Class Kyle Niemi.
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While climate change may not have contributed to this disaster (see Chapter 8 for a
discussion of how climate change might influence the frequency or intensity of hurricanes and
other storms), the Katrina disaster illustrates how scientific analysis can help identify
vulnerabilities, and also how these analyses alone are not sufficient to ensure an effective
response.
As recognition has grown that vulnerability should be assessed in a wider context,
attention has increasingly turned to integrated approaches focused on coupled humanenvironment systems. Such analyses consider both the natural characteristics and the human and
social characteristics of a system, evaluate the consequences of climate change and other stresses
acting on the integrated system, and explore the potential actions that could be taken to reduce
the negative impacts of these consequences, including the trade-offs among efforts to reduce
vulnerability, enhance resilience, or improve adaptive capacity (see Figure 4.2; Eakin and Luers,
2006; Kasperson et al., 2009; Turner et al., 2003a). Integrated approaches that allow the
evaluation of the causal structure of vulnerabilities (i.e., the long-term drivers and more
immediate causes of differential exposure, sensitivity, and adaptive capacity) can help identify
the resources and barriers that can aid or constrain implementation of adaptation options,
including ecological, cognitive, social, cultural, political, economic, legal, institutional, and
infrastructural hurdles (e.g., Adger et al., 2009a, b). Integrated vulnerability analyses also allow
improved understanding and identification of areas in which climate change works in
combination with other disturbances or decisions (e.g., land management practices) to increase
or decrease vulnerability (Cutter et al., 2000; Luers et al., 2003; Turner et al., 2003b).

FIGURE 4.2: A framework for analyzing vulnerabilities, focusing on a coupled humanenvironment system in which vulnerability and response depend on both socioeconomic and
human capital as well as natural resources and changes in the environment. From left to right,
the figure includes the stresses on the coupled system, the degree to which those stresses are felt
by the system, and the conditions that shape the ability of the system to adapt. SOURCE:
Kasperson et al. (2009), adapted from Turner et al. (2003a).
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Challenges of Analyzing Vulnerability
Because of the complexity of interactions within and the variance among coupled humanenvironment systems, integrated vulnerability and adaptation analyses often rely on place-based
(local and regional) assessments for decision making (e.g., Cutter et al., 2000; O’Brien et al.,
2004; Turner et al., 2003b; Watson et al., 1997). However, with few notable exceptions (e.g.,
Clark et al., 1998; Cutter et al., 2000), there is little empirical research on the vulnerability of
places, communities, economies, and ecological systems in the United States to climate change,
nor is there much empirically grounded understanding of the range of adaptation options and
associated constraints (Moser, 2009c; NRC, 2010c).
The development of common metrics and frameworks for vulnerability and adaptation
assessments is needed to assist cross-sectoral and inter-regional comparison and learning. While
some research has focused on useful outputs for decision making and adaptation planning (Luers
et al., 2003; Moss et al., 2002; Polsky et al., 2007; Schmidtlein et al., 2008), developing
comparative metrics has been challenging due to a lack of baseline data and insufficient
monitoring; difficulty in measuring critical and dynamic social, cultural, and environmental
variables across scales and regions; limitations in accounting for the indirect impacts of
adaptation measures; and uncertainties regarding changes in climate variability, especially
changes in the frequency or severity of extreme events, which often dominate vulnerability
(Eakin and Luers, 2006; NRC 2010c; O’Brien et al., 2004).
Assessing adaptive capacity has also been difficult because of its latent character—that
is, although capacity can be characterized, it can only be ‘measured’ after it has been realized or
mobilized. Hence, adaptive capacity can often only be assessed based on assumptions about
different factors that might facilitate or constrain response and action (Eakin and Luers, 2006;
Engle and Lemos, 2010) or through the use of model projections. Progress here will rely on
improved understanding of human behavior relevant to adaptation, institutional barriers to
adaptation, political and social acceptability of adaptation options, their economic implications,
and technological, infrastructure, and policy challenges involved in making certain adaptations.

THEME 4: RESEARCH TO SUPPORT STRATEGIES
FOR LIMITING CLIMATE CHANGE
Decisions about how to limit the magnitude of climate change, by how much, and by
when demands input from research activities that span the physical, biological, and social
science disciplines as well as engineering and public health. In addition to assessing the
feasibility, costs, and potential consequences of different options and objectives, research is
critical for developing new and improving existing technologies, policies, goals, and strategies
for reducing GHG emissions. Scientific research, monitoring, and assessment activities can also
assist in the ongoing evaluation of the effectiveness and unintended consequences of different
actions or set of actions as they are taken—which is critical for supporting adaptive risk
management and iterative decision making (see Box 3.1). This section highlights some pressing
research needs related to efforts to limit the magnitude of future climate change.
Commonly-discussed strategies for limiting climate change (see Figure 4.3) include:
reducing energy consumption, for instance by improving energy efficiency or by reducing
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demand for energy-intensive goods and services; reducing emissions of GHGs from energy
production and use, industrial processes, agriculture, or other human activities; capturing CO2
from power plants and industrial processes, or directly from the atmosphere, and sequestering it
in geological formations; and increasing CO2 uptake by the oceans and land surface. There is
also increasing interest in solar radiation management and other geoengineering approaches (see
Chapters 9, 14, and 15). While much is known about some of these approaches, others are not
well understood, and there are many scientific research needs related to the development,
improvement, implementation, and evaluation of virtually all technologies, policies, and
strategies for limiting climate change.

FIGURE 4.3 The chain of factors that determine how much CO2 accumulates in the atmosphere.
The blue boxes represent factors that can potentially be influenced to affect the outcomes in the
purple circles. SOURCE: NRC (2010b).
Setting goals for limiting the magnitude of climate change involves ethical and value
questions that cannot be answered by scientific analysis. However, scientific research can help
inform such efforts by providing information about the feasibility and potential implications of
specific goals. The companion report Limiting the Magnitude of Future Climate Change (NRC,
2010b) suggests that the U.S. goal be framed in terms of a cumulative budget for GHG emissions
over a set time period. The report does not recommend a specific budget goal, but examines a
‘representative’ budget in the range of 170 to 200 GtCO2-eq29 for the period 2012 to 205030. As
the Limiting report notes, reaching a goal in this range will be easier and less costly overall if
actions to limit GHG emissions are undertaken sooner rather than later. It will also require
pursuing multiple emission reduction strategies across a range of sectors, as well as continued
research and development aimed at creating new emission reduction opportunities. Finally, to
support adaptive risk management and iterative decision making with respect to emission
reductions or other climate goals, scientific research will be needed to monitor and improve
implementation approaches and to evaluate the potential trade-offs, co-benefits, and unintended
consequences of different strategies, as well as the interaction of multiple approaches working in
concert.
29

GtCO2-eq indicates gigatons (or billion tons) of CO2 equivalent emissions; this metric converts emissions of other
GHGs to an equivalent concentration of CO2.
30
This range was derived from recent integrated assessment modeling exercises carried out by the Energy Modeling
Forum: http://emf.stanford.edu
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These and other examples of research needs for supporting actions to limit climate
change are listed in Table 4.4.
TABLE 4.4 Examples of research needs related to limiting the magnitude of climate change
(from Part II)
 Advance the development, deployment, and adoption of energy and transportation
technologies that reduce GHG emissions
 Develop and evaluate strategies for promoting the use of less emission-intensive modes of
transportation
 Characterize and quantify the contributions of urban areas to both local and global changes in
climate, and develop and test approaches for limiting these contributions
 Continue to support efforts to improve energy efficiency in all sectors and develop a better
understanding of the obstacles to improved efficiency
 Improve understanding of behavioral and sociological factors related to the adoption of new
technologies, policies, and practices
 Develop and improve integrated approaches for evaluating energy services in a systems
context that accounts for a broad range of societal and environmental concerns, including
climate change.
 Develop and improve technologies, management strategies, and institutions to reduce net
GHG emissions from agriculture, while maintaining or enhancing food production potential
 Assess the potential of land, freshwater, and ocean ecosystems to increase net uptake of CO2
(and other GHGs) and develop approaches that could take advantage of this potential without
major adverse consequences
 Improve understanding of links between air quality and climate change and develop strategies
that can limit the magnitude of climate change while improving air quality
 Improve understanding of the potential efficacy and unintended consequences of solar
radiation management approaches and direct air capture of CO2, provided that this research
does not detract from other important research areas
 Establish and maintain monitoring systems capable of supporting evaluations of actions and
strategies taken to limit the magnitude of future climate change, including systems that can
verify compliance with international GHG emissions reductions agreements
The challenge of limiting climate change also engages many of the other research themes
identified in this chapter. For example, understanding and comparing the full effects of various
energy technologies or climate policies (including their comparative benefits, costs, risks and
distributional effects) typically requires an integration of climate models with energy and
economic models (Theme 7), which in turn are based on fundamental understanding of the
climate system (Theme 1) and human systems (Theme 2), as well as the observations (Theme 6)
that underpin such understanding. Similarly, setting and evaluating goals and policies for
limiting the magnitude of future climate change involves decision making processes at a variety
of scales that would benefit from decision support tools that aid in handling uncertainty and
understanding complex value tradeoffs (Theme 5); and would similarly benefit from integrated
analyses or linked “end-to-end” models of how policies and other actions influence emissions
(Theme 7), how the climate system and related environmental systems will respond to these
changes in emissions (Theme 2), and how human and natural systems will be affected by all of
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these changes (Theme 3)—all of which again depend critically on observations (Theme 6).
Thus, while the sub-sections below describe a number of key research needs related to limiting
the magnitude of future climate change, progress in many other research areas will also be
needed.

Developing New Technologies
Efforts to reduce transportation and energy-related GHG emissions focus on reducing
total energy demand (through, for example, conservation or changes in consumption patterns);
improving energy efficiency; reducing the GHG intensity of the energy supply (by using energy
sources that emit fewer or no GHGs); and direct capture and sequestration of CO2 during or after
the combustion of fossil fuels (see Figure 4.3 and Chapters 13 and 14). The strategy of reducing
demand is discussed earlier (under Theme 2: human behavior and institutions). Technology
development is directed primarily toward the other three strategies: efficiency, lower carbon
intensity, and carbon capture.
Numerous scientific and engineering disciplines contribute to the development and
implementation of energy technology options: the physical, biological, and engineering sciences,
for example, are all critical for the development of new technologies, while the social sciences
play a key role in both technology development and technology deployment and adoption. In
many cases, these diverse disciplines need to work together to evaluate, improve, and expand
energy technology options. A coordinated strategy for promoting and integrating energy-related
research is needed to ensure the most efficient use of investments among these disciplines and
activities.
A number of reports (e.g., Technology and Transformation [NRC, 2009o], Strategic Plan
of the U.S. Climate Change Technology Program [DOE, 2009b]) have suggested that priority
areas for strategic investment in the energy sector should include: energy end-use and
infrastructure; sustainable energy supply; carbon sequestration; and reduction of non-CO2 GHG
emissions. These are discussed in Chapter 14. In the transportation sector, key research and
development topics include vehicle efficiency; vehicles that run on electricity or non-petroleumbased transportation fuels; and technologies and policies that could reduce travel demand
(including, for example, communication technologies like video conferencing). Chapter 13
includes additional discussion on these topics.
Technology developments in the energy and transportation sector are interrelated. For
example, widespread adoption of batteries and fuel cells would switch the main source of
transportation energy from petroleum to electricity, but this switch will only result in significant
GHG emissions reductions if the electricity sector can provide low- and no-GHG electricity on a
large scale. This and other codependencies between the energy and transportation sectors
underscores the need for an integrated, holistic national approach to limit the magnitude of future
climate change as well as related research investments. Widespread adoption of new
transportation or energy technologies would also demand significant restructuring of the nation’s
existing transportation and energy infrastructure, and scientific and engineering research will
play an important role in optimizing that design.
As described in Chapter 12, urban design presents additional opportunities for limiting
climate change. The design of urban developments can, for example, reduce the GHG
“footprints” of buildings and the level of demand they create for motorized travel. However, the
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success of new urban and building designs will depend on better understanding of how
technology design, social and economic considerations, and attractiveness to potential occupants
can be brought together in the cultural contexts where the developments will occur. Research is
also needed to consider the implication of new designs for human vulnerability to climate change
as well as other environmental changes.
Finally, as discussed in Chapter 10, there are a number of potential options for reducing
GHG emissions from the agricultural, fisheries, and aquaculture sectors through new
technologies or management strategies. Development of new fertilizers and fertilizer
management strategies that reduce emissions of N2O is one area of interest—and one that may
also yield benefits in terms of agricultural contributions to other forms of pollution. Reducing
CH4 emissions through changes in rice technologies or ruminant feed technologies are two
additional areas of active research. Further research is needed in these and other areas, and also
on the effectiveness, costs and benefits, and perceptions of farmers, fish stock managers, and
consumers when considering implementation of new technologies in these sectors.

Facilitating Adoption of Technologies
There are a number of barriers to the adoption of technologies that could potentially
reduce GHG emissions. For example, the EPA recently suspended Energy Star certification for
programmable thermostats because it was unable to show that they save energy in actual use
(EPA, 2009a). Similar difficulties could be in store for “smart meters,” which are promoted as
devices that will allow households to manage energy use to save money and reduce emissions,
but which are often designed mainly for the information needs of utility companies rather than
consumers. Research on improved designs of these and other types of monitoring and control
equipment could help reduce energy use by helping users operate homes, motor vehicles, and
commercial and industrial facilities more efficiently.
There are similar opportunities for improved energy efficiency through behavioral
change. For example, U.S. households could significantly reduce their GHG emissions (and
save money) by adopting more energy-efficient driving behaviors and by properly maintaining
automobiles and home heating and cooling systems (Dietz et al., 2009c). Research on behavioral
change suggests that a good portion of this potential could actually be achieved, but further
analysis is needed to develop and assess specific strategies, approaches, and incentives.
In general, barriers to technology adoption have received only limited research attention
(e.g., Gardner and Stern, 1996; NRC, 2005a; Pidgeon et al., 2003). Such research can identify
barriers to faster adoption of technologies and develop and test ways to overcome these barriers
through, for example, better technological design, policies for facilitating adoption, and practices
for addressing public concerns. This research can also develop more realistic estimates of
technology penetration rates given existing barriers and assess the perceived social and
environmental consequences of technology use, some of which constitute important barriers to or
justifications for adoption. Finally, the gap between technological potential and what is typically
accomplished might be reduced by integrating knowledge from focused, problem-solving
research on adoption of new technologies and practices (e.g., Stern et al., 2009; Stern et al.
2010).
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The 20th century saw immense social and cultural changes, many of which—such as
changes in living patterns and automobile use—have had major implications for climate change.
Many societal and cultural changes can be traced to the confluence of individual and
organizational decision making, which is shaped by institutions that reward some actions and
sanction others, and by technologies. New institutions, such as GHG emissions trading systems,
voluntary certification systems for energy-efficient building design, bilateral international
agreements for emissions reduction, agreements on emissions monitoring, and carbon offset
markets, are critical components of most of the plans that have been proposed to limit human
GHG emissions during the next few decades (see Theme 2 above and also the companion reports
on Limiting the Magnitude of Future Climate Change [NRC, 2010b] and Informing an Effective
Response to Climate Change [NRC, 2010a]). Many such mechanisms are already in operation,
and these constitute natural experiments, but the scientific base for evaluating these experiments
and designing effective institutions is limited (see, e.g., Ostrom, 2010; Prakash and Potoski,
2006; Tietenberg, 2002). Institutional design would likely be enhanced by more systematic
research to evaluate past and current efforts, to compare different institutional approaches to
reaching the same goals, and to develop and pilot test new institutional options.
A large number of individual, community, and organizational decisions have a substantial
effect on GHG emissions and land use change as well as on vulnerability to climate change.
Many of these decisions are not currently made with much or any consideration of climate
change. For example, individual and household food choices, the layout of communities, and the
design of supply chains all have effects on climate. Understanding social and cultural changes is
important for projecting future climate change, and in some cases, they may provide substantial
leverage points for reducing climate change. Thus, enhanced understanding of the complex
interplay of social, cultural and technological change is critical to any strategy for limiting future
climate change.

Geoengineering Approaches
Available evidence suggests that avoiding serious consequences from climate change
poses major technological and policy challenges. If new technologies and institutions are
insufficient to achieve critical emissions reduction targets, or if a “climate emergency” emerges,
decision makers may consider proposals to manage Earth’s climate directly. Such efforts, often
referred to as geoengineering approaches, encompass two very different categories of
approaches: carbon dioxide removal from the atmosphere, and solar radiation management
(SRM). Two proposals for carbon dioxide removal, iron fertilization in the ocean and direct air
capture, are discussed briefly in Chapters 9 and 14, respectively. As noted in Chapter 2 and
discussed in greater detail in Chapter 15, little is currently known about the efficacy or potential
unintended consequences of SRM approaches, particularly how to approach difficult ethical and
governance questions. Therefore, research is needed to better understand the feasibility of
different geoengineering approaches; the potential consequences (intended and unintended) of
such approaches on different human and environmental systems; and the related physical,
ecological, technical, social, and ethical issues, including research that could inform societal
debates about what would constitute a “climate emergency” and on governance systems that
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could facilitate whether, when, and how to intentionally intervene in the climate system. It is
important that such research not distract or take away from other important research areas,
including research on understanding the climate system, as well as research on “conventional”
strategies for limiting the magnitude of climate change and adapting to its impacts.

THEME 5: EFFECTIVE INFORMATION AND DECISION SUPPORT SYSTEMS
Global climate changes are taking place within a larger context of vast and ongoing social
and environmental changes. These include the globalization of markets and communication,
continued growth in human population, land use change, resource degradation, and biodiversity
loss, as well as persistent armed conflict, poverty, and hunger. There are also on-going changes
in cultural, governance, and economic conditions, as well as in technologies, all of which have
substantial implications for human well-being. Thus, decision makers in the United States and
around the world need to balance climate-related choices and goals with other social, economic,
and environmental objectives (Burger et al., 2009; Lindseth, 2004; Schreurs, 2008), as well as
issues of fairness and justice (Page, 2008; Roberts and Parks, 2007; Vanderheiden, 2008) and
questions of risk (Bulkeley, 2001; Jacques, 2006; Lorenzoni and Pidgeon, 2006; Lubell et al.,
2007; Vogler and Bretherton, 2006), all while taking account of a changing context for those
decisions. Accordingly, in addition to climate and climate-related information, decision makers
need information about the current state of human systems and their environment, as well as an
appreciation of the plausible future outcomes and net effects that may result from their policy
decisions. They also need to consider how their decisions and actions could interact with other
environmental and economic policy goals, both in and outside their areas of responsibility.
The research needs highlighted in this report are intended to both improve fundamental
understanding of and support effective decision making about climate change. As explored in
the companion report Informing an Effective Response to Climate Change (NRC, 2010a), there is
still much to be learned about the best ways of deploying science to support decision-making.
Indeed, available research suggests that, all too often, scientists’ efforts to provide information
are of limited practical value because effective decision-support systems are lacking (NRC,
2009e). Scientific research on decision-support models, processes, and tools can help improve
these systems. Effective decision support also requires interactive processes involving both
scientists and decision makers. Such processes can inform decision makers about anticipated
changes in climate, help scientists understand key decision-making needs, and work to build
mutual understanding, trust, and cooperation—for example, in the design of decision tools and
processes that make sense both scientifically and in the actual decision-making context. Table
4.5 provides a list of the related scientific research needs that emerge from the chapters in Part II
of the report.
TABLE 4.5 Examples of scientific research needs pertaining to decision support in the context
of climate change (from Part II)
 Develop a more comprehensive and integrative understanding of factors that influence
decision making
 Improve knowledge and decision-support capabilities for all levels of governance in response
to the challenges associated with sea level rise.
 Develop effective decision-support tools and approaches for decision making under
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uncertainty, especially when multiple governance units may be involved, for water resource
management, food and fiber production issues, urban and human health issues, and other key
sectors.
 Develop protocols, institutions, and technologies for monitoring and verifying compliance
with international climate agreements.
 Measure and evaluate public attitudes and test communication approaches that most
effectively inform and engage the public in climate-related decision making.

Decision Processes
Even when viable technologies or actions exist that could be effective in limiting the
magnitude or adapting to the impacts of climate change, and appropriate institutions and policies
are in place to facilitate their implementation or adoption (see Themes 2, 3, and 4), success can
depend strongly on decision-making processes in populations or organizations (NRC, 2005a,
2008e). One of the major contributions the social sciences can make to advancing the science of
climate change is in the understanding, development, assessment, and improvement of these
decision-making processes. Scientific research can, for example, help identify the information
that decision makers need, devise effective and broadly acceptable decision-making processes
and decision-support mechanisms, and enhance learning from experience. Specific research
agendas for the science of decision support are available in a number of other reports (NRC,
2009e, 2010a), and other sections of this chapter describe some of the tools that have been or
could be developed to inform or assist decision makers in their deliberations (for example,
vulnerability and adaptation analyses of coupled human environmental systems, which are
described in Theme #3).
One of the most important and well-studied processes and approaches to decision making
is deliberation with analysis (also called analytic deliberation or linked analysis and
deliberation). The deliberation with analysis approach is an iterative process that begins with the
many participants to a decision working together to define a decision problem and then identify
(1) options to consider and (2) outcomes and criteria that are relevant for evaluating those
options. Typically, participants work with experts to generate and interpret decision-relevant
information, and then revisit the objectives and choices based on that information. This model
was developed in the broad context of environmental risks (NRC, 1996) and has been elaborated
in the context of climate-related decision making (NRC, 1999b, 2009e)
The deliberation with analysis approach allows repeated structured interactions among
the public, decision-makers, and scientists that can help the scientific community understand the
information needs and uses by decision makers, and appreciate the opportunities and constraints
of the institutional, material, and organizational contexts under which stakeholders make
decisions (Lemos, 2008; Rayner et al,. 2005; Tribbia and Moser, 2008). It also helps decision
makers and other stakeholders better understand and trust the science being produced. While
research on deliberation with analysis has provided a general framework that has proven
effective in local and regional issues concerning ecosystem, watershed, and natural resource
management, more research is needed to determine how this approach might be employed for
national policy decisions or international decision making around climate change (NRC, 1996,
2005a, 2007a, 2008e).
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Effective Decision Support Systems
A decision support system includes the individuals, organizations, networks, and
institutions that develop decision-relevant knowledge, as well as the mechanisms to share and
disseminate that knowledge and related products and services (NRC, 2009e). Agricultural or
marine extension services, with all their strengths and weaknesses, are an important historical
example of a decision support system that has helped make scientific knowledge relevant to and
available for practical decision making in the context of specific goals. The recent NRC report
Informing Decisions in a Changing Climate (NRC, 2009e) identified a set of basic principles of
effective decision support that are applicable to the climate change arena: “(1) begin with users’
needs; (2) give priority to process over products; (3) link information producers and users; (4)
build connections across disciplines and organizations; (5) seek institutional stability; and (6)
design processes for learning.”
Effective decision support systems work to both guide research toward decision
relevance and link scientific information with potential users. Such systems will thus play an
important role in improving the linkages between climate science and decision-making called for
both in this report and many previous ones (e.g., Cash et al., 2003; NRC, 1989, 1999b, 2009e).
Research on the use of seasonal climate forecasts exemplifies current understanding of decision
support systems (see Box 4.4).

BOX 4.4
Seasonal Climate Forecasts
For the past 20 years, the application of seasonal climate forecasts for agricultural,
disaster relief, and water management decision making has yielded important lessons regarding
the creation of climate knowledge systems for action in different parts of the world at different
scales (Beller-Sims et al., 2008; Gilles and Valdivia, 2009; NRC, 1999b; Pagano et al., 2002;
Vogel and O’Brien, 2006). Successful application of seasonal climate forecasting tends to follow
a systems approach where forecasts are contextualized to the decision situation and embedded
within an array of other information relevant for risk management. For example, in Australia,
users and producers of seasonal climate forecasts have created knowledge systems for action in
which the forecasts are part of a broader range of knowledge that informs farmers’ decisionmaking (Cash and Buizer, 2005; Lemos and Dilling, 2007). In the U.S. Southwest, potential
flooding from the intense 1997-1998 El Niño was averted in part because the 3-9 month advance
forecasts were tailored to the needs of water managers and integrated into water supply outlooks
(Pagano et al., 2002).
The application of seasonal climate forecasts is not always perfect. Seasonal forecasts
have proven useful in certain U.S. regions directly affected by El Niño events, but may have
limited predictive skill outside those regions and outside the extremes of the El Niño-Southern
Oscillation cycle (see Chapter 6). There is evidence that too much investment in climate
forecasting may crowd out more sustainable alternatives to manage risk or even harm some
stakeholders (Lemos and Dilling, 2007). For example, even under high uncertainty, a forecast of
El Niño and the prospect of a weak fishing season give companies in Peru an incentive to
accelerate seasonal layoffs of workers (Broad et al., 2002). More recent efforts to apply the
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lessons from seasonal climate forecasting to inform climate adaptation policy argue for the
integration of climate predictions within broader decision contexts (Johnston et al., 2004;
Klopper et al., 2006; Meinke et al., 2009). In such cases, rather than ‘perfect’ forecasts, the best
strategy for supporting decision making is to use integrated assessments and participatory
approaches to link climate information to information on other stressors (Vogel et al., 2007).

The basic principles of effective decision support are reasonably well known (see, for
example, NRC, 2009e). However, they need to be applied differently in different places, with
different decision makers, and in different decision contexts. Determining how to apply these
basic principles is at the core of the science of decision support—that is, the science needed for
designing information products, knowledge networks, and institutions that can turn good
information into good decision support (NRC, 2009e). The base in fundamental science for
designing more effective decision support systems lies in decision sciences and related fields of
scholarship, including cognitive science, communications research, and the full array of
traditional social and behavioral science disciplines.
Expanded research on decision support would enhance virtually all the other research
called for in this report by improving the design and function of systems that seek to make
climate science findings useful in adaptive management of the risks of climate change. The main
research needs in this area are discussed in Informing Decisions in a Changing Climate (NRC,
2009e), Informing an Effective Response to Climate Change (NRC, 2010a), and several other
studies (e.g., NRC, 2005a, 2008e). A recent review of research needs for improved
environmental decision making (NRC, 2005a) emphasized the need for research to identify the
kinds of decision-support activities and products that are most effective for various purposes and
audiences. The report recommended studies focused on assessing decision quality, exploring
decision makers’ evaluations of decision processes and outcomes, and improving formal tools
for decision support.
The key research needs for the science of decision support fall into the following five
areas (NRC, 2009e):
 Information Needs: Research is needed to identify the kinds of information that would
add greatest value for climate-related decision making and to understand information needs
as seen by decision makers.
 Communicating Risk and Uncertainty: People commonly have difficulty making good
sense and use of information that is probabilistic and uncertain. Research on how people
understand uncertain information about risks and on better ways to provide it can improve
decision support processes and products.
 Decision Support Processes: Research is needed on processes for providing decision
support, including the operation of networks and intermediaries between the producers and
users of information for decision support. This research should include attention to the most
effective channels and organizational structures to use for delivering information for decision
support; the ways such information can be made to fit into individual, organizational, and
institutional decision routines; the factors that determine whether potentially useful
information is actually used; and ways to overcome barriers to the use of decision relevant
information.
 Decision Support Products: Research is needed to design and apply decision tools, data
analysis platforms, reports, and other products that convey user-relevant information in ways
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that enhance users’ understanding and decision quality. These products may include models
and simulations, mapping and visualization products, websites, and applications of
techniques for structuring decisions, such as cost-benefit analysis, multi-attribute decision
analysis, and scenario analysis.
 Decision Support “Experiments”: Efforts to provide decision support for various
decisions and decision makers are already under way in many cities, counties, and regions.
These efforts can be treated as a massive national experiment that can, if data are carefully
collected, be analyzed to learn which strategies are attractive, which ones work, why they
work, and under what conditions. Research on these experiments can build knowledge about
how information of various kinds, delivered in various formats, is used in real world settings;
how knowledge transfers across communities and sectors; and many other aspects of decision
support processes.

THEME 6: INTEGRATED CLIMATE OBSERVING SYSTEMS
Nearly all of the research called for in this report either requires or would be considerably
improved by a comprehensive, coordinated, and continuing set of observations—physical,
biological, and social—about climate change, its impacts, and the consequences (both intended
and unintended) of efforts to limit its magnitude or adapt to its impacts (Table 4.6). Extensive,
robust, and well-calibrated observing systems would not only support the research that underpins
the scientific understanding of how and why climate is changing, but also provide information
about the efficacy of actions and strategies taken to limit or adapt to climate change and enable
the routine dissemination of climate and climate-related information and products to decision
makers. Unfortunately, many of the needed observational assets are either underdeveloped or in
decline. In addition, a variety of institutional factors—such as distributed responsibility across
many different entities—complicate the development of a robust and integrated climate
observing system.
TABLE 4.6 Examples of science needs related to observations and observing systems (see Part
II for additional details)
 Extend and expand long-term observations of atmosphere and ocean temperatures, sea level,
ice extent and volume, and other critical physical climate system variables.
 Extend and expand long-term observations of hydrologic changes and related changes
relevant for water management decision making.
 Expand observing and monitoring systems for ecosystems, agriculture and fisheries, air and
water quality, and other critical impact areas.
 Improve observations that allow analysis of multiple stressors, including changes in climate,
land use changes, pollutant deposition, invasions of non-native species, and other humancaused changes.
 Develop improved observations and monitoring capabilities to support vulnerability
assessments of coupled human-environment systems at the scale of cities, states, nations, and
regions; and for tracking and analyzing human health and well-being.
 Develop improved observations for vulnerability assessments related to military operations
and infrastructure.
 Establish long-term monitoring systems that are capable of monitoring and assessing the
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effectiveness of actions taken to limit or adapt to climate change.
 Develop observations, protocols, and technologies for monitoring and verifying compliance
with international emissions-reductions agreements.
The breadth of information needed to support climate-related decision making implies an
observational strategy that includes both remotely sensed and in situ observations and that
provides information about changes across a broad range of natural and human systems. To be
useful, these observations must be:
 Sustained for decades to separate long-term trends from short-term variability;
 Well-calibrated and consistent through time to ensure that observed changes are real;
 Spatially extensive to account for variability across scales and to ensure that assessments
of change are not overly influenced by local phenomena;
 Supported by a robust data management infrastructure that supports effective data
archiving, accesses, and stewardship; and
 Sustained by defined roles and responsibilities across the federal government as well as
state and local governments, the research community, private businesses, and the
international community.

Space-Based Platforms
Our understanding of the climate system and other important human and environmental
systems has benefitted significantly through the use of satellite observations over the past 30
years (NRC, 2008h). For example, data from the Earth Observing System (EOS) series of
satellites deployed in the late 1990s and early 2000s provide critical input into process and
climate models that have provided key insights into some of Earth’s greatest mysteries, including
the following:
 What is happening to the rapidly disappearing ice that blankets the Arctic ocean;
 How fast are the world’s seas rising and why;
 Where is the world’s freshwater and where will it likely be in the future;
 What controls the storage and release of carbon from land and oceans;
 How well is the Antarctic ozone hole recovering, and how does this environmental
change intersect with global climate change;
 How variable is the amount of energy Earth receives from the Sun;
 How is ecosystem productivity on land and in the oceans changing;
 How and where is land use change occurring, and what are its implications?
Box 4.5 provides an example of a key satellite-based measurement that has promoted
enhanced understanding of the physical climate system and how it is changing over time.

BOX 4.5:
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Ocean Altimetry31
Ocean altimetry measurements provide an illustrative example of how satellites have
advanced scientific understanding of climate and climate change. Sea level changes are a
fundamental indicator of changes in global climate and have profound socioeconomic
implications (see Chapter 7). Variations in sea level also provide insight into natural climate
processes such as El Niño-Southern Oscillation (see Chapter 6) and have the potential to inform
a broad array of other climate science disciplines including ocean science, cryospheric science,
hydrology, and climate modeling applications (see, e.g., Rahmstorf et al., 2007).
Prior to the satellite era, tide gauge measurements were the primary means of monitoring
sea level change. However, their limited spatial distribution and ambiguous nature (e.g., vertical
land motion can cause erroneous signals that mimic the effects of climate change at some sites)
limited their use for climate research. With the launch of TOPEX/Poseidon in 1992, satellite
altimeter measurements with sufficient accuracy and orbital characteristics to monitor small (on
the order of millimeters per year) sea level changes became available (Cazenave and Nerem,
2004). Jason-1, launched at the end of 2001, continued the TOPEX/Poseideon measurements in
the same orbit, including a critical six month overlap that allowed inter-calibration to ensure the
continuity of records. It is important to note that tide gauges remain a critical component of the
sea level observing system, providing an independent source of data in coastal areas that can be
used to calibrate and interpret satellite data records. The integration of tide gauge and satellite
data provides an excellent example of how satellite and surface-based observations are essential
complements to one another within an integrated observing system.
Together, the TOPEX/Poseidon and Jason-1 missions have produced a continuous 15year time series of precisely calibrated measurements of global sea level. These measurements
show that sea level has risen at an average rate of ~3.5 mm/year (0.14 inches/year) during the
altimeter era, nearly double the rate inferred from tide gauges over the 20th century (Beckley et
al., 2007; Leuliette et al., 2004). Since sea level rise is driven by a combination of ocean
warming and shrinking glaciers and ice sheets (see Chapter 7), these altimetry results are also
important for refining and constraining estimates of ocean heat content and ice loss. Another
powerful aspect of satellite altimetry is that it provides maps of the spatial variability of the sea
level rise signal, which is valuable for the identification of sea level “fingerprints” associated
with climate change (Figure 4.4; see also Mitrovica et al., 2001). Sea level measurements are
also used extensively in ocean reanalysis efforts and short-term climate predictions.
Jason-232, which carries similar but improved instrumentation, was launched in June
2008. By design, Jason-2 overlaps with the Jason-1 mission, thus providing the requisite intercalibration period and securing the continuity of high-accuracy satellite altimetry observations.
Funds have been requested in the President’s 2011 budget to support a 2013 launch of Jason-3, a
joint effort between NOAA and EUMETSAT (the European meteorological satellite program),
as part of a transition of satellite altimetry from research to “operational” status. Researchers
hope to avoid a gap in the satellite record because measurements from tide gauges and other
satellite measurements would not be sufficient to accurately determine the bias between the two

31

Material in this box is adapted from: Ensuring the Climate Record from the NPOESS and GOES-R Spacecraft:
Elements of a Strategy to Recover Measurement Capabilities Lost in Program Restructuring (NRC, 2008b).
32
also called the Ocean Surface Topography Mission (OSTM)/Jason-2
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time series on either side of the gap. It should also be emphasized that ocean altimetry, despite
the challenges of ensuring overlap and continuity, is on a much better trajectory than many other
important climate observations, as described in the text.

FIGURE 4.4: Trends (mm/year) in sea level change over 1993-2007 from TOPEX/Poseidon and
Jason-1 altimeter measurements. SOURCE: Courtesy of Colorado Center for Astrodynamics
Research, University of Colorado at Boulder (http://sealevel.colorado.edu)

Over the past decade, a wide range of problems have plagued the maintenance and
development of environmental satellites. In response to a request from several federal agencies,
the NRC conducted a “decadal survey” in 2004-2006 to generate consensus recommendations
from the Earth and environmental science and applications communities regarding a systems
approach to space-based (and ancillary) observations. The interim report of the decadal survey
(NRC, 2005b) described the national system of environmental satellites as “at risk of collapse.”
That judgment was based on a sharp decline in funding for Earth observation missions and the
consequent cancellation, de-scoping, and delay of a number of critical satellite missions and
instruments. An additional concern expressed in the interim report was attracting and training
scientists and engineers and providing opportunities for them to exploit new technology and
apply new theoretical understanding in the pursuit of both discovery science and high-priority
societal applications.
These concerns only increased in the two years following the publication of the interim
report as additional missions and sensors were cancelled. The final decadal survey report (NRC,
2007c) presented near-term and longer-term recommendations to address these troubling trends.
The report outlined near-term actions meant to stem the tide of capability deterioration and
continue critical data records, as well as forward-looking recommendations to establish a
balanced Earth observation program designed to directly address the most urgent societal
challenges (see Figure 4.5). The final report also noted the lack of clear agency responsibility for
sustained research programs and for transitioning proof-of-concept measurements into sustained
measurement systems (see Box 4.6).
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FIGURE 4.5 Number of U.S. space-based Earth observation missions (left) and instruments
(right) in the current decade. An emphasis on climate and weather is evident, as is a decline in
the number of missions near the end of the decade. For the period from 2007 to 2010, missions
were generally assumed to operate for 4 years past their nominal lifetimes. SOURCE: NRC
(2007c), based on information from NASA and NOAA Web sites for mission durations.

BOX 4.6
The Development of a Long-term, Space-based Earth Observation System33
“There is a crisis not only with respect to climate change…but also [with respect to] the
absence of a coherent, coordinated federal environmental policy to address the challenges. In the
nearest term possible, aging space- and ground-based environmental sensors must be replaced
with technologically improved instruments. Beyond replacing aging instruments, there is a need
to enhance continuity in the observations, so that policy makers, informed by science, will have
the necessary tools to detect trends in important Earth indicators and craft wise and effective
long-term policies. However, continuity, or sustained long-term observations, is not an explicitly
stated requirement for either the “operational” or “research” space systems that are typically
associated with [NOAA] and [NASA] programs, respectively.
The present federal agency paradigm of “research to operations” with respect to NASA
and NOAA is obsolete and nearly dysfunctional, in spite of best efforts by both agencies. This
paradigm currently has NASA developing and demonstrating new observational techniques and
measurements deemed useful for prediction or other applications. These are then transitioned to
NOAA (or sometimes DOD) and used on a sustained, multi-decadal basis. However, this
paradigm is not working for a number of reasons. The two agencies have responsibilities that are
in many cases mismatched with their authorities and resources: institutional mandates are
inconsistent with agency charters; budgets are not well matched to the needs; agency
responsibilities are not clearly defined, and shared responsibilities are supported inconsistently
by ad hoc mechanisms for cooperation… A new paradigm of “research and operations” is
urgently needed to meet the challenge of vigilant monitoring of all aspects of climate change…

33

Excerpted from testimony by Richard A. Anthes, President of the University Corporation for Atmospheric
Research, Past President, American Meteorological Society and Co-Chair, Committee on Earth Science and
Applications from Space (2003-2007), before the Subcommittee on Commerce, Justice, Science, and Related
Agencies, Committee on Appropriations, U.S. House of Representatives, March 19, 2009
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Our ability as a nation to sustain climate observations has been complicated by the fact
that no single agency has both the mandate and requisite budget for providing ongoing climate
observations, prediction, and services. While interagency collaborations are sometimes valuable,
a robust, effective program of Earth observations from space requires specific responsibilities to
be clearly assigned to each agency and adequate resources provided to meet these
responsibilities…”

The National Polar-orbiting Operational Environmental Satellite System (NPOESS) was
created in 1994 to merge various military and civil meteorological and environmental monitoring
programs. Unfortunately, by 2005, cost overruns triggered a mandatory review of the NPOESS
program, resulting in reductions in the number of planned satellite acquisitions as well as
reductions in the instruments carried on each platform—with climate-related sensors suffering
the majority of the cuts, in part because of conflicting agency priorities. More recently, there
have been several efforts to restore some of the lost sensor capabilities. However, these shortterm, stop-gap measures are only designed to preserve the most critical long-term records, and do
not represent a long-term, comprehensive strategy to observe critical climate and climate-related
processes and trends from space (NRC, 2008b). The President’s 2011 budget seeks to restructure
the NPOESS program, but details were not available in time to inform the development of this
report. An additional blow to the nation’s Earth observing program was the July 2009 launch
failure of NASA’s Orbiting Carbon Observatory (OCO), which was expected to provide highresolution satellite-based measurements of CO2 and other GHGs (NRC, 2009f). The President’s
2011 budget request for NASA includes $170 million for a re-flight of the OCO mission, which
will be called OCO-2.
Given the global scope of satellite observations and the expense of designing, launching,
and operating satellites, the decadal survey (NRC, 2007c) and other reviews call for international
coordination as a key component of the nation’s satellite observation strategy. Collaborations
with other nations not only save scarce resources for all partners, they also promote scientific
collaboration and sharing of ideas among the international scientific community. However,
international collaborations come at a cost. Any time partners are involved, control must be
shared, and the success of the mission depends critically on the performance of all partners. A
successful collaboration also requires assurance that data will be shared and that U.S. scientists
are full partners on teams that ensure adequate pre-launch instrument characterization and postlaunch instrument calibration and validation.
Finally, there is a wealth of classified data that have been and continue to be collected by
the intelligence community that could potentially provide useful information on understanding
the nature and impacts of climate change. Declassified data from the 1960s have already been
used for this purpose with great success (Csatho et al., 1999; Joughin et al., 2002; Stokes et al.,
2006). More recently, a large amount of sea ice imagery was released for scientific study (NRC,
2009n). Given the importance of the climate change challenge, and the recent struggles of the
civilian satellite program, the climate science community should take advantage of such data sets
to the extent that they can be made available for scientific purposes.

Ground-based and in situ Observations of the Earth System
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Ground-based in situ measurements—ranging from thermometer measurements to
ecosystem surveys—are the oldest and most diverse type of environmental observations, and
they remain a fundamental component of an integrated climate observing system. Over the past
60 years, direct ground-based measurements have been supplemented by both airborne in situ
measurements, from aircraft and balloons, and ground-based, remotely-sensed data, such as
weather radars and vertical profilers of atmospheric composition. Collectively, these
observations span a broad range of instruments and types of information, from instruments
initially deployed as part of research experiments to operational networks at the local, state,
regional, national, and international levels deployed by a range of public and private institutions.
In addition to directly supporting research on the Earth system and specific decision making
needs, these observations are critical for calibrating and validating satellite measurements and for
developing and testing climate and Earth system model parameterizations.
There have been significant advances in in situ and ground-based monitoring networks
over the past several decades. Examples include the Arctic observing network, the TropicalAtmosphere Ocean (TAO) array constructed primarily to monitor temperature profiles in the
upper equatorial Pacific ocean and support predictions of El Niño-Southern Oscillation, “Argo”
floats that provide dispersed observations of temperature and salinity of the upper ocean, the
FLUXNET network of ecosystem carbon exchange with the atmosphere, the Aerosol Robotic
Network (AERONET) that provides observations of atmospheric optical properties, and the
Atmosphere Radiation Measurement (ARM) program. In addition, there is a wealth of
observations from a broad range of public and private systems designed primarily for other
purposes—such as wind monitoring for port safety or the spread of pest species—that could
potentially be tapped to supplement existing climate observations and yield new and valuable
insights. These systems will have to be integrated and maintained for decades to realize their full
potential as components of a climate observing system.
The recent study Observing Weather and Climate from the Ground Up: A Nationwide
Network of Networks (NRC, 2009j) discusses the value and challenges of coordinating the wide
range of ground-based weather, climate, and climate-related observing systems to create a more
integrated system that could be greater than the sum of its individual parts. The report calls for
improved coordination across existing public and private networks of in situ observations.
However, the number and diversity of entities involved make this a major organizational and
governance challenge. If properly developed, an integrated, nationwide network of weather,
climate, and related observations would undoubtedly be a tremendous asset for supporting
improved understanding of climate change and climate-related decision-making
In addition to maintaining and enhancing observational capacity, research on new
methods of observation, such as the miniaturization of instruments for in situ data collection,
could both enhance data collection capabilities and lower the often substantial costs associated
with data collection system. To become effective components of an integrated climate observing
system, these observational capacities, whether they represent the continuation of existing
capabilities or the development of new ones, should be developed with a view toward providing
meaningful, accurate, well-calibrated, integrated, and sustained data across a range of climate
and climate-related variables.

Observations of Human Systems
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Other sections of this chapter highlight the importance of social science research in
understanding the causes, consequences, and opportunities to respond to climate change. As
with research on the physical and biological components of the climate system, this research
depends on the availability of high-quality, long-term, and readily accessible observations of
human systems, not only in the United State but also in areas of the world with relevant U.S.
interests. Census data, economic productivity and consumption data, data on health and disease
patterns, insurance coverage, crop yields, hazards exposure, and public perceptions and
preferences are just some of the types of information that can be relevant for developing an
improved understanding of human interactions with the climate system and for answering
various decision-relevant questions related to the human dimensions of climate change.
Socioeconomic data are also critical for linking environmental observations with assessments of
climate-related risk, vulnerability, resilience, and adaptive capacity in human systems. As with
other types of observations, long time series are needed to monitor changes in the drivers of
climate change and trends in resilience and vulnerability. Such observational data are most
useful when geo-coded (linked to specific locations) and matched (aggregated or downscaled) to
scales of interest to researchers and decision makers, and when human and environmental data
are collected and archived in ways that facilitate linkages between these data.
Studies conducted in the 1970s and 1980s demonstrate the feasibility of data collection
efforts that integrate across the engineering and social sciences to better understand and model
energy consumption (Black et al., 1985; Cramer et al., 1984; Harris and Blumstein, 1984;
Socolow, 1978). Linkage of data on land-cover change and its social and economic drivers has
also been productive (NRC, 2005f, 2007j). Large-scale social science data collection efforts,
ranging from the census to federally funded surveys such as the National Longitudinal Study of
Adolescent Health, the Panel Study of Income Dynamics, the General Social Survey, and the
National Election Studies show the feasibility and value of long-term efforts to collect highquality social data. However, to date there has been no sustained support to collect comparable
data at the individual or organizational level on environmentally significant behaviors, such as
energy use and GHG emissions. As states and other entities adopt policies to limit GHG
emissions, sustained and integrated efforts to collect data on environmentally significant
consumption will be extremely helpful for monitoring progress and honing programs and
policies.
Likewise, data on the impacts of climate change on human systems and on vulnerability
and adaptation of human systems to global environmental changes are critically needed (NRC,
2009e, 2009l). Examples include morbidity and mortality data associated with air and water
quality, expanded datasets focusing on household risk-pooling strategies and adaptation options,
and data on urban infrastructure vulnerabilities to extreme weather and climate events. Methods
that allow aggregation of data from across a range of regions to develop national-scale
understanding will sometimes be necessary, but local and regional vulnerability assessments will
also be needed, and these depend on both local and appropriately downscaled information
(Braden et al., 2009). The potential exists for greater use of remote sensing to develop indicators
of vulnerability to various climate-related hazards and of the socioeconomic drivers of climate
change. If validated against in situ measurements, such measures can allow for monitoring of
human-climate interactions at much finer spatial and temporal scales than is currently feasible
with surveys or other in situ measures of human variables.
There is also great potential in the use of mobile communications technology, such as cell
and smart phones, as a vehicle for social science research that has fine temporal and spatial
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scales (Eagle et al., 2009; Raento et al., 2009; Zuwallack, 2009). Many data collection efforts
previously undertaken for governmental administrative purposes, business purposes, or social
science research not related to climate change could potentially support the research needed for
understanding the human aspects of climate change and climate-related decision making, but
only if they are geo-coded and linked to other data sets. International, longitudinal databases
such as the International Forestry and Institutions database (e.g. Chhatre and Agrawal, 2008) also
have great potential to serve as a bridge between local, regional, national and global processes, as
well as for assessing the dynamics of change across time and space.
Finally, because most major social and economic databases have been developed for
purposes unrelated to climate change, these data have significant gaps from the perspective of
climate science. However, all climate-relevant socioeconomic and other human systems data
need not necessarily be held in a single common observing system. They simply need to be
inventoried, archived, and made broadly accessible to enable the kinds of integrative analyses
that are necessary for the new climate change research. A major effort is needed both to develop
appropriate local data collection efforts and to coordinate them into national and global systems.
Initial progress can be made by coordination across specific domains and sectors (e.g., coastal
vulnerabilities, health vulnerabilities) and across scales so that locally useful information also
contributes to larger-scale indicators and vice versa. Data integration is also a critical need.
Some of these issues are explored in the next subsection.

Data Assimilation, Analysis, and Management
Data assimilation refers to the combination of observations, typically using models, to
provide a comprehensive and internally consistent dataset that describes how a system is
changing over time. Improvements in data assimilation systems have led directly to substantial
improvements in numerical weather prediction over the past several decades by improving the
realism of the initial conditions used to run weather forecast models, and have also yielded
improved data sets for analyses of climate change.
Climate data records (see NRC, 2004a) are generated by a systematic and on-going
process of climate data integration and reprocessing. Often referred to as reanalysis, the
fundamental idea behind such efforts (see, e.g., Kalnay et al., 1996) is to use data assimilation
methods to capitalize on the wealth of disparate historical observations and integrate them with
new high density space-based and other observations. Data assimilation, analysis, and reanalysis
are also becoming increasingly important for areas other than regional and global atmospheric
models, such as ocean models, land models, marine ecosystems, cryosphere models, and
atmospheric chemistry models.
Improvements have occurred in all components of data assimilation and reanalysis,
including data assimilation models, the quality and quantity of the observations, and methods for
statistical interpolation (see, e.g., Daley, 1991, Kalnay, 2002). However, additional advances are
needed. For example, data for the ocean, atmosphere, and land are typically assimilated
separately in different models and frameworks. Given that these systems are intrinsically coupled
on climate time scales, for instance through exchanges of water and energy, coupled data
assimilation methodologies are needed to take into account their interactions. Next-generation
data assimilation and reanalysis systems should aim to fully incorporate all aspects of the Earth
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system, and eventually, human systems, to support integrated understanding and facilitate
analyses of coupled human-environment systems.
Finally, and critically, all observing systems and data analysis activities depend on
effective data management—including data archiving, stewardship, and access systems.
Historically, support for data management has often lagged behind support for initial data
collection (NRC, 2007d). As the demand for sustained climate observations is realized and
actions are taken to improve, extend, and coordinate observations, there will be an increase in the
demands on both technology and human capacity to ensure that the resulting data are securely
archived, quality-controlled, and made available to a wide range of users (Baker, et al., 2007;
NRC, 2004a, 2005c, 2007d). Likewise, as data volume and diversity expand with new
technologies, new computational approaches as well as greater computing power will be needed
to process and integrate the different data sets on a schedule useful for planning responses to
climate change. Finally, because some data has the potential for violating personal privacy
norms and legal guarantees, proper safeguards must be in place to protect confidentiality.

Towards Integrated Observations and Earth System Analysis
An integrated climate observing system and improved data analysis and data
management systems will be needed to support all of the other themes described in this chapter.
Regular observations of the Earth system, for example, are needed to improve climate models,
monitor climate and climate-related changes, assess the vulnerability of different human and
environmental systems to these change, monitor the effectiveness of actions taken to limit the
magnitude of climate change, warn about impending tipping points, and inform decision making.
However, creating such systems and making the information available in usable formats to a
broad range of researchers and decision makers involves a number of formidable challenges,
such as improving linkages between human and environmental data, ensuring adequate support
for data archiving and management activities, and creating improved tools for data access and
dissemination.
An integrated Earth system analysis capability, or the ability to create an accurate,
internally consistent, synthesized description of the evolving Earth system, is a key research need
identified both in this report and many previous reports (NRC, 2009l). Perhaps the single
greatest roadblock to achieving this capability is the lack of comprehensive, robust, and unbiased
long-term global observations of the climate system and other related human and environmental
systems. Other scientific and technical challenges include identifying the criteria for optimizing
assimilation techniques for different purposes, estimating uncertainties, and meeting user
demands for higher spatial resolution.
The NRC report Informing Decisions in a Changing Climate (NRC, 2009e) recommends
that the federal government “expand and maintain national observation systems to provide
information needed for climate decision support. These systems should link existing data on
physical, ecological, social, economic, and health variables to each other and develop new data
and key indicators as needed” for estimating climate change vulnerabilities and informing
responses intended to limit and adapt to climate change. It also notes the need for geo-coding
existing social and environmental databases; developing methods for aggregating,
disaggregating, and integrating such datasets with each other and with climate and other Earth
system data; creating new databases to fill critical gaps; supporting modeling and process studies
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to improve methods for making the data useful; and engaging decision makers in the
identification of critical data needs. That study’s recommendations set appropriate strategic
directions for an integrated data system. Ultimately, the collection and archiving of data for such
a system would need to be evaluated on the basis of potential and actual use in research and
decision making.
The recommendations in Chapter 5 provide advice on some steps that can be taken to
address these challenges.

THEME 7: IMPROVED PROJECTIONS, ANALYSES, AND ASSESSMENTS
Nearly every scientific challenge associated with understanding and responding to
climate change requires an assessment of the interactions among different components of the
coupled human-environment system. A wide range of models, tools, and approaches are needed
to simulate and assess these interactions in order to improve scientific understanding of climate
change and responses to it. These tools and approaches take many different forms, from
quantitative numerical models and analytic techniques to frameworks and processes that engage
interdisciplinary research teams and stakeholders. While decisions are ultimately the outcome of
individual, group, and political processes, these tools and approaches can aid decision-making by
systematically incorporating complex information, projecting the consequences of different
choices, accounting for uncertainties, and facilitating disciplined evaluation of tradeoffs as the
nation turns its attention to responding to climate change. Table 4.7 lists some of the specific
research needs identified in Part II of the report that are related to the development of models,
tools, and approaches for improving projections, analyses, and assessments of climate change.
TABLE 4.7 Examples of science needs related to improving projections, analyses, and
assessments of climate change (from Part II)
 Continue to develop and use scenarios as a tool for framing uncertainty and risk,
understanding human drivers of climate change, forcing climate models, and projecting
changes in adaptive capacity and vulnerability;
 Improve model projections of future climate change, especially at regional scales;
 Improve end-to-end models through coordination and linkages among models that connect
emissions, changes in the climate system, and impacts on specific sectors;
 Develop tools and approaches for understanding and predicting the impacts of sea-level rise
on coastal ecosystems and infrastructure;
 Improve models of the response of agricultural crops, fisheries, transportation systems, and
other human systems to climate and other environmental changes;
 Develop integrated approaches and analytical frameworks to evaluate the effectiveness and
potential unintended consequences of actions taken to respond to climate change, including
trade-offs and synergies among various options;
 Explore cross-sector interactions between impacts of and responses to climate change;
 Continue to improve methods for estimating costs, benefits, and cost effectiveness of climate
mitigation and adaptation policies, including complex or hybrid policies;
 Develop analyses that examine climate policy from a sustainability perspective, taking
account of the full range of effects of climate policy on human and environmental systems,
including unintended consequences and equity effects.
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The boundaries between various tools and approaches for integrated analysis of climate
impacts, vulnerabilities, and response options are not rigid; often, a combination of several tools
or approaches is needed for improved understanding and to support decision making. This
section highlights a few of the integrated tools and approaches that can be used, including:
 Scenarios of future GHG emissions and other human activities;
 Climate and Earth system models;
 Process models of ecological functions and ecosystem services;
 Integrated assessment models, which couple human and environmental systems;
 Policy-oriented heuristic models and exercises; and
 Process-based decision tools.
This discussion is not intended to be an exhaustive treatment of these approaches—more detailed
discussions can be found in Part II of the report and in other reports—nor is it intended as a
complete list of important tools and approaches for integrated analysis. Rather, it provides
examples of the kinds of approaches that need to be developed, improved, and used more
extensively to improve scientific understanding of climate change and make this scientific
knowledge more useful for decision making.

Scenario Development
Scenarios help improve understanding of the key processes and uncertainties associated
with projections of future climate change. Scenarios are critical for helping decision makers
establish targets or budgets for future GHG emissions and concentration levels and devise plans
to adapt to the future projected impacts of climate change in the context of changes in other
human and environmental systems. Scenario development is an inherently interdisciplinary and
integrative activity requiring contributions from many different scientific fields as well as
processes that link scientific analysis with decision making. Chapter 6 describes some recent
scenario development efforts as well as several key outstanding research needs.

Climate Models
Climate models simulate how the atmosphere, oceans, and land surface respond to
increasing concentrations of GHGs and other climate drivers that vary over time (see Chapter 6).
These models are based on numerical representations of fundamental Earth system processes,
such as the exchange of energy, moisture, and materials between the atmosphere and the
underlying ocean or land surface. Climate models have been critically important for
understanding past and current climate change and remain an essential tool for projecting future
changes. They have also been steadily increasing in detail, sophistication, and complexity, most
notably by improving spatial resolution and incorporating representations of atmospheric
chemistry, biogeochemical cycling, and interactive vegetation. These improvements are an
important integrative tool because they allow for the evaluation of feedbacks between the climate
system and other aspects of the Earth system.
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As discussed in Chapter 6, there are a number of practical limitations, gaps in
understanding, and institutional constraints that limit the ability of climate models to inform
climate-related decision making, such as:
 Ability to explicitly simulate all relevant climate processes (for example, individual
clouds) on appropriate space and time scales;
 Constraints on computing resources;
 Uncertainties and complexities associated with data assimilation and parameterization;
 Lack of a well-developed framework for regional downscaling;
 Representing regional modes of variability;
 Projecting changes in storm patterns and extreme weather events;
 Inclusion of additional Earth system processes, such as ice sheet dynamics, fully
interactive ecosystem dynamics, and certain biogeochemical cycles;
 Ability to simulate certain nonlinear processes, including thresholds, tipping points, and
abrupt changes;
 Representing the processes that determine the vulnerability, resilience, and adaptability of
both natural and human systems.
As discussed in Chapter 6, climate modelers in the United States and around the world
have begun to devise strategies, such as decadal-scale climate predictions, for improving the
utility of climate model experiments. These experimental strategies may indeed yield more
decision-relevant information, but given the importance of local and regional-scale information
for planning responses to climate change, continued and expanded investments in regional
climate modeling remain a particularly pressing priority. Expanded computing resources and
human capital are also needed.
Progress in both regional and global climate modeling cannot occur in isolation.
Expanded observations are needed to initialize models and validate results, to develop improved
representations of physical processes, and to support downscaling techniques. For example,
local and regional-scale observations are needed to verify regional models or downscaled
estimates of precipitation, and expanded ocean observations are needed to support decadal
predictions. Certain human actions and activities, including those that may not be motivated
directly or primarily by climate change, including agricultural practices, fire suppression,
deforestation, water management, and urban development, can also interact strongly with climate
change. Without models that account for such interactions and feedbacks among all important
aspects of the Earth system and related human systems, it is difficult to fully evaluate the costs
and benefits, and tradeoffs and side benefits, associated with different courses of action that
might be taken to respond to climate change (the next sub-section describes modeling
approaches that address some of these considerations). An advanced generation of climate
models with explicit and improved representations of terrestrial and marine ecosystems, the
cryosphere, and other important systems and processes, and with improved representations and
linkages to models of human systems and actions, will be as important as improving model
resolution for increasing the value and utility of models for decision making.

Models and Approaches for Integrated Assessments
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Integrated assessments combine information and insights from the physical and
biological sciences (physics, chemistry, and biology, and all fields that build on them) with
information and insights from the social sciences (including economics, psychology, sociology,
and geography) to provide comprehensive analyses that are sometimes more applicable to
decision making than analyses of human or environmental systems in isolation. Integrated
assessments—which are done through either formal modeling or through informal linkages
among relevant disciplines—have been used to develop insights into the possible effectiveness
and repercussions of specific environmental policy choices (including, but not limited to, climate
change policy) and to evaluate the impacts, vulnerability, and adaptive capacity of both human
and natural systems to a variety of environmental stresses. Several different kinds of integrated
assessment approaches are discussed in the paragraphs below.

Integrated Assessment Models
In the context of climate change, integrated assessment models typically incorporate a
climate model of moderate or intermediate complexity with models of the economic system
(especially the industrial and energy sectors), land use, agriculture, ecosystems, or other systems
or sectors germane to the question being addressed. Rather than focusing on precise projections
of key system variables, integrated assessment models are typically used to compare the relative
effectiveness and implications of different policy measures (see Chapter 17). Integrated
assessment models have been used, for instance, to understand how policies designed to boost
production of biofuels may actually increase tropical deforestation and lead to food shortages
(e.g., Gurgel et al., 2007) and how policies that limit CO2 from land use and energy use together
lead to very different costs and consequences than policies that address energy use alone (Wise
et al., 2009a). Another common use of integrated assessments and integrated assessment models
is for “impacts, adaptation, and vulnerability” or IAV assessments, which evaluate the impacts of
climate change on specific systems or sectors (e.g., agriculture), including their vulnerability and
adaptive capacity, and explore the effectiveness of various response options. IAV assessments
can aid in vulnerability and adaptation assessments of the sort described in Theme 3 above.
An additional and valuable role of integrated assessment activities is to help decision
makers deal with uncertainty. Three basic approaches to uncertainty analysis have been
employed by the integrated assessment community: sensitivity analysis, stochastic simulation,
and sequential decision making under uncertainty (DOE, 2009a; Weyant, 2009). The aim of
these approaches is not to overcome or reduce uncertainty, but to characterize it and help
decision makers make informed and robust decisions in the face of uncertainty (Schneider and
Kuntz-Duriseti, 2002), for instance by adopting an adaptive risk management approach to
decision making (see Box 3.1). Such analytic characterizations of uncertainty can also help to
determine the factors or processes that dominate the total uncertainty associated with a specific
decision and thus potentially help identify research priorities. For example, while uncertainties
in climate sensitivity and future human energy production and consumption are widely
appreciated, improved methods for characterizing the uncertainty in other socioeconomic drivers
of environmental change are needed. In addition, a set of fully integrated models capable of
analyzing policies that unfold sequentially, while taking account of uncertainty, could inform
policy design and processes of societal and political judgment, including judgments of
acceptable risk.
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Enhanced integrated assessment capability, including improved representation of diverse
elements of the coupled human-environment system in integrated assessment models, promises
benefits across a wide range of scientific fields as well as for supporting decision-making. A
long-range goal of integrated assessment models is to seamlessly connect models of human
activity, GHG emissions, and Earth system processes, including the impacts of climate change
on human and natural systems and the feedbacks of changes in these systems on climate change.
In addition to improved computational resources and improved understanding of human and
environmental systems, integrated assessment modeling would also benefit from model
intercomparison and assessment techniques similar to those employed in models that focus on
Earth system processes.

Environmental Cost-Benefit and Cost-Effectiveness Analysis
Integrated assessment models are intended to help decision makers understand the
implications of taking different courses of action, but when there are many outcomes of concern,
the problem of how to make tradeoffs remains. Benefit-cost analysis is a common method for
making tradeoffs across outcomes and thus linking modeling to the decision support systems (see
Chapter 17). Benefit-cost analysis defines each outcome as either a benefit or a cost, assigns a
value to each of the projected outcomes, weights them by the degree of certainty associated with
the projection of outcomes, and discounts outcomes that occur in the future. Then, by comparing
the ratio of benefits to costs (or using a similar metric) benefit-cost analysis allows for
comparisons across alternative decisions, including across different policy options.
As discussed in Chapter 17, the current limits of benefit-cost analysis applied to global
climate change decision making are substantial and widely acknowledged. A research program
focused on improvements to benefit-cost analysis and other valuation approaches, especially for
ecosystem services (see below), could yield major contributions to improved decision-making.
Equity and distributional weighting issues, including issues related to weighting the interests of
present versus future generations, are areas of particular interest. In all, five major research
needs are identified in Chapter 17: (1) estimating the social value of outcomes for which there is
no market value, such as for many ecosystem services; (2) handling low probability-high
consequence events; (3) developing better methods for comparing near term outcomes to those
that occur many years hence; (4) incorporating technological change into the assessment of
outcomes; and (5) including equity consideration in the analysis.
In contrast to benefit-cost analysis, cost-effectiveness analysis compares costs of actions
to pre-defined objectives, without assigning a monetary value to those objectives. Costeffectiveness analysis, which is also discussed in Chapter 17, can be especially useful when there
is only one policy objective, such as comparing alternative policies for pricing GHG emissions to
reach a specific emission budget or concentration target. Cost-effectiveness analysis avoids
some of the difficulties of cost-benefit analysis. However, when more than one outcome matters
to decision makers, cost-effectiveness analysis requires a technique for making tradeoffs. Again,
additional research can help to extend and improve such analyses.

Ecosystem Function and Ecosystem Services Models
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Dynamic models of ecosystem processes and services translate what is known about
biophysical functions of ecosystems and landscapes or water systems into information about
provision of goods and services that are important to society (Daily and Matson, 2008). Such
models are critical in allowing particular land, freshwater, or ocean use decisions to be evaluated
in terms of resulting values to decision makers and society; for evaluating the effects of specific
policies on the provision of goods and services; or for assessing trade-offs and side benefits of
particular choices of land or water use. For example, Nelson et al. (2009) used ecosystem models
to determine the potential for policies aimed at increasing carbon sequestration to also aid in
species conservation. Such analyses can yield maps and other methods for conveying complex
information in ways that can effectively engage decision makers and allow them to compare
alternative decisions and their impacts on services of interest to them (MEA, 2005; Tallis and
Kareiva, 2006).
Ecosystem process models and other methods for assessing the effects of policies on
goods and services provided by ecosystems (MEA, 2005; Turner et al., 1998; Wilson and
Howarth, 2002) also provide critical information about the impacts and trade-offs of both
climate-related and other choices, including impacts that might not otherwise be considered by
decision makers (Daily et al., 2009). If and when such information is available, various marketbased schemes and “payments for ecosystem services” approaches have been developed to
provide a mechanism for compensating resource managers for the ecosystem services provided
to other individuals and communities. The design and evaluation of such mechanisms requires
collaboration across disciplines (including, for example, ecology and economics) and
improvement in the ability to link incentives with trade-offs and synergies among multiple
services (Jack et al., 2008). Valuation of goods and services that typically fall outside the realm
of economic analysis remains a significant research challenge, although a number of approaches
have been developed and applied (Farber et al., 2002).

Policy-oriented Heuristic Models
Policy-oriented simulation methods can be a useful tool for informing policy makers
about the basic characteristics of climate policy choices. These simulation methods can either
involve informal linkages between policy choices, climate trajectories, and economic
information, or be implemented in a formal integrated modeling framework. For example, the
C-ROADS model34 divides the countries of the world into blocs with common situations or
common interests (such as the developed nations), takes as input the commitments to GHG
emission reductions each bloc might be willing to make, and generates projected emissions,
atmospheric CO2 concentrations, temperature, and sea level rise over the next 100 years. The
underlying model is simple enough to be used in real time by policy makers to ask “what if…”
questions that can inform negotiations. It can also be used in combination with gaming
simulations in which individuals or teams take on the roles of blocs of countries and negotiate
with each other to simulate not only the climate system but also the international negotiation
process. When such simplified models are used, however, it is important to ensure that the
simplified representations of complex processes are backed up, supported, and verified by more

34

http://www.climateinteractive.org/simulations/C-ROADS
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comprehensive models that can simulate the full range of critical processes in both the Earth
system and human systems.
Heuristic models and exercises have also been developed that engage decision makers,
scientists, and others in planning exercises and gaming to explore futures. Such tools are
particularly well developed for military and business applications but have also been applied to
climate change, including processes that engage citizens (Poumadère et al., 2008; Toth and
Hizsnyik, 2008). Though not predictive, such models and exercises can provide unexpected
insights into future possibilities, especially those that involve human interactions. They can also
be powerful tools for helping decision makers understand and develop strategies to cope with
uncertainty, especially if coupled with improved visualization techniques (Sheppard, 2005;
Sheppard and Meitner, 2005).

Metrics and Indicators
Metrics and indicators are critical tools for monitoring climate change, understanding
vulnerability and adaptive capacity, and evaluating the effectiveness of actions taken to respond
to climate change. While research on indicators has been a focus of attention for several decades
(Dietz, et al., 2009a; Orians and Policansky, 2009; Parris and Kates, 2003; York, 2009), progress
is needed to improve integration of physical indicators with emerging indicators of ecosystem
health and human well-being (NRC, 2005f). Developing reliable and valid approaches for
measuring and monitoring sustainable well-being (that is, approaches that account for multiple
dimensions of human well-being, the social and environmental factors that contribute to it, and
the relative efficiency with which nations, regions and communities produce it) would greatly aid
adaptive risk management (see Box 3.1) by providing guidance on the overall effectiveness of
actions taken (or not taken) in response to climate change and other risks.
Development of and improvements in metrics or indicators that span and integrate all
relevant physical, chemical, biological, and socioeconomic domains are needed to help guide
various actions taken to respond to climate change. Such metrics should focus on the “vitals” of
the Earth system, such as freshwater and food availability, ecosystem health, and human wellbeing, but should also be flexible and, to the extent allowed by present understanding, attempt to
identify possible indicators of tipping points or abrupt changes in both the climate system and
related human and environmental systems. Many candidate metrics and indicators exist, but
additional research will be needed to test, refine, and extend these measures.
One key element in this research area is the development of more refined metrics and
indicators of social change. For example, gross domestic product (GDP) is a well-developed
measure of economic transactions that is often interpreted as a measure of overall human wellbeing, but GDP was not designed for this use and may not be a good indicator of either collective
or average well-being (Hecht, 2005). A variety of efforts are underway to develop alternative
indicators of both human well-being and of human impact on the environment that may help
monitor social and environmental change and the link between them (Frey, 2008; Hecht, 2005;
Parris and Kates, 2003; Wackernagel et al., 2002; World Bank, 2006).

Certification Systems and Standards
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A number of certification systems have emerged in recent decades to identify products or
services with certain environmental or social attributes, assist in auditing compliance with
environmental or resource management standards, and to inform consumers about different
aspects of the products they consume (Dilling and Farhar, 2007; NRC, 2010e). In the context of
climate change and carbon, certification systems and standards are sets of rules and procedures
that are intended to ensure that sellers of credits are following steps that ensure that carbon is
actually being sequestered (see Chapter 17). Certification systems typically span a product’s
entire supply chain, from source materials or activities to end consumer.. Performance standards
are frequently set and monitored by third party certifiers, and the “label” is typically the indicator
of compliance with the standards of the system.
Natural resource certification schemes, many of which originated in the forestry sector,
have inspired use in fisheries, tourism, some crop production, and park management (Auld et al.,
2008; Conroy, 2006). Variants are also used in the health and building sectors and in even more
complicated supply chains associated with other markets. Certification schemes are increasingly
being used to address climate change issues, especially issues related to energy use, land use, and
green infrastructure, as well as broader sustainability issues. With such a diversification and
proliferation of certification systems and standards, credibility, equitability, usability, and
unintended consequences have become important challenges. These can all be evaluated through
scientific research efforts (NRC, 2010e; Oldenburg et al., 2009). For example, research will be
needed to improve understanding and analysis of the credibility and effectiveness of specific
approaches, including positive and negative unintended consequences. Analysis in this domain,
as with many of the others discussed in this chapter, will require integrative and interdisciplinary
approaches that span a range of scientific disciplines and also require input from decision
makers.

CHAPTER CONCLUSION
Climate change has the potential to intersect with virtually every aspect of human
activity, with significant repercussions for things that people care about. The risks associated
with climate change have motivated many decision makers to begin to take or plan actions to
limit climate change or adapt to its impacts. These actions and plans, in turn, place new demands
on climate change research. While scientific research alone cannot determine what actions
should be taken in response to climate change, it can inform, assist, and support those who must
make these important decisions.
The seven integrative, cross-cutting research themes described in this chapter are critical
elements of a climate research endeavor that seeks to both improve understanding and to provide
input to and support for climate-related actions and decisions, and they would form a powerful
foundation for an expanded climate change research enterprise. Such an enterprise would
continue to improve our understanding of the causes, consequences, and complexities of climate
change from an integrated perspective that considers both human systems and the Earth system.
It would also inform, evaluate, and improve society’s responses to climate change, including
actions that are or could be taken to limit the magnitude of climate change, adapt to its impacts,
or support more effective climate-related decisions.
Several of the themes in this chapter represent new or understudied elements of climate
change science, while others represent established research programs. Progress in all seven
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themes is needed (either iteratively or concurrently) because they are synergistic. Meeting this
expanded set of research requirements will require changes in the way climate change research is
supported, organized, and conducted. Chapter 5 discusses how this broader, more integrated
climate change research enterprise might be formulated, organized, and conducted, and provides
recommendations for the new era of climate change research.
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5
Recommendations for Meeting the Challenge
of Climate Change Research
Meeting the diverse information needs of decision makers as they seek to understand and
address climate change is a formidable challenge. The research needs and cross-cutting themes
discussed in Chapter 4 (and listed in Box 4.1) argue for a new kind of climate change science
enterprise, one that builds on the strengths of existing activities and that:
 Focuses not only on improving understanding, but helps to inform solutions for problems
at local, regional, national, and global levels;
 Integrates diverse kinds of knowledge and explicitly engages the social, ecological,
physical, health and engineering sciences;
 Considers coupled human-environment systems rather than individual human or
environmental systems in isolation;
 Evaluates the implications of particular choices across sectors and scales so as to
maximize co-benefits and avoid unintended consequences and to understand net effects
across different areas of decision making;
 Develops and employs decision support resources and tools that make scientific
knowledge useful and accessible to decision makers;
 Focuses, where appropriate, on place-based analyses to support decision making in
specific locations or regions, because the dynamics of both human and environmental
systems play out in different ways in different places and decisions must be contextspecific; and
 Supports adaptive decision making and risk management in the face of inevitable
uncertainty by remaining flexible and adaptive and regularly assessing and updating
priorities.
These points, and the discussion in the preceding chapters, lead to the following conclusion:
Conclusion 2: The nation needs a comprehensive and integrative climate change science
enterprise, one that not only contributes to our fundamental understanding of climate
change but also informs and expands America’s climate choices.
This comprehensive, integrative program of science will need to continue current
research but also engage in new research themes and directions, including research in the
physical, social, ecological, environmental, health, and engineering sciences, as well as research
that integrates these and other disciplines. Creating and implementing this more integrated and
decision-relevant scientific enterprise will require fundamental changes in the way that research
efforts are organized, the way research priorities are set, the way research is linked with decision
making across a broad range of scales, the way the federal scientific program interfaces and
partners with other entities, and the way that infrastructural assets and human capital are
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developed and maintained. This chapter examines some of the steps that will be needed to
implement this new era of climate change research.

AN INTEGRATIVE, INTERDISCIPLINARY, AND DECISION-RELEVANT
RESEARCH PROGRAM
Climate change research efforts that address the seven cross-cutting themes described in
Chapter 4 (see Box 4.1) have several important distinguishing characteristics:

Climate change research needs to be integrative and interdisciplinary.
Climate change affects a wide range of human, ecological, and physical properties and
processes, and it interacts in complex ways with other global and regional environmental
changes. The response of human and environmental systems to this spectrum of changes is
likewise complex. Given this complexity, understanding climate change, its impacts, and
potential responses inherently requires integration of knowledge bases from different areas of the
physical, biological, social, health, and engineering sciences. Science that supports effective
responses to climate change also will require integration of information across spatial and
temporal scales. For example, global- or regional-scale information about changes in the climate
system often needs to be analyzed in the context of local data on economic activity, vulnerable
assets and resources, human well-being, and other place-specific information. Climate change
science in the coming decades will need to be more multi- and interdisciplinary and integrative
than in the past.
In some ways, the call for cross-disciplinary and cross-scale integration is a step, albeit a
large one, in a progression that has been underway in national and international climate science
for quite some time. As described later in the chapter, a number of domestic and international
scientific programs have organized the research community to focus on climate and other
regional and global environmental changes. These programs have played a critical role in
establishing our present understanding. However, in general they have not been as successful in
bridging the gaps between those who study the physical climate system; those who study the
impacts of and responses to climate change in human, ecological, and coupled humanenvironment systems; and those who study the technical, economic, political, behavioral, and
other aspects of various responses to climate change (NRC, 2009l; ICSU-IGFA, 2009). Indeed,
a concerted effort is needed to increase the engagement of some disciplines, such as the social,
behavioral, economic, decision, cognitive, and communication sciences.
Achieving better integration will require significant increases in interdisciplinary science
capacity among scientists, managers, and decision makers. It will require changes in cultures
within and actions across a range of institutions, including universities, government, the private
sector, research institutes, professional societies, and other non-governmental organizations,
perhaps including the NRC. It will also require the creation of new institutions to facilitate the
needed research at the appropriate scales and in appropriate contact with decision makers.

Climate change research efforts should focus on fundamental, use-inspired research.
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This report recognizes the need for research to both understand climate changes and
assist in decision making related to climate change. In categorizing these types of scientific
research, we have found that terms such as “pure,” “basic,” “applied,” and “curiosity driven”
have different definitions across communities, are as likely to cause confusion as to advance
consensus, and are of limited value in discussing climate change. More compelling, however, is
the categorization offered by Stokes (1997) who argues that two questions should be asked of a
research topic: Does it contribute to fundamental understanding? Can it be expected to be
useful? Research that can answer yes to both of these questions, or “fundamental, use-inspired
research”, warrants special priority in a climate science enterprise that seeks to both increase
understanding and assist in decision making. Research activities that address one or the other of
these questions, which describes the full range of scientific inquiry, are also valuable. Priority
setting is discussed in further detail in the next section.

Climate change research should support decision making at local, regional, national, and
international levels.
Although making choices about how to respond to climate change fundamentally
involves values, ethics, and tradeoffs, science can inform and guide such decisions. In particular,
science can help identify possible courses of action, evaluate the advantages and disadvantages
associated with different choices (including tradeoffs, unintended consequences, and co-benefits
among different sets of actions), develop new options, and improve the options that are available.
It can also assist in the development of new, more effective decision-making processes and tools.
These goals require interactive processes that engage both scientists and decision makers to
identify research topics and improve methods for linking scientific analysis with decision
making. Active dialogue with stakeholders at local, regional, national, and international levels
can also enhance the utility and credibility of, and support for, scientific research. Strategies,
tools, and approaches for improving linkages between science and decision making are discussed
in Chapter 4 and described in detail in the companion volume Informing an Effective Response to
Climate Change (NRC, 2010a).

Climate change research needs to be a flexible enterprise, able to respond to changing
knowledge needs and support adaptive risk management and iterative decision making.
As climate change progresses, past climate conditions and human experiences will serve
as less and less reliable guides (see Chapter 3 and also NRC, 2009e). Even with continued
advances in scientific understanding, projections of the future will always include some
uncertainties. Moreover, because climate changes interact with so many resource and
infrastructure decisions, from storm sewer planning to crop planting dates, decisions will need to
be made in the context of continuously evolving climate conditions. Furthermore, as actions are
taken to limit the magnitude of future climate change and adapt to its impacts, decision makers
will need to understand and take the effectiveness and unintended consequences of these actions
into account.
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As a direct result of these complexities and uncertainties, all responses to climate change,
including the next generation of scientific research, will require deliberate “learning by doing.”
Actions and strategies will need to be periodically evaluated and revised to take advantage of
new information and knowledge, not only about climate and climate-related changes but also
about the effectiveness of responses to date and about other changes in human and environmental
systems. The nation’s scientific enterprise should support adaptive risk management (i.e., an
ongoing decision-making process that takes known and potential risks and uncertainties into
account and periodically updates and improves plans and strategies as new information becomes
available—see Box 3.1) by monitoring climate change indicators, providing timely information
about the effectiveness of actions taken to respond to climate risks, improving the effectiveness
of our responses over time, developing new responses, and continuing to build our understanding
of climate change and its impacts. These tasks require flexible mechanisms for identifying and
addressing new scientific challenges as they emerge and also ongoing interactions with decision
makers as their needs change over time; they will also require continued progress in monitoring,
projecting, and assessing climate change (especially abrupt changes and other “surprises”). All
of these activities will also require significant changes in the way research is funded, conducted,
evaluated, and rewarded.
Recommendation 1: The nation’s climate change research enterprise should include and
integrate disciplinary and interdisciplinary research across the physical, social, biological,
health, and engineering sciences; focus on fundamental, use-inspired research that
contributes to both improved understanding and more effective decision making; and be
flexible in identifying and pursuing emerging research challenges.

SETTING PRIORITIES
Recommendation 1 calls for a broad, integrative research program to assist the nation in
understanding climate change and in supporting well-crafted and coordinated opportunities to
adapt to and limit the magnitude of climate change. In Chapter 4, seven cross-cutting, integrative
research themes were identified that would provide effective focal points for such a program:
1. Climate Forcings, Feedbacks, Responses, and Thresholds in the Earth System
2. Climate-related Human Behaviors and Institutions
3. Vulnerability and Adaptation Analyses of Coupled Human-Environment Systems
4. Research to Support Strategies for Limiting Climate Change
5. Effective Information and Decision Support Systems
6. Integrated Climate Observing Systems
7. Improved Projections, Analyses, and Assessments
Progress in these areas would advance the science of climate change in ways that are responsive
to the nation’s needs for information, and progress in all seven themes is needed (either
iteratively or concurrently) because they are synergistic. However, due to limits in capacity—
for example, many of the key research needs are in fields that have not yet been fully
incorporated into or developed within the nation’s climate change science enterprise—and in
financial resources, priorities will ultimately need to be set within these themes, and perhaps also
across them.
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Setting priorities has been and will continue to be a critical part of the scientific process.
Priority-setting can be accomplished via community-based long-range planning mechanisms,
national and international assessments and advisory reports, federal agency and inter-agency
advisory and strategy planning processes, and federal budget development processes. Indeed,
the U.S. federal government has already developed and established legislation, policies, and
practices for developing climate and global change research budgets and priorities (for example,
see Appendix E for a description of USGCRP’s past and current priority-setting practices).
Given these detailed, well-established processes, this panel can contribute to priority
setting only at a comparably coarse level—for example, by suggesting the high-level research
themes discussed in Chapter 4. The development of more comprehensive, exhaustive, and
prioritized lists of specific research needs within each theme will need to involve members of the
relevant research communities. It is critical, however, that priority setting also include the
perspective of societal need, which necessitates input from decision makers and other
stakeholders. Implementation of such priority-setting activities will further require the
establishment of agreed-upon priority-setting criteria, strong leadership of and support for the
research program, and new mechanisms for stakeholder input.

Priority-Setting Criteria
The establishment of criteria by which prospective priorities should be evaluated is
critical for effective priority setting. There have been a number of efforts to establish prioritysetting criteria for climate-related research (see, e.g., NRC, 2005a, 2009l). Drawing on these
analyses, we identify the following three main criteria for setting research priorities for the
nation’s climate change research enterprise, including (but not limited to) the entity or program
responsible for coordinating and implementing research at the federal level (see
Recommendation 5 later in this chapter). The numbering of these criteria do not imply relative
importance; rather, it is important to consider all three criteria. Bulleted points after each
criterion are ways of thinking about priorities in the context of that criterion, not separate criteria.
1) Contribution to fundamental understanding
 Addresses key theoretical, observational, process, or modeling uncertainties
 Adds new information to important scientific debates
 Extends research to understudied areas and questions
2) Contribution to improved decision making
 Addresses topics that have been identified as decision maker needs or that are key to the
nation’s economic vitality, security, or the well-being of its citizens
 Provides scientific foundations for new solutions or options, especially those that have
co-benefits for other environmental or socioeconomic challenges
 Contributes useful results that can be communicated effectively to decision makers and
affected parties or have the potential to establish ongoing dialogue between researchers
and users of scientific information
 Supports risk assessment and management by improving projections or predictions,
providing information on probabilities, clarifying societal consequences of key outcomes,
or creating decision-support resources
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3) Feasibility of implementation (practical, institutional, and managerial concerns)
 Is ready for implementation (infrastructure, personnel, and facilities are available or
could be available to execute the research)
 Will provide usable results on timescales relevant for decision making or improved
understanding
 Contributes to more than one thematic application or scientific discipline
 Is cost effective (anticipated outcomes or value of information generated by the activity is
sufficient to justify both financial and opportunity costs)
The climate change research program envisioned by the Panel on Advancing the Science
of Climate Change and encapsulated by these criteria focuses on fundamental, use-inspired
research that increases understanding and supports decision making. To develop research that is
both fundamental and useful, assessments of research priorities will need to engage both the
scientific community and those who will make use of new scientific understanding in decision
making, ideally through interactive and ongoing dialogues. A multi-directional flow of
information between the decision-making and research communities helps decision makers
understand the uses and limits of scientific information and helps the scientific community
understand what information and innovations would be most useful to decision makers. This
should not be a process in which decision makers have undue influence on the conduct of science
or scientific conclusions. Rather, our vision is one of ongoing dialogues that lead to better
understanding and improved collaboration. Interactions between decision makers and scientists
have the additional benefits of enhancing the trust decision makers place in the scientific process
and ensuring that researchers use actual input from decision makers, rather than educated
guesswork, to help identify and prioritize research topics.
The research program envisioned in this report involves a broad range of scientific
disciplines, including multi- and interdisciplinary science. Identifying and setting research
priorities across such a broad and diverse range of scientific activities is much more challenging
than priority-setting within individual disciplines, which usually share common practices,
understandings, and language. Working across areas of research where no unified community
has yet been assembled represents an additional challenge, one that requires both careful
sampling of views across communities and time to develop mutual understanding.
Because the costs associated with the different climate change research themes described
in Chapter 3 are likely to vary by several orders of magnitude, appropriate ranking requires an
understanding of the budget constraints agencies will face, in the context of the benefits to be
realized. As discussed in the preceding recommendation, climate change research should be a
flexible and adaptive enterprise, so priorities, and priority-setting criteria and processes, need to
be revisited regularly. Advances in substantive understanding, in methodology, and in research
technology all can require a readjustment of priorities in the context of evolving knowledge,
changing budgets, and other variables that inform research agendas. Given that both climate
change and responses to it are ongoing, and that they interact, such reassessments will be a key
element of a healthy research program.
Recommendation #2: Research priorities for the federal climate change research program
should be set within each of the seven cross-cutting research themes outlined above.
Priorities should be set using the following three criteria:
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1) Contribution to improved understanding
2) Contribution to improved decision making
3) Feasibility of implementation, including scientific readiness and cost.

INFRASTRUCTURAL ELEMENTS OF THE RESEARCH PROGRAM
Scientific progress in measuring climate change, attributing it to human activities,
projecting future changes, and informing decisions about climate change has and will continue to
rely on significant investments in a wide range of global observational programs and modeling
efforts. As noted in Chapter 4, these efforts are limited in part by infrastructure, especially the
lack of a comprehensive, integrated climate observing system and of reliable, detailed
projections of climate and climate-related changes at regional and local scales. Because these
infrastructural areas underpin progress in virtually all other areas of climate change science, we
have identified observations and modeling as critical themes in climate science research, and
below we offer specific recommendations related to these key themes. Many previous reviews
of climate science needs (e.g., NRC, 2009l) have also highlighted observations and models as
key research needs.

Observing Systems
As discussed in Chapter 4, long-term, stable, and well-calibrated observations across a
range of scales and a spectrum of human and environmental systems are essential for diagnosing,
understanding, and responding to climate change and its impacts. Observations provide ongoing
information about the health of the planet and clues about which components of the Earth system
are at risk due to climate change and other environmental stressors. Observations are also
critical for developing, initializing, and testing models of future human and environmental
changes, and for monitoring and improving the effectiveness of actions taken to respond to
climate change. Unfortunately, many of the critical observational assets needed to support
climate research and climate change responses are either in decline or seriously underdeveloped,
and the data that are being collected are not always managed as effectively or used as widely as
they could be. A number of specific steps are needed to rectify this situation and develop a
coordinated, comprehensive, and integrated climate observing system.

A careful, comprehensive review should be undertaken to identify current and planned
observational assets and identify critical climate monitoring and measurement needs.
An observing system strategy for the new era of climate change research will need to
consider not only existing and planned assets, which have largely been developed by the
scientific community without much input from decision makers, but also the observations needed
to support effective responses to climate change. In considering available resources and data
sources, federal programs should work with international partners to identify opportunities for
collaboration, leveraging, and synergy with observational systems in other countries, and should
make a special effort to evaluate observations and databases from areas that have historically
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been neglected. Where possible, the review should consider assets in the intelligence community
that could serve scientific purposes without compromising national security interests. Finally,
the climate observing system should be coordinated with other environmental and social data
collection efforts to take advantage of synergies and ensure interoperability.
The federal climate change research program (see Recommendation 5) is the entity best
suited to lead a comprehensive assessment of current and planned observational assets and needs
in support of climate research. However, the research community will need to work closely with
a broad range of responsible entities and stakeholders, including programs for adapting to,
limiting the magnitude of, and supporting effective decisions related to climate change, to ensure
that the scope and structure of the observing system can support both fundamental research on
and responses to climate change. Such partnerships are critical in light of the costs of creating
and maintaining a comprehensive and long-term observing system. As the recent problems with
NPOESS have demonstrated (NRC, 2008b), planning for climate observations will require
clearly defined roles and responsibilities of the partners and a systems approach to the design of
the overall architecture of the observing system.

A comprehensive and integrated climate observing system should be developed, built, and
maintained by the federal program and relevant national and international partners.
The climate observing system should be able to monitor a broad spectrum of changes,
including changes in the physical climate system (such as sea level rise, sea ice declines, and soil
moisture changes); changes in related biological systems (such as species shifts and changes in
crop yield or the amount of carbon stored in forests); the impacts of these changes on human
systems (including human health and economic impacts); trends in human systems (such as
human population and consumption changes and GHG emission trends); indicators of climate
vulnerability and adaptive capacity across a range of sectors and spatial scales; and indicators of
the effectiveness of actions taken to limit the magnitude of climate change and adapt to its
impacts. In addition to a robust and flexible network of remote and in situ assets to monitor
physical, chemical, and biological changes, observations and datasets from a wide range of
human systems are needed. Observations of emission trends and the effectiveness of various
climate policies and actions plans are particularly important for informing actions taken to limit
the magnitude of future climate change, while observations of climate change impacts at regional
to local scales are particularly important for informing adaptation decisions.
The observing system, like other research on and responses to climate change, should be
integrated and flexible, and should support adaptive risk management and decision making. For
example, although observational assets with long-term and global coverage will play a critical
role in monitoring climate change, its impacts, and our responses to it, we may also need easily
deployable short-term observational technologies to monitor potential abrupt changes or
important regional trends. The observing system should also be designed both to take advantage
of advances in technology and to explicitly support adaptive risk management and decision
making. External advisory boards, user councils, and other formal and informal stakeholder
groups (see Recommendation 5) can play an important role in ensuring that the observing system
is supplying the information required by stakeholders.
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Adequate climate data access, management, and stewardship are needed.
Linking, integrating, and providing access to data of dramatically different types and
scales will call for new and improved approaches and standards for climate and climate-related
data management, including data collection, storage, and stewardship. To ensure a stable, longterm record of climate and climate-related changes, funding for data-generating activities should
always include resources for long-term data management (NRC, 2007d). An equally important
activity, described in further detail in Chapter 4, is the integration of data from different sources
through data assimilation, analysis, and reanalysis. Finally, the system should allow ready access
to data by a wide range of users, including decision makers. This will require the federal climate
change program to work closely with programs involved in informing and supporting effective
responses to climate change.
Recommendation 3: The federal climate change research program, working in partnership
with other relevant domestic and international bodies, should redouble efforts to design,
deploy, and maintain a comprehensive observing system that can support all aspects of
understanding and responding to climate change.

Enhanced Modeling Capabilities and Other Analytical Tools
Improved predictions and scenarios of future climate change, its impacts, and related
changes in ecosystems and human systems are critical for understanding and guiding plans to
respond to climate—many of which require local or regional scale information at decadal time
scales. As discussed in Chapters 4 and 6, great strides have been made in improving the
horizontal resolution, comprehensiveness, and fidelity of global climate and Earth system
models. However, improvements are still needed in the ability of climate models to represent
key climate feedback processes (such as carbon cycle and ice sheet process) and to resolve and
simulate the physical processes, interactions, and feedbacks that govern climate change at
regional scales. Another emerging research need is integrated assessment models that can
simulate the full spectrum of emission projections, GHG concentrations, climate trends, and the
social, economic, and environmental impacts of these changes on human and environmental
systems. Other kinds of assessment tools and models, including those that allow integrated
analysis of trade-offs and unintended consequences among combinations of actions or across
different sectors, would also be valuable both to improve understanding and to support climaterelated decision making. Chapter 4 includes a more extended description of these and other
research needs related to improved projections, analyses, and assessments.
As noted in Chapter 4, and in many previous reports (e.g., NRC, 2009l), a national
strategy is needed to improve (and to coordinate existing efforts to improve) regional climate
modeling, global Earth system modeling, and various integrated assessment, vulnerability,
impact, and adaptation modeling efforts. Developing improved models and analytical tools is
strongly dependent on the availability of high-performance computing capacity as well as the
infrastructure and human resources to develop, manage, analyze, and improve modeling
approaches. The output from such models needs to be made readily available to a wide range of
decision makers in formats that allow them to incorporate model analyses and projections into
their decision making processes. As with the integrated climate observing system—and perhaps
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more so, given the highly technical and interdisciplinary nature of many model development
activities—the federal climate change research program is the logical entity for coordinating and
integrating these development efforts. Input and buy-in will be needed from its partner agencies,
action-oriented response programs, and other stakeholders. Likewise, international coordination
and leveraging will be vital.
Recommendation 4: The federal climate change research program should work with the
international research community and other relevant partners to support and develop
advanced models and other analytical tools to improve understanding and assist in decision
making related to climate change.

ORGANIZING THE RESEARCH
A research effort that can improve understanding of and support effective responses to
climate change across a broad range of scales will require the engagement of universities,
professional societies, non-governmental organizations, corporations, and governments at many
levels, including international partners. To date, the federal government, under the auspices of
the USGCRP, has played a leadership role in the nation’s climate change research enterprise.
This section summarizes the history, structure, and current goals of the USGCRP, evaluates its
capacity to carry out the seven research themes identified in Chapter 4, and recommends
elements that would be needed for the USGCRP, or another federal entity, to lead and coordinate
the nation’s climate change research efforts. Additional background on the history and
organization of the USGCRP can be found in Appendix E.

Evaluation of the U.S. Global Change Research Program
Congress established the USGCRP with the U.S. Global Change Research Act of 1990
(GCRA, 1990). The act set the objective of “assist[ing] the Nation and the world to understand,
assess, predict, and respond to human-induced and natural processes of global change systems.”
With federal support ranging from $2.2 billion in 1990 (in 2008 dollars) to $1.8 billion in 2008,
the USGCRP35 has made enormous contributions to the understanding of climate change over
the past two decades, including a considerable fraction of the advances summarized in Chapter 2
(see, e.g., USGCRP, 2009b).
There have been a wide range of assessments, observations, and reviews of the USGCRP,
including mandated formal reviews by the NRC (1999a, 2003a, 2004b, 2005d, 2007f, 2009l) and
assessments and observations by other groups (e.g., the Congressional Research Service). Most
of these reviews have praised the USGCRP for its support and facilitation of major advances in
our understanding of the natural science aspects of global change, including the physical climate
system, atmospheric chemistry, hydrology, and ecosystems, and also for supporting scientific
assessments such as the IPCC. Earlier reviews of the program also noted significant progress in
establishing a comprehensive and inclusive national climate change assessment process and in

35

known as the U.S. Climate Change Science Program (CCSP) from 2002 through 2008
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providing strategic guidance that promoted major advances in observations and modeling,
although later reviews have noted a decline in the support for and effectiveness of these
activities.
One persistent area of criticism has been the scope and balance of the program. In its
early years, the primary research emphasis of USGCRP was on the physical climate system. The
program has consistently aspired to increase attention to human interactions with the Earth’s
climate and environmental systems, but these aspirations have for the most part fallen short
(NRC, 2007f). Another persistent criticism has focused on decision support, including progress
in decision-support science and whether the program has lived up to its mandate of providing
useful information for decision making (NRC, 2007f, 2009l). Identified reasons for these
shortcomings include a lack of consistent and adequate funding and institutional support for
fundamental and applied research in related social sciences and a lack of adequate integration
across natural and social sciences. Moreover, the failure to follow through with periodic,
comprehensive national climate change assessments weakened the program’s ability to build a
consistent and sustainable relationship with stakeholders. Other troubling signs include a decline
in congressional oversight of and interest in the program—measured, for example, by the
number of hearings convened to review aspects of the program—and an overall decline of 18
percent (in constant 2008 dollars) in program funding from 1990 to the present (NRC, 2007f,
2009l).
Past NRC reviews have also pointed out weaknesses in the program’s structure and
institutional processes. For example, the program has relied on individual federal agencies to
identify and engage in areas of climate change research aligned with their missions, with only a
few, typically episodic and informal, mechanisms for supporting research in areas that did not
map onto agency missions. One result of this “stove-piping” has been uneven progress, with
some research elements receiving significant funding and making excellent progress, while other
research areas—including those associated with several of the cross-cutting themes identified in
Chapter 4—receiving much less attention. Moreover, without strong coordination, leadership,
and buy-in from the full range of federal agencies affected by climate change, the program has
been limited in its ability to support the evolving needs for climate science, including research
that could support more effective responses to climate change. Additionally, as discussed in the
next section of the chapter, the activities of the USGCRP have not been very well coordinated
with the Climate Change Technology Program (NRC, 2007f, 2009l) or with preliminary efforts
to establish mechanisms to provide “climate services.”

Needs for the Climate Change Research Program of the Future
The USGCRP currently involves 13 federal departments and agencies, and many of these
organizations have several different agencies or groups active in climate change research. This
scope of engagement is essential given the broad range of public interests that will be affected by
climate change. However, this broad scope and inconsistencies between the mandates of the
Global Change Research Act (GCRA, 1990) and the narrower missions of the participating
agencies create a difficult and complex management environment. For example, as noted in the
previous sub-section, gaps between agency missions have led to weaknesses and gaps in certain
research areas. Further, progress on several key cross-cutting issues, such as maintaining and
improving climate-related observational programs, have suffered from a lack of leadership and
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coordination (e.g., NRC, 2008b). Thus, it is not clear that the USGCRP as presently constituted
can adequately address the full set of research challenges posed by current demands for climate
change research.
How then might the federal climate change research effort be structured to meet these
new challenges? The Panel on Advancing the Science of Climate Change considered several
alternatives, each with its strengths and weaknesses. One model is to create a new office or
agency that aggregates into one organizational structure all climate change research in the federal
government. This harkens to the call in the 1990s for a National Institute of the Environment to
be the home for all federal environmental research. An NRC report examined this proposal and
saw several problems as well as several advantages to this approach (NRC, 1993). The potential
problems in environmental research arrangements emerged largely from the lack of cross-agency
coordination and planning. The strength of the distributed responsibility for environmental
research was the closer link of researchers to decision makers. The report called for “cultural
changes” in the practice of environmental research in the federal government, including greater
engagement of the ecological, social, and engineering sciences. It also considered several
options for organizing these changes and suggested that the best immediate step would be to
keep in place the multiple agency support of environmental research with better coordination and
attention to neglected priorities, rather than consolidate research into a single agency.
For climate change research, a consolidated agency would facilitate coordination across
research themes and allow for priority setting based on a systematic analysis across the seven
research themes we have identified. Neglected high-priority areas such as some of those we
have identified in Chapter 4 could thus be allocated the resources needed to move them forward.
Decision makers and the public would have a single entity to consult on climate change.
However, there are many disadvantages to consolidation that may outweigh its benefits. First,
given the many challenges facing the federal government at present, it is unlikely that a proposal
to create a new agency that would pull current research functions out of existing agencies could
reach an actionable level on the federal agenda. Second, one of the strengths of the USGCRP is
that it encourages engagement by multiple agencies, and thus has been able to adapt relatively
easily as concerns about and needs for scientific understanding of climate change have spread to
affect the missions of more and more agencies. This trend is likely to continue, especially as
more agencies are involved in efforts to limit and adapt to climate change and inform the
nation’s decisions about it. Openness to new partnerships, which is a strength of the current
USGCRP, would likely be lost with creation of a new agency. In addition, such a single agency
would not fully draw on the strengths of other non-USGCRP components of the participating
agencies. For example, NASA’s Earth science activities benefit significantly from their
integration with other complementary aspects of NASA’s portfolio. These benefits could be
significantly compromised if the Earth science activity were moved from NASA to another
agency.
While there are surely other alternative arrangements for organizing federal climate
research, the main alternative to a consolidated agency is some sort of inter-agency program,
ideally one that retains the current and historical strengths of the USGCRP while addressing its
known weaknesses. The major advantage of the continuance of the USGCRP in this role is that
it already exists and has the legal authority and mandate to engage in a cross-agency research
program. In fact, a careful reading of the Global Change Research Act of 1990 indicates that the
program was intended to accomplish many of the goals identified in this report. The main
disadvantages of a continuation of the USGCRP are the known weaknesses of the program,
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discussed above. Hence, provided that these weaknesses can be addressed, the panel finds that a
modified USGCRP could serve the role of leading and coordinating an integrated, decisionrelevant, and expanded climate change research enterprise that continues to pursue an enhanced
understanding of the causes and consequences of climate change while also improving
understanding of and support for responses to climate change. Indeed, as of the writing of this
report, the USGCRP is already engaging in a strategic planning process to address the
weaknesses and pursue the opportunities identified in past reviews of the program. The next two
subsections describe ways in which the current program might be reshaped to better meet the
challenges of the new era of climate change research while maintaining its existing strengths

Improving the Relevance of the USGCRP to Decision Making
A common finding among many past reports (for example, NRC, 2007a, 2008e, 2009e),
and this one, is that improving the relevance and utility of scientific research and infusing
scientific information into the decision-making process requires increased dialogue and
engagement between scientists and decision makers. Several mechanisms could assist in
connecting science and decision-making entities in the context of the USGCRP. For example,
the USGCRP could establish an external advisory board to provide input on research needs, to
review and provide advice on research priorities, and to guide activities designed to enhance
communication and interactions with the broader stakeholder community. An external advisory
board could aid in ensuring that priorities for research are informed by and responsive to the
needs of decision makers and other information users, and could assess and improve the
program’s decision support capabilities. If established, such a board should be composed of
decision makers and stakeholders from a broad range of communities (e.g., leaders in state, local,
and tribal governments; relevant businesses and industries; citizen groups; and other nongovernmental organizations), including communities that are currently not strongly linked with
the program, as well as members from across the scientific research community.
Mechanisms should also be developed for regular interaction between users and
researchers at the individual research project level. A number of federal agencies have already
taken steps to increase such engagement, but more comprehensive and coordinated efforts are
needed. For example, “user councils” focusing on a particular type of decision or research area
could help researchers understand the questions that are most critical for decision makers and
other stakeholders, help users understand the information that science can and cannot provide,
and assist in the development of enhanced decision-support processes and tools. Workshops and
dialogues, such as the “listening sessions” USGCRP has held at various venues across the
country, are also a valuable contribution.
There are two important caveats that need to be kept in mind when designing and
implementing strategies to increase interactions between the research community and its
stakeholders. First, and most importantly, interactions between users and producers of scientific
information should always preserve the integrity of the research process in reaching factual
conclusions. Second, input from stakeholders needs to be considered in the context of the
tractability of the proposed research and the resources required, and mechanisms are needed to
ensure that the scientific enterprise is not totally dominated by near-term decision-support
activities.
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Next Steps for the USGCRP
A careful reading of the Global Change Research Act indicates that the legislation
provides most of the necessary authority for implementing a strategically integrated climate
change research program (see Appendix E). The act envisions a program that covers the full
spectrum of activities from understanding climate change, through developing and improving
responses to climate change, to evaluating interactions with other global changes and stresses.
The act also mandates research that is closely aligned with decision-making needs, including
decisions related to the nation’s energy, natural resources, and public policy programs.
The USGCRP has achieved many of the original goals of the act. However, as discussed
above, in other areas some critical weaknesses and shortcomings have emerged. As the climate
research program expands to include a greater emphasis on use-inspired and decision-relevant
research, additional gaps and barriers are likely to arise unless steps are taken to address these
deficiencies and help the program evolve. Some of the specific changes that are needed include:
 Setting priorities more effectively and transparently using clear criteria and evaluative
information on program performance;
 Promoting a closer connection between research and decision making by engaging a
broader range of federal agencies whose stakeholders and mandates will be affected
by climate change and by establishing mechanisms for sustained engagement of users
in program decision making;
 Addressing known weaknesses in the program, including development of decisionsupport resources and engagement of the social and behavioral sciences;
 Fostering integration through targeted research funding opportunities, decisionrelevant interdisciplinary research centers, and other means that build on established
capacity in universities, national laboratories, and the private sector; and
 Strengthening budget coordination and management to ensure the research activities
of participating agencies are sufficiently focused on USGCRP priorities.
As a first step toward developing a more comprehensive and integrated program, a
program-level effort could be initiated to identify, recruit, and leverage new partner agencies,
including some that have not participated heretofore in climate change issues, and to expand
participation by current partner agencies. For example, programs within the Departments of
Agriculture or Interior that are responsible for protected lands, national parks, conservation
reserves, and activities such as agricultural extension or water resources management, have not
been active players in the USGCRP to date, yet they are in the process of developing responses
to climate change because their missions will be directly affected by climate change. Such
agencies and programs could play important roles in improving understanding of climate impacts
and vulnerabilities and in formulating, evaluating, and improving response strategies. Data
collection and research efforts performed by agencies and programs not specifically focused on
climate change, such as those at the U.S. Census Bureau or the Centers for Disease Control,
could likewise contribute substantially to our understanding of both climate change and its
interactions with other human and environmental systems. The relative ease with which the
USGCRP structure can integrate new agencies or departments is a key advantage over a single
consolidated entity or agency. Likewise, some of the traditional research and mission agencies
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could be more actively involved in engaging with decision makers to help shape the program’s
scientific agenda and ensure the results are used effectively.
Flexibility is a key advantage of the current USGCRP structure, but, as noted above, this
organizational structure has also led to research gaps. One problem is that while the USGCRP
might be able to reach agreement about research priorities, the budgets to implement those
priorities reside within the partner agencies, where climate change research needs compete with
other agency priorities. To address this problem, mechanisms are needed to ensure that research
priorities identified by USGCRP are given greater weight by participating agencies, and the
USGCRP needs the budgetary authority to implement the priorities it identifies. Improved
review and oversight mechanisms, such as coordinated reviews of participating agency budgets
(as opposed to merely designating established agency activities as contributions to USGCRP),
would help promote accountability and would assist in evaluations of how well the priorities
identified by USGCRP are reflected in the programs and budget requests of the participating
agencies. Mechanisms are also needed to ensure that critical areas of research that are currently
under-represented in federal agency activities receive appropriate attention. Finally—and
perhaps most difficult—program managers need to have the authority, willingness, and
capability to emphasize the interdisciplinary, decision-relevant science needed to both improve
understanding and support effective responses to climate change. Changes to the Global Change
Research Act or other mechanisms, such as an Executive Order or performance measures, may
be appropriate means to implement these changes and strengthen the program’s budget
coordination and alignment with identified research priorities.
Changes in the USGCRP will require strong leadership. The importance of effective
leadership, with adequate support and programmatic and budgetary authority to coordinate and
prioritize across agencies, has been recognized in a number of previous NRC reviews of the
USGCRP (NRC, 2004b, 2005d, 2007f, 2009l). Such leadership will be essential for setting
priorities and building a more balanced and integrative program, ensuring effective interactions
between federal research activities and action-oriented programs (as discussed in the next section
of the chapter), and executing the other recommendations in this report. One step that could be
taken to improve program leadership could be achieved by assigning higher-level leaders within
the partner agencies and organizations to be liaisons to the program. The assignment of seniorlevel, experienced program managers to staff the USGCRP coordination office could increase
buy-in from the participating agencies; experienced staff will be needed to address program gaps
and help lead interagency program prioritization and coordination. Effective guidance and
budget review could be provided by organizations such as the Office of Science and Technology
Policy and the units within the Office of Management and Budget responsible for USGCRP
partner agencies.
As noted in the first two sections of the chapter, setting research priorities needs to be an
ongoing, iterative process. Such adaptive management of the federal research program would be
facilitated by regular strategic planning and reviews that address both specific research areas and
the program as a whole. The USGCRP is already required to conduct a strategic review and
submit a new strategic plan every three years. While there have occasionally been delays in the
process, these review and planning exercises have provided useful opportunities for the program
to remain flexible and to support emerging priorities. A major focus of future reviews, and of
other ongoing assessment activities within the program, should be mapping the priorities,
activities, and capabilities of participating agencies onto the goals of the overall research
program to identify weaknesses and gaps. Identifying impediments and obstacles that may be
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contributing to these weaknesses and gaps would also help the program develop specific actions
to address these shortcomings and build a more balanced and effective program.
Finally, it might be beneficial to coordinate future reviews of the nation’s climate change
research program with reviews of the effectiveness of the nation’s overall response to climate
change, in terms of limiting climate change, developing adaptation approaches, and informing
effective climate-related decisions. Because coordinated federal efforts to inform, limit, and
adapt to climate change are still in early stages of development, it is difficult to offer suggestions
as to how this coordination can be achieved, but attention to such coordination will be important
(see Recommendation 6).
Recommendation 5: A single federal entity should be given the authority and resources to
coordinate and implement an integrated research effort that supports improving both
understanding of and responses to climate change. If several key modifications are made,
the U.S. Global Change Research Program could serve this role.
These modifications are described in the paragraphs above and include:
 An expanded mission that includes both understanding climate change and supporting
effective decisions and actions taken to respond to climate change;
 Establishing a wide range of activities and mechanisms to support two-way flows of
information between science and decision making, including improved mechanisms
for input from decision makers and other stakeholders on research priorities;
 Establishing more effective mechanisms for identifying and addressing gaps and
weaknesses in climate research, as well as the barriers that give rise to such gaps;
 High-level leadership both within the program and among its partner agencies; and
 Budgeting oversight and authority.

BROADER PARTNERSHIPS
Climate change is both a global problem and a local problem, and its impacts have
implications for and interact with nearly every sector of human activity, including energy and
food production, water and other natural resources, human health, business and industrial
activities, and in turn, political stability and international security. Efforts to limit climate
change are also inherently cross-sectoral and international in scope—national efforts to limit
GHG emissions are connected by the global climate system, making it necessary for the United
States to formulate and coordinate its strategies for climate forcing in the context of international
agreements and the actions of other nations. At the same time, many of the actions taken to limit
or adapt to climate change ultimately play out at local and regional scales. Thus, the engagement
of institutions at all levels and of all sorts—academic, governmental, private sector, and not-forprofit—will be required to meet the challenges of climate change.
The scientific enterprise is also inherently local to global in scope—scientific
contributions to understanding or responding to climate change appear in international journals,
get assessed by international scientific bodies, and contribute to improved understanding and
responses to climate change worldwide. The international research community has established a
number of scientific programs to coordinate and facilitate international participation in global
change research. Some of these programs and partnerships include:
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The World Climate Research Program (WCRP) was established by the United Nations’
World Meteorological Organization (WMO) and the (non-governmental) International
Council of Scientific Unions (ICSU) in 1980 with the aim of determining the
predictability of climate and the effect of human activities on climate.
ICSU established the International Geosphere-Biosphere Program (IGBP) in 1987 to
more broadly address global environmental changes and their interactions in the
biosphere and physical Earth system.
The Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change (IPCC) was established in 1988 by
WMO and the United Nations Environment Programme (UNEP) to provide an
international assessment of the science that all governments could use in negotiating an
international approach to addressing climate change.
In 1990, in partnership with the International Social Science Council, ICSU established
the International Human Dimensions Program (IHDP) to address the social science
components of global change research.
In 1991, DIVERSITAS was established with the goal of developing an international, nongovernmental umbrella program that would address the complex scientific questions
posed by the loss of and change in global biodiversity. It was founded jointly by the
United Nations Educational, Scientific and Cultural Organization (UNESCO), the
Scientific Committee on Problems of the Environment (SCOPE) and the International
Union of Biological Science (IUBS). All four of these international research programs
develop, implement and coordinated major international research programs and activities.
In 1992, the START Programme (SysTem for Analysis, Research and Training) was
formed jointly by ICSU and its four international global change science programs.
START is designed to assist developing countries, through research and education, in
building the expertise and knowledge they need to explore the drivers of and solutions to
global and regional climate and environmental change.
In 2002, the Earth System Science Partnership (ESSP) was established in order to provide
integrated studies of the Earth system. ESSP is a joint initiative of WCRP, IGBP, IHDP
and DIVERSITAS.

The United States has been a key scientific contributor to all of these programs—the U.S.
policy of making satellite data freely available around the world is just one example of its
contributions—and it has also been a beneficiary of international research efforts. Since the
early 1990s, the International Group of Funding Agencies for Global Change Research (IGFA)
has provided a forum through which national agencies that fund global change research identify
issues of mutual interest and appropriate ways to coordinate. Continued participation in these
international activities will be crucial to an effective climate science enterprise in the United
States. In particular, as noted in this report and others (e.g., NRC, 2009l), the science needs for
improved observing systems and improved infrastructure for model projections of future climate
change can best be met through collaborations and partnerships at the international scale.
Moreover, climate change is a global challenge, and its impacts on ecosystems and societies are
likely to cascade from one region to another. Climate change science conducted in the United
States can thus play an essential role in improving the knowledge of and scientific capacity to
respond to climate challenges in the developing areas of the world, where knowledge about
possible responses to climate change is much more limited.
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National and international coordination are essential, but decision-relevant research is
often focused at regional and local scales. Thus, there are many opportunities for states,
municipalities, and other sub-national entities to work with each other and with the federal
government to build expertise, fund relevant research and research infrastructure, and create the
kinds of networks and partnerships that enable effective collaborations among the research and
decision-making communities. For example, research in many academic and non-academic
institutions is supported in part by state funds, including the system of agricultural experiment
stations and targeted initiatives on water and other resources. Because so many climate change
challenges play out at local to regional scales, new kinds of partnerships and programs will be
needed to link federal and local research and response approaches and to make research useful to
decision making at all scales. So-called “boundary organizations” that purposefully link
researchers and decision makers provide one model for doing so (see, e.g., Brooke, 2008; Moser
and Luers, 2008; Pohl, 2008; Tribbia and Moser, 2008). The Regional Integrated Science and
Assessments (RISA) program and, until recently, the Sectoral Applications Research Program
(SARP) organized by NOAA are examples of such programs (NRC, 2007h). Examples can also
be found in other countries (for example, the United Kingdom Climate Impacts Program).
Shared funding and governance of such programs from a wide range of participants can help to
ensure that they provide both effective decision support and decision-relevant research.

Partnerships With Programs to Limit, Adapt to, and Inform Decisions Makers
about Climate Change
As discussed in Chapters 3 and 4, climate change science can make a wide variety of
contributions to action-oriented programs that focus on responses to climate change. Working
collaboratively with action-oriented programs, both at the federal level and across the country,
would help response programs take more effective actions and would help the federal climate
change research program ensure that its research activities both improve fundamental
understanding and support effective decision-making. The recent NRC reports Restructuring
Federal Climate Research to meet the Challenges of Climate Change (NRC, 2009l) and
Informing Decisions in a Changing Climate (NRC, 2009e) also called for an integrated, “end-toend” climate change research program that is closely linked with relevant action-oriented
programs. Achieving this integration will require careful and deliberate coordination perhaps
through an oversight committee that coordinates all federal actions to understand and respond to
climate change, or through less formal partnerships led by dedicated managers. In this panel’s
opinion, formal mechanisms have a greater chance of long-term success.

Limiting Climate Change
As discussed in Chapter 4 and in the companion report Limiting the Magnitude of Future
Climate Change (NRC, 2010b), scientific research can help support actions taken to limit the
magnitude of future climate change in a variety of ways. Some technology options in the energy
sector are already commercially viable and could be implemented to achieve emission reductions
in the near term. However, research and development are needed to improve implementation
success, lower costs, increase the effectiveness of current options, and expand the number of
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options available. Expanded investments will be needed in a wide range of research areas, such
as energy sources that emit few or no GHGs, carbon capture and storage, energy efficiency and
conservation approaches (including strategies to promote adoption and use of energy-efficient
technologies), and technologies to reduce emissions from agriculture and other land uses.
Technologies that remove GHGs from the air or reflect more sunlight back to space
(geoengineering approaches) may also warrant attention, provided that they do not replace other
important research efforts (see Chapter 15).
A variety of research programs on transportation and energy technology development and
deployment already exist in the federal government (for example and most notably, the Climate
Change Technology Program led by the Department of Energy), in several states (e.g.,
California’s PIER program), in corporations, and through public-private partnerships such as
corporate-funded university research efforts (NRC, 2009c, g, h, k, o). The climate change
research enterprise envisioned in this report—including the USGCRP—would complement,
rather than compete with, these efforts. For example, research will be needed to evaluate the
effectiveness of different technologies, possible unintended consequences of large-scale
deployment, and possible tradeoffs and co-benefits with other types of responses. New scientific
knowledge about human behavior, public perception, and institutional structures can help
identify potential barriers to widespread implementation of promising technologies or policies to
limit climate change. Research is also needed on a wide range of technology implementation and
deployment issues, such as research on cost and cost effectiveness, governance issues, barriers to
technology adoption, and policies and programs designed to overcome these barriers. Finally,
research can help to develop frameworks for decision making that allow these barriers, costs,
benefits, co-benefits, and tradeoffs to be explicitly evaluated and incorporated into strategies for
reducing emissions.
As noted in Chapter 4, these tasks and many others require integration of knowledge
across a wide array of fields, and collaboration between engineers, policymakers, and others
involved in developing and implementing actions to limit climate change. However,
collaboration and linkages between the USGCRP and existing programs relevant to limiting
climate change—most notably the Climate Change Technology Program—are currently weak
(NRC, 2009l). These linkages need to be improved, and any new programs that emerge to focus
on limiting the magnitude of future climate change would surely benefit from formal linkages to
the USGCRP as well as other scientific research organizations, efforts, and activities.

Adapting to Climate Change
The companion report Adapting to the Impacts of Climate Change (NRC, 2010c)
concludes that there is an urgent need to better understand and project climate change and its
impacts, especially at the spatial scales of decision making, convey this information to decision
makers and other stakeholders, and develop options and strategies for reducing the vulnerability
and increasing the resilience and adaptive capacity of both human and natural systems in the
United States and abroad. As discussed in Chapter 4, science can make major contributions in
all of these areas. A national climate change research enterprise that has an expanded focus on
adaptation strategies could, for example, provide region- and sector-specific information about
climate changes impacts and vulnerabilities in the context of multiple stressors acting on coupled
human-environment systems. It could also evaluate and verify the feasibility and effectiveness
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of, trade-offs among, and the secondary environmental, social, and economic consequences of
different adaptation options. Moreover, because it is difficult to assign a monetary value to some
kinds of impacts (for example, biodiversity loss or threats to national security), the development
of alternative metrics and assessment strategies is needed. Science can also support adaptation
through research-based development and testing of decision-support strategies and tools
designed to connect scientific information with decision making. Finally, there is a need for
further research on human behavior and institutional barriers to implementation in the context of
adaptation options and choices.
The companion report Adapting to the Impacts of Climate Change (NRC, 2010c)
recommends that a national adaptation program, as well as coordinated state and local programs,
be established to engage decision makers, stakeholders, and researchers in developing and
implementing adaptation strategies. The USGCRP and other elements of the nation’s climate
change science research enterprise could be essential partners in the success of these adaptation
efforts. Connecting adaptation programs with scientific research is complicated, however, by the
fact that many adaptation decisions are inherently local or regional in scale and can take years to
implement. Federal centers established to address climate challenges may not effectively assist
at these scales unless there are regional or local entities to provide integration in a place-based
context and facilitate connections with local decision makers. Local, state, and regional
partnerships between academic, public, and private institutions could serve the role of coupling
adaptation efforts with scientific research to create end-to-end knowledge systems. Approaches
for linking knowledge about adaptation responses across these scales, and to international
adaptation research efforts, will also be needed.

Informing about Climate Change
To respond effectively to climate change, decision makers at all scales from local to
international will need up-to-date, cogent, accessible, and usable information. The companion
report Informing an Effective Response to Climate Change (NRC, 2010a) provides analysis and
advice on how to ensure that scientific information is used, and used effectively, by decision
makers. Many previous reports (e.g., NRC, 2008e, 2009e) have also analyzed the information
sources, assessment tools, decision support mechanisms, and other aspects of informing effective
climate-related decision making.
There have been several recent efforts at the federal level to establish programs to
provide climate-related information, such as the National Oceanic and Atmospheric
Administration’s announcement of its intent to form a climate service (NOAA, 2010) and the
Department of the Interior’s announcement of a coordinated climate change research and
resource management strategy (DOI, 2009), as well as an international agreement to establish a
global framework for climate services (WMO, 2009a). As discussed in Chapter 4, these efforts,
and those established in the future, will require the climate change science community’s
assistance in providing more and better decision-relevant information, as well as scientific
research on improved communication and decision-support tools and structures.
Scientific assessments are another way the climate research program can work
collaboratively with national or international initiatives to inform effective climate-related
decisions and responses. Climate change assessment processes, if carefully and deliberately
designed, can engage a broad range of stakeholders in the assessment of risks, costs, and
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potential responses to climate change impacts (Farrell and Jäger, 2005; NRC, 2007a, 2008e).
Assessment activities represent an important opportunity to improve linkages between the
scientific and decision-making communities. The recent NRC report Restructuring Federal
Climate Research (NRC, 2009l) called for the USGCRP to begin planning a comprehensive
national assessment of climate change impacts, adaptation options, and actions to reduce climate
forcing, as called for in the Global Change Research Act, and it is encouraging that planning for
such an activity is now underway.
Recommendation 6: The federal climate change research program should be formally
linked with action-oriented response programs focused on limiting the magnitude of future
climate change, adapting to the impacts of climate change, and informing climate-related
actions and decisions, and, where relevant, should develop partnerships with other
research and decision-making entities working at local to international scales.

CAPACITY BUILDING
The scale, importance, and complexity of the climate challenge implies a critical need to
increase the workforce performing fundamental and decision-relevant climate research,
implementing responses to climate change, and working at the interface between science and
decision making. Thanks to more than three decades of research on climate change, the research
community in the United States and elsewhere is strong, at least in research areas that have
received significant emphasis and support. However, level or declining climate research funding
over the past decade (as documented, for example, in NRC [2009l]) has limited the number of
young scientists and engineers entering the research workforce at just the point when an influx of
young scientists and engineers is critically needed to revitalize the nation’s climate research.
Moreover, the more integrative and decision-relevant research program described in Chapter 4
will require expanded intellectual capacity in several previously neglected fields as well as in
interdisciplinary research areas. It will also require greater intellectual capacity among state,
local, and national government agencies, universities, and other public and private research labs,
as well as among science managers coordinating efforts to advance the science of climate
change. Building and mobilizing this broad research community will require both a concerted
effort and a new approach.

Challenges Posed by The New Era of Climate Change Research
The broad, interdisciplinary, and integrated research enterprise envisioned in this report
presents a number of implementation challenges. Among others, it requires scientists to work
together in ways that are not well supported by many existing institutional structures, such as
discipline-specific academic departments. It also requires researchers to engage actively with
decision makers and other stakeholders to identify research topics and develop mechanisms for
transferring research results, activities that are not a traditional strength or focus of scientific
training. These challenges suggest that changes are needed within universities, federal
laboratories, vocational training centers, and other research and educational institutions.
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At the national scale, institutional changes are needed in federal research and mission
agencies to increase the focus on interdisciplinary and decision-relevant research both in
government laboratories and in the nationwide research efforts the agencies support. Some
agencies will need to recruit or train scientists and program managers to get the expertise they
will need to organize and manage such programs, especially those related to behavioral and
social science fields that have not been as well represented or supported as the more “traditional”
areas of climate and climate-related research.
Many universities are already experimenting with new interdisciplinary departments or
schools focused on the environment, while others have developed multi-department programs,
centers, or institutes on sustainability, climate change, and other cross-cutting topics. Many of
these same university experiments include the training of undergraduate and graduate students
through interdisciplinary academic programs, some of which are funded by special federal
programs such as NSF’s Integrative Graduate Education and Research Traineeship (IGERT)
program. Although in great demand by students, these programs face challenges from a lack of
long-term funding and commitment by faculty and administrators.
Changes are also needed in professional societies, journals, and other institutions that
influence rewards and incentives for scientists, engineers, managers, and others involved in the
climate research enterprise. For example, venues for presentation and publication of
interdisciplinary and decision-relevant climate research, as well as professional organizations
that support and reward these efforts, are needed to build networks and provide professional
rewards. Likewise, organizational changes in advice-giving bodies (such as the National
Research Council) may help by enabling them to emphasize the integrative nature of climate
change science when providing advice for the government and the larger science community.
Other needed investments include fellowships and early career awards that can help direct
researchers toward interdisciplinary work, and “summer institutes” and other training
opportunities that provide extended interaction and promote cross-disciplinary engagement.
Finally, at the international scale, interdisciplinary science efforts focused on problem
solving have emerged in a few projects, such as the Earth System Science Partnership (ESSP)
projects under ICSU. Not only do these programs facilitate engagement and capacity-building
for scientists from developing countries, they provide a way for U.S. scientists to contribute to
international programs that focus on integrative research in support of both basic understanding
of and responses to climate change. Strengthening these programs will require improving
international research funding capacity (through IGFA and other mechanisms) and developing
new mechanisms to engage the U.S. research community with international partners. One
obstacle that impairs U.S. research capacity in this realm is the difficulty that non-U.S scientists
encounter in obtaining visas to visit or train in the United States; additionally, the fact that most
federal programs will not fund non-U.S. citizens as researchers or students is a substantial
obstacle to more extensive international collaboration and training.

Challenges Posed by Linkages with Other Activities and Programs
State and local governments, corporations, and non-governmental organizations are key
partners in the nation’s climate change research enterprise (see Recommendation 6). These
partners will need a workforce that can engage effectively with the scientific community. There
are many opportunities for sponsorship and leadership on climate-related research and decision
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support at the state and local levels. State, local, and tribal entities should work together with
federal and non-governmental partners to build expertise and create the kinds of networks,
partnerships, and institutions that enable effective collaborations among the research community
and decision makers. Progress in this direction is already being made. For example, climate
advisory councils composed of experts from state universities, research institutions, nongovernmental organizations, municipalities, tribal governments, and agencies have been
mandated by executive orders or state legislatures in a number of states. In other cases, sciencebased non-governmental organizations have provided leadership in developing climate change
impact assessments and climate action plans (both for GHG emission reductions and adaptation)
that have proven helpful for informing policy-makers.
A number of corporations have also taken a leadership role in reducing GHG emissions
(NRC, 2010a) and promoting other sustainable business practices. These efforts can be expected
to increase intellectual capacity and practical experience, both of which will be useful to both the
research community and society at large. Partnerships between the research community and the
private sector are critical for building effective science-decision maker relationships, for linking
knowledge and action, and for identifying critical science workforce needs. Federal programs,
such as NOAA’s Regional Integrated Sciences and Assessments program and the Regional
Climate Centers, can aid in these efforts.
Finally, a strategy is needed for educating and training the next generation of climate
change researchers, including those focused on responses to climate change and personnel
needed to design, build, and maintain the physical infrastructure and institutional assets needed
to understand and respond more effectively to climate change. Climate researchers and research
managers will also need training in decision-support and outreach activities needed to shape a
decision-relevant science agenda. In addition, growing demands for climate information will
require more people with skills and practice in effective communication, science-policy
interaction, and activities at the interface between research and decision making. Much of the
training in these areas will presumably need to take place at regional and local scales, but federal
leadership and support are essential. Further discussion of the actions needed to educate and
train future generations of scientists, engineers, technicians, managers, and decision makers for
responding to climate change can be found in the companion report Informing an Effective
Response to Climate Change (NRC, 2010a).
Recommendation 7: Congress, federal agencies, and the federal climate change research
program should work with other relevant partners (including universities, state and local
governments, the international research community, the business community, and other
non-governmental organizations) to expand and engage the human capital needed to carry
out climate change research and response programs.

A NEW ERA OF CLIMATE CHANGE RESEARCH
We have entered a new era of climate change research. Although there are some
uncertainties in the details of future climate change, it is clear that climate change is occurring, is
largely due to human activities, and poses significant risks for people and the ecosystems on
which we depend. Moreover, climate change is not just an environmental problem—it is a
sustainability challenge that affects and interacts with other environmental changes and efforts to
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provide food, energy, water, shelter, and other fundamental needs of people today and in the
future. In response to the risks posed by climate change, actions are now being taken both to
limit the magnitude of future climate change and to adapt to its unavoidable impacts. These
responses to climate change should be informed by the best possible scientific knowledge.
Research is thus needed to improve understanding of the climate system and related human and
environmental systems, to maximize the effectiveness of actions taken to respond to climate
change, and to avoid unintended consequences for human well-being and the Earth system that
sustains us. Acquiring the needed scientific knowledge, and making it useful to decision makers,
will require an expanded climate change research enterprise. The challenge is tremendous, and
so, too, should be our response, both in magnitude and in breadth.
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6
Changes in the Climate System
Scientific understanding of the factors and processes that govern the evolution of Earth’s
climate has increased markedly over the past several decades, as has our ability to simulate and
project future changes in the climate system. As noted in Chapter 2, this knowledge has been
regularly assessed, synthesized, and summarized by the IPCC, USGCRP (CCSP), WMO/UNEP,
and other groups to provide a thorough and detailed description of what is known about past,
present, and projected future changes in climate and related human and environmental systems.
This chapter provides an updated overview of the current state of knowledge about the climate
system, followed by a list of some of the key scientific advances needed to further improve our
understanding.
To help frame the sections that follow, it is useful to consider some questions that
decision-makers are asking or will be asking about changes in the climate system, such as:
 How are temperature and other aspects of climate changing?
 How do we know that humans are responsible for these changes?
 How will temperature, precipitation, severe weather, and other aspects of climate change
in my city/state/region over the next several decades?
 Will these changes be steady and gradual, or abrupt?
 Will seasonal and interannual climate variations, like El Niño events, continue the same
way or will they be different?
 Why is there so much uncertainty about future changes?
This chapter attempts to answer these questions, or explain what additional research would be
needed to answer them. The chapters that follow focus on the impacts of climate change on a
range of human and environmental systems, the role of these systems in driving climate change,
and the state of scientific knowledge regarding actions that could potentially be taken to adapt to
or limit the magnitude of climate change in those systems. All of the chapters in Part II follow a
similar structure and are more detailed and extensively referenced that the concise overview of
climate change science found in Chapter 2. However, these chapters represent only highlights of
a broad and extensive collection of scientific research; readers desiring further detail are
encouraged to consult other recent assessment reports and the primary literature.

FACTORS INFLUENCING EARTH’S CLIMATE
The Greenhouse Effect
The Earth’s physical climate system, which includes the atmosphere, oceans, cryosphere,
and land surface, is complex and constantly evolving. Nevertheless, the laws of physics,
chemistry, and biology ultimately govern the system, and can be used to understand how and
why climate varies from place to place and over time. For example, the energy balance of the
Earth as a whole is determined by the difference between incoming and outgoing energies at the
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top of the atmosphere. The only significant incoming energy is radiation from the sun, which is
concentrated at short wavelengths (visible and ultraviolet light), while the outgoing energy
includes both infrared (long wavelength) radiation emitted by the Earth and the portion of
incoming solar radiation (about 30% on average) that is reflected back to space by clouds, small
particles in the atmosphere, and the Earth’s surface. If the outgoing energy is slightly lower than
the incoming energy for a period of time, then the climate system as a whole will warm until the
outgoing radiation from the Earth balances the incoming radiation from the sun.
The temperature of the Earth’s surface and lower atmosphere depends on a broader range
of factors, but the transfer of radiation again plays an important role, as does the composition of
the atmosphere itself. Nitrogen (N2) and oxygen (O2) make up most of the atmosphere, but these
gases have almost no effect on either the incoming radiation from the sun or the outgoing
radiation emitted by the Earth’s surface. Certain other gases, however, absorb and re-emit the
infrared radiation emitted by the surface, effectively trapping heat in the lower atmosphere and
keeping the Earth’s surface much warmer—roughly 59 °F (33 °C) warmer—than it would be if
greenhouse gases were not present36. This is called the greenhouse effect, and the gases that
cause it—including water vapor, carbon dioxide (CO2), methane (CH4), and nitrous oxide
(N2O)—are called greenhouse gases (GHGs). GHGs only constitute a small fraction of the
Earth’s atmosphere, but even relatively small increases in the amount of these gases in the
atmosphere can amplify the natural greenhouse effect, warming the Earth’s surface (see Figure
2.1).

Carbon Dioxide
The important role played by CO2 in the Earth’s energy balance has been appreciated
since the late 19th century, when Swedish scientist Svante Arrhenius first proposed a link
between CO2 levels and temperature. At that time, humans were only beginning to burn fossil
fuels—which include coal, oil, and natural gas—on a wide scale for energy. The combustion of
these fuels, or any material of organic origin, yields mostly CO2 and water vapor, but also small
amounts of other byproducts, such as soot, carbon monoxide, sulfur dioxide, and nitrogen oxides.
All of these substances occur naturally in the atmosphere, and natural fluxes of water and CO2
between the atmosphere, oceans, and land surface play a critical role in both the physical climate
system and the Earth’s biosphere. However, unlike water vapor molecules, which typically
remain in the lower atmosphere for only a few days before they are returned to the surface in the
form of precipitation, CO2 molecules are only exchanged slowly with the surface. The excess
CO2 emitted by fossil fuel burning and other human activities will thus remain in the atmosphere
for many centuries before it can be removed by natural processes (Solomon et al, 2009).
A number of agencies and groups around the world, including the International Energy
Agency (IEA) and the Carbon Dioxide Information Analysis Center (CDIAC) at Oak Ridge
National Laboratory, produce estimates of how much CO2 is released to the atmosphere every
year by human activities. The most recent available estimates indicate that in 2008, human
activities released over 36 Gt (gigatons, or billion metric tons) of CO2 into the atmosphere—

36

This difference includes the greenhouse effect associated with clouds, which are composed of water droplets, but
it assumes that the total reflectivity of the Earth—including the reflection by clouds—does not change.
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including 30.6 +/- 1.7 Gt from fossil fuel burning, plus an additional 4.4 +/- 2.6 Gt from land use
changes and 1.3 +/- 0.1 Gt from cement production (Le Quéré et al., 2009). Emissions from
fossil fuels have increased sharply over the last two decades, rising 41% since 1990 (Figure 6.1).
CO2 emissions due to land use change—which are dominated by tropical deforestation—are
estimated based on a variety of methods and data sources, and the resulting estimates are both
more uncertain and more variable from year-to-year than fossil fuel emissions. Over the past
decade (2000–2008), Le Quéré et al. (2009) estimate that land use changes released 5.1 +/- 2.6
Gt of CO2 each year, while fossil fuel burning and cement production together released on
average 28.2 +/- 1.7 Gt of CO2 per year.
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FIGURE 6.1 Estimated global CO2 emissions from fossil fuel sources, in gigatons (or billion
metric tons). Based on data from Boden et al. (2009)37
Up until the 1950s, most scientists thought the world’s oceans would simply absorb most
of the excess CO2 released by human activities. Then, in a series of papers in the late 1950s
(e.g., Revelle and Suess, 1957), American oceanographer Roger Revelle and several
collaborators hypothesized that the world’s oceans could not absorb all the excess CO2 being
released from fossil fuel burning. To test this hypothesis, Revelle’s colleague C. D. Keeling
began collecting canisters of air at the Mauna Loa Observatory in Hawaii, far away from major
industrial and population centers, and analyzing the composition of these samples to determine
whether CO2 levels in the atmosphere were increasing. Similar in situ measurements continue to
this day at Mauna Loa as well as at many other sites around the world. The resulting highresolution, well-calibrated, 50-plus year time series of highly accurate and precise atmospheric
CO2 measurements (Figure 6.2), commonly referred to as the Keeling Curve, is both a major
scientific achievement and a key dataset for understanding climate change.

37

Data available at: http://cdiac.ornl.gov/trends/emis/tre_glob.html
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FIGURE 6.2 Atmospheric CO2 concentrations (in parts per million or ppm) at Mauna Loa
Observatory in Hawaii. The red curve is the monthly-averaged data, which includes a seasonal
cycle associated with regular changes in the photosynthetic activity in plants, which are more
widespread in the Northern Hemisphere; the black curve is the monthly-average data with the
seasonal cycle removed. SOURCE: Tans (2010)38.
The Keeling Curve shows that atmospheric CO2 levels have risen by more than 20
percent since 1958—as of January 2010, they stood at roughly 388 ppm, rising at an average
annual rate of almost 2.0 ppm per year over the past decade (Blasing, 2008; Tans, 2010). When
multiplied by the mass of the Earth’s atmosphere, this increase corresponds to 15.0 +/- 0.1 Gt of
CO2 added to the atmosphere each year, or roughly 45 percent of the excess CO2 released by
human activities over the last decade. The remaining 55 percent is absorbed by the oceans and
the land surface. The size of these CO2 “sinks” is estimated via both modeling and direct
observations of CO2 uptake in the oceans and on land. These estimates indicate that the oceans
absorbed on average 8.4 +/- 1.5 Gt of CO2 annually over the last decade (or 26 percent of human
emissions), while the land surface took up 11.0 +/- 3.3 Gt per year (29 percent), with a small
residual of 0.3 Gt (Le Quéré et al., 2009).
A careful examination of the Keeling curve reveals that atmospheric CO2 concentrations
are currently increasing twice as fast as they did during the first decade of the record (compare
the slope of the black line in Figure 6.2). This acceleration in the rate of CO2 rise can be
attributed in part to the increases in CO2 emissions due to increasing energy use and
development worldwide (as indicated in Figure 6.1). However, recent studies suggest that the
rate at which CO2 is removed from the atmosphere by ocean and land sinks may also be
declining (Canadall et al., 2007; Khatiwala et al., 2009). The reasons for this decline are not well
understood, but if it continues atmospheric CO2 concentrations would rise even more sharply,
even if global CO2 emissions remain the same. Improving our understanding and estimates of

38

www.esrl.noaa.gov/gmd/ccgg/trends/
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current and projected future fluxes of CO2 to and from the Earth’s surface, both over the oceans
and on land, is a key research need (research needs are discussed at the end of the chapter).
To determine how CO2 levels varied prior to direct atmospheric measurements, scientists
have studied the composition of air bubbles trapped in ice cores extracted from the ice caps on
Greenland and Antarctica. These remarkable data, though not as accurate and precise as the
Keeling curve, show that CO2 levels were relatively constant for thousands of years preceding
the Industrial Revolution, varying in a narrow band between 265 and 280 ppm, before rising
sharply starting in the late 19th century (Figure 6.3). The current CO2 level of 388 ppm is thus
almost 40 percent higher than pre-industrial conditions (usually taken as 280 ppm). As discussed
in further detail in the next section, data from even longer ice cores extracted from the hearts of
the Greenland and Antarctic ice caps—the bottoms of which contain ice that was formed
hundreds of thousands of years ago—indicate that the current CO2 levels are higher than they
have been for at least 800,000 years.

FIGURE 6.3 CO2 variations during the last 1,000 years, in parts per million (ppm), obtained
from analysis of air bubbles trapped in an ice core extracted from Law Dome in Antarctica. The
data show a sharp rise in atmospheric CO2 starting in the late 19th century, coincident with the
sharp rise in CO2 emissions illustrated in Figure 6.1. Similar data from other ice cores indicate
that CO2 levels remained between 260 and 285 ppm for the last 10,000 years. SOURCE:
Etheridge et al., 1996
Collectively, the in situ measurements of CO2 over the past several decades, ice core
measurements showing a sharp rise in CO2 since the Industrial Revolution, and detailed
estimates of CO2 sources and sinks provide compelling evidence that CO2 levels are increasing
as a result of human activities. There is, however, an additional piece of evidence that makes the
human origin of elevated CO2 virtually certain: measurements of the isotopic abundances of the
CO2 molecules in the atmosphere—a chemical property that varies depending on the source of
the CO2—indicate that most of the excess CO2 in the atmosphere originated from sources that
are millions of years old. The only source of such large amounts of “fossil” carbon are coal, oil,
and natural gas (Keeling et al., 2005).
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Climate Forcing
Changes in the radiative balance of the Earth—including the enhanced greenhouse effect
associated with rising atmospheric CO2 concentrations—are referred to as climate forcings
(NRC, 2005e). Climate forcings are estimated by performing detailed calculations of how the
presence of a forcing agent, such as excess CO2 from human activities, affects the transfer of
radiation through the Earth’s atmosphere.39 Climate forcings are typically expressed in Watts
per square meter (W/m2, or energy per unit area), with positive forcings representing a warming,
and are typically reported as the change in forcing since the start of the Industrial Revolution
(usually taken to be the year 1750). Figure 6.4 provides a graphical depiction of the estimated
globally averaged strength of the most important forcing agents for recent climate change. Each
of these forcing agents are discussed below.

39

As discussed in NRC (2005e): “Radiative forcing traditionally has been defined as the instantaneous change in
energy flux at the tropopause resulting from a change in a component external to the climate system. Many current
applications [including the radiative forcing values discussed in this chapter] use an “adjusted” radiative forcing in
which the stratosphere is allowed to relax to thermal steady state, thus focusing on the energy imbalance in the Earth
and troposphere system, which is most relevant to surface temperature change.”
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FIGURE 6.4 Radiative forcing of climate between 1750 and 2005 due to both human activities
and natural processes, expressed in Watts per square meter (energy per unit area). Positive
values correspond to warming. See text for details. SOURCE: Forster et al. (2007).

Well-mixed Greenhouse Gases
The carbon dioxide (CO2) emitted by human activities is the largest single climate
forcing agent, accounting for more than half of the total positive forcing since 1750 (see Figure
6.4). As of the end of 2005, the forcing associated with human-induced atmospheric CO2
increases stood at 1.66 +/- 0.17 W/m2 (Forster et al., 2007). This number may seem small
relative to the total energy received by the Earth from the sun (which averages 342 W/m2, of
which 237 W/m2 are absorbed by the Earth system, after accounting for reflection of 30 percent
of the solar energy back to space). When multiplied by the surface area of the Earth, however,
the CO2 forcing is roughly 850 terawatts, which is over 50 times larger than the total power
consumed by all human activities.
Human activities have also led to increases in the concentrations of a number of other
“well mixed” GHGs—those that are relatively evenly distributed because their molecules remain
in the atmosphere for at least several years on average. Many of these gases are much more
potent warming agents, on a molecule-for-molecule basis, than CO2, so even small changes in
their concentrations can have a substantial influence. Collectively, they produce an additional
positive forcing (warming) of 1.0 +/- 0.1 W/m2, for a total well-mixed GHG-induced forcing
(including CO2) of 2.63 +/- 0.26 W/m2 (Forster et al., 2007; see Figure 6.4). Forcing estimates
for all of the well-mixed GHGs are quite accurate because we have precise measurements of
their concentrations, their influence on the transfer of radiation through the atmosphere is well
understood, and they become relatively evenly distributed across the global atmosphere within a
year or so of being emitted.
Methane (CH4) is produced from a wide range of human activities, including natural gas
management, fossil fuel and biomass burning, animal husbandry, rice cultivation, and waste
management (Houweling et al., 2006). Natural sources of CH4—which are smaller than human
sources—include wetlands and termites, and both of these sources are actually influenced to
some degree by changes in land use. Recent measurements have suggested that plants and crops
may also emit trace amounts of CH4 (Keppler et al., 2006), although the size of this source has
been questioned (Dueck et al., 2007).
The atmospheric concentration of CH4 rose sharply through the late 1970s before starting
to level off, ultimately reaching a relatively steady concentration of around 1775 ppb—which is
more than two–and–a–half times its average pre-industrial concentration—from 1999 to 2006
(Figure 6.5). There have been several theories proposed for the apparent leveling off of CH4
concentrations, including a decline in industrial emissions during the 1990s and a slowdown of
natural wetland-related emissions (Dlugokencky et al., 2003). As discussed at the end of the
chapter, there are also concerns that warming temperatures could lead to renewed rise in CH4
levels as a result of melting permafrost across the Arctic (Schuur et al., 2009) or, less likely, the
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destabilization of methane hydrates40 on the seafloor (Archer and Buffet, 2005; Overpeck and
Cole, 2006). The causes of the recent uptick in concentrations in 2007 and 2008 are currently
being studied (Dlugokencky et al., 2009)

FIGURE 6.5 Atmospheric CH4 concentrations, in parts per billion (ppb), (a) during the past
millennium, as measured in Antarctic ice cores, and (b) since 1979, based on direct atmospheric
measurements. SOURCES: Etheridge et al. (2002) and NOAA/ESRL (2009).
Unlike CO2, which is only removed slowly from the atmosphere by processes at the land
surface, the atmospheric concentration of CH4 is limited mainly by a chemical reaction in the
atmosphere that yields CO2 and water vapor. As a result, molecules of CH4 spend on average
less than ten years in the atmosphere. However, CH4 is a much more potent warming agent, on a
molecule-for-molecule basis,41 than CO2, and its relative concentration in the atmosphere has
risen by almost four times as much as CO2. Hence, the increases in CH4 since 1750 are
associated with a climate forcing of roughly 0.48 +/- 0.05 W/m2 (Forster et al., 2007), or around
18% of the total forcing by well-mixed GHGs.
Nitrous oxide (N2O) concentrations in the atmosphere have increased around 15 percent
since 1750, primarily as a result of agricultural activities (especially the application of chemical
fertilizers), but also as a byproduct of fossil fuel combustion and certain industrial process. The
average atmospheric concentration of N2O continues to grow at a steady rate of around 0.8 ppb
per year, and as of the end of 2008 stood at just over 322 ppb (Figure 6.6 see also NASA, 2008).
N2O is an extremely potent warming agent—more than 300 times as potent as CO2 on a
molecule–by–molecule basis—and its molecules remain in the atmosphere more than 100 years
on average. Thus, even though N2O concentrations have not increased nearly as much since
40

Methane hydrates are crystalline structures composed of methane and water molecules that can be found in
significant quantities in sediments on the ocean floor.
41

The relative (molecule-by-molecule) radiative forcing of a greenhouse gas over a particular timescale (usually
taken as 100 years), compared to carbon dioxide, is sometimes expressed as the “global warming potential” (GWP)
of the gas. Another common comparative metric is “carbon dioxide equivalent” (CO2-eq), which describes the
equivalent amount of carbon dioxide that would produce the same forcing.
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1750 as CH4 or CO2, it still contributes a climate forcing of 0.16 +/- 0.02 W/m2 (Forster et al.,
2007), or around 6% of total well-mixed GHG forcing. N2O and its decomposition in the
atmosphere also have a number of other environmental effects (for example, N2O is now the
most important stratospheric ozone-depleting substance being emitted by human activities
[Ravishankara et al., 2009]).

FIGURE 6.6 N2O concentrations in the atmosphere, in parts per billion (ppb), (a) during the last
millennium, and (b) since 1979. SOURCE: Etheridge et al. (1996) and NOAA/ESRL (2009).
Over a dozen halogenated gases, a category that includes ozone depleting substances
such as chlorofluorocarbons (CFCs), hydrofluorocarbons (HFCs), perfluorocarbons (PFCs), and
sulfur hexafluoride (SF6), also contribute to the positive climate forcing associated with wellmixed GHGs. Although relatively rare—their concentrations are typically measured in parts per
trillion—many of the halogenated gases have very long residence times in the atmosphere and
are extremely potent forcing agents on a molecule-by-molecule basis (Ravishankara et al., 1993).
Collectively they contribute an additional 0.33 +/- 0.03 W/m2 of climate forcing. Most
halogenated gases do not have any natural sources (see, e.g., Frische et al., 2006), but rather arise
from a variety of industrial activities. Emissions of many of these ozone-depleting compounds
have declined sharply over the past 15 years because of the Montreal Protocol (see below). As a
result, their atmospheric concentrations, and hence climate forcing, are now declining slightly
each year as they are slowly removed from the atmosphere by natural processes (Figure 6.7;
NASA 2008). It has been estimated that the forcing associated with halogenated gases would be
0.2 W/m2 higher than it is today if emission reductions due to the Montreal Protocol had not
taken place (Velders et al., 2007; see also Chapter 17).
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FIGURE 6.7 Atmospheric concentrations of the two halogenated gases with the largest
individual climate forcings, CFC-11 and CFC-12, from 1979-2008. The Montreal Protocol,
which was signed in 1987, limited the production of these and other compounds, and so their
atmospheric concentrations are now slowly declining. SOURCE: NOAA/ESRL (2009).

Other Greenhouse Gases
Ozone (O3) plays a number of important roles in the atmosphere, depending on location,
and its concentration varies substantially both vertically and horizontally. The highest
concentrations of ozone are found in the stratosphere—the layer of the atmosphere extending
from roughly 10 – 32 miles (15 – 50 km) in height (Figure 6.8)—where it is produced naturally
by the dissociation of oxygen molecules by ultraviolet light. This chemical reaction, and also the
photo-dissociation of ozone itself, plays the beneficial role of absorbing the vast majority of
incoming ultraviolet radiation, which is harmful to most forms of life, before it reaches the
Earth’s surface. Levels of ozone in the stratosphere have been declining over the past several
decades, especially over Antarctica. Scientific research has definitively shown that
chlorofluorocarbons (CFCs), along with a few other related man-made halogenated gases (see
above), are responsible for these ozone losses in the stratosphere—thus, halogenated gases
contribute to both global warming and stratospheric ozone depletion. The Montreal Protocol,
which was originally signed in 1987 and has now been revised several times and ratified by 196
countries, has resulted in a rapid phase-out of these gases (see Figure 6.7). Recent evidence
suggests that ozone levels in the stratosphere are starting to recover as a result, although it may
be several more decades before the ozone layer recovers completely (CCSP, 2008c).

FIGURE 6.8 The vertical distribution of ozone with height, showing the protective layer of
ultraviolet-absorbing ozone in the stratosphere, the harmful ozone (smog) near the Earth’s
surface, and the lesser—but still important—amounts of ozone in the upper troposphere.
SOURCE: UNEP/WMO/NOAA/NASA (1994).
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Near the Earth’s surface, ozone is considered a pollutant, causing damage to plants and
animals, including humans, and it is one of the main components of smog (see Chapter 11).
Most surface ozone is formed primarily when sunlight strikes air that contains nitrogen oxides
(NOx) in combination with carbon monoxide (CO) or certain volatile organic compounds
(VOCs). All of these substances have natural sources, but their concentrations have increased as
a result of human activities. Much of the NOx and CO in the troposphere comes from man-made
sources that involve burning, including automobile exhaust and power plants, while sources of
VOCs include vegetation, automobiles, and certain industrial activities.
Ozone is also found in the upper troposphere, where its sources include local formation,
horizontal and vertical mixing processes, and downward transport from the stratosphere. In
general, tropospheric ozone levels show a lot of variability in both space and time, and there are
only a few locations with long-term records, so it is difficult to estimate long-term ozone trends.
Observational evidence to date shows increases in ozone in various parts of the world (e.g.,
Cooper et al., 2010). Models that include explicit representations of atmospheric chemistry and
transport have also been used to estimate long-term ozone trends. These models, which are
generally able to simulate observed ozone changes, indicate that tropospheric ozone levels have
increased appreciably during the 20th century (Forster et al., 2007).
In addition to its role in near-surface air pollution and absorbing ultraviolet radiation in
the stratosphere, ozone is a GHG, and so changes in its concentration yield a climate forcing.
The losses of ozone in the stratosphere are estimated to yield a small negative forcing (cooling)
of -0.05 +/- 0.10 W/m2, while increases in tropospheric ozone, which are comparatively larger,
are have been estimated to yield a positive forcing of between 0.25 W/m2 and 0.65 W/m2, with a
best estimate of 0.35 W/m2 (Forster et al., 2007; see Figure 6.4). Thus, in total, the changes in
atmospheric ozone are responsible for a positive forcing that is on par with the halogenated gases
and possibly as large as or slightly larger than the forcing associated with CH4. However, the
exact ozone forcing is more uncertain than for the well-mixed GHGs.
Water vapor (H2O) is technically the most abundant GHG and also the most important
in terms of its contribution to the natural greenhouse effect (see Figure 2.1). A number of
human activities (primarily agricultural irrigation but also through cooling towers, aircraft
exhaust, and other sources) can influence local water vapor levels. However, on a global basis
the concentration of water vapor in the lower atmosphere is controlled by the rate of evaporation
and precipitation, which are processes that occur on a relatively fast timescale and are much
more strongly influenced by changes in atmospheric temperature and circulation than by human
activities directly. Thus, water vapor is usually considered to be part of the climate system—and
indeed, it is involved in a number of important climate feedback processes, as described below—
rather than a climate forcing agent.
In the stratosphere, on the other hand, water vapor is relatively rare and somewhat
isolated from the hydrological cycle in the lower atmosphere. Processes that influence water
vapor concentrations at these high altitudes can thus lead to a small but discernible climate
forcing. The largest such forcing42 is associated with the oxidation of CH4 into water vapor and
42

Exhaust from jet aircraft also adds water vapor to the stratosphere, which can both directly contribute to the
greenhouse effect and also form linear contrails, which tend to warm the Earth slightly. While contrails were once
thought to potentially contribute a significant climate forcing, more recent estimates—including some based on
measurements taken during the days following the September 11th attacks, when air travel over North America was
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CO2: as CH4 concentrations have increased, so has this source of water vapor in the stratosphere,
leading to a small positive climate forcing estimated to be 0.05 +/- 0.05 W/m2 (Hansen et al.,
2005). Recent satellite-based observations reveal that stratospheric water vapor levels have
actually declined since 2000 (Solomon et al., 2010); the causes and possible implications of this
decline are still being studied.

Other Climate Forcing Agents
Aerosols—small liquid or solid particles suspended in the atmosphere—can be composed
of many different chemicals, come from many different sources (including both natural sources
and human activities), and have a wide range of effects. Fossil fuel burning, industrial activities,
land use change, and other human activities have generally increased the number of aerosol
particles in the atmosphere, especially over and downwind of industrialized counties. The net
climate forcing associated with aerosols is estimated to be -1.2 W/m2 (Forster et al., 2007; see
also Murphy et al., 2009), which offsets roughly one-third of the total positive forcing associated
with human emissions of GHGs (see Figure 6.4). However, the forcing associated with aerosols
is more uncertain than the forcing associated with GHGs, in part because the global distribution
and composition of aerosols as not very well known and in part because of the diversity and
complexity of aerosol radiative effects.
Two separate types of effects contribute to the net cooling associated with aerosols: (1) a
“direct effect,” which occurs because most aerosols scatter a portion of the incoming sunlight
that strikes them back to space, and (2) “indirect effects,” which arise because aerosols play an
important role in the formation and properties of cloud droplets, and on average the increasing
number of aerosols have caused clouds to reflect more sunlight back to space. Certain kinds of
aerosols, including dust particles and black carbon (soot), absorb both incoming solar energy and
the outgoing infrared energy emitted by the Earth. These aerosols tend to warm the atmosphere,
offsetting some (but not all) of the cooling associated with the direct and indirect effects. Black
carbon particles that settle on snow and ice surfaces can also accelerate melting; however, this
positive forcing is typically included in estimates of the forcing associated with land use change,
which is discussed below.
It is worth noting the sources of a few key types of aerosols to illustrate their diversity:
Dust and some organic aerosols arise from natural processes, but some human activities such as
land use change also lead to changes in the abundance of these species. Black carbon particles
are produced from the burning of both fossil fuels and vegetation. Sulfate (SO4) aerosols—
which are a major contributor to the aerosol direct and indirect effects—have three notable
sources: fossil fuel burning, marine phytoplankton, and volcanoes. The composition and size of
each of these aerosol species affect how they absorb or scatter radiation, how much water vapor
they absorb, how effectively they act to form cloud droplets, and how long they reside in the
atmosphere—although in general most aerosols only remain in the atmosphere for a few weeks
on average.

severely curtailed—show that aircraft exhaust has only a small effect on climate forcing, although contrails do
appear to have a discernible effect on regional day-night temperature differences (Travis et al., 2002).
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In addition to their role in global climate forcing, aerosols also have a number of other
important environmental effects. The same industrial emissions that give rise to SO4 aerosols
also contribute to acid rain, which has a major detrimental effect on certain ecosystems. One of
the major objectives—and successes—of the 1990 Clean Air Act was to reduce the amount of
sulfur emissions in the United States (CAA, 1990). Similar laws in Europe have also been
successful in reducing SO4 aerosol concentrations (Saltman et al., 2005). The relationship
between aerosols and cloud formation also means that changes in aerosols play an important role
in modulating precipitation processes (see Chapters 8 and 15). Also, many aerosols are
associated with negative impacts on public health, as discussed in further detail in Chapter 11.
Finally, aerosol emissions represent an important dilemma facing policy makers trying to
limit the magnitude of future climate change: If aerosol emissions are reduced for health
reasons, or as a result of actions taken to reduce GHG emissions, the net negative climate forcing
associated with aerosols would decline much more rapidly than the positive forcing associated
with GHGs due to the much shorter atmospheric lifetime of aerosols, and this could potentially
lead to a rapid acceleration of global warming (see, e.g., Arneth et al., 2009). Understanding the
many and diverse effects of aerosols is also important for helping policymakers evaluate
proposals to artificially increase the amount of aerosols in the stratosphere in an attempt to offset
global warming (see Chapter 15).
Changes in land cover and land use often have a strong local or even regional effect on
climate. One notable example is the “urban heat island” effect on temperatures, described below
and in Chapter 12. Globally, land cover and land use changes are important sources of several
GHGs, such as the release of CO2 from deforestation or CH4 from rice paddies. Land use and
land cover change can also yield a global climate forcing by altering the reflectivity of the
Earth’s surface—for example, by replacing forests (which absorb most incident sunlight) with
cropland (which is generally somewhat more reflective). Satellite measurements provide an
excellent record of how changes in land cover have influenced surface reflectivity over the last
few decades, although in some cases there is uncertainty as to whether observed changes are
directly human-induced, part of a feedback process, or attributable to natural changes. To
estimate global patterns of land use change for the last several hundred years, scientists use
historical and paleoecological records combined with land use models that can simulate changes
in vegetation over time in response to both climatic and non-climatic effects.
Most recent published estimates of the global climate forcing associated with land use
and land cover change are in the range of -0.1 to -0.3 W/m2, although some estimates are as large
as -0.5 W/m2, while others indicate a small net positive forcing (Forster et al., 2007). As noted
in the previous sub-section, an additional land surface effect is the deposition of black carbon
aerosols (soot) on white snow and ice surfaces, which leads to melting and has been estimated to
yield a positive forcing of up to 0.2 W/m2, although more recent estimates have suggested a
somewhat smaller warming effect (Hansen et al., 2005). Thus, the total climate forcing
associated with modifications to the land surface due to human activities since 1750 could
potentially be positive or negative, but the balance of evidence seems to suggest a slight cooling
effect.
Changes in solar radiation also influence Earth’s climate. As discussed in the next
section, even small variations in the amount or distribution of energy received from the sun can
have a major influence when they persist for many thousands of years. However, satellite
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measurements of solar output show no net increase in solar forcing over the last 30 years, only
small periodic variations associated with the 11-year solar cycle (Figure 6.9). Changes in solar
activity prior to the satellite era are estimated based on a variety of techniques including
observations of sunspot numbers, which correspond roughly with solar output (Figure 6.10). The
available evidence suggest that solar activity has been roughly constant (aside from the 11-year
solar cycle) since the mid-20th century, but rose slightly during the late 19th and early 20th
centuries. The total solar forcing since 1750 is estimated to be less than 0.3 W/m2 (Forster et al.,
2007).

FIGURE 6.9 Solar irradiance observed at the top of the Earth’s atmosphere by satellites. There
is no overall trend in irradiance since 1979, but the ~11 year solar cycle produces small
variations in irradiance of roughly 1.5 W/m2. Due to the geometry of the Earth and the reflection
of some of the incoming sunlight back to space, this 1.5 W/m2 variation in irradiance
corresponds to a periodic oscillation in climate “forcing” of around 0.3 W/m2 (although climate
forcing is usually defined as the overall change in forcing since 1750). SOURCE: Lean and
Woods (2010).

FIGURE 6.10 Estimated variations in solar irradiance at the top of the atmosphere by three
different research teams during the last 400 years (top) based on observations of sunspot
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numbers (bottom). All three irradiance reconstructions indicate drops in solar output during
extended periods with low sunspot numbers, especially the Maunder and Dalton minimums
(which are indicated in the bottom panel), and an increase in solar irradiance during the first
several decades of the 20th century. The estimated total climate forcing associated with changes
in solar irradiance since 1750 is 0.3 W/m2 (as noted in the caption for Figure 6.9, the climate
forcing associated with solar irradiance changes must be scaled to account for Earth’s geometry
and the reflection of some of the incident solar energy back to space). SOURCE: Lean and
Woods (2010).
Finally, it has been proposed that cosmic rays might influence Earth’s climate by
modifying cloud properties (Shaviv, 2002; Svensmark, 1998; Svensmark, 2006) or through a
variety of other mechanisms (Gray et al., 2005). Cosmic rays are influenced by solar activity, so
it is difficult to study the effect of cosmic rays in isolation. However, direct observations of
cosmic ray fluxes do not show any net change over the last several decades (Benestad, 2005),
and a plausible physical mechanism linking changes in cosmic rays to changes in climate has not
been demonstrated. Hence, cosmic rays are not regarded as an important climate forcing (Forster
et al., 2007).

Climate Feedbacks and Sensitivity
The influence of climate forcings on Earth’s temperature is modulated by the effects of
feedbacks in the climate system. One example of a positive feedback is the ice-reflectivity
feedback: If a positive climate forcing leads to a slight warming that melts ice, especially (white,
highly reflective) sea ice floating on the (dark, highly absorptive) ocean surface, the surface of
the Earth will reflect less sunlight back to space, and the increased absorption of solar radiation
reinforces the initial warming. On the other hand, if warming were to cause an increase in the
amount of low-lying clouds, which tend to cool the Earth by reflecting solar radiation back to
space (especially when they occur over ocean areas), this would tend to offset some of the initial
warming—a negative feedback. Other important feedbacks involve changes in evaporation,
other kinds of clouds, land surface properties, the vertical profile of temperature in the
atmosphere, and the circulation of the atmosphere and oceans—all of which operate on different
timescales and interact with one another and with other environmental changes in addition to
responding directly to changes in temperature.
The net effect of all feedback processes determines the sensitivity of the climate system,
or the response of the system to a given set of forcings (NRC, 2003b). Climate sensitivity is
typically expressed as the temperature change expected if atmospheric CO2 levels were fixed at
twice their pre-industrial concentration, with all other forcings neglected (or 560 ppm of CO2,
which corresponds to a climate forcing of 3.7 W/m2) and then remained there until the climate
system reaches equilibrium. A variety of methods have been used to estimate climate sensitivity,
including statistical analysis of climate forcing and observed temperature changes, analyses
based on estimates of forcing and temperature variations from paleoclimatic records (see below),
energy balance models, and climate models of varying complexity (e.g., Annan et al., 2005;
Hegerl et al., 2006; Knutti et al., 2006; Murphy et al., 2004; Wigley et al., 2005). The IPCC’s
latest comprehensive assessment of climate sensitivity based on these techniques indicate that the
expected warming due to a doubling of CO2 is between 3.6 and 8.1°F (2.0 and 4.5 °C), with a
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best estimate of 5.4 °F (3.0 °C) (Hegerl et al., 2007). Unfortunately, the diversity and
complexity of processes operating in the climate system means that even with continued progress
in understanding climate feedbacks and monitoring global climate forcing and temperature
changes, the exact sensitivity of the climate system may remain uncertain (Roe and Baker,
2007).
The concept of climate sensitivity technically only applies to equilibrium climate states,
that is, the total warming after the oceans, cryosphere, and biosphere have had ample time to
fully adjust to the imposed forcing. In reality, the strength of climate forcings and feedbacks are
continuously varying, and it takes the climate system—especially the oceans—a long time to
warm up in response to a positive climate forcing. In addition, many estimates of climate
sensitivity do not include climate feedbacks associated with processes that operate on decadal to
centennial time scales, such as the disappearance of glaciers, changes in vegetation distribution,
or changes to the carbon cycle on land and in the oceans; several recent studies that consider
some of these processes have suggested that Earth’s climate sensitivity may be substantially
higher than the “best estimate” above (Hansen et al., 2008; Sokolov et al., 2009). Nevertheless,
estimates of climate sensitivity are a useful metric for evaluating the causes of observed climate
change and estimating how much the Earth will ultimately warm in response to past, present, and
future human activities. Climate feedbacks and climate sensitivity also remain an important area
for future research (see “Research Needs” section at the end of this chapter).

OBSERVED CLIMATE CHANGE
Natural Climate Variability
Earth’s climate varies naturally on a wide range of timescales. Many of these variations
are caused by complex interactions between the fast-moving, less-dense atmosphere and the
more massive, slower-to-respond oceans. For example, the El-Niño-Southern Oscillation
(ENSO), which is caused by ocean-atmosphere interactions in the tropical Pacific Ocean, is a
source of significant year-to-year variability around the world. The “warm” or “El Niño” phase
is characterized by warmer than normal sea surface temperatures in the eastern equatorial
Pacific. El Niño years are often associated with significant, predictable regional variations in
temperature and rainfall across many remote parts of the world; in the United States, for
example, El Niño years typically exhibit wetter-than-normal conditions in Southern California
and the southern Great Plains. Global temperatures also tend to be slightly warmer during years
with strong El Niño events, such as 1998, and slightly cooler during “cool” or “La Niña” years,
such as 2008.
A multitude of other patterns of natural climate variability have also been identified, and
many of these are associated with strong regional climate variations. Higher-latitude
oscillations, such as the Northern and Southern Annular Modes (Thompson and Wallace, 2000,
2001), the Pacific Decadal Oscillation (Guan and Nigam, 2008; Mantua et al., 1997), the North
Atlantic Oscillation, and the Atlantic Multi-decadal Oscillation (Guan and Nigam, 2009) have a
large influence on regional climate at decadal timescales, with impacts on, for example, salmon
fisheries in the Pacific Northwest (Hare et al., 1999; Mantua and Hare, 2002) and the number of
hurricanes making landfall in North America (Dailey et al., 2009). The exceptionally cold and
snowy winter experienced on the East Coast of the United States during 2009–2010, which was
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balanced by warmer-than-normal temperatures in much of Northeastern Canada and the high
Arctic), can be attributed in part to a strong North Atlantic Oscillation event. Natural climate
oscillations on multi-decadal and longer time scales could also exist (e.g., Enfield et al., 2001;
Schlesinger and Ramankutty,1994), though the instrumental record is too short and too sparse to
unambiguously attribute their causal mechanisms (e.g., Zhang et al., 2007b).
Climate variations can also be forced by natural processes including volcanic eruptions,
changes in the output from the sun, and changes in Earth’s orbit around the sun. Large,
explosive volcanic eruptions, like Tambora in 1815, Krakatoa in 1883, El Chichón in 1983, and
Pinatubo in 1991, spew copious amounts of sulfate aerosols into the stratosphere, cooling the
Earth for several years (Briffa et al., 1998). The Pinatubo eruption is particularly noteworthy
because it occurred in an era with widespread satellite and ground-based observations that
allowed for the resulting aerosol distribution and climate response to be accurately quantified.
These data indicate that aerosols induced a peak climate forcing of -2.5 W/m2 several months
after the Pinatubo eruption (Harries and Futyan, 2006), and that global surface temperatures
dipped approximately 0.9 °F (0.5 °C) two years later, then recovered over the next several years
as aerosol levels gradually declined (Trenberth and Dai, 2007). Data from Pinatubo and other
volcanic eruptions have been used to estimate the strength of climate feedbacks that operate on
relatively short timescales, such as the feedback associate with the correlation between
temperature and water vapor in the atmosphere, and for calibrating and validating climate model
results (e.g., Soden et al., 2002).
While there has not been a net increase in sun’s energy output over the past few decades
(see Figure 6.9), the small variations in solar output associated with the 11-year solar cycle do
lead to temperature and circulation change in the upper atmosphere (Shindell et al., 1999), may
affect weather patterns in the tropical Pacific (Meehl et al., 2009c), and could potentially be
associated with small variations in Earth’s average surface temperature (Camp and Tung, 2007;
Lean and Woods, 2010). There is also evidence that changes in solar activity influence Earth’s
climate on longer timescales. For example, the ‘Little Ice Age’ (Matthes, 1939), a period with
slightly cooler temperatures between the 17th and 19th centuries, may have been caused in part
by a low solar activity phase from 1645 to 1715 called the Maunder Minimum (Eddy, 1976;
Shindell et al., 2001; see Figure 6.10). Estimates of variations in solar output on even longer
timescales—going back thousands of years—have also been produced by analyzing cosmogenic
isotopes in tree rings and ice cores (e.g., Weber et al., 2004). However these estimates, and
hence the extent of solar influence on global climate on these timescales, are even more
uncertain (Lean and Woods, 2010).
Perhaps the most dramatic example of natural climate variability is the Ice Age cycle
(Figure 6.11). Detailed analyses of ocean sediments, ice cores, and other data (see, e.g., Lüthi et
al., 2008) show that for at least the past 800,000 years, and probably the past several million
years, the Earth has gone through long periods when temperatures were much colder than today
and thick blankets of ice covered much of the Northern Hemisphere (including Chicago, New
York, and Seattle). These very long cold spells were punctuated by shorter “interglacial”
periods—including the last 10,000 years. Through a convergence of theory, observations, and
modeling, scientists have deduced that the ice ages were initiated by slight variations in Earth’s
orbit around the sun, which modulated the magnitude and seasonality of sunlight received at the
Earth’s surface in a persistent way. Over many thousands of years, these relatively small
changes in solar forcing resulted in gradual changes in and feedbacks between the cryosphere
and biosphere that slowly but persistently changed the abundance of GHGs in the atmosphere,
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reinforcing the solar forcing and ultimately driving a global temperature change on the order of 9
+/- 2 °F (5 +/- 1 °C) between glacial and interglacial periods (EPICA Community Members
2004; Jansen et al 2007). Because GHGs acted as a feedback rather than as a forcing during the
Ice Age cycles, temporal variations in GHGs typically lag, rather than lead, the estimated
temperature changes in Figure 6.11.
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FIGURE 6.11 Analysis of ice core data extending back 800,000 years documents (top) the
Earth’s changing CO2 concentration and (bottom) estimated temperatures in the Antarctic region.
Until the past century, natural factors caused atmospheric CO2 concentrations to vary within a
range of about 180 to 300 ppm. Note that time progresses from right to left in this figure, and
neither temperature changes nor the rapid CO2 rise (to 388 ppm) over the past century are shown
in this figure. Based on data from Lüthi et al. 2008 (top) and Jouzel et al. 2007 (bottom)43

Human-induced Climate Change
Surface Temperature Measurements
Widespread thermometer measurements of sufficient accuracy to reliably estimate largescale changes in near-surface air temperature over land areas did not become available until the
mid-19th century, while routine measurements of ocean temperatures did not become available
until the late 19th century. In addition to missing data and individual measurement errors, there
are a variety of artificial biases present in long-term temperature records that must be removed to

43

Data available at http://www.ncdc.noaa.gov/paleo/icecore/antarctica/domec/domec_epica_data.html
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yield records of sufficient accuracy to evaluate climate trends. Equipment and measurement
procedures have changed over time—for example, ocean temperatures have been measured by
satellites, buoys, and ships; and the ship-based measurements have included readings taken by
hull sensors, in water drawn in to cool the engines, and in buckets pulled up by hand from the
water surface. Temperature measurements are also not evenly distributed in space or time;
observing stations are common in densely populated land areas, while the southern oceans were
only sparsely observed before satellite measurements became available in the late 1970s.
Finally, temperature measurements can be affected by a number of local factors, such as the
“urban heat island” effect (see Chapter 12) and other changes in land use; although these changes
represent real changes in local climate, they need to be quantified and corrected when evaluating
large-scale changes in climate.
Several research groups around the world, including NASA’s Goddard Institute for Space
Studies (GISS), NOAA’s National Climatic Data Center, and the Climate Research Unit at the
University of East Anglia in the United Kingdom, collect and maintain databases of both
historical and present-day meteorological data and use them to produce estimates of regional and
global climate change. Producing these estimates requires each individual record to be qualitycontrolled and corrected to remove the artificial biases described above, and then additional steps
are needed to convert the assemblage of individual records into representative large-scale
averages. Each group uses somewhat different data sources and analysis procedures (see, e.g.,
Hansen et al., 1999, 2001; Karl and Williams, 1987; Menne et al., 2009; Menne and Williams,
2009). Most of these data and methods are publicly available.
Each of the research teams that produce large-scale temperature estimates has developed
methods for dealing with the potential biases and sources of error such as those described in the
preceding paragraph. For example, NASA GISS uses a linear interpolation procedure to “fill in”
missing data and temperatures in areas between observing stations, and data from urban stations
(which are identified based on either population density data or “nightlight” levels observed by
satellite) are adjusted so their long-term trends match those of neighboring rural stations. The
University of East Anglia instead corrects the station-level data first and then uses a simple
averaging procedure to combine the data. These procedures have been developed over several
decades (e.g., Hansen and Lebedev, 1987) and are constantly re-evaluated to identify and correct
for additional sources of error. It was recently determined, for example, that a change in the way
that certain ship-based temperatures were treated introduced a spurious signature into the mid20th century temperature record including an abrupt drop of ~0.5 °F (0.3 °C) in 1945 (Thompson
et al., 2008).
For the GISS data, the uncertainties associated with corrections to the raw data and with
the underlying raw data themselves are estimated to yield a total uncertainty in global-average
surface temperature estimates of about 0.09 °F (0.05 °C) during the past several decades. During
the first few decades of the record, the estimated uncertainty is twice as large (0.18 °F or 0.10
°C), as might be expected due to the smaller number of measurements and their lower precision
relative to modern instruments (Hansen et al., 2006; see also Thompson et al., 2009). Global
temperature estimates produced by other research teams yield results that agree within these
estimated uncertainties. Changes in temperature, or other climate variables, are typically
reported as anomalies (differences) relative to a specified time period because this minimizes
errors associated with calibration to absolute temperature.
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Surface Temperature Changes
Global surface temperature records indicate that the Earth has warmed substantially over
the past century (Figure 6.12). For example, the first decade of the 21st century (2000-2009)
was 1.4 °F (0.77 °C) warmer than the first decade of the 20th century (1900-1909). This
warming has not been uniform, but rather is superimposed on substantial year-to-year and
decadal-scale variability (see Box 3.2), with the most pronounced warming occurring during the
last 30 years. Several hypotheses have been put forward to explain the substantial decadal-scale
variability in the surface temperature record, especially the period of relatively flat temperatures
from the early 1940s through the late 1970s. Probably the most widely cited hypothesis, which
is supported by some statistical analyses and model simulations, is that increasing levels of
sulfate aerosols from fossil fuel combustion introduced a cooling effect that offset much of the
positive forcing from GHGs during the “flat” part of the record (e.g., Hegerl et al., 2007). This
hypothesis seems to be supported by the more pronounced “flattening” in the Northern
Hemisphere, relative to the more steady increase in the Southern Hemisphere (where aerosol
levels are generally much lower). However, other recent analyses (e.g., Swanson et al., 2009)
suggest that natural variations in ocean circulation might also give rise to some of the decadalscale variations in the global temperature record.

FIGURE 6.12 Global surface temperature (near-surface air temperature over land and sea
surface temperatures over ocean areas) change for 1880-2009, reported as anomalies relative to a
reference period of 1951-1980, as estimated by NASA GISS (estimates produced by other
research teams are very similar). The black curve shows annual average temperatures, the red
curve shows a five-year running average, and the green bars indicate the estimated uncertainty in
the data during different periods of the record. SOURCE: NASA GISS, 2010 (Hansen et al.
2006 updated through 2009 at http://data.giss.nasa.gov/gistemp/graphs/).
The observed warming is also unevenly distributed around the planet (Figure 6.14). In
general, the largest increases in temperature worldwide have occurred over land areas and over
the Arctic, which is consistent with the horizontal pattern of warming expected from a positive
climate forcing. In the continental United States, on average temperatures rose by 1.5 °F (0.81
°C) between the first decade of the 20th century and the first decade of the 21st century, or about
the same as the global temperature change over this period. There is also a rich tableau of
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ongoing regional, seasonal, diurnal and local temperature changes associated with these largescale, long-term, annual-mean surface warming trends; for example:
 Recent analyses of temperature trends over the Midwest and northern Great Plains
have revealed that winter temperatures in that region have increased by 7 °F (4 °C)
over the past 30 years (USGCRP, 2009a).
 Late spring and early summer daytime maximum temperatures in the southeastern
United States, on the other hand, declined slightly from the 1950s to the mid-1990s
(Portmann et al., 2009).
 An analysis of daily temperature records reveals that during the last decade nearly
twice as many extreme high record temperatures have been recorded globally than
extreme record low temperatures (Meehl et al., 2009b).
 Heat waves have become longer and more extreme, while cold snaps have become
shorter and milder (CCSP, 2008b)
Many of these changes are consistent with the spatial and temporal patterns of temperature
change expected to result from increasing GHG concentrations.

BOX 6.1
Short-Term Variability Versus Long-Term Trends
When conducting scientific analyses, it is important to analyze data in a manner that is
consistent with the phenomenon being studied. Climate, for example, is typically defined based
on 30 year averages (Guttman, 1989; Burroughs, 2003). This averaging period is chosen, in part,
to minimize the influence of natural variability on shorter timescales and facilitate the analysis of
long-term trends, especially trends associated with long-term changes in the Earth’s radiative
balance. Individual years, or even individual decades, can deviate from the long term trend due
to natural climate variability. Thus, it is not appropriate to look at only a short period of the
overall record (such as changes over just the last five or ten years) to infer major changes in the
trajectory of global warming.
An example of a more familiar temperature trend, one associated with the seasonal cycle,
illustrates the importance of analyzing trends over appropriate timescales. Figure 6.13 shows
daily average temperatures for New York City for the period of January 1 through July 1, 2009.
Temperatures would obviously be expected to increase on average over this six-month period
due to the seasonal cycle, but natural variability (which in this case is largely due to the passage
of individual weather systems) also gives rise to significant daily, weekly, and even monthly
fluctuations in these data. For example, on February 12, 2009, temperatures reached 51 °F and
then generally declined to 20 °F on March 3 (red arrows). Similarly, temperatures reached 78 °F
on two days in late April before generally declining to 61 °F in mid-June (green arrows). It
would be incorrect to conclude that summer was not coming based on these two subsets of the
data.
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FIGURE 6.13 New York City daily average temperature for the first six months of 2009. Red
and green arrows denote the beginning and end of two periods when temperatures declined on
average, despite an overall warming trend due to the seasonal cycle. SOURCE: National
Climatic Data Center (NCDC), 2006.
In a similar manner, one could potentially draw erroneous conclusions about the longterm trend in global surface temperature by focusing exclusively on a subset of the data in Figure
6.12—such as data from just the last 10 or 12 years (see also Easterling and Wehner, 2009;
Fawcett, 2007; Knight et al., 2009). As discussed in the text, the climate system exhibits
substantial year-to-year and even decade-to-decade variability, while global temperature
increases due to rising GHG increases and other radiative forcing factors operate on longer
timescales. Robust analyses of global climate change thus tend to focus on trends over at least
several decades44. Scientists often average climate data over several years or decades, or use
more sophisticated statistical methods, to make long-term trends more readily apparent.
Statistical methods can also be used to identify other important climate patterns and trends, such
as changes in extreme events or shifts in modes of natural variability.

44

It should be noted, however, that there are some aspects of the climate system—such as global sea level rise due
to the slow thermal expansion of the oceans (see Chapter 7)—that naturally tend to reflect longer-term changes in
radiative forcing, and that short-term (e.g., decadal scale) trends are important for identifying and studying the
potential for “abrupt” climate changes, which are discussed later in the chapter.
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FIGURE 6.14 Average surface temperature trends (degrees per decade) for the decade 20002009 relative to the 1950-1979 average. Warming was more pronounced at high latitudes,
especially in the Northern Hemisphere, and over land areas. SOURCE: NASA GISS, 2010
(Hansen et al. 2006 with 2009 update).
Atmospheric Temperatures
In addition to surface-based thermometer measurements, regular and widespread
measurements of the vertical profile of atmospheric temperatures are available from both
satellites and weather balloons for the last several decades. Weather balloons, which are
launched twice per day from over 800 sites around the world, carry instruments known as
radiosondes that directly measure atmospheric conditions and radio these data back to receiving
stations. Although these measurements are taken primarily to support weather prediction,
researchers have developed methods for aggregating the data, removing a variety of systematic
biases (including changes in instrumentation, the fact that all of the balloons are launched at the
same two times each day, which means they are launched at different local times, and a recentlyidentified bias associated with the sun heating the instruments) to yield a record of threedimensional changes in atmospheric temperature over the last 50 years (McCarthy et al., 2008).
Regular satellite-based observations of temperature and other atmospheric properties
began in the late 1970s. Rather than directly sampling atmospheric conditions, satellites measure
the upwelling radiation from the Earth at specific wavelengths, and this information can be used
to infer the average temperature of different layers in the atmosphere underneath. As with
surface temperature records, the raw satellite data is analyzed by several different research
teams, each using its own techniques and assumptions, to produce estimates of inferred
temperature changes (Christy et al., 2000, 2003; Mears and Wentz, 2005). While satellitederived data offer the advantage of excellent global coverage, they still require corrections to
remove artificial biases, such as the slow decay of satellite orbits and changes in instrumentation
when satellites are replaced. The fact that satellite-inferred temperatures represent layers of the
atmosphere rather than specific points in space also leads to some uncertainties in the analysis
and interpretation of the data—for example, it was recently demonstrated that previous estimates
of lower-atmosphere warming from satellites were biased slightly downward due to the inclusion
of some data from the stratosphere, which has cooled (see next paragraph below) (Fu et al.,
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2004). As discussed in Chapter 4 and other Chapters in Part II, satellite data also offer a wealth
of information about other changes in the Earth System.
Radiosonde and satellite-derived data both show that the troposphere (the lowest layer of
the atmosphere, extending up to roughly 10 miles (16 km) in the tropics and 6 miles (10 km)
near the poles) has warmed substantially over the past several decades (Figure 6.15). The most
recent analyses of satellite data from 1979 through the end of 2009 estimate a tropospheric
warming of +0.23 °F (+0.13 °C) per decade (Christy et al., 2000; 2003) to +0.28 °F (+0.15 °C)
per decade (RSS 2009; Mears and Wentz 2005), while radiosonde-derived temperature estimates
yield +0.30 °F (+0.17 °C) per decade for the same time period and +0.29 °F (+0.16 °C) for the
full radiosonde record starting in 1948 (HadAT2; McCarthy et al., 2008). For comparison,
surface temperatures increased +0.29 °F (+0.16 °C) per decade since 1979 and +0.23 °F (0.13
°C) per decade since 1948.

FIGURE 6.15 Radiosonde (black) and satellite (blue and red) based estimates of temperature
anomalies for 1958-2009 in the (top) stratosphere and (bottom) troposphere. The squares on the
right hand side of the figure indicate the trends in each data series from two different start dates.
SOURCE: Hadley Center45

45

http://hadobs.metoffice.com/hadat/images.html
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Additionally, radiosondes and satellites both indicate that the stratosphere has cooled
even more strongly than the troposphere has warmed (Figure 6.15, top panel). This vertical
pattern of temperature change, with warming in troposphere and cooling in the upper
atmosphere, is consistent with the pattern expected due to increasing GHG concentrations (Roble
and Dickinson, 1989). Current research on temperature trends focuses on, among other issues,
regional, seasonal, and day-night differences in temperature trends, especially in the tropics
where climate models predict a stronger warming in the upper troposphere than has been
observed to date (e.g., Fu and Johanson, 2005).

Other Indicators of Climate Change
Additional direct indicators of a warming trend over the last several decades can be found
in the cryosphere and oceans. As discussed in detail in Chapter 7, the vast majority of the total
heating associated with human-caused GHG emissions has actually gone into the world’s oceans,
which have warmed substantially over the last several decades (Levitus et al., 2009). In the
cryosphere, mountain glaciers and icecaps are melting (these changes are also discussed in detail
in Chapter 7), rivers and lakes are thawing earlier and freezing later in the year (Rosenzweig et
al., 2007), and winter snow cover (Trenberth et al., 2007b) and summer sea ice (Figure 6.16) are
both decreasing in the Northern Hemisphere. Analysis of recently declassified data from naval
submarines (as well as more recent data from satellites) show that the average thickness of sea
ice in the Arctic Ocean has declined substantially over the past half-century, which is yet another
indicator of a long-term warming trend (Kwok and Rothrock, 2009). Warming can also be
inferred from a host of ecosystem changes: flowers are blooming earlier, bird migration and
nesting dates are shifting, and the ranges of many insect and plant species are expanding
poleward and to higher elevations—these and other trends in biological systems are discussed in
detail in Chapter 9.

FIGURE 6.16 Satellite-based trend of September (end of summer) Arctic sea ice extent for the
period 1979 to 2009, expressed as percentage difference from 1979-2000 average sea ice extent
(which was 7.0 million square miles). These data show substantial year-to-year variability but a
long-term decline in sea ice extent is clearly evident, as highlighted by the dashed linear trend
line. As discussed in the text, the average thickness of Arctic sea ice has also declined markedly
over the last 50 years. Source: NSIDC, 2010.
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Scientists have collected a wide array of indirect evidence of how temperature and other
climate properties varied before instrumental measurements became available. These so-called
“proxy” climate data are derived from a diverse range of sources including ice cores, tree rings,
corals, lake sediments, records of glacier length, borehole temperature measurements, and even
historical documents. A recent assessment of these data and the techniques used to analyze them
(NRC, 2006b) concluded that although proxy data generally become scarcer, less consistent, and
more uncertain going back in time, temperatures during the past few decades were warmer than
during any other comparable period for at least the last 400 years, and possibly for the last 1000
years or longer (Figure 6.17). Proxy-based temperature and forcing estimates for the past
millennium, and for longer time periods such as the ice age cycles described above, also
illustrate the natural variability of the climate system on a wide range of timescales and are used
to help constrain estimates of climate sensitivity.

FIGURE 6.17 Estimates of surface temperature variations for the last 1,100 years derived from
different combinations of proxy evidence (colored lines). Each curve portrays a somewhat
different history of temperature variations and is subject to a somewhat different set of
uncertainties that generally increase going backward in time (as indicated by the gray shading),
but collectively these data indicate that the past few decades were warmer than any comparable
period for at least the last 400 years, and possibly for the last 1000 years. SOURCE: NRC
(2006b).
While temperature and temperature-related changes are the most widely cited and
typically the best-understood changes in the physical climate system, a host of concomitant and
related changes have also been observed. For example, the absorption of CO2 by the oceans is
causing widespread ocean acidification, with significant implications for natural ecosystems and
fisheries (as discussed in Chapters 9 and 10, respectively). There have also been significant
changes in the overall amount, patterns, and timing of precipitation both globally and in the U.S.,
and the characteristics of these precipitation changes are consistent with what would be expected
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for GHG-induced warming (see Chapter 9). A number of changes in atmospheric circulation
patterns have also been observed (e.g., Fu et al., 2006).
Finally, it should be noted that the observed changes in the climate system to date
represent only a fraction of the total expected changes associated with the GHGs currently in the
atmosphere: Even if all GHG emissions associated with human activity were to cease
immediately, with other factors held constant, it is estimated that the Earth would warm another
0.6 °C (1.1 °F) over the next several decades as the oceans slowly warm in response to the
current GHG forcing, with concomitant changes in other parts of the Earth system (this so-called
“commitment warming” is discussed in further detail below). In addition, since CO2 and many
other GHGs remain in the atmosphere for hundreds or even thousands of years (Solomon et al.,
2009), an additional 2.5 °F (1.4 °C) of global warming is possible over the next several centuries
due to ice sheet disintegration, vegetation change, and other long-term feedbacks in the climate
system (Hansen et al., 2008). However, these processes are generally less well understood than
the feedbacks that give rise to climate change on shorter (e.g., decadal) timescales.

Attribution of Observed Climate Change to Human Activities
Many lines of evidence support the conclusion that most of the observed warming over at
least the last several decades is due to human activities:
 Both the basic physics of the greenhouse effect and more detailed calculations using
sophisticated models of atmospheric radiative transfer indicate that increases in
atmospheric GHGs should lead to warming of the Earth’s surface and lower atmosphere
(NRC, 2005e).
 Earth’s surface temperature has unequivocally risen over the past 100 years, to levels not
seen in at least several hundred years and possibly much longer, at the same time that
human activities have resulted in sharp increases in CO2 and other GHGs (as discussed
above).
 Detailed observations of temperatures, GHG increases, and other climate forcing factors
from an array of instruments, including Earth-orbiting satellites, reveal an unambiguous
correspondence between human-induced GHG increases and planetary warming over at
least the past three decades, in addition to substantial year-to-year natural climate
variability (Hegerl et al., 2007).
 The vertical pattern of atmospheric temperature change over the past few decades, with
warming in the lower atmosphere and cooling in the stratosphere (see Figure 6.16), is
consistent with the pattern expected due to GHG increases and inconsistent with the
pattern expected if other climate forcing agents (e.g., changes in solar activity) were
responsible (Roble and Dickinson, 1989).
 Estimates of changes in temperature and forcing factors over the first seven decades of
the 20th century are slightly more uncertain and also reveal significant decadal-scale
variability (see Figure 6.13), but nonetheless indicate a consistent relationship between
long-term temperature trends and estimated forcing by human activities (Figure 6.5).
 The horizontal pattern of observed surface temperature change over the past century, with
stronger warming over land areas and at higher latitudes (Figure 6.15), is consistent with
the pattern of change expected from a persistent positive climate forcing (see, e.g.,
Schneider and Held, 2001).
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Detailed numerical model simulations of the climate system (see next section below for a
discussion of climate models) are able to reproduce the observed spatial and temporal
pattern of warming when anthropogenic GHG emissions and aerosols are included in the
simulation, but not when only natural climate forcing factors are included (Randall et al.,
2007).
Both climate model simulations and reconstructions of temperature variations over the
past several centuries indicate that the current warming trend cannot be attributed to
natural variability in the climate system (Jansen et al., 2007; NRC, 2006b).
As discussed earlier in this chapter, estimates of climate forcing and temperature changes
on a range of timescales, from the several years following volcanic eruptions to the
100,000+ year Ice Age cycles, yield estimates of climate sensitivity that are consistent
with the observed magnitudes of observed climate change and estimated climate forcing.
Finally, there is not any compelling evidence for other possible explanations of the
observed warming, such as changes in solar activity (Lean and Woods, 2010), changes in
cosmic ray flux (Benestad, 2005), natural climate variability (Hegerl et al., 2007), or
release of heat stored in the deep ocean or other climate system components (Barnett et
al., 2005b).

FUTURE CLIMATE CHANGE
Climate Forcing Scenarios
In order to project future changes in the climate system, scientists must first estimate how
GHG emissions and other climate forcings will evolve over time. Since the future cannot be
known with certainty, a large number of scenarios of future emissions are developed using
different assumptions about future economic, social, technological, and environmental
conditions. Emissions scenarios are not forecasts and do not attempt to predict “short-term”
fluctuations such as business cycles or oil market price spikes. Instead, they focus on long-term
(e.g., decades to centuries) trends in energy and land use that ultimately affect the radiation
balance of the Earth.
For the past decade, the most widely used scenarios of 21st century GHG emissions have
been those produced for the IPCC’s Special Report on Emissions Scenarios (SRES)
(Nakicenovic et al., 2000). The SRES scenarios are quantitative realizations of qualitative
storylines that sketched a range of alternative assumptions regarding 21st century population
growth and economic and technological development. The SRES scenarios were all intended to
represent alternative baseline (or “business as usual”) GHG emission trajectories, with no
explicit policy interventions to limit emissions. In addition, probability distributions were not
estimated for either the range or individual SRES scenarios, and so there was no explicit
characterization of the likelihood that actual emissions might fall outside the range of the
included scenarios.
Since 2000, major scenario exercises have put less emphasis on alternative no-policy
baselines, and instead concentrated primarily on elaborating the socio-economic, technological,
and policy aspects of alternative GHG trajectories over the next century, with an emphasis on
changes over the next few decades; on improving the realism and comprehensiveness of both
individual scenarios and the suite of scenarios, for example by adding or improving
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representations of all important forcing agents and developing scenarios with widely spaced total
radiative forcing estimates; and on developing these trajectories in a more integrated and
iterative manner with climate model projections and assessments of current and future climate
impacts. Recent scenario development exercises stressing these characteristics have been
undertaken by the US Climate Change Science Program (CCSP, 2007b), the Energy Modeling
Forum (Clarke et al., 2009), and other groups (Moss et al., 2010). These exercises have yielded
a number of important insights, such as the challenges associated with reaching certain GHG
emissions or temperature goals.
The aim of developing more useful climate forcing scenarios is subject to several
pressures that are in tension with each other, such as providing more sophisticated and
increasingly detailed representations of socio-economic, environmental, and policy factors, while
at the same time keeping the origin of the assumptions used transparent, plausible, and
understandable. Additional challenges to scenario development include balancing and
integrating the qualitative and quantitative elements of scenarios; developing scenarios that
provide socio-economic and environmental information (which is useful, for example, for
adaptation planning) that is consistent with the corresponding emissions trajectories; and making
more explicit, transparent, and defensible judgments of probabilities associated with scenariobased ranges of key variables (CCSP, 2007c; Parson, 2008).
In response to these issues, climate modelers, integrated assessment modelers, and
researchers focusing on impacts, adaptation, and vulnerability collaborated to develop a new
process for preparing and applying scenarios in climate research (Moss et al., 2010). In contrast
to the traditional approach in which scenarios are developed and applied in a linear causal chain
from socio-economic “drivers” of emissions, to atmospheric and climate processes, to impacts,
the new process starts with four scenarios of future radiative forcing called “Representative
Concentration Pathways.” These pathways are defined by their radiative forcing in 2100 and
include: (1) a high scenario of 8.5 W/m2, and still rising; (2) an “overshoot scenario” in which
radiative forcing peaks mid-century and then declines to a level of 2.6 W/m2 (which is lower
than any of the SRES scenarios) in 2100, and (3) two intermediate scenarios that stabilize in
2100 at 6 W/m2 and 4.5 W/m2. These representative concentration pathways will be used to
conduct new climate model experiments and produce new climate change scenarios. In parallel,
new socioeconomic and emissions scenarios will be developed to explore detailed scenarios of
socioeconomic drivers, adaptation, mitigation and other issues such as feedbacks. The process
rests on the simple observation that any particular radiative forcing trajectory can be realized by
many different socioeconomic, technology, and policy futures. The new process facilitates
research into a number of key issues including feedbacks, the ease or difficulty of achieving
overshoot scenarios (and the climate and ecosystem consequences of these trajectories, which are
highly uncertain), as well as process issues discussed in the previous paragraph.

Climate Models
Climate models encapsulate scientists’ best understanding of climate and related Earth
system processes, and are important tools for understanding past, present, and future climate
change. While there are many different kinds of climate models, all are based fundamentally on
the laws of physics that govern atmospheric and oceanic motions, including the conservation of
mass, energy, and angular momentum and laws that govern the propagation of radiation through
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the atmosphere. Most modern climate models also include representations of the oceans,
cryosphere, and land surface, as well as the exchanges of energy, moisture, and materials among
these components. Earth system models additionally simulate a wide range of biophysical
processes including atmospheric chemistry and the biogeochemistry of ecosystems on land and
in the oceans (Figure 6.18).

FIGURE 6.18 Schematic illustration of the components of climate and Earth system models.
The components of climate models are in grey and the additional components in Earth system
models are in green. The connecting arrows indicate exchanges that couple the model
components. SOURCE: Donner and Large (2008).
Climate and Earth system models (for simplicity, referred to hereafter as climate models)
use computer-based numerical techniques to solve a system of mathematical equations that
embody these laws, systems, and processes, yielding a predicted evolution of the climate system
over time (see, e.g., DOE 2008a, 2009a; Donner and Large, 2008). Climate models are based on
the same basic equations that are used to predict short-term weather variations. However, rather
than trying to predict the exact future evolution of the atmosphere (i.e., the weather), climate
models instead focus on accurately simulating the processes that govern interannual and longerterm climate trends (see Box 6.1).
Climate models are used to simulate both natural climate variability and the evolution of
the climate system under specified climate forcing, including both historical data and scenarios
of future forcing changes (Figure 6.19). Our confidence in the ability of climate models to
reliably project certain aspects of future climate stems from the extensive development and
testing processes used to design models and evaluate their performance—including simulations
of 20th century climate when the climate forcing and response are both reasonably well known
(up to the limits of observations and record-keeping), and simulations of the response to volcanic
eruptions (e.g., Randall et al., 2007). Moreover, by assessing many different models, each with
different emphases, strengths, and weaknesses, or many different runs of the same model (which
provides an indication of natural variability), the most robust features of future projections
emerge. These results are presented in the next section of the chapter.
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FIGURE 6.19 Schematic overview of the translation from a specified trajectory of emissions of
GHGs and other climate forcing agents to trajectory to climate response. Simulated climate
changes will include both the forced response and internal (natural) variability. The specific
model results in the bottom row are for illustrative purposes only. SOURCE: Meehl et al.,
2007a.
Advances in climate modeling over the past 50 years have been driven by two main
factors: (1) increases in computer power, which have allowed improved spatial resolution, the
inclusion of additional Earth system components, more explicit representations of processes, and
multiple model experiments to explore different assumptions and model specifications; and (2)
improvements in theoretical and mechanistic understanding of the climate system and the
processes being modeled, which in turn are tied to basic research and improvements in
observational capabilities. Today, continued improvements in computational power, scientific
understanding, and supporting observations are still the primary factors driving improvements in
climate models—or stated conversely, even if the evolution of future climate forcing were
known exactly, limits in computer power, observational data, and scientific understanding of the
climate system would still constrain the ability of models to produce perfect predictions of future
climate (Shapiro et al., 2010).
For example, the typical horizontal grid spacing of a state-of-the-art global climate model
is on the order of 60 miles (100 km), but climatically-relevant features such as clouds,
topography, and land cover often vary at a scales of a half-mile or less. These sub-gridscale
features and processes must be parameterized—approximated using numerical techniques that
specify the large-scale influence of small-scale processes—or upscaled through statistical or
“nested model” approaches that extend representative small-scale simulations to larger spatial
scales. As a result of these approximations and other factors (described below), global climate
models generally only provide consistent and reliable simulations of temperature, precipitation,
and other relevant climate variables at continental-to-global scales.
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Regional Climate Projections
The lack of regionally-specific climate information from global climate models poses a
major challenge, because many climate-related decisions, especially those related to adaptation,
demand information on regional to local scales. A variety of downscaling approaches have been
developed to obtain this regional information. One widely used approach is statistical
downscaling, wherein empirical relationships between past observations of local and regional
scale climate variations are used to translate large-scale projections from global climate models
to smaller space scale and shorter time-scales. Alternatively, finer-scale regional models can be
“nested” within coarser-resolution global models to simulate regional climate changes (e.g., Hay
et al., 2002; Leung et al., 2003; UCAR, 2007). A related approach is linking models currently
used to predict weather and seasonal to interannual climate variations with those that predict
climate change on decadal to centennial time scales (this is sometimes called “seamless
prediction”).
In general, downscaling techniques are not as well developed or understood as global
models, and key technical and scientific issues remain. For example, regional modeling efforts
have been limited by constraints on computing resources, uncertainties and complexities
associated with data assimilation and parameterization, the lack of a well-developed framework
for downscaling, and the limitations of the large-scale simulations on which the downscaling is
performed (Held and Soden, 2006; NRC, 2009l). An additional challenge for regional
projections is representing regional modes of variability, such as ENSO and the Pacific Decadal
Oscillation (described earlier in this chapter). Not only do these regional modes have a strong
influence on local and regional climate change, but many also have global signatures, and they
could potentially change themselves as the climate system warms. Finally, climate forcing
scenarios that project human influences on local and regional climate, such as regional aerosol
loading and land use change, are needed because these forcings may have a large influence on
local and regional climate change (CCSP, 2008d).

Projections of 21st Century Climate
The most comprehensive suite of climate modeling experiments performed to date were
completed in 2005 as part of the World Climate Research Programme's Coupled Model
Intercomparison Project phase 3 (CMIP3; Meehl et al., 2007b) in support of the IPCC’s Fourth
Assessment Report. CMIP3 included 23 different state-of-the-art models from groups around the
world, all of which were run with a specific set of emissions scenarios (based on the SRES report
described above) to facilitate comparison and synthesis of results. As described in detail by the
IPCC (Meehl et al., 2007a), the CMIP3 climate models project increases in mean surface
temperatures over the 21st Century ranging from 2.0-11.5 °F (1.1-6.4 ºC), relative to the 19801999 average, by the end of the century.
Figure 6.20 shows projected global temperature changes associated with three
representative scenarios of high, medium-high, and low future GHG emissions. The separation
between the three curves illustrates the uncertainty associated with the choice of scenario, while
the uncertainties associated with differences among different models in simulating the climate
system can be inferred from the shading surrounding each curve. The “commitment warming”
associated with emissions through the year 2000 and, for two of the future forcing scenarios,
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through 2100 are also shown. These “commitment” runs, which are performed by
instantaneously stabilizing atmospheric GHG concentrations, show that the climate system
continues to warm for several centuries after GHG emissions are stabilized—illustrating the
inherent time lag between GHG emissions and the long-term climate response.

FIGURE 6.20 Model simulations of changes in global average temperature from 1900-2300.
The black line and grey shading shows the average and spread46 of 23 model simulations of 20th
century climate using estimates of actual climate forcing. The colored lines and shading show
average and spreads for projected global average temperatures for the 21st century under four
different scenarios of future forcing: a “high emissions” scenario (red), a “medium-high”
scenario (green), a “low” emission scenario (blue), and a “commitment” scenario (orange) which
assumes that GHG concentrations remain constant at year 2000 values. The green and blue
curves also show commitment experiments for the 22nd and 23rd centuries (i.e., with the forcing
at year 2100 held constant thereafter). Changes are relative to the 1960-1979 average. See text
for additional discussion. SOURCE: Meehl et al., 2007a.
As with observed climate change to date, regional manifestations of future climate
projections vary substantially, with stronger warming over higher latitudes and land areas
(Figure 6.21). The similarity between the three panels on the left-hand side of Figure 6.21 also
illustrates how temperature increases over the next few decades reflect past emissions as well as
somewhat similar GHG emissions over the next few decades for the three selected SRES
scenarios (none of which include explicit policy interventions). By mid-century and especially at
the end of the century, however, the medium and high emission scenarios clearly lead to much

46

The spreads in this figure indicate the 90 percent statistical confidence range of the model experiments (i.e., the
annual average temperature traces from 90 percent of the included model experiments fall within the shaded bands).
This spread is indicative of the uncertainty that the underlying models and forcing scenarios are able to resolve, but
not the unresolved uncertainties discussed in the next section below.
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warmer temperatures than the lower emissions scenario. U.S. temperatures are projected to
warm substantially over the 21st century under all emissions scenarios (USGCRP, 2009a).

FIGURE 6.21 Worldwide projected changes in temperatures, relatively to 1961-1990 averages,
under three different emission scenarios (rows) for three different time periods (columns).
Projected warming is much stronger over land areas and high latitudes. SOURCE: Meehl et al.
(2007a).
In addition to average temperature, a host of other climate variables are projected to
experience significant changes over the 21st century, just as they have during the past century.
For example, the frequency and intensity of heat waves is projected to continue to increase, both
in the United States (Figure 6.22) and around the world. This projection is considered robust
because a shift in the average value of a temperature distribution (or in another climate variable)
typically entails an increase in the frequency of extreme and unprecedented events (see, e.g.,
Solomon et al., 2007b). Similarly, there is considerable confidence that the frequency of cold
extremes will decrease and that the number of frost days will decline in the middle and high
latitudes, following current trends (Meehl et al., 2007a; USGCRP, 2009a). Projections of future
climate also indicate that snow cover and sea ice extent will continue to decrease (Meehl et al.,
2007a; USGCRP, 2009a; Zhang, 2010), while sea level will continue to rise (see Chapter 7)..
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.
FIGURE 6.22 Projected changes in number of very hot days in the United States for a lower and
a higher emission scenario. The number of very hot days will increase substantially across
virtually the entire country, in some places doubling or even trebling the number of days above
90 °F. SOURCE: USGCRP (2009a)
Projections of precipitation change are generally more uncertain than projections of
temperature and temperature-related changes. However, most models project increased
precipitation in northern regions of the United States, while it is considered very likely that the
Southwest U.S. will experience a net decrease in precipitation (USGCRP, 2009a). Another
robust projection, which results from the fact that warmer air can hold more moisture, is that the
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fraction of rainfall falling in the form of heavy precipitation events will increase in many regions
(Meehl et al., 2007a). These and other projected changes in precipitation, and the impact of
these changes on freshwater resources, are explored in Chapter 8. Later chapters also explore
how changes in temperature, precipitation, and other aspects of the physical climate system are
likely to affect ecosystems (see Chapter 9), agriculture (Chapter 10), human health (Chapter 11),
the urban environment (Chapter 12), transportation (Chapter 13) and energy systems (Chapter
14), and national security (Chapter 16).

Key Uncertainties in Projections of Future Climate
A great deal is known about past, present, and projected future climate change, especially
at large (continental to global) scales. For example, there is high confidence that global
temperatures will continue to rise, that the rate and magnitude of future temperature change
depends strongly on current and future rates of GHG emissions, and that climate change—in
interaction with other global and regional environmental changes—poses significant risks for a
number of human and natural systems. Global climate models and, increasingly, regional
techniques are also starting to provide useful information about future climate and climaterelated changes on local to regional scales. Some of these projections—such as increases in
extreme heat events and Arctic sea ice—are quite robust, while others are somewhat more
speculative.
There are, however, several aspects of future climate change that remain more uncertain,
and these represent some of the most important and active areas of current scientific research
(see Research Needs section at the end of this chapter). The uncertainties in climate projections,
can be categorized into to main sources: (1) uncertainties in future climate forcing, and (2)
uncertainties in how the climate system will respond to forcing, which includes both the known
limitations of global climate models (such as an inability to resolve individual clouds) and the
fact that the climate system is complex and might exhibit novel or unanticipated behavior in
response to ongoing climate change.
The first of these categories, uncertainties in future climate forcing, was discussed in the
“future climate scenarios” section earlier in the chapter. The spread among the three colored
curves in Figure 6.20 provides a rough indication of the importance of this uncertainty in terms
of the magnitude of future climate change. As discussed above, and described in further detail in
the companion report Limiting the Magnitude of Future Climate Change (NRC, 2010b), future
climate forcing depends strongly on the choices that current and future human societies make,
especially regarding energy production and use. However, actions that might be taken to limit
the magnitude of future climate change, or adapt to its impacts, have not yet been fully and
systematically integrated into climate forcing scenarios and evaluated across a range of different
climate models to determine how they might ultimately affect both climate and other aspects of
the Earth system.
As an illustration of some of the uncertainties present in climate model projections,
Figure 6.23 shows projections of temperature change over North America from 21 different
models, each using the same scenario of future climate forcing. Several robust features emerge
from these projections—for example, all of the models project a substantial overall temperature
increase, with stronger warming over land areas and at higher latitudes. Most of the models
show somewhat less warming over the southeastern United States and a slight cooling, or at least
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less warming, over the western North Atlantic Ocean south of Greenland. In other regions,
however, the exact pattern and magnitude of projected warming varies considerably among
models. Typically, the average of many climate model simulations represents a more robust
projection than any individual projection (Randall et al., 2007), so the average of these model
calculations (shown in the bottom right panel) can be thought of as the most reliable prediction
of future temperature change over North America. Differences among models indicate some
(but not all) of the uncertainty in this “multi-model mean” projection. Analyses of the
differences among models—such as CMIP3 and previous model intercomparison projects—are
also a key tool for model development.
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FIGURE 6.23 Projected warming for the 21st century (difference between 2080-2099
temperature and 1980-1999 temperature) for the North American region using 21 different
climate models, all using the same scenario of future GHG emissions. The mean (average) of the
21 model experiments is also shown in the bottom rightmost panel. Several robust features are
evident, including enhanced warming over land areas and higher latitudes. Differences among
the 21 projections are indicative of some of the uncertainties associated with model projections.
SOURCE: Christensen et al. (2007).
The other main type of “known” uncertainty in model-based projections of future climate
change is associated with processes that are either not resolved or not very well simulated in the
current generation of global climate models. These processes, which are discussed in further
detail in the “Research Needs” section at the end of this chapter, include: clouds and aerosols, the
carbon cycle, ocean mixing processes, ice sheet dynamics, ecosystem processes, land use-related
changes, and extreme weather events such as hurricanes, tornadoes, and droughts. Another key
research area is the relationship between regional modes of variability and global climate change,
including the possibility that regional variability modes may shift in response to either regional
or global human activities.

Abrupt Changes and Other Climate Surprises
Confounding all projections of future climate is the possibility that abrupt changes or
other climate “surprises” may occur. Abrupt changes in the climate system can occur when (1)
there is a rapid change in forcing, such as a rapid increase in atmospheric GHG concentrations or
reduction in aerosol forcing, or (2) thresholds for stability (or “tipping points”) are crossed, such
that small changes in the climate state are reinforced, leading to rapid shifts until the climate
enters another stable state and stability is restored. Paleoclimate records indicate that the climate
can go through abrupt changes in as little as a single decade (NRC, 2002a). For example,
Greenland ice cores indicate that about 13,000 years ago, during the recovery from the last Ice
Age, local temperatures fell more than 10 °F (6 °C) within a few decades and remained low for
more than a millennium before jumping up more than 16 °F (10 °C) in about a decade (CCSP,
2007d). Since the Earth’s temperature is now demonstrably higher than it has been for at least
400 years and possibly more than 1000 years (NRC, 2006b), and GHG concentrations are now
higher than they have been in many hundreds of thousands of years, it is possible that we may be
nearing other stability thresholds. However, we have only a limited understanding of what those
thresholds might be or when the climate system might be approaching them.
One example of a potential abrupt change mechanism is the possibility that GHGs stored
in permafrost (frozen soils) across the Arctic could be released in large quantities as high-latitude
warming continues. Permafrost contains huge amounts of CH4 and CO2 that have been locked
away from the active carbon cycle for millennia, and it has been demonstrated that thawing
permafrost releases some of these GHGs to the atmosphere (Shakova et al., 2010). If the release
of these GHGs accelerates as the Arctic continues to warm, this could potentially accelerate the
warming, leading to a positive feedback on the warming associated with GHGs released through
human activities (Lawrence and Slater, 2005; Schuur et al., 2009; Zimov et al., 2006). In a
related example, high-latitude warming can also alter the types of ecosystems covering the land
(for instance, a shift from tundra to forest), which in turn changes the reflective characteristics of
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the land surface and thus potentially exerts a further positive feedback on warming (Field et al.,
2007b).
Other potential abrupt changes include rapid disintegration of the major ice sheets (see
Chapter 7), irreversible drying and desertification in the subtropics as a result of shifts in
circulation patterns (see Chapter 8), changes in the meridional overturning circulation in the
ocean (Broecker, 1997, 2002; Stocker, 2000; Stocker and Schmittner, 1997), or the rapid release
of CH4 from destabilized methane hydrates in the oceans (Archer and Buffet, 2005; Overpeck
and Cole, 2006), all of which could dramatically alter the rate of both regional or global climate
change. Other surprises that may be associated with future climate change include so-called
“low-probability, high-impact” events, such as an unprecedented heat wave or drought, or when
multiple climate changes interact with each other or with other environmental stresses to yield an
unexpectedly severe impact on a human or environmental system. Some of these potential—or
in some cases already observed—surprises are discussed in later chapters.

RESEARCH NEEDS
Advances in our understanding of the climate system have been and will continue to be a
critical underpinning for evaluating the risks and opportunities posed by climate change as well
as evaluating and improving the effectiveness of different actions taken to respond. Hence, even
as actions are taken to limit the magnitude of future climate change and adapt to its impacts, it is
important that continued progress be made in observing all aspects of the climate system in
understanding climate system processes, and in projecting the future evolution of the climate
system, and as well as its interactions with other environmental and human systems (which will
be explored in the chapters that follow). The following are some of the most critical basic
research needs in these areas.
Expand and maintain comprehensive and sustained climate observations to provide realtime information about climate change. Regular and sustained observations of climate
variables are needed to monitor the progress of climate change, inform climate-related decision
making, and to monitor the effectiveness of actions taken to respond to climate change.
Observations are also critical for developing and testing climate models, projections of future
climate forcing, and other tools for understanding and projecting climate change, as well as for
supporting decision support activities. As discussed in Chapter 3, a comprehensive climate
observing system is needed to provide regular monitoring of biological, chemical, geological,
and physical properties in the atmosphere, oceans, land, and cryosphere, as well as related
biological, ecological, and socio-economic processes. Expanded historical and paleoclimatic
records would also be valuable for understanding natural climate variations on all timescales and
how these modes of variability interact with global climate change. Finally, a comprehensive
data assimilation system is also needed to bring these disparate observations into a common
framework, so that the state of the whole Earth System can be assessed in toto and impending
feedbacks that could alter the rate of climate change can be identified. Research is especially
needed on how to better integrate physical indicators with emerging indicators of ecosystem
health and human well being, as discussed in other chapters.
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Continue to improve understanding of climate variability and its relationship to climate
change. Great strides have been made in improving our understanding of the natural variability
in the climate system over the past several decades. These improvements have translated
directly into advances in detecting and attributing human-induced climate change, simulating
past and future climate in models, and understanding the links between the climate system and
other environmental and human systems. For example, the ability to realistically simulate
natural climate variations, such as the El Niño-Southern Oscillation, is a critical test for climate
models. Improved understanding of regional variability modes is also critical for improving
regional climate projections, as discussed below. Understanding the impacts associated with
natural climate variations also provides insight into the possible impacts of human-induced
climate change. Continued research on the mechanisms and manifestations of natural climate
variability in the atmosphere and oceans on a wide range of space and timescales, including
events in the distant past, can be expected to yield additional progress.
Develop more informative and comprehensive scenarios of drivers of future climate forcing
and socioeconomic vulnerability and adaptive capacity. Uncertainty in projections of the
future is inevitable. However, the development of scenarios allows better understanding of the
dynamics of the interconnected human-environment system and in particular how the dynamics
will change depending on the choices we make. Scenarios are also critical for helping decisionmakers establish targets for future GHG emissions and concentration levels as well as helping
make plans to adapt to the future projected impacts of climate change, topics addressed in many
of the chapters that follow. Developing and improving assessments of the potential influence of
various policy choices on emission profiles and adaptive capacity is particularly important in the
context of supporting climate-related decision making—especially “overshoot” scenarios, which
have the potential to cause irreversible changes to the climate system. Influences of shorter-lived
forcing agents (including short-lived GHGs and aerosols) are also of high importance in the near
term and could benefit from more near-term emphasis.
The development of enhanced scenarios, and linking them to a variety of Earth system
and socio-economic models, is an inherently interdisciplinary and integrative activity requiring
contributions from many different scientific fields as well as processes that link scientific
analysis with decision-making and, ideally, public deliberation about desirable futures. The new
“Representative Concentration Pathways” described earlier represent a few common,
transparent, thoroughly documented representative scenarios of key variables including future
GHG emissions and concentrations, and land use and land cover change. A number of research
needs and developments are required to develop new socioeconomic scenarios that explore both
mitigation and adaptation issues. It is particularly important to explore methods for coupling
scenarios across geographic scales (from global to regional to local), to further develop methods
for downscaling climate scenarios and providing regional climate information, and to develop
data and information systems for pairing socioeconomic and climate scenarios for use in impacts
research and to support the needs of particular decision makers.
Improve understanding of climate system forcing, feedbacks, and sensitivity. The past
several decades have seen tremendous progress in quantifying human influences on climate and
assessing the response of the climate system to these influences. This progress has been critical
both in establishing the current level of confidence in human-induced climate change and in
developing reliable projections of future changes. Key uncertainties remain, however, and
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continued research on the basic mechanisms and processes of climate change can be expected to
yield additional progress. Some critical areas for further study include the following:
 Continued research to improve estimates of climate sensitivity, including theoretical,
modeling, and observationally based approaches;
 Improved understanding of cloud processes, aerosols and other short-lived forcing agents,
and their interactions, especially in the context of radiative forcing, climate feedbacks,
and precipitation processes;
 Continued theoretical and experimental research on carbon cycle processes in the context
of climate change, especially as they relate to strategies for limiting climate change
(CCSP, 2007a; NRC 2010i);
 Improve understanding of the relationship between climate change and other
biogeochemical changes, especially acidification of the ocean (see Chapter 9);
 Improve understanding of the hydrologic cycle, especially changes in precipitation (see
also Chapter 8);
 Improved understanding of the mechanisms, causes, and dynamics of changes in the
cryosphere, especially changes in major ice sheets (see Chapter 7) and sea ice.
Overall, the need for improved understanding climate forcing, feedbacks, and sensitivity
was summarized well in the NRC report Understanding Climate Change Feedbacks (NRC,
2003b); these suggestions remain highly relevant today:
The physical and chemical processing of aerosols and trace gases in the atmosphere, the
dependence of these processes on climate, and the influence of climate-chemical interactions
on the optical properties of aerosols must be elucidated. A more complete understanding of
the emissions, atmospheric burden, final sinks, and interactions of carbonaceous and other
aerosols with clouds and the hydrologic cycle needs to be developed. Intensive regional
measurement campaigns (ground-based, airborne, satellite) should be conducted that are
designed from the start with guidance from global aerosol models so that the improved
knowledge of the processes can be directly applied in the predictive models that are used to
assess future climate change scenarios.
The key processes that control the abundance of tropospheric ozone and its interactions with
climate change also need to be better understood, including but not limited to stratospheric
influx; natural and anthropogenic emissions of precursor species such as NOx, CO, and
volatile organic carbon; the net export of ozone produced in biomass burning and urban
plumes; the loss of ozone at the surface, and the dependence of all these processes on climate
change. The chemical feedbacks that can lead to changes in the atmospheric lifetime of
methane also need to be identified and quantified.

Improve model projections of future climate change. Numerous decisions about climate
change, including setting emissions targets and developing and implementing adaptation plans,
require information that is underpinned by models of the physical climate system. There are a
number of scientific and technological advances needed to improve model projections of future
changes in the Earth system, especially changes over the next several decades and at the local
and regional levels where many climate-related decisions occur. While this research should not
be expected to eliminate uncertainties, especially given the inherent uncertainty in projections of
future climate forcing, efforts to expand and improve model simulations of future climate
changes can be expected to yield more, more robust, and more relevant information for decision-
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making, including the effectiveness of various actions that can be taken to respond to climate
change. It should also be noted that improvements in modeling go hand-in-hand with the
improvements in understanding and observation discussed above.
The core of the nation’s climate modeling enterprise is the development and testing of
global Earth system models, many of which already or are now beginning to incorporate some of
the key forcing and feedback processes noted above, including an explicit carbon cycle, certain
biogeochemical and ecological processes, and improved parameterizations for clouds, aerosols,
and ocean mixing. While these important activities should continue, the nation should also
initiate a strategy for developing the next generation of ultra-high-resolution global models;
models that can explicitly resolve clouds and other small-scale processes, include explicit
representations of ice sheets and terrestrial and marine ecosystems, and allow for integrated
exploration of forcing and feedback processes from local to global scales (Shapiro et al, in
press). It may be valuable to consider the merits of coordinating the development of climate
models with the development of weather models through “seamless prediction” paradigms that
could potentially improve the simulation of extreme events as well as lower development costs
(Tebaldi and Knutti, 2007). Expanded computing resources and human capital are needed to
support all of these activities.
Climate modelers in the United States and around the world have also begun to devise
strategies for improving the utility of climate models. Decadal-scale climate prediction, in which
climate models are initialized with present-day observations and run forward in time at fairly
high resolution for three to four decades, is another emerging strategy to provide decisionmakers with information to support near-term decision-making (Meehl et al., 2009a). Extending
or coupling current models to models of human and environmental systems, including both
ecosystems models and models of human activities, would foster the development of more robust
and integrated assessments of key impacts of climate change (see Chapter 4). Finally, the
usefulness of climate models experiments to decision making would be improved if they could
be used to comprehensively assess a wider variety of climate response strategies, including
specific GHG emission reduction strategies, adaptation strategies, and solar radiation
management strategies (see Chapter 15).
Improve regional climate modeling, observations, and assessments. Given the importance of
local and regional information to decision makers, and the fact that it might take decades to
develop global models with sufficient resolution to resolve local-scale processes, it is essential to
continue improving regional climate information, including observations and assessments of
regional climate and climate-related changes as well as models that can project interannual,
decadal, and multi-decadal climate change, including extreme events, at regional-to-local scales
across a range of future global climate change scenarios. Improvements in regional climate
observations, modeling, and assessment activities often go hand in hand—for example, local and
regional-scale observations are needed to verify regional models or downscaled estimates of
precipitation. Models also require a variety of information, for example the regional climate
forcing associated with aerosols and land use change, that is also useful to decision makers for
planning climate response strategies and for other reasons (such as monitoring air quality). It
will also be important to improve our understanding and ability to model regional climate
dynamics, including atmospheric circulation in complex terrain as well as modes of natural
climate variability on all time scales, especially how their intensity and geographic patterns may
change under different scenarios of global climate change. Several strategies for improving
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regional climate models are described in the chapter above, including statistical and dynamical
approaches. As with the development of global climate models, further progress in regional
modeling will require expanded computing resources, improvements in data assimilation and
parameterization, and both national and international coordination.
Advance understanding of thresholds, abrupt changes, and other climate “surprises.”
Some of the largest potential risks associated with future climate change come not from the
relatively smooth changes in average climate conditions that are reasonably well understood and
resolved in current climate models, but from extreme events, abrupt changes, and surprises that
might occur when thresholds in the climate system (or related human or environmental systems)
are crossed. While the paleoclimate record indicates that abrupt climate changes have occurred in
the past, and we have many examples of extreme events and nonlinear interactions among
different components of the human-environmental system that have resulted in significant
impacts, our ability to predict these kinds of events or even estimate their likelihood is limited.
Improving our ability to identify potential thresholds and evaluate the potential risks from
unlikely but high-impact events will be important for evaluating proposed climate targets and
developing adaptation strategies that are robust in the face of uncertainty. Sustained
observations will be critical for identifying the signs of possible thresholds and for supporting the
development of improved representations of extreme events and nonlinear processes in climate
models. Expanded historical and paleoclimatic records would also be valuable for understanding
the impacts associated with abrupt changes in the past. Finally, since some abrupt changes or
other climate surprises may result from complex interactions among different components of the
coupled human-environment system, improved understanding is needed on multiple stresses and
their potential intersection with future climate shifts.
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Sea Level Rise and the Coastal Environment
The coastlines of the United States and the world are major centers of economic, social,
and cultural development, and coastal areas are home to critical ecological and environmental
resources. Climate change poses a number of risks to coastal environments. Foremost among
these is sea level rise, which threatens people, ecosystems, and infrastructure directly and also
magnifies the impacts of coastal storms. Coastal environments face a variety of other stresses,
such as pollution, development pressures, and resource harvesting, that can interact with climaterelated changes and potentially increase the vulnerability of coastal areas.
Coastal managers from all levels of government are concerned about current and future
risks to coastal areas. In order to develop adequate responses to the risks posed by climate
change and sea level rise, they require answers to questions such as:
 How much will sea level rise in the future and on what time scales?
 How will sea level rise and changing storm patterns translate into local problems such as
erosion, flooding, damage to infrastructure, and loss of ecosystems?
 What coastal protection measures are physically and economically feasible and socially
and environmentally acceptable in different locations, and how much time do we have to
start implementing these measures?
 At what point is it more cost effective to retreat from the shoreline than to defend coastal
land uses in place?
 How uncertain is the information about sea level rise and other coastal (physical,
ecological, and socioeconomic) processes, and what are the implications of these
uncertainties for decision making?
This chapter summarizes the information that is currently available regarding the history,
causes, and consequences of sea level rise and other climate-related changes that already do, or
may, affect coastal environments in the future. It includes projections of sea level rise, the
impacts of sea level rise and other climate changes on coastal systems, and scientific knowledge
to support responding to sea level rise. The final section of the chapter discusses some of the
additional scientific information that will be needed to better understand and develop more
effective responses to sea level rise and other coastal management challenges.

OBSERVED SEA LEVEL CHANGES
Sea level has varied dramatically over Earth’s history. For the past two to three million
years, the ice age cycles—which are driven by periodic variations in Earth’s orbit (see Chapter
6)—have led to regular fluctuations in sea level of several hundred feet. During an ice age,
significant amounts of water are stored in continent-sized glaciers called ice sheets that are up to
several miles thick. Much of this ice melts during warm interglacial periods, and the resulting
water raises global sea level substantially when it enters the oceans. During the most recent ice
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age, which peaked about 26,000 years ago, global average sea level was approximately 400 feet
(120 meters) lower than it is today.
By carefully analyzing the depths and dates of coral reefs, geologists have reconstructed
the temporal history of sea level rise during the recovery from the last ice age (Fairbanks, 1989;
Peltier and Fairbanks, 2006). This rise was not steady, but rather punctuated by periods of rapid
rise of as much as 2 inches (5 centimeters) per year; it is inferred that these period of rapid rise
were driven by pulses of water from melting ice (Figure 7.1). By approximately 6,000 years
ago—or around the time that agriculture expanded and larger scale civilizations were first
established—global average sea level had risen to close to its present-day value, and
subsequently remained relatively steady. Other direct and indirect observations have allowed
oceanographers to estimate past sea levels going back a few thousand years. These historical
records suggest that there was little net change in sea level from the first century AD to 1800
(Sivan et al., 2004; Church et al., 2008).

FIGURE 7.1 Illustration of relative sea level rise since the last ice age. 26,000 years ago, sea
level is estimated to have been about 400 feet (120 meters) lower than today. This curve was
assembled using analyses of coral reefs all over the world. The abbreviation MWP refers to
various melt water pulses, which caused sea level to rise relatively rapidly. MWP-1A0, ~19,000
years ago, MWP-1A, ~14,600 to 13,500 years ago, MWP-1B, ~11,500 to 11,000 years ago,
MWP-1C, ~8,200 to 7,600 years ago. SOURCE: Gornitz (2009).
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Intrumental Records of Sea Level Rise

Instrumental records for sea level date back about 140 years, when systematic
measurements by tide gauges became available (NRC, 1990a). During the past few decades, tide
gauge records have been augmented by satellite measurements that give precise sea level maps
across the entire globe. Together, these modern records indicate that sea level has been rising
since the mid-19th century, and that the rate of increase has been accelerating in recent years
(Figure 7.2). For example, in the late 19th century, when tide gauge readings begin to provide
accurate global sea level estimates, the rate of sea level rise was about 0.02 inches (0.6
millimeters) per year (Church and White, 2006); in the last half of the 20th century, this
increased to approximately 0.07 inches (1.8 millimeters) per year (Miller and Douglas, 2004);
and over the past 15 years, the rate of sea level rise has been in excess of 0.12 inches (3
millimeters) per year (Katsman et al., 2008; Vermeer and Rahmstorf, 2009). Ice core records
show that atmospheric CO2 concentrations have been rising since about 1830 (Etheridge et al.,
1996), so sea level and CO2 increases are generally coincident. Clear indications of interannual
and decadal variability can also be seen in Figure 7.2. Distinguishing the effects of natural
climate variability from human-caused warming is one of the challenges of understanding the
details of past sea level rise and anticipating its future course.

FIGURE 7.2 Annual, global mean sea level as determined by records of tide gauges (red curve
with error bars, from Church and White [2006]; blue curve, from Holgate and Woodworth
[2004]) and satellite altimetry (black curve, from Leuliette et al. [2004]). For the last half of the
20th century, the rate of sea level rise can be estimated as being about 0.07 in/yr (1.8 mm/yr),
with the most recent decade exhibiting a rate of sea level rise over 0.12 in/yr (3 mm/yr). The red
and blue curves show deviations in sea level relative to the 1961 to 1990 period; the black curve
shows deviations relative to the 1993 to 2001 period. SOURCE: Bindoff et al. (2007).
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CAUSES OF SEA LEVEL RISE
Past, present, and future changes in global sea level are mainly caused by two
fundamental processes: (1) the thermal expansion of existing water in the world’s ocean basins
as it absorbs heat, and (2) the addition of water from land-based sources—mainly ice sheets and
glaciers, but also other smaller sources. Geological processes (subsidence and uplift), ocean
circulation changes, and other processes are important for determining local and regional rates of
sea level rise, but the total volume of the world’s oceans—and hence global average sea level—
is essentially controlled by thermal expansion and addition of water from land-based sources.
Ocean Thermal Expansion
The ocean is by far the most important heat reservoir in the climate system, with a heat
storage capacity more than 1,000 times larger than that of the atmosphere. In fact, measurements
of changes in ocean heat content show that 80 to 90 percent of the heating associated with human
GHG emissions over the past 50 years has gone into raising the temperature of the oceans
(Levitus et al., 2001; Trenberth and Fasullo, 2010; see Figure 7.3). One consequence of the large
thermal capacity of the oceans is that it takes many years for the climate system to warm in
response to GHG emissions; for example, as discussed in Chapter 6, global surface temperatures
would continue to warm for many decades even if GHG concentrations were stabilized at present
values). Moreover, as heat is absorbed by the oceans, the volume of the water expands, causing
sea levels to rise. Approximately 50 to 60 percent of the observed sea level rise since the mid19th century can be attributed to thermal expansion of the warming oceans (Bindoff et al., 2007).

FIGURE 7.3: Increase in globally-averaged ocean heat content (HC) for the topmost 700 m of
the ocean. The dashed black line represents estimates from Levitus et al. (2005); the red line
shows estimates from Levitus et al. (2009). For both lines, the values are calculated with respect
to the 1957 to 1990 period. The solid black line shows the positive trend in ocean HC from 1969
to 2008. Units are 1022 Joules. SOURCE: Levitus et al. (2009).
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Ocean expansion is neither spatially uniform nor steady in time (Levitus et al., 2009;
Lozier et al., 2008). The absorption of heat energy by the oceans varies from place to place on
interannual and decadal time scales, and the warmer waters of the tropics and near the ocean
surface expand more in response to a given temperature increase than the cold waters at high
latitude and at depth (Fofonoff, 1985). Monitoring spatial and temporal heat content changes of
the ocean is thus important for predicting both the global average and spatial patterns of future
sea level rise, as is developing a better understanding of mixing processes that distribute heat in
the oceans.

Ice sheets
Land ice contained in the world’s glaciers and ice caps contributes directly to sea level
rise through melt or the flow of ice into the sea (Figure 7.4). In contrast, when sea ice, which is
already floating on the ocean surface, melts, it contributes only a negligible amount to sea level
rise (Jenkins and Holland, 2007; Noerdlinger and Brower, 2007). If all of the water currently
stored as ice on land surfaces around the world were to melt, sea levels would rise up to 230 feet
(70 meters) (Bamber et al., 2001; Lythe and Vaughan, 2001). It is important to note, however,
that the estimated timescale for melting of the major ice sheets is on the order of hundreds to
thousands of years (Gregory et al., 2004; Lambeck and Chappell, 2001; Meehl et al., 2007). The
major ice sheets of Greenland and Antarctica contain the equivalent of 23 and 197 feet (7 and 60
meters) of sea level rise, respectively.

FIGURE 7.4 Outlet glaciers in Northwest Greenland (photo by K. Steffen).
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Recent observations of these ice sheets have revealed that not only are they shrinking
(e.g., Lemke et al., 2007), but their rate of loss may have increased over the last decade (Lemke,
et al., 2007; Rignot et al., 2004, 2008; Thomas et al., 2006; Velicogna, 2009). In Greenland, ice
sheet melt has increased 30 percent over the past 30 years (Mote, 2007). In both Greenland and
Antarctica, many outlet glaciers are accelerating their seaward flow, hastening the delivery of ice
to the surrounding seas (Howat et al., 2007; Rignot and Kanagaratnam, 2006; Rignot et al.,
2008). In many cases, when an outlet glacier reaches the sea, a large floating portion extends
into the surrounding water forming long, thin ice tongues or larger, thicker ice shelves, which
buttress the outlet glacier and restrain some of its discharge. Many of these ice shelves and ice
tongues have retreated, thinned, and weakened—and in some cases, collapsed suddenly as seen
in Figure 7.5—which has allowed the glaciers that discharge into the surrounding bodies of
water to flow much more rapidly (Rignot and Kanagaratnam, 2006; Rignot et al., 2004,2008;
Scambos et al., 2004).

FIGURE 7.5 Larsen-B Ice Shelf on January 31, 2002 (left) and on March 17, 2002. The 2,018
mile (3,250 km) section of ice shelf, estimated to be over 10,000 years old and 650 feet (200 m)
thick, disintegrated in six weeks. White areas correspond to the ice shelf and glaciers on the
Antarctic Peninsula, and dark blue/black indicates ocean. The light blue streaks (left panel)
correspond to melt ponds on the ice; the larger areas of light blue (right panel) indicate where the
ice shelf has collapsed and formed icebergs. Some of the glaciers that fed the ice shelf
accelerated by eight-fold within months of the collapse. SOURCE: MODIS imagery courtesy of
NASA and the National Snow and Ice Data Center.
The implications of the loss of floating ice are particularly significant in West Antarctica,
where ice shelves are enormous and much of the ice rests on a soft, deformable bed of rock that
lies below sea level. The disappearance of Antarctic ice shelves and the retreat of the ice sheet at
the continent’s margins would allow the surrounding sea water to flow into the ice-bed interface,
eroding the ice further from underneath and enhancing its discharge. The time scales of these
processes are not well known, but with the equivalent of 11 feet (3.3 meters) of sea level stored
in the West Antarctic Ice Sheet (Bamber et al., 2009), this potential instability is of great
importance to future sea level rise.
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Two mechanisms contribute to the accelerating ice sheet loss to the ocean: (1) increased
surface melt (in Greenland), and the associated lubrication of the ice/bedrock interface by surface
meltwater during summer, and (2) increased calving processes and thinning at the glacial termini
induced by a warming ocean, which in turn leads to faster ice flow and thinning upstream. For
the Greenland ice sheet, increased surface melting is associated with earlier onset and longer
length of the melt season (Mote, 2007). In addition to the increase in melt runoff, meltwater
from the ice sheet surface can penetrate through crevasses or tunnels in the ice (moulins) to the
bed, where it can lubricate the ice/bedrock interface, causing a summertime acceleration of
glacier flow (Joughin et al., 2008; Zwally et al., 2002). This summer acceleration hastens the
flow of ice toward the edges of the ice sheet, where it can melt or calve more rapidly. Recent
paleoclimate reconstructions and modeling studies indicate that human GHG emissions have
elevated Arctic air temperatures in recent decades by 2.5 ºF (1.4 ºC) above those expected from
natural climate cycles (Kaufman et al., 2009), meaning that continued surface melting and
melting of outlet glacier floating ice tongues can be expected.
Recent analysis of ICESat altimetry data (Pritchard et al., 2009) reveal that ice sheet
thinning is mainly confined to the margins for both the Greenland and Antarctic ice sheets. This
observation can be ascribed to ocean driven melting, a mechanism supported by the recent
discovery of a warming ocean around Greenland that appears to be contributing to year-round
calving into the ocean (Hanna et al., 2009; Holland et al., 2008; Rignot et al., 2010; Straneo et
al., 2010). An analysis of time-dependent changes in ice flow rates (Joughin et al., 2008) also
suggests that ice-ocean interactions tend to dominate coastal ice losses. Numerical modeling
(Nick et al., 2009) further supports this conclusion and suggests that tidewater outlet glaciers
adjust rapidly to changing boundary conditions at the calving terminus. Expanded monitoring of
both air and sea temperatures at high latitudes and an improved understanding of ice sheet
dynamics will be needed to improve scientific knowledge of these processes.

Mountain Glaciers, Ice Caps, and Other Contributors to Sea Level Rise
The world’s glaciers and ice caps contain the water equivalent of up to 2.4 feet (0.72
meters) of sea level (Dyurgerov and Meier, 2005). They have consistently been contributing
about one quarter of the total sea level rise over the past 50 years, staying roughly proportional to
the overall rate of sea level rise (Bindoff et al., 2007). Mountain glaciers are expected to
continue to be a significant contributor to sea level rise during this century, and their retreat
poses significant risks to populations that depend on glacial runoff as a water source (see Chapter
8). However, unlike the Greenland and Antarctic ice sheets, mountain glaciers are relatively
small and do not carry the potential for large and sudden contributions to sea level rise.
There are additional contributions to sea level rise from other human activities such as
wetland loss, deforestation, and the extraction of groundwater for irrigation and industrial use.
While estimates of the size of these sources are somewhat uncertain, they are believed to be
small relative to land ice melting, and may be partially offset by the increased storage of water
behind dams and in other surface reservoirs over the past century and a half (e.g., Chao et al.,
2008). Moreover, the observed recent sea level rise rate of 0.12 inches (3 millimeters) per year is
consistent with what would be expected from the combination of thermal expansion of the
oceans and melting of ice on land (Bindoff et al., 2007). Hence, the overall contribution of other
land-based sources to global sea level rise is thought to be small.
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PROJECTIONS OF FUTURE SEA LEVEL RISE
The IPCC estimated that sea level would rise by an additional 0.6 to 1.9 feet (0.18 to 0.59
meters) by 2100 (Meehl et al., 2007a). However, this projection was based only on current rates
of change, and was accompanied by a major caveat regarding the potential for substantial
increases in the rate of sea level rise. The 2007 IPCC projections are conservative and may
underestimate future sea level rise because they do not include one of the two major processes
contributing to sea level rise discussed in this chapter: changes in ice sheet dynamics (Rahmstorf,
2010). While the growth of ice sheets—mainly through snow accumulation—is an inherently
slow process, the processes that govern ice sheet losses, in particular discharge rates, can be
strongly nonlinear, with the potential for sudden changes (Overpeck et al., 2006), as illustrated in
Figure 7.5. Thus, there is a real potential for ice sheets to shrink rapidly, causing a rapid rise in
sea levels. Unfortunately, we do not yet have a good understanding of the processes that control
the flow rates; consequently, the potential for rapid ice sheet losses is not well understood at this
time. This uncertainty prevented the IPCC from providing a quantitative estimate of how much
ice sheet losses might contribute to sea level rise in the coming century.
Research on the current rates and potential for sea level rise has advanced considerably
since the IPCC Fourth Assessment Report, which was based on data published in 2005 or earlier.
Some research conducted during the past several years suggests that sea level rise during the 21st
century could be several times the IPCC estimates, as shown in Figure 7.6. Empirical techniques
(e.g., Grinsted et al., 2009; Rahmstorf, 2007; Vermeer and Rahmstorf, 2009) that relate sea level
to historical average temperatures suggest that a sea level rise of up to nearly 5 feet (1.4 meters)
is possible by 2100. By incorporating this empirical effect into models, Horton et al. (2008)
estimates a sea level rise of 2 to 2.6 feet (0.62 to 0.88 meters) by 2100. In other work Rohling et
al. (2008) find that a rise rate of up to 5 feet (1.6 meters) per century is possible, based on
paleoclimatic evidence from past interglacial periods (including the most recent interglacial,
110,000 years ago, when global temperatures were 3.6 ºF [2 ºC] higher than today and sea levels
were 13 to 20 feet [4 to 6 meters] higher). Kopp et al. (2009) estimate that sea level peaked at 22
to 31 feet (6.6 to 9.4 meters) higher than today during the last interglacial and had a one thousand
year average rise rate between 1.8 and 3 feet (0.56 to 0.92 meters) per century. Pfeffer et al.
(2008) have used geophysical constraints of ice loss to suggest that a 2.5 foot (0.8 meter) sea
level rise is more likely, with a 6.5 foot (2 meter) rise being the maximum to be expected by
2100. Others (Siddall et al., 2009) suggest that a 2.5 foot (0.8 meter) rise is the most we could
experience by 2100, but their model is fit to data only since the last glacial maximum.
The differences among these estimates highlight the uncertainties involved in sea level
rise projections; however, there is widespread consensus that substantial long-term sea level rise
will continue for centuries to come (Overpeck and Weiss, 2009). A considerable amount of sea
level rise is to be expected simply from past CO2 emissions as the ocean heat content catches up
with radiative forcing (see Chapter 6); furthermore the risk of ice sheet collapse, and the
attendant large rates of sea level rise, will increase if GHG concentrations in the atmosphere
continue to increase. The task of determining how much sea level rise to expect, when to expect
it, and its regional character is a critical scientific challenge given the large numbers of people,
assets, and economic activity at risk, and the substantially different planning and management
challenges managers would face if they had to prepare for and adapt to a sea level rise of 2, 4, or
8 feet over the course of one century. While the risks cannot be quantified at present, the
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consequences of extreme and rapid sea level rise could be economically and socially devastating
for highly built-up and densely populated coastal areas around the world, especially low-lying
deltas and estuaries (Anthoff et al. 2010; Nicholls et al. 2007b; Lonsdale et al. 2008; Olsthoorn et
al. 2008; Poumadère et al. 2008) (see further discussion below).

FIGURE 7.6 Projection of sea level rise from 1990 to 2100, based on IPCC temperature
projections for three different GHG emission scenarios (pastel areas, labeled on right). The gray
area represents additional uncertainty in the projections due to uncertainty in the fit between
temperature rise and sea level rise. All of these projections are considerably larger than the sea
level rise estimates for 2100 provided in IPCC AR4 (pastel vertical bars), which did not account
for potential changes in ice sheet dynamics and are considered conservative. Also shown are the
observations of annual global sea level rise over the past half century, (red line) relative to 1990.
SOURCE: Vermeer and Rahmstorf (2009).

Regional Variability in Sea Level Rise
As noted above, sea level rise will not be uniform across the globe. Regional variations
in the rate of sea level rise occur for a number of reasons. Some coasts are still adjusting to the
disappearance of glaciers—the weight of glacial ice pushed them down, and they are still rising
in response to the loss of ice. In other regions, coasts may be subsiding because of distant glacial
rebound or subsurface fluid withdrawal due to water, oil, or gas extraction. Regional variation in
sea level rise rates can also stem from changes in the Earth’s rate of spin as water is redistributed
from the poles as high-latitude ice melts. Several studies indicate that sea level rise will be
particularly problematic for both coasts of the United States as a result of the altered global mass
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distribution; they may experience 20 percent greater sea level rise than the global average
(Bamber et al., 2009; Mitrovica et al., 2001). Differing spatial patterns in sea level trends have
already been observed with satellite altimetry (Wunsch et al., 2007).
Changes in the intensity of ocean currents could also produce regional variations in sea
level rise. For example, Yin et al. (2009) suggest that a warming-induced slowdown of the
Atlantic meridional overturning circulation would contribute to a 6 to 8 inch (15 to 20
centimeter) additional rise in sea level for New York and Boston. However, such changes in the
ocean circulation are highly uncertain, since they depend on poorly known parameterizations of
vertical mixing in ocean models. Other studies suggest that an intensification, rather than a
slowdown, of the overturning circulation with global warming is possible (Huang, 1999; Nilsson
et al., 2003), in which case sea levels would fall on the U.S. east coast. A critical factor needed
to resolve these disparate projections is a better understanding of vertical mixing processes in the
ocean, which are sensitive to changing stratification and govern the absorption of heat by the
ocean at all latitudes.

Role of Ice Sheets in Producing Potential Climate Surprises
The same factors that can contribute to accelerated sea level rise over relatively short
periods of time could also potentially lead to other abrupt climate changes or “climate surprises”
(see Chapter 6). For example, if the Greenland ice sheet were to shrink substantially in a short
period of time, freshwater delivery to key deep water formation regions of the North Atlantic
could alter the ocean structure and influence its circulation. Normally, the surface waters of the
North Atlantic release large amounts of heat to the atmosphere, thereby becoming sufficiently
dense to sink and return southward, making room to be replaced with more warm water from the
south. This meridional overturning circulation is important for the oceanic redistribution of heat
from the tropics to the northern hemisphere; it is confined to the North Atlantic because of its
higher salinity and thus greater density than the North Pacific (Haupt and Seidov, 2007).
Compelling evidence has been assembled indicating that rapid freshwater discharges to
the North Atlantic due to the breaking of ice dams and drainage of melt water lakes during the
termination of the ice ages caused abrupt circulation changes in the oceans, with significant
impacts on regional climate (Boyle and Keigwin, 1987; Lehman and Keigwin, 1992; McManus
et al., 2004). The paleoclimate record indicates that the strong melt water pulses diluted the
surface waters of the North Atlantic and rendered them too buoyant to sink, thus shutting down
the meridional overturning circulation for centuries at a time (Alley et al., 2003; Broecker, 1987;
NRC, 2002a). These shutdowns of the overturning circulation were associated with a dramatic
cooling of European climate and also influenced global weather patterns (Vellinga and Wood,
2002). Whether human-caused warming will cause similar abrupt climate changes in future
(Rahmstorf, 1995), or will result in a gradual slowing or even an acceleration of the overturning
circulation (Nilsson et al, 2003) has been a topic of much research. A freshening of the surface
waters of the North Atlantic over the past 50 years has been well documented (Boyer et al.,
2005; Curry et al., 2003; Dickson et al., 2002; Levitus, 1989). Many models suggest that some
slowing of the meridional overturning circulation will result from the ice melting and increased
Arctic river discharges that are already taking place, but these models have poor representation
of oceanic mixing processes and coastal freshwater discharges. Thus, while the risk of these and
other possible abrupt changes in climate should be taken seriously, much work remains to
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develop confident projections of future ocean circulation changes resulting from the ongoing
freshening of the North Atlantic.

IMPACTS OF SEA LEVEL RISE AND OTHER CLIMATE CHANGES
ON COASTAL ENVIRONMENTS
Coastal areas are among the most densely populated regions of the United States and
around the world. In 2003, 53 percent of the U.S. population lived in counties bordering the
ocean and the Great Lakes, and 23 of the 25 fastest growing counties were coastal (Crossett et
al., 2005). Considering only coastal counties which border the ocean and which have flood
zones with at least a one percent chance of experiencing flooding from coastal storms every year
(so-called V zones), the coastal population, excluding the Great Lakes counties, was 85,640,000,
or 30% of the total U.S. population in the 2000 Census (Crowell et al., 2007). Such population
concentration and growth are accompanied by a high degree of development and use of coastal
resources for economic purposes, including industrial activities, transportation, trade, resource
extraction, fisheries, tourism, and recreation. They also imply significant investments in
infrastructure to support these human activities (see Chapters 12 and 13).
While humans have always made use of coastal resources and areas, permanent
settlements with high levels of investment and infrastructure are a relatively recent phenomenon,
as pre-historic peoples and even early settlers of the United States did not have the technology to
protect themselves against storms. The modern concentration of people, human activities,
development, and infrastructure is taking place in one of the most dynamic environments on
Earth, where land, ocean, and climate are constantly changing. This interaction between a highly
variable natural environment and the growing pressures from human use and development
produces multiple stresses that make coastal areas particularly vulnerable to additional impacts
from climate change.
The IPCC (Nicholls et al., 2007b), the recent Global Climate Change Impacts on the
United States report by the USGCRP (2009a), and other studies have documented that a growing
number of well-studied coastal areas are already experiencing the effects of rising sea levels and
related changes in climate. Physical damage and economic losses from coastal storms and
related flooding, erosion, and cliff failures in highly developed regions are increasing; coastal
wetlands, hemmed in by human development and deprived of river-borne sediment supplies, are
being lost at an increasing rate; the frequency of coral bleaching and mortality events is
increasing (see Chapter 9); water quality is declining from the combined impacts of effluent,
higher water temperatures, and changes in runoff; saltwater is increasingly intruding into coastal
groundwater resources (see Chapter 8); and coastal ecosystems are almost exclusively negatively
impacted by the combination of all these climatic changes and human pressures, undermining
fisheries, tourism, and long-term sustainability of coastal areas (Nicholls et al., 2007b).
Increases in average sea level magnify the impacts of extreme events on coastal
landscapes. Relatively small changes in average sea level can have dramatic impacts on storm
surge elevation and on the inland extent and frequency of flooding events, depending on coastal
topography and the existence of protective structures such as seawalls, levees, and dikes (e.g.,
Kirshen et al., 2008). For example, analyses for San Francisco Bay indicated that increases in
average sea level as small as one foot would lead to floods as high as today’s 100-year floods
(that is, a flood that could be expected to occur once every one hundred years under current
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climate conditions) every ten years (Field et al., 1999). Interestingly, in a number of locations
along the U.S. coastline, average higher high water (the higher of the two high waters of any
tidal day) is rising faster than average sea level, for reasons not yet fully understood; this
increases the risk of extensive coastal flooding even more than the rise in average sea levels
would suggest (Flick et al., 1999; Flick et al., 2003). In general, the direct losses of coastal
habitat and built environments from gradual sea level rise can be greatly amplified by the far
larger impacts of flooding, erosion, and wind damage caused by extreme events (Adams and
Inman, 2009; Flick, 1998; Nicholls and Tol, 2006; Nicholls et al., 1999, Pendleton et al., 2009;
Sallenger et al., 2002; Zhang et al., 2004).
The economic impacts of climate change and sea level rise on coastal areas are probably
the second most frequently studied economic impacts in the United States after those on
agriculture. Since the first study of this sort in 1980 (Schneider and Chen, 1980), economic
impact assessment methodologies have become increasingly sophisticated, though they remain
partial and subject to the commonly cited challenges of cost-benefit analyses (see Chapter 17).
Analysts have examined the damage potential of gradual sea level rise on taxable real estate in
coastal areas subject to inundation; expected impacts of extreme events (floods) on land loss,
housing structures, property values and building contents, as well as integrated impact analyses
of combined sea level rise and extreme events; the wider impacts of sea level rise on economies
dependent on coastal areas; and the cost of various response options (e.g., sea walls and other
hard structures to prevent inundation or erosion loss, beach nourishment requirements as higher
sea levels increase the rate of coastal erosion and sediment movement, and relocation or retreat
from the shoreline) (e.g., Bosello et al., 2007; Nicholls et al., 2007b; Yohe et al., 1999). Simple
conclusions about the nationwide magnitude of economic impacts cannot be drawn from these
studies as metrics, modeling approaches, sea level rise projections, inclusions of coastal storms,
and assumptions about human responses (e.g., the type and level of protection) vary
considerably. The U.S. National Assessment’s coastal sector assessment (Boesch et al., 2000)
estimated the cumulative cost of an 18-inch (46-centimeter) sea level rise by 2100 at between
$20 and $200 billion, and a 3 foot (roughly 1 meter) sea level rise produced roughly double this
figure. The wide range of estimates illustrates the considerable uncertainties involved in the
underlying assumptions and calculations. Consistent approaches across U.S. coastal regions
would provide much improved understanding of the economic threats.
Steady progress is being made toward more interdisciplinary, integrated analyses of the
impacts of sea level rise and other climate and climate-related changes on coastal areas (see Box
4.2). However, most analyses to date still have not assessed economic impacts on culturally or
historically important sites, or on coastal infrastructure such as wastewater treatment plants,
water supply (drinking water treatment and desalination facilities), utilities (natural gas,
electricity, and telephone lines), roads, airports, harbors, and other transportation infrastructure
(with some notable exceptions for U.S. locations, e.g., Heberger et al., 2009; Larsen et al., 2008;
NRC, 2008d). Impacts on non-market values (e.g., the loss of natural habitat) have been equally
challenging to assess and therefore are still often omitted from economic impacts assessments.
Coastal ecosystems such as dunes, wetlands, seagrass beds, and mangroves provide numerous
ecosystem goods and services, ranging from nursery habitat for certain fish and shellfish, to
habitat for bird, mammal, and reptilian species, including some endangered ones; protective or
buffering services for coastal development against the impacts of storms; water filtering and
flood retention; and the aesthetic, cultural, and economic value of beaches and coastal
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environments for recreation, tourism, and simple enjoyment (for detailed reviews of this
literature see Darwin and Tol, 2001; Nicholls et al., 2007b; West and Dowlatabadi, 1999).
As climate continues to change and sea level continues to rise through the 21st century,
these physical, ecological, and socioeconomic impacts on coastal areas are expected to increase
and intensify. Moreover, they can be expected to be exacerbated by continued growth in human
pressures on coastal areas. Even if sea level rise were to remain in the conservative range
projected by the IPCC (0.6 to 1.9 feet [0.18 to 0.59 meters])—not considering potentially much
larger increases due to rapid decay of the Greenland or West Antarctic ice sheets—tens of
millions of people worldwide would still become vulnerable to flooding due to sea level rise over
the next fifty years (Nicholls, 2004; Nicholls and Tol, 2006). This is especially true in densely
populated, low-lying areas with limited ability to erect or establish protective measures. In the
United States, the high end of the conservative IPCC estimate would result in the loss of a large
portion of the nation’s remaining coastal wetlands. The impact on the east and Gulf coasts of the
United States of 3.3 feet (1 meter) of sea level rise, which is well within the range of more recent
projections for the 21st century (e.g., Pfeffer et al., 2008; Vermeer and Rahmstorf, 2009), is
shown in pink in Figure 7.7. Also shown, in red, is the effect of 19.8 feet (6 meters) of sea level
rise, which could occur over the next several centuries if warming were to continue unabated.

FIGURE 7.7 Areas of the east and Gulf coasts of the United States susceptible to coastal
inundation following a 3.3-foot (1-meter; pink shading) or 19.8-foot (6-meter; red shading) sea
level rise. Pie charts show the percentage of some cities that are potentially susceptible to 3.3foot (1-meter; pink) or 19.8-foot (6-meter; red) sea level rise. SOURCE: Overpeck and Weiss
(2009).
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RESPONDING TO SEA LEVEL RISE
General scientific understanding of people’s vulnerability and ability to adapt to sea level
rise and other climate changes has increased substantially in recent years, though place-based,
specific knowledge remains extremely limited. Developing countries are expected to generally
face greater challenges in dealing with the impacts of rising sea levels because of large exposed
populations and lower adaptive capacity—largely a function of economic, technological and
knowledge resources, social capital, and well-functioning institutions (Adger et al., 2007;
Nicholls et al., 2007b). However, even in developed countries like the United States, significant
gaps remain in our understanding of the impacts of sea level rise, especially for specific locations
(Moser, 2009c), as well as considerable challenges in translating our greater adaptive capacity
into real adaptation action on the ground (Adger et al., 2007; Adger et al., 2009b; O’Brien et al.,
2006; Repetto, 2008; NRC 2010c). Certain technological options such as seawalls and levees are
not feasible in all locations, and in many they could negatively impact the coastal ecology, beach
recreation and tourism, and other social values (e.g., aesthetics). At the same time, a wide range
of barriers and constraints make “soft” solutions equally challenging—these include changes in
land use, planning, and ultimately, retreat from the shoreline, with the associated costs and social
and ecological consequences. Such constraints and limits on adaptation are increasingly
recognized and researched (Adger et al., 2009b; Moser and Tribbia, 2006; Moser et al., 2008;
NRC 2010c). While there is extensive research about, and experience dealing with, coastal
hazards, significant further research is required to determine the most appropriate, cost-effective,
least-ecologically damaging, and most-socially acceptable adaptation options in the face of
significantly faster rates of sea level rise than has been historically experienced. Past coastal
hazards management approaches may not be ecologically sustainable or economically affordable
in light of some of the high-end sea level rise projections.
While many research questions about managing coastal ecosystems and hazards remain
(see, e.g., JSOST, 2007), the fundamental best practices are well known and include building
new structures, elevating existing structures above flood elevation, and maintaining dunes as
storm buffers. However, these measures are not frequently employed because underlying
incentives and self-reinforcing factors favor continued development in at-risk areas, structural
protection, and repeated emergency intervention (Burby, 1998; Kunreuther, 2008; Mileti, 1999;
Platt, 1996, 1999). An additional challenge is how to evaluate and weigh near-term costs and
benefits against long-term costs and benefits, given that neither is known with much precision
and such evaluations are inherently very place-specific. A critical research topic is how to foster
adaptive coastal management actions with a long-term, systemic perspective while avoiding the
worst economic, social, and ecological consequences for coastal areas (see also Chapter 4).
Finally, little is known about local vulnerability to sea level rise in the context of multiple
stresses, such as increased storm surge or rainfall rates, or about the feasibility and acceptability
of various adaptation options. These issues are discussed in a recent synthesis of the impacts of
climate change and vulnerability of coastal areas of the U.S. mid-Atlantic region (CCSP, 2009b;
Najjar et al., 2009; Wu et al., 2009).
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RESEARCH NEEDS

Significant sea level rise is expected for the foreseeable future, but the physical science of
sea level rise and related climatic changes remains incomplete, making specific projections
highly uncertain at this time. Moreover, place-specific social and ecological understanding of
vulnerability and adaptation potential in coastal regions is severely lacking. Decision makers
and other stakeholders should assume that changing scientific understanding as well as
environmental and societal conditions will require considerable policy flexibility and make for
potentially difficult tradeoffs. Thus, an adaptive risk management approach is indicated (see
Box 3.1 and NRC, 2010a). Key research advances that would assist in improving both
understanding and decision making include the following:
Reduce the scientific uncertainties associated with ice sheet changes. Comprehensive,
simultaneous, and sustained measurements of ice mass and volume changes and ice velocities are
needed, along with measurements of ice thickness and bed conditions, both to quantify the
current contributions of ice sheets to sea level rise and to constrain and inform ice sheet model
development for future assessments. These measurements, which include satellite, aircraft, and
in situ observations, need to overlap for several decades in order to enable the unambiguous
isolation of ice melt, ice dynamics, snow accumulation, and thermal expansion. Equally
important are investments in improving ice sheet process models that capture ice dynamics as
well as ice-ocean and ice-bed interactions. Efforts are already underway to improve modeling
capabilities in these critical areas, but fully coupled ice–ocean–land models will ultimately be
needed to reliably assess ice sheet stability, and considerable work remains to develop and
validate such models—especially given the relatively small number of qualified researchers
currently working in this area. Finally, additional paleoclimate data from ice cores, corals, and
ocean sediments would be valuable for testing models and improving our understanding of the
impacts of sea level rise.
Improve understanding of ocean dynamics and regional rates of sea level rise. Direct, longterm monitoring of sea level and related oceanographic properties via tide gauges, ocean
altimetry measurements from satellites, and an expanded network of in situ measurements of
temperature and salinity through the full depth of the ocean water column are needed to quantify
the rate and spatial variability of sea level change and to understand the ocean dynamics that
control global and local rates of sea level rise. A better understanding of the dependence of
ocean heat uptake on vertical mixing and the abrupt change in polar reflectivity that will follow
the loss of summer sea ice in the Arctic are some of the most critical improvements needed in
ocean and Earth system models. In addition, oceanographic, geodetic, and coastal models are
needed to predict the rate and spatial dynamics of ocean thermal expansion, sea level rise, and
coastal inundation. The need for regionally-specific information creates additional challenges.
For example, coastal inundation models require better bathymetric data in the coastal seas,
improved elevation data on land, the inclusion of wave and spill-over effects, better data on
precipitation rates and stream flows, ways of dealing with storm-driven sediment transport, and
the ability to include the effects of built structures on coastal wind stress patterns.
Develop tools and approaches for understanding and predicting the vulnerability to, and
impacts of, sea level rise on coastal ecosystems and coastal infrastructure, as well as for
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translating this understanding into decision-relevant information. The impacts of sea level
rise on wetlands, coral reefs, marine fisheries, and estuarine bays and rivers need to be evaluated
in concert with the impacts associated with increasing levels of CO2 in the atmosphere and
oceans, increasing nutrient inputs from land, and changes in use or management (see also
Chapter 9). Likewise, the impacts of sea level rise on infrastructure, including ports, roads,
cities, dikes, levees, and freshwater aquifers and storage facilities, should take into account
potential shifts in storm patterns, rainfall rates, and other climate changes (see also Chapters 12
and 13). Improved valuation of non-market values, and development of decision support tools to
assess the trade-offs between physical, ecological, and social impacts and response options (see
below) are needed to inform coastal management decisions that require long lead times.
Expand the ability to identify and assess vulnerable coastal regions and populations and to
develop and assess adaptation strategies to reduce their vulnerability. With sea level rise
acting in combination with other physical, social, and economic stressors, the ability to assess the
social-ecological vulnerability of coastal regions and to improve society’s adaptive response
options (through technological, economic, and land use changes) and constraints (including
legal, social, political, infrastructure-related, and economic issues) are critical research needs
(see also Chapter 4). This area of research, however, has received very little attention to date,
leaving many U.S. coastal communities without adequate place-specific information to inform
their adaptation decisions.
Develop decision support capabilities for all levels of governance. Methods for identifying
preferences and weighing alternative adaptive responses will be needed as environmental and
social conditions change with climate change. Frameworks and approaches must be developed
for evaluation of market and non-market values of impacted assets and habitats; of the economic
costs or damages (direct and higher-order impacts) of different response options to sea level rise
on highly developed and less developed shorelines; and of the social and environmental
feasibility of different adaptation options (such as technological, economic, physical, ecological,
social, or legal) for different coastlines. This will require improved information of the kinds
listed above, as well as financial and technical resources that enable decision makers to engage in
adaptation planning and actions.
Build capacity. There is a significant shortage of expertise to conduct place-based vulnerability
and adaptation needs assessments in coastal regions of the United States (as well as in other
sectors and regions, as discussed in Chapter 4), making it extremely challenging to meet the
rapidly increasing demand for such information by decision makers. Thus, a strong emphasis on
training and capacity building is needed to generate human resources that can produce and also
use the information essential for effective adaptation planning along U.S. coasts.
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Freshwater Resources
Humans and ecosystems rely on water for life. The availability of water depends on both
the climate-driven global water cycle and on society’s ability to manage, store, and conserve
water resources. Climate change is affecting both the quantity and quality of Earth’s water
supplies. Already, precipitation amounts and patterns are changing, and these trends are
expected to continue or intensify in the future. This creates significant challenges for water
resource management, especially where current water rights and consumption patterns were
established under climate conditions different from the ones projected for the future. Moreover,
climate change is not the only problem putting demands on water supplies. Growing populations
and consumptive use may cause shortages in some regions. Responding to these challenges will
require better data and modeling as well as a better understanding of both the impacts of climate
change and the role of water governance on water resources.
Questions water managers and other decision makers are asking, or will be asking, about
climate change include:
 Given the relatively large uncertainties in model projections of future precipitation,
what actions can I take now that I won’t regret in 20 or 30 years?
 How robust are different long-term water management strategies under various
scenarios of future climate change?
 Are there management and decision support tools that can help me balance the water
needs for urban, agricultural, energy, and in-stream environmental requirements,
improve time-dependent decisions, and illuminate the relevant trade-offs?
 How can water institutions and legal mechanisms be modified to improve flexibility
and fit changing baseline conditions? What can we learn from other regions and
countries about flexible and fair water use?
 How can we develop tools to assess preparedness and develop capacity to respond to
extreme water-related events such as flooding or drought?
Scientific research has steadily increased our understanding of how climate change is
affecting freshwater resources. Changes in freshwater systems are expected to create significant
challenges for flood management, drought preparedness, water supplies, and many other water
resource issues. The research summarized in this chapter provides an overview of freshwater
resources and what is known about how climate change will affect freshwater availability. We
also indicate research needs and outline some of the fundamental challenges of making
projections of climate impacts on water resources and governance strategies.
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SENSITIVITY OF FRESHWATER RESOURCES TO CLIMATE CHANGE
Historically, the United States has relied heavily on surface water, and to a lesser extent
groundwater, to meet its freshwater needs. It would be easy to assume that precipitation is the
most critical factor in determining surface water availability, and thus future water supplies will
be controlled almost entirely by changes in average annual precipitation. In reality, however, the
relationship between climate change and water supplies is more complex. For example, climate
change directly affects temperatures, and hence evaporation from soil and water surfaces, plant
transpiration, and mountain snowmelt. The average intensity, seasonality, mode (i.e., rain or
snow), and geographic distribution of precipitation are also important for water management
decisions. All of these characteristics are closely connected to storm patterns, which are
modulated by regional and global patterns of variability on a range of timescales, and both
storms patterns and patterns of variability may shift as climate change progresses (e.g.,
Kundzewicz et al., 2007; Lemke et al., 2007; Trenberth et al., 2007b). Moreover, water cycling
through soils, land cover, and geologic formations, as well as rainfall intensity and amount, all
affect the volume of surface runoff as well as infiltration rates and groundwater recharge, making
the response of water-resources systems to climate change complex. Changes in land cover and
land use will complicate projections of water resource availability as well as the detection and
attribution of climate-driven trends—for example, land degradation with accompanying
vegetation changes can be a dominant driver of changes in stream flow (Wilcox et al., 2008). In
many coastal regions, sea level rise (see Chapter 7) will affect surface and groundwater
resources.
The complex processes involved in the water cycle, combined with uncertainties in
model projections of future precipitation changes, prevent any easy conclusions about how
climate change will affect regional water supplies. Even if model projections do not show any
significant changes in total precipitation, for example, shifts in seasonal precipitation patterns or
average storm intensity may be critical for water-dependent sectors like agriculture. As
discussed in Chapter 6 and the next section below, a higher fraction of rainfall is expected to fall
in the form of heavy precipitation events as temperatures increase, and in many locations such a
shift has already been observed (see also CCSP, 2008b; Bates and Kundzewicz, 2008). Higher
temperatures are also projected to increase soil and surface water evaporation, producing overall
drier conditions even if total precipitation remains constant. Higher temperatures and runoff
from intense rainfall can both negatively affect the physical and chemical characteristics of
freshwater and thus water quality.
Despite considerable improvements in modeling, significant uncertainties remain in
projections of precipitation—including its distribution, intensity, frequency, and other
characteristics—as well as in related variables such as land use and land cover change. These
uncertainties are compounded by uncertainties in our technical capacity to store, manage, and
conserve water resources, as well as in socioeconomic, cultural, and behavioral issues that shape
the use of water. Multi-sectoral planning and sophisticated decision support tools can help water
resource managers avoid the most undesirable consequences of climate change in their areas of
responsibility (Gleick, 2000; Vorosmarty et al., 2000; Bates and Kundzewicz, 2008). Adaptive
water management approaches at operational timescales will be particularly important (e.g.,
Georgakakos et al., 2005), and long-term strategic decisions need to be robust—that is, able to
meet water management goals under a range of plausible future climate conditions (e.g.,
Lempert, 2002; Lempert et al., 2003; Lempert and Collins, 2007; Dessai and Hulme, 2007).
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HISTORICAL AND FUTURE CHANGES IN FRESHWATER

Precipitation: Frequency, Intensity, Storminess
Observed changes in precipitation are broadly consistent with theoretical expectations
and reasonably simulated by global climate models (Trenberth et al., 2007b; Bates and
Kundzewicz, 2008; Zhang et al., 2007b). While total precipitation in the United States has
increased by about 5% over the past 50 years, there are significant regional differences, with
generally wetter conditions in the Northeast and generally drier conditions in the Southeast and
particularly the Southwest (Figure 8.1; see also Field et al., 2007a). A wide range of climate
models using different emissions scenarios predict that these regional trends will continue, with
generally robust model results for the north and with high uncertainty for the south (USGCRP,
2009a; Christensen et al., 2007). Other factors in addition to temperature influence precipitation.
Specifically, uncertainty remains in our understanding of the effects of aerosols on cloud
formation and precipitation. For example, climate models underestimate the magnitude of the
observed global land precipitation response to 20th century volcanic forcing (Hegerl and
Solomon, 2009) as well as human-induced aerosol changes (Gillett et al., 2004; Lambert et al.,
2005).

FIGURE 8.1 Observed annual-average precipitation changes in the United States between 1958
and 2008. Blue indicates areas that have gotten wetter, while brown indicates areas that have
gotten drier. SOURCE: USGCRP (2009a); data from NOAA/NCDC (2008).

Historical data also show an increase in precipitation intensity. In the United States, the
fraction of total precipitation falling in the heaviest one percent of rain events increased by about
20 percent over the past century (Gutowski et al., 2008). Most climate models project that this
trend will continue (Bates and Kundzewicz, 2008), and also project a strong seasonality, with
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notable summer drying across much of the Midwest, the Pacific Northwest, and California
(Hesselbjerg and Hewitson, 2007).
Changes in major storm events are of interest both because a significant fraction of total
U.S. precipitation is associated with storm events and because storms often bring wind, storm
surges, tornadoes, and other threats. Tropical storms, which become hurricanes if they grow to a
certain intensity, are of particular interest because of their socioeconomic impacts (e.g.,
Hurricane Katrina; see Box 4.3). Changes in the intensity of hurricanes have been documented
and attributed to changes in sea surface temperatures (Trenberth and Fasullo, 2008; Emanuel,
2005), but the link between these changes and climate change remains uncertain (Knutson et al.,
2010). Recent model projections indicate growing certainty that climate change could lead to
increases in the strength of hurricanes, although the effects on their overall frequency of
occurrence is still an active area of research (Knutson et al., 2010; Bender et al., 2010).
Extratropical storms, including snowstorms, have moved northward in both the North Pacific and
North Atlantic (CCSP, 2008b), but the body of work analyzing current and projected future
changes in the frequency and intensity of these storms is somewhat inconclusive (Hayden, 1999;
Albrecht et al., 2009). Historical data for thunderstorms and tornadoes are insufficient to
determine if changes have occurred (CCSP, 2008b).

Snowpack, Glaciers, and Snowmelt
Worldwide, snow cover is decreasing, although substantial regional variability exists
(Lemke et al., 2007; Slaymaker and Kelly, 2007). Since the 1920s, northern hemisphere snow
cover has steadily declined (Figure 8.2), despite increased precipitation. Between 1966 and
2005, the total area of northern hemisphere snow cover shrank by approximately 1.4 percent per
decade. In the southern hemisphere, there has been no significant trend in South American snow
cover, and data are sparse and inconclusive in Australia and New Zealand.

FIGURE 8.2 Area of northern hemisphere covered by snow in the spring. There is an overall
trend toward a decrease in the area covered by snow for the entire period (1922-2005). The
black dots correspond to individual years, the smooth black line shows decadal variations, and
the yellow area indicates the 5 to 95 percent confidence range associated with decadal variations.
SOURCE: Lemke et al. (2007).
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In the United States, snowpack changes in the West currently represent the bestdocumented hydrological manifestation of climate change (e.g., Barnett et al., 2008; Pierce et al.,
2008). About half of the observed decline in western snowpack, and resulting changes in the
amount and seasonality of river discharge, can be linked to a warming climate. The largest
losses in snowpack in the country are occurring in the lower elevations of the mountains of the
Northwest and California, because higher temperatures are causing more precipitation to fall as
rain instead of snow. Moreover, snowpack is melting as much as 20 days earlier than the
historical average in many areas of the West (Kapnick and Hall, 2009; Kim and Waliser, 2009;
Stewart et al., 2005). Snow is expected to melt even earlier under projections of future climate
change, resulting in reduced later-summer stream flows (Figure 8.3). This change would have
major implications for ecosystems, hydropower, urban and agricultural water withdrawals, and
requirements for other water uses. In regions where the summer growing season is the dry
season, as in much of the western United States, this concentration of runoff in the spring and
reduction in summer will stress water supply systems and could lead to summer water shortages
(Barnett et al., 2005a; Cayan et al., 2009).

FIGURE 8.3 An example of how the timing and amount of runoff is projected to change
following warming in the 21st century. The black line shows the amount of streamflow
occurring in the Green River, which is part of the Colorado River Basin. The streamflow of the
Green River is dominated by the timing and amount of snowmelt, and peak flows historically
have occurred around June. Warming in the 21st century would tend to decrease snowfall during
the winter and accelerate the timing and pace of snowmelt, leading to earlier peak flows and
overall less streamflow (red line). SOURCE: USGCRP (2009a); data from Christensen et al.
(2004).
Finally, as discussed in Chapter 7, nearly all of the world’s glacier systems are shrinking,
and in many cases their rate of ice loss has been accelerating. Disappearing glaciers are
ultimately expected to lead to reductions in river flows during dry seasons and lost water
resources for the hundreds of millions of people who rely upon glacier-fed rivers worldwide
(Barnett et al., 2005a). Changes in glacier-streamflow interactions are also expected to lead to
changes in ecosystems and in water quality (Milner et al., 2009).
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Elements of the Terrestrial Water Cycle: Surface and Groundwater Resources
Analyses of streamflow records for the United States over the past several decades show
primarily increases, which is consistent with trends in precipitation (Lins and Slack, 2005).
However, these observed changes in streamflow are due in large part to the aggregate effects of
many human influences, of which climate change is only one (Gerten et al., 2008). Of the
world’s 200 largest rivers, 22.5 percent showed downward trends over the period 1948 to 2004,
and 9.5 percent showed upward trends, both mostly as a result of climate variations (Dai et al.,
2009). While projections of runoff changes generally mimic precipitation trends, such
projections are uncertain in part because runoff is influenced by rates of evapotranspiration—the
sum of evaporation of water from the surface and transpiration of water though the leaves of
plants. The effects of temperature change and changes in CO2 on plant processes can in turn
affect evapotranspiration, and thus the magnitude of runoff (Gedney et al., 2006; Piao et al.,
2007; Wolock and Hornberger, 1991).
Extreme conditions, namely floods and droughts, are generally of greatest concern to
water managers. In addition to climate change, these events and can be magnified by humaninfluenced factors such as urbanization, streambed alterations, and deforestation. It is not clear
whether the frequency of extreme runoff events has increased during the last several decades.
Milly et al. (2002) reported a measurable increase in large floods, but Kundzewicz et al. (2005)
found 27 increases, 31 decreases, and 137 with no significant trend in 195 catchments
worldwide. These differences reflect both the regional nature of precipitation shifts as well as
the multiple changes occurring in any individual region. For example, catchment-specific land
use changes and streambed modifications may have occurred over the period of record, and may
mask or enhance the climate change signal. Such challenges suggest that adaptive water
management decisions will require regional climate information and may differ in their specific
application from one river basin to another. Given the observed increases in heavy precipitation
events and the expectation that this intensification will continue, assessments indicate that
generally, the risk from floods will increase in the future. However, local water, land use, and
flood risk management decisions can modify the actual flood vulnerability of communities and
built infrastructure (Kundzewicz et al., 2007). Flood control measures themselves can be a
primary reason for changes in intensity of flooding (Pinter et al., 2008).
Long term records do not exist for evapotranspiration. Trends in pan evaporation, a
standard measurement of water loss to the atmosphere from an exposed pan of water at some
meteorological stations, are actually negative for the past several decades in the United States
(Golubev et al., 2001), which is the opposite of what would be expected under a warming
climate. Several explanations are possible. Brutsaert and Parlange (1998) argue that pan
evaporation reflects potential rather than actual evapotranspiration, and that actual
evapotranspiration and pan evaporation should have opposite signs due to feedbacks caused by
the heat transferred during the transformation of water from liquid to vapor. An alternate
explanation is that net surface radiation actually decreased in the United States during the past
several decades due to increased cloudiness, and hence actual evapotranspiration decreased
(Huntington, 2004). Discerning trends and making projections for evapotranspiration is
complicated further by the indirect effect of increased CO2 concentrations, which can alter
plants’ water use efficiency (Betts et al., 2007). Thus, although evapotranspiration is a critically
important process in the water cycle, our ability to understand trends and to predict the impacts
of climate change on it is limited (Fu et al., 2009; Kingston et al., 2009).
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Groundwater
Some regions of the United States rely partially, and others—such as Florida—mainly, on
groundwater for drinking, residential use, and agriculture. According to the USGS (2004), total
groundwater withdrawals in the country in 2000 amounted to 84,500 million gallons per day—
about one quarter of total freshwater withdrawals. In the central United States, usage of the
Ogalalla aquifer, mainly for agriculture, is withdrawing groundwater much faster than it can be
recharged (Alley et al., 1999) and depletion of other aquifer systems occurs elsewhere in the
United States (USGS, 2003). Significant changes in future rainfall rates will create additional
vulnerabilities associated with groundwater usage.
The impacts of climate change on groundwater are far from clear; in fact, little research
effort has been devoted to this topic. Changes in precipitation and evaporation patterns, plant
growth processes, and incursions of seawater into coastal aquifers will all affect the rate of
groundwater recharge, the absolute volume of groundwater available, groundwater quality, and
the physical connection between surface and groundwater bodies (USGCRP, 2009a). Already,
as climate change-driven impacts and other pressures on water resources unfold, water managers
in drier regions of the United States find themselves confronted with the need to expand
groundwater withdrawal and develop groundwater recharge schemes and infrastructure. The
inconsistent regulation of groundwater and surface water from state to state, and the lack of
readily available legal mechanisms to link ground and surface water management—even where
they are physically linked—makes comprehensive, integrated water management difficult.

Drought
Drought is a complex environmental impact and is affected strongly by the balance
between precipitation and evapotranspiration and the concomitant effect on soil moisture.
Global climate models predict increasing summer temperatures and decreasing summer
precipitation in many continental areas, implying reduction of soil moisture. Long-term records
of soil moisture are sparse, and the records that do exist do not show depletion of soil moisture,
possibly due to reductions in solar radiation reaching the Earth’s surface due to increased
cloudiness (Robock et al., 2005). A surrogate indicator, derived from land-surface models, is the
Palmer Drought Severity Index, which measures the duration and intensity of long-term droughtinducing patterns through thousands of data points such as rainfall, snowpack, streamflow, and
other water supply indicators (for an outline of the Palmer Drought Severity Index and
limitations on its use, see Alley [1984]). The historical record of the Palmer Index from 1870 to
2002 shows that very dry areas have more than doubled globally since the 1970s, and the
expansion after the 1980s is associated with surface warming (Dai et al., 2004). However, there
are considerable year-to-year variations in soil moisture associated with the El Niño-Southern
Oscillation and other modes of climate variability, and model projections of soil moisture for the
21st century do not provide a consistent indication of future changes (Trenberth et al., 2007b).
This uncertainty in future soil moisture projections leads to uncertainties about ecosystem
dynamics and projections of agricultural productivity, and thus presents a challenge for farmers,
natural resource managers, and others trying to plan adaptation measures.
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Attributing increases in severe droughts to human-causes using observed data is difficult
(e.g., Seager et al., 2009) and cannot currently be done unambiguously (Seager et al., 2007; Sun
et al., 2007). For the United States, trend analyses indicate that droughts have decreased in
intensity, duration, and frequency over the period from 1915 to 2003, except in the Southwest
(Andreadis and Lettenmaier, 2006; Sheffield and Wood, 2008), although other analyses
(Groisman and Knight, 2008) suggest increases in extended dry periods over the past 40 years.
Model projections indicate that the area affected by drought will probably increase in the decades
ahead (Bates and Kundzewicz, 2008). Models also project an increase in the number of dry days
annually (Kundzewicz et al., 2007). Given the changes in store for snowmelt-dominated
systems, it is expected that the risk of drought will increase in these areas (Barnett et al., 2005a).

Water Quality
Changes in the water temperature of lakes and rivers have consequences for freshwater
quality (Bates and Kundzewicz, 2008). Increased temperatures generally have a negative impact
on water quality, typically by stimulating growth of nuisance algae. Changes in heavy
precipitation, runoff, and streamflow can impact a diverse set of water quality variables
(Kundzewicz et al., 2007). Water quality will also be negatively affected by saline intrusion into
coastal aquifers as sea levels rise (Kundzewicz et al., 2009; Alley et al., 1999; see also Chapter
7). In general, however, the water quality implications of climate change are less well
understood than its impacts on water supply.

MANAGING FRESH WATER IN A CHANGING CLIMATE
In the face of the many, and sometimes uncertain, impacts on freshwater resources
outlined above, water managers face a variety of challenges. For example, new infrastructure
construction (e.g., large dams) is expected to be limited, so water managers will have to develop
and implement approaches to increase the efficiency of water use (Gleick, 2003a, 2003b). On
the other hand, existing water infrastructure (e.g., reservoirs, conveyer pipes, sewage lines, and
treatment plants) will need to be maintained and upgraded, which offers opportunities for taking
account of current and projected impacts of climate change (e.g., ASCE, 2009; EPA, 2008; King
County, 2008). Projections of freshwater supply as well as climate change impacts on water
infrastructure itself are uncertain, so water managers will need more information about risks and
about managing water in the face of uncertainty (Beller-Simms et al., 2008; CDWR, 2008; Delta
Vision Blue Ribbon Task Force, 2007; EPA, 2008; Wilby et al., 2009). In addition to tools and
models that expand their range of response options, managers and policymakers will need
governance flexibility in order to increase adaptive capacity and resilience in water systems
(Adger et al., 2007; Huitema et al., 2009; Zimmerman et al., 2008).
Two options for dealing with these challenges are governance frameworks such as
Integrated Water Resources Management and adaptive management. Integrated Water
Resources Management often involves reforming broader institutional structures of water
governance including decentralization, integration, participatory/collaborative management, and
social learning. Adaptive management involves organizational and management processes that
maintain flexibility (see Box 3.1). While these frameworks could increase the adaptive capacity
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of freshwater management, there is still a need for more information about water institutions and
governance structures and how they affect human and institutional behavior (Engle and Lemos,
2010; Huitema et al., 2009; Norman and Bakker, 2009; Urwin and Jordan, 2008).

RESEARCH NEEDS
Significant gaps remain in the knowledge base that informs both projections of climate
change impacts on water resources and governance strategies that can curb demand and build
adaptive capacity of water systems. Critical research needs include:
Improved projections of changes in the water cycle at regional and seasonal time scales.
Because water most directly affects society at the watershed or regional level, improved
regional-scale projections of changes in precipitation, soil moisture, runoff, and groundwater
availability on seasonal to multi-decadal time scales are needed to inform water management and
planning decisions, especially decisions related to long-term infrastructure investments.
Likewise, projections of changes in the frequency and intensity of severe storms, floods, and
droughts are critical both for water management planning and for adapting the natural and human
systems that depend on water resources. This will require new multi-scale modeling approaches,
such as nesting cloud-resolving climate models into regional weather models and then coupling
these models to land surface models that are capable of simulating hydrologic cycle, vegetation,
multiple soil layers, ground water, and streamflow. These models will also need to capture and
project storm paths associated with changing modes of regional climate variability.
Long-term observations for measuring and predicting hydrologic changes and planning
management responses. Improved physical observations are needed to monitor the impacts of
climate change on water systems and to support model development and adaptation planning.
Improved observations would also improve short-term hydrological forecasts. New technologies
are needed to allow continuous high-precision measurements of inventories and fluxes of water,
including precipitation, groundwater, soil moisture, snow, evapotranspiration, and streamflow.
Time-series data related to human demographics, economic trends, vulnerabilities to changes in
water quantity and quality, and human exposures and sensitivities to water contamination are
also important, and should be made available in an integrated framework with physical
observations to support integrated analysis and decision making.
Improved tools and approaches for decision making under uncertainty and complexity.
Water resource managers are faced with making decisions under uncertainty. Thus, more
research is needed on robust strategies to improve usability of climate knowledge in water
decision making, including research on ensemble and integrated approaches to modeling,
scenario building and comparison, and identification of no-regrets options. Research is also
needed for the development of effective decision support tools, such as forecasts, climate
services, and methods for making complex tradeoffs under uncertainty (see Chapter 4 for
additional details).
Impacts of climate change on diverse water uses. Climate change will affect many waterrelated activities and sectors, including navigation, recreation, tourism, human health, drinking
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water, agriculture, hydroelectric power generation, and the ecological integrity of aquatic and
terrestrial ecosystems. Continued and expanded research in all of these areas, and on the
economics of water supply, demand, and costs of adaptation is needed across and between
different water-dependent sectors. The potential for local, state, and international disputes over
water resources is also an area where further study is warranted (see Chapter 16). Another need
is for better understanding of how institutions and behavior shape vulnerability and offer
opportunities to adapt to changing water regimes.
Develop vulnerability assessments and integrative management approaches to respond
effectively to changes in water resources. Changes in water resources are anticipated to affect
coupled human-environment systems in a variety of ways and in interaction with many other
environmental stresses. Assessments of which water supplies and human-environment systems
are most vulnerable to climate change will require analysis of place-based environmental
conditions as well as social conditions and management needs. Frameworks need to be
developed and tested for such assessments, and new integrative water resource management and
adaptation approaches are needed for managing water in the context of climate change. Finally,
the effects of actions taken to adapt to other aspects of climate change and to limit its impacts on
water resources need to be more systematically assessed and accounted for in climate-related
decision making.
Increase understanding of water institutions and governance, and design effective systems
for the future. Water institutions of the future will have to deal with the complexity of multiple
and interacting stresses as well as equity and economic issues related to water use. Reconciling
water entitlements across different water systems, making water systems more flexible in the
face of change, and shaping an institutional environment that encourages water conservation and
reuse are only some of the challenges facing water resource institutions as climate change
progresses. To improve our ability to design and deploy water institutions, more research is
needed on governance mechanisms such as water markets, public-private partnerships, and
community-based management. Evaluation of legacy effects of past infrastructure and
management decisions will assist in understanding path-dependent effects, but only to the extent
that such lessons are relevant to constantly evolving conditions.
Improve water engineering and technologies. Many water management systems are currently
constrained by existing water infrastructures, many of which are old and need replacement.
Thus, attention needs to be given to the development and implementation of more efficient water
delivery systems. New technologies for water storage, supply, treatment, and recycling will also
be needed, as will more efficient residential, commercial, and agricultural end-use technologies.
Evaluate effects of water resource use on climate. Changes in land and water use affect local
and regional climate through effects on land-atmosphere interaction, particularly changes in
evapotranspiration. The role of ecosystems in recycling precipitation, influencing streamflow,
and mitigating droughts is particularly important. Improving our understanding of the effects of
water and land use on regional climate will be an important component of developing local and
regional integrated climate change responses.
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Ecosystems, Ecosystem Services, and Biodiversity
Terrestrial and marine ecosystems supply the foundation for human well-being and
livelihood through the food, water, timber, and other goods and services they provide. Advances
over past decades have also revealed the importance of less visible but equally important services
that ecosystems provide for society, such as water filtration, carbon storage, maintenance of
biodiversity, protection from storm disturbance, and stabilization of local climates. Climate
change has already led to a number of changes in both terrestrial and marine ecosystems, and
future climate change will strongly influence biodiversity, ecosystem processes, and ecosystem
services, adding to other stresses on ecosystems from human activities.
Some questions decision makers are asking, or will be asking, about ecosystems
management in the context of climate change include:






How is climate change—including changes in temperature, precipitation, and the
chemistry of the atmosphere and oceans—altering the distribution of species?
Will these changes have major economic and social consequences, such as the loss of
pollination services or valuable fisheries?
How does climate change relate to other ecosystem stresses, such as pollution and habitat
loss?
Can ecosystems be managed to improve their ability to adapt to anticipated changes?
Is it possible to manage forests and other ecosystems in ways that can help limit the
magnitude of future climate change?

Decades of focused research on terrestrial and marine ecosystems and their biodiversity
have improved our understanding of their importance for society and their interactions with other
components of the Earth system. The findings have been the subject of many authoritative
syntheses and assessments, including those by the Pew Oceans Commission (2003), the Pew
Center on Global Climate Change (Parmesan and Galbraith, 2004), the U.S. Commission on
Ocean Policy (2004), the Millennium Ecosystem Assessment (MEA, 2005), the IPCC (Fischlin
et al., 2007), the Heinz Center (2008b), the National Research Council (NRC, 2008a), and the
U.S. Global Change Research Program (CCSP, 2009a), among others. This chapter outlines
some of the key impacts of climate change on terrestrial and marine ecosystems, including the
effects of ocean acidification, and also briefly summarizes current scientific knowledge about the
potential role of ecosystems in limiting the magnitude of climate change and possible strategies
for helping ecosystems adapt to climate change and other environmental stresses. The last
section of the chapter outlines key research needs in all of these areas.
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BOX 9.1
Glacier National Park
Glacier National Park, a jewel within the country’s national park system, is rapidly losing
its namesake as summer temperatures rise and its glaciers disappear (Figure 9.1). The park,
which straddles both the Continental Divide and the U.S.–Canadian border in Montana, has lost
about two-thirds of its glaciers since 1850 (Hall and Fagre, 2003). Plant and animal species are
struggling to keep pace as suitable habitats retreat uphill as the climate warms. For example,
pine trees are invading open grassland as the tree line migrates to higher elevation, in turn
reducing fodder available for grazing mountain goats, bighorn sheep, and other ungulates.
Glacier National Park exemplifies some of the key questions that land and natural
resource managers face with climate change (Pederson et al., 2006):

As glaciers recede, will loss of scenic value reduce the millions of dollars that tourists
spend there each year, making tourism one of the fastest growing segments of Montana’s
economy?

How will populations of the grizzly bear fare under climate change?

Will dwindling glacial melt to streams reduce trout populations, a staple of the grizzly’s
diet and the fishing-tourism industry?

Will droughts cause grizzlies and other large mammals to alter their seasonal movements
in search of food and exacerbate conflicts with human populations in and around the
park?

Will landslides increase, threatening animal and plant habitats and human-built
infrastructure in the park?

How will reductions in water flowing out of the park into three major river systems—the
Missouri/Mississippi, the Columbia, and the Saskatchewan/Nelson—alter availability
downstream for irrigation and hydropower?

Will fire become more frequent, and should more resources be allocated to fire-fighting
or pre-emptive forest management?
All of these questions highlight the need for improved understanding of how plant and
animal species will respond to climate change and the cascading effects on fire, water resources,
and other ecosystem processes. Projections of climate change on finer spatial scales relevant to
these processes, rather than the coarse spatial scales of currently vailable climate models, would
provide input for land managers to begin to assess the implications in their local context. Studies
and models of the complex interactions among climate, biodiversity, ecosystem processes, and
human decisions would provide a scientific basis for management decisions such as land use
zoning, fire and forest management, animal population control, infrastructure maintenance, and
habitat restoration appropriate for maintaining national treasures such as Glacier National Park.
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FIGURE 9.1 Repeat Photography showing the retreat of the Grinnell glacier in Glacier National
Park. The top photos were taken around 1940, and the bottom photos show the glacier six
decades later. SOURCE: USGS (2008).

TERRESTRIAL ECOSYSTEMS
Impacts of Climate Change on Land-based Ecosystems and Biodiversity
Impacts of climate change on ecosystems will include alterations of biodiversity and
species assemblages, and potential increases in vulnerability to fire and disease that can lead to
changes in ecosystem productivity. A series of place-based observations, meta-analyses, and
models indicate that climate shifts have already begun to change the geographical range of plants
and animal species on land. In the extreme, some plants and animals have experienced
maximum range shifts over the past 30 years that approach the magnitude of those witnessed in
the transition from last glacial maximum to the present (NRC, 2008a; Parmesan and Yohe,
2003). In the Northern Hemisphere, range shifts are almost wholly northward and up in
elevation as species search for cooler temperatures (NRC, 2008a). Special stress is being placed
on cold-adapted species located on mountain tops and at high latitudes where boreal forests are
invading tundra lands and where Arctic and Antarctic sea ice is rapidly diminishing (e.g., polar
bears and various species of seals and penguins [NRC, 2008a]). Warming of streams, rivers, and
lakes also potentially affects cold-water fish, such as economically important salmon and trout,
through impacts on reproduction, food resources, and disease. The IPCC estimates with medium
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confidence that approximately 20 to 30 percent of plant and animal species assessed so far are
likely to be at increasingly high risk of extinction as global average temperatures exceed a
warming of 3.6 to 5.4 ºF (2 to 3 ºC) above pre-industrial levels (Fischlin et al., 2007).
The phenology of species (seasonal periodicity and timing of life cycle events) is also
changing with warming. Biological indicators of spring (e.g., timing of flowering, budding, and
breeding) arrive in the northern hemisphere as much as 3 days earlier each decade, and the
growing season is longer (Walther et al., 2002). Such changes can disrupt the synchronicity
between species and their food and water sources, pollinators, and other vital interactions. It also
affects the timing and severity of insect and disease outbreaks, wildfire, and other disturbances,
challenging the capacity of ecosystems and those charged with managing them to deal with new
disturbance patterns. For example, large and long duration forest fires have increased four–fold
over the past 30 years in the American West; the length of the fire season has expanded by 2.5
months; and the size of wildfires has increased several–fold (NIFC, 2008; Westerling and
Bryant, 2008; Westerling et al., 2006). Recent research indicates that earlier snowmelt,
temperature changes, and drought associated with climate change are important contributors to
this increase in forest fire (Westerling et al., 2006). Climate change in the western United States
is also increasing populations of forest pests such as the spruce beetle, pine beetle, spruce
budworm, and wooly adelgid (Logan et al., 2003), and expanding their range into forested areas
previously protected from insect attack. Climate change thus increases the complexity and costs
of forest and fire management practices (Chapin et al., 2003; Spittlehouse and Stewart, 2003),
which in turn are strongly affected by policy. These policies and practices can be better
informed by linking downscaled climate models with hydrologic and fire–vegetation models to
determine, under different projections of climate change, which ecosystems will be most
vulnerable to wildfires (Westerling, 2009).
Climate change, and the higher levels of CO2 in the atmosphere that help to drive it, also
affect the functioning of terrestrial ecosystems and their living communities (Loreau et al., 2001;
Tilman et al., 1997); this, in turn, changes how ecosystems influence the atmosphere and climate
system (Steffen et al., 2004). Experimental and modeling studies (e.g., Field et al., 2007a; Reich
et al., 2006) reveal that, in general, exposure to elevated CO2 and temperatures leads to increases
in photosynthesis and growth rates in many plants, up to a point; thereafter the trend may reverse
owing to processes not yet fully understood (Woodward, 2002). Decomposition and associated
release of CO2 back to the atmosphere also increase as temperatures warm. However, ecosystem
processes such as plant growth and decomposition are also determined by interactions with other
factors such as nitrogen and carbon supplies, soil moisture, length of growing season, land use,
and disturbance (Eviner and Chapin, 2003). Despite this complexity, projections suggest that
forest productivity, especially in young forests on fertile soils where water is adequate, will
increase with elevated CO2 and climate warming. Where water is scarce and drought is expected
to increase, however, forest productivity is projected to decrease (Janetos et al., 2008).
Climate warming alone is projected to drive significant changes in the range and species
composition of forests and other ecosystems. Generally, tree species are expected to shift their
ranges northward or upslope, with some current forest types such as oak–hickory expanding,
others such as maple–beech contracting, and still others such as spruce–fir disappearing from the
United States altogether (Figure 9.2). Importantly, however, whole forest communities or
ecosystems will not shift their ranges intact. Plant and animal species will respond
independently, according to their physiology and sensitivity to climate, resulting in the break up
of existing communities and ecosystem types and the emergence of new ones. The
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consequences of such reshuffling are not clear, either for the plants and animals that now exist
together, or for the services those systems provide to humanity.
1960-1990

Hadley scenario 2070-2100

Canadian scenario 2070-2100

FIGURE 9.2 Potential changes in the geographic ranges of the dominant forest types in the
eastern United States under projections of future climate change, based on the Hadley and
Canadian climate models and a forest type distribution model. Many forest types shift their
ranges northward. Some types of forests, such as the loblolly–shortleaf pine in the Southeast
(dark blue) or the maple–beech–birch forest type (red) shrink in area significantly or migrate to
areas to the north and west. Oak–hickory (dark green) and oak–pine (light green) forest types
expand their ranges. SOURCE: USGCRP (2001).
In addition to climate change, ecosystems and biodiversity are already being impacted by
human activities. For example, human infrastructure such as farms, settlements, and road
networks have directly or indirectly affected more than 50 percent of the ice-free, terrestrial
surface of the Earth (Ellis and Ramankutty, 2008; Foley et al., 2005; Vitousek et al., 1997). As
much as 41 percent of the vast expanse of the oceans has been affected by human activities, for
example through eutrophication or fish stock depletion (Halpern et al., 2008). Considering
indirect impacts, such as ocean acidification, ground-level air pollution, and climate change,
virtually all ecosystems on Earth are being affected in some way by climate change, and other
human pressures on ecosystems are also growing significantly (Auffhammer et al., 2006;
Chameides et al., 1994; Orr et al., 2005).
Managing the impacts of climate change on ecosystems and individual species already
poses difficult challenges to land, resource, and conservation managers, and these challenges will
undoubtedly increase. Past ecosystem conservation relied heavily on the assumption of a stable
climate, and focused on protecting individual species in place as well as preserving the habitat of
entire species assemblages within protected areas. As climate change forces species to migrate
to more suitable climates, ecosystems will be disassembled and reassembled in new locations,
often outside the bounds of protection, and with new casts of characters. Some species will be
lost, while other species will appear in new locations where they may become invasive and add
to the pressures on existing species (NRC, 2008a).
Significant research is needed to better understand how climate change affects not just
individual species, but also entire ecosystems, and whether or not transitional or newly
assembling ecosystems can continue to provide the ecosystem goods and services on which
society depends (e.g., CCSP, 2008e; Fischlin et al., 2007). Moreover, social science research is
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needed to help land, resource, and conservation practitioners guide adaptive risk management in
the face of altered species composition and a continually changing climatic and environmental
baseline. In addition, very little is known yet about the social acceptability of new and evolving
approaches to species conservation and land protection (including the Endangered Species Act
under significant climate change, when many more species are at risk of extinction) or the social
acceptability of a triage approach to species protection that may evolve as ecosystem functions
are affected by climatic and species changes. Past experience with conservation management,
however, indicates that societal values relative to species protection are significant to policy and
practice. Integrated assessment and decision support tools are also needed to help managers and
the public understand and make wise judgments about the complex tradeoffs that will be
involved.

Role of Land-based Ecosystems in Driving Climate Change
Modeling studies suggest that ecosystem responses to elevated CO2 result in a current
and ongoing carbon sink (that is, some of the elevated carbon generated by human activities is
taken up and stored in plant tissues and soils, and the amount stored exceeds the carbon released
through plant respiration and decomposition) that will persist through the century (Schimel et al.,
2000, 2001). When the models include temperature change as well as elevated CO2, however,
they project that these carbon sinks could decrease, thereby increasing concentrations of CO2 in
the atmosphere and reinforcing climate warming (e.g., Field et al., 2007b). Several major carbon
sinks in terrestrial ecosystems face a high degree of risk from projected climate and land use
changes (Fischlin et al., 2007). One of these is permafrost—frozen soil that covers vast areas of
the northern latitudes and has locked away vast quantities of carbon. Permafrost temperatures
are already rising due to high latitude warming, creating a potential feedback that could drive
further warming. Permafrost could also switch from a carbon sink to a source with thawing,
releasing more carbon than in takes up (Dutta et al., 2006; Field et al., 2007b; Zimov et al., 2006)
and thus accelerating the pace of climate change. The potential for such a switch is one of several
tipping points of concern in ecosystem–climate interactions (Barbier et al., 2008; Lenton et al.,
2008; see also Chapter 6). Many other factors will ultimately determine whether terrestrial
ecosystems provide a net feedback that enhances or slows the pace of climate change. Species
redistributions, changes in major growth forms (e.g., from grass to woody plants, or from
coniferous to deciduous trees), drought, length of growing seasons, air pollution, fire, insects and
pathogens, deforestation and reforestation (Canadell and Raupach, 2008), and land use (Tilman
et al., 2001) will influence uptake or release of CO2 as well as other GHGs such as N2O and CH4.
Globally, as much as 35 percent of human-induced CO2 emitted over time to the
atmosphere has had its origins in changes in land systems (both use and vegetative cover),
principally deforestation (Foley et al., 2005). Regeneration of tree cover is one mechanism
explored to reduce atmospheric CO2 (Gough et al., 2008). Biomass burning in general is also a
major source of atmospheric aerosols (Andreae and Merlet, 2001). As discussed in Chapter 6,
aerosols have direct effects on climate through scattering and absorbing solar radiation, and
indirect changes in the properties and propensity for formation of clouds and precipitation, all of
which can affect ecosystems (Lohmann and Feichter, 2005; Menon et al., 2002). Biomass
burning is one of the largest sources of black carbon (soot) aerosols, a particularly potent
warming agent has been implicated in changing precipitation patterns and rapid ice melting in
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the Arctic (McConnell et al., 2007; Flanner et al., 2007; Wang, 2007). Lastly, the emission of
various trace gases by plants and from biomass burning leads to the formation of ground-level
ozone, a gas that is both a climate-influencing agent and a pollutant that directly affects human
and ecosystem health (Auffhammer et al., 2006; Chameides et al., 1994; Orr et al., 2005).
Land use change also influences climate by changing the reflective characteristics of the
land surface and the exchange of water between the surface and the atmosphere. Deforestation,
arid land degradation, and the transformation of ecosystems into built-up areas, for example, tend
to increase reflectivity of the land surface and decrease evapotranspiration, leading to both local
climate changes and, in combination with other land use changes, influencing large-scale climate
forcing, feedbacks, and atmospheric circulation patterns (Chapin et al., 2002; Pielke et al., 1998;
Zhao et al., 2001). Deforestation leads to warmer and dryer climate conditions in the humid
tropics, apparently due to reductions in evapotranspiration, while forest loss in high latitudes has
a cooling effect due to increased reflectivity (DeFries and Bounoua, 2004). Afforestation
(planting trees where they do not naturally occur), re-planting forests in previously deforested
areas, or shifts in evergreen species into previously shrub or forb areas could lead to increased
absorption of solar radiation and thus increases in temperature. All these factors are important to
the critical question of whether changes in terrestrial ecosystems accelerate or decelerate climate
change, yet their combined role has not been evaluated. Importantly, these and other facets of
ecosystem change not only influence the global climate system but also generate large local to
regional climate implications as well (Cook et al., 2009; Durieux et al., 2003; Li et al., 2006;
Malhi et al., 2008; Pielke et al., 1998).

Science to Support Managing Terrestrial Ecosystems to Limit the Magnitude of Climate
Change
Managing land ecosystems provides opportunities to both limit the magnitude of climate
change and ameliorate its negative consequences for society. Tropical deforestation and
degradation, for example, contribute approximately 17 percent of anthropogenic carbon
emissions in 2004 (Barker et al., 2007a). The opportunity to reduce emissions from deforestation
and degradation (REDD) has been recognized within the United Nations Framework Convention
on Climate Change (UNFCCC) as a relatively low-cost option to limit climate change (Gullison
et al., 2007; Stern, 2007). Research is needed to support and improve such policies. While it is
now a feasible goal to monitor changes in forest area by satellite throughout the tropics (DeFries
et al., 2007; GOFC-GOLD, 2009) substantial uncertainties remain about the amount and
distribution of biomass (carbon contained organic plant material such as leaves, branches, and
roots). Accurate biomass estimates are critical for improving estimates of GHG emissions
generated by deforestation (Houghton, 2005). Both ground-based measurements and new
satellite technologies (e.g., Asner, 2009) for estimating above- and below-ground carbon are
needed to improve these estimates.
Understanding the socioeconomic and ecological drivers of deforestation and degradation
is also critically important for developing effective policies to reduce deforestation. Global-scale
drivers, from international trade in agricultural products to subsistence needs by small-scale
farmers, are complex and vary in different locations (Nepstad et al., 2006; Rudel, 2005).
Research focused on ecosystems needs to include intertwined climatic, ecological, and
socioeconomic factors. For example, more clearing and more fires occur during relatively dry
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years in the tropical forests of southeast Asia, creating a positive feedback between emissions
and climate change (van der Werf et al., 2008). The synergies and tradeoffs between REDD and
biodiversity conservation, watershed protection, and livelihood needs for local people require
more rigorous analysis (this and other research needs are discussed at the end of this chapter).
Ecosystems also provide the opportunity to limit climate change through the
enhancement of carbon storage. Certain management practices can enhance storage in
agricultural soils (see Chapter 10). In forest ecosystems, protection from fire, insect damage, and
forest thinning through logging and other human use can enhance storage. Secondary regrowth
of forests in abandoned croplands, tree plantations, and agroforestry all contribute to carbon
storage (Rhemtulla et al., 2009). The extent to which these factors might offset emissions on a
global scale is poorly known. Research is needed to quantify the storage potential and costs to
implement these climate-limiting opportunities relative to costs of adapting to climate change.
As noted above, land use changes that modify ecosystems for human use, as well as land
cover changes driven by climate change, alter the characteristics of the land surface that feed
back to climate, notably the reflectance of the surface. Removal or reduction of vegetation cover
generally exerts a cooling effect in high latitudes, because lighter surfaces reflect more incoming
sunlight and removal of tree cover exposes highly reflective snow cover. This cooling has
partially offset warming from GHGs (Bonan, 1999; see Chapter 6). In the tropics, where most
land use change is currently occurring, forest clearing has a warming and drying effect as
transpiration of water by trees is drastically reduced (Bounoua et al., 2002). Ecosystem
management to limit the extent of climate change needs to take account of all of these factors,
including emissions, reflectivity changes, and changes in the water balance, to understand the
combined effect of land cover changes on climate (Bonan, 2008; Jackson et al., 2008).
Ecosystems management is also a potential strategy to ameliorate societal impacts of
climate change. Restoration of wetlands in the Gulf of Mexico, for example, can reduce damage
from hurricanes by damping wave action and diminishing wind penetration (Day et al., 2007).
Mangroves protected people from a 1999 Asian cyclone (Das and Vincent, 2009) and will
potentially provide some protection against storm surges that will move further inland with sea
level rise. Quantitative and rigorous analysis of these ecosystem management opportunities,
including their effectiveness and costs, is needed to assess their potential in different locations.

MARINE ECOSYSTEMS
Marine ecosystems are fundamental to the large role the oceans play in regulating the
climate system. For example the oceans contain many times more carbon than the atmosphere
and terrestrial ecosystems combined, and are thus critical in regulating the amount of CO2 in the
atmosphere. Climate change will have broad effects on marine ecosystems, their capacity to take
up CO2 from the atmosphere, and the diverse ecosystem services they provide to society. These
ecosystem effects will be driven by projected changes in ocean temperature, circulation (Bryden
et al., 2005), storms, and chemistry (Doney et al., 2009). Unlike on land, the majority of food
that humans derive from the sea is still harvested from wild populations (FAO, 2008).
Therefore, the oceans capacity to provide seafood, a major protein source for more than a billion
people, will be directly affected by climate impacts on marine ecosystems (see Chapter 10).
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Climate Change Impacts on Ocean Ecosystems

Over recent decades, marine scientists have detected widespread poleward shifts in
species distributions that are consistent with patterns of a warming ocean (Alheit and Hagen,
1997; Holbrook et al., 1997; Mueter and Litzow, 2008; Sagarin et al., 1999; Southward et al.,
1995). Marine species can be highly mobile, both as adults and as microscopic young drifting in
the plankton (Kinlan and Gaines, 2003). This mobility can lead to larger and faster geographic
shifts than in terrestrial ecosystems. For example, two-thirds of the 36 most common bottomdwelling fish in the North Sea have shifted the geographical center of their range north toward
the pole over just 25 years (Perry et al., 2005; Figure 9.3). Such shifts, if they continue, could
move the fish beyond the range of national fisheries. More broadly, because species move at
different rates depending on their unique life histories, such shifts could lead to rapid
rearrangements of the species composition of some ocean ecosystems (Cheung et al., 2009). The
unpredictability of responses by different species is a key barrier to anticipating and adapting to
the resulting ecosystem rearrangements.

FIGURE 9.3 Observed northward shift of marine species in the Bering Sea between years 1982
and 2006. Length of the yellow bars indicates the distance that the center of a species range has
shifted. The average shift among the species examined was approximately 19 miles north of its
1982 location (red line). The northward shift is primarily linked to warming of the Bering Sea
during this period. SOURCE: Mueter and Litzow, (2008); USGCRP (2009a).
Given the prominent role of oceans in storing carbon, climate impacts on ocean
productivity could also alter their role in the carbon cycle. Overall, oceans contribute roughly
half of the globe’s net primary productivity (NPP; Field et al., 1998), defined as the net carbon
gain by ecosystems over a specific time period, typically annually. Some ocean habitats (polar
seas, coastal upwelling systems) may see increased productivity under projected climate change
(Arrigo et al., 2008; Bakun, 1990; Behrenfeld et al., 2006; Pabi et al., 2008; Polovina et al.,
1995; Snyder et al., 2003). Most of the ocean, however, is permanently stratified with shallow,
warm, nutrient-depleted water isolated from cold, nutrient-rich water below. In these seas,
warmer surface temperatures generally decrease phytoplankton productivity (Behrenfeld et al.,
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2006; Figure 9.4). Given the prominence of these stratified seas, a substantially warmer ocean
would “inevitably alter the magnitude and distribution of global ocean net air-sea carbon
exchange, fishery yields, and dominant … biological regimes” (Behrenfeld et al., 2006).

FIGURE 9.4 Relationship between changes in sea surface temperature and net primary
productivity (NPP) from 1999 to 2004 based on satellite observations. Warmer ocean
temperatures typically lead to reduction in the productivity of phytoplankton, which means that
they remove less carbon from the atmosphere. SOURCE: updated from Behrenfeld et al. (2006).
Just as on land, high-latitude marine ecosystems may experience more stress than lowerlatitude marine ecosystems, since rates of warming are higher (Gille, 2002, Hansen et al., 2006)
and the opportunity for poleward range shifts is limited. Sea ice creates critical habitat for a
diverse array of marine species, including many mammals and birds (Hunt and Stabeno, 2002).
Major declines in sea ice thickness and extent have been observed in the Arctic (see Chapter 6),
and are projected for the next few decades (Overland and Stabeno, 2004, USGCRP, 2009a). Ice
dynamics, which are highly sensitive to climate variation, drive dynamics of ocean primary
productivity, which in turn has impacts throughout the marine food web in ways that are not
clearly understood (Moore and Huntington, 2008; Smetacek and Nicol, 2005). Declines in sea
ice can lead to large blooms in phytoplankton (e.g., Arrigo et al., 2008; Pabi et al., 2008) and
declines in production from benthic (seafloor) habitats. These changes alter both the food webs
of animals that ultimately depend on these different sources of productivity, including humans
(Grebmeier et al., 2006; Mueter and Litzow, 2008; USGCRP, 2009a), and the role of highlatitude ocean ecosystems in the carbon cycle. Although the details are highly uncertain, many
high latitude ocean ecosystems appear to be at the threshold of major ecosystem changes
(USGCRP, 2009a), especially since climate-induced changes may soon be joined by new human
uses and stresses (e.g., oil and mineral exploration, expanded maritime use and new fisheries in
the Arctic) made possible by reductions in sea ice.
Some of the most productive ocean ecosystems are coastal regions where winds push
surface waters offshore and draw deep, cold, nutrient rich waters to the surface (e.g., the west
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coast of North America). The nutrients fuel plankton blooms that support diverse and abundant
food webs and fisheries. These upwelling regions may become even more productive under
climate change if forecasts of increasing upwelling and favorable winds hold true (Bakun, 1990).
Substantial increases in upwelling, however, can also have catastrophic consequences if the
system crosses key thresholds (Chan et al., 2008; Helly and Levin, 2004). Deep ocean waters are
typically extremely low in oxygen (hypoxic). Strong upwelling of deep cold waters can pull
such hypoxic water onto shallow ocean shelves with devastating impacts on many marine
species (Grantham et al., 2004). Hypoxia of coastal waters is more commonly associated with
nutrient-laden runoff from land (NRC, 2000; Rabalais and Turner, 2001), but climate-driven
changes in winds, ocean temperature, and circulation can cause similar devastation even in areas
without runoff from land (Bakun and Weeks, 2004, Chan et al., 2008). The system can rapidly
switch from high productivity to “dead zones”, where most species cannot live. For example,
this transition has recently occurred in summers off the coasts of Oregon and Washington (Chan
et al., 2008). Over more than 50 years of observations in the 20th century, hypoxia was rare or
absent from these near-shore waters. In the past decade, however, hypoxia has become common
and caused major die-offs of coastal species. By 2006, these once highly productive waters were
oxygen-depleted along much of the coastline as upwelling winds increased (see Figure 9.5).

1950 to 1999: rare hypoxia, no
sign of anoxia

2000 to 2005: hypoxia prevalence and
severity increased

2006: Appearance of anoxia on inner

FIGURE 9.5 Hypoxia and anoxia in shallow waters. Values below 0.5 ml/l (left of black
vertical line) represent severe hypoxia. Over the latter of half of the twentieth century, hypoxia
was only found in deep waters. In recent years (red and green), hypoxia has extended into
waters close to the surface. SOURCE: modified from Chan et al. (2008).
In the tropics, warm temperatures pose a “bleaching” threat to corals. Coral reef
ecosystems have been compromised by a diverse set of activities including overfishing,
damaging fishing practices, eutrophication, and sedimentation, among others (USGCRP, 2009a).
On top of these human-caused stresses, recent decades have brought an increase in widespread
bleaching events, where corals eject their symbiotic algae in the face of extreme temperatures
(Figure 9.6). In some cases, the bleached corals recover with new symbionts (Lewis and
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Coffroth, 2004). In other cases, the coral is killed. Periods of mass bleaching have occurred
globally since the late 1970s (Glynn, 1991; Hoegh-Guldberg, 1999), with the most severe event
in 1998, an El Niño year in which an estimated 16 percent of the world’s reef corals died
(Wilkinson, 2000). The extent of bleaching varies greatly among species and locations. Some of
the variability is tied to the level of other human stresses, which argues for managing reefs for
greater resilience to climate change by reducing other stressors (Hughes et al., 2003). The next
subsection discusses ocean acidification, which serves as an additional and potentially
devastating stressor to corals. Recent models of coral-symbiont dynamics suggest that
adaptation could greatly reduce coral bleaching catastrophes if the pace of climate warming is
not too rapid (Baskett et al., 2005).

FIGURE 9.6 Photos of corals under normal (top) and acidified (bottom) conditions. The bottom
coral lack a protective skeleton (appearing as light yellow in the top panel) and are sometimes
called “naked coral”. SOURCE: Doney et al. (2009).
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Ocean Acidification

In addition to its climate impacts, CO2 released by human activities can influence
ecosystem dynamics in aquatic systems by altering water chemistry—in particular, the reaction
of CO2 with water to form carbonic acid (H2CO3), which lowers (acidifies) ocean pH. Roughly
one-third of all CO2 released by human activities since pre-industrial times has been absorbed by
the sea (Doney et al., 2009; Sabine and Feely, 2005; Sabine et al., 2004; Takahashi et al., 2006);
consequently, ocean pH has decreased by approximately 0.1 units since pre-industrial times.
While this might not seem like a large change, it actually represents a 25 percent increase in
acidity, because pH is measured on a logarithmic scale. By the end of this century, the oceans
are projected to acidify by an additional 0.3 to 0.4 units (Orr et al., 2005) under the highest IPCC
emissions scenario (Figure 9.7). Because pH interacts with temperature to determine saturation
levels for various related chemical species, cold water ocean areas are projected to become
undersaturated with calcium carbonate (CaCO3)—a key building block for the shells of many
marine organisms—as early as 2050 (Orr et al., 2005).

FIGURE 9.7 Estimates of ocean pH over the past 23 million years (white diamonds) and for
contemporary times (gray diamonds). Projections are made for the future using IPCC
projections of atmospheric concentrations of CO2. The projected changes in pH are extremely
large and rapid, considering the relative stability of oceanic pH in the past. SOURCE: Blackford
and Gilbert (2007).
A broad array of marine species produce CaCO3 skeletons during at least part of their life
cycle, so ocean acidification threatens nearly all ocean ecosystems by altering calcification rates
while simultaneously increasing the rate of CaCO3 dissolution (Yates and Halley, 2006).
Physiological studies suggest wide variations in the ability of organisms to cope with such
changes (Doney et al., 2009). Acidification is especially challenging for coral reefs, which are
defined by the CaCO3 skeletons of corals. Acidification, in tandem with elevated temperatures
and other human stresses, decreased calcification rates on the Great Barrier Reef by 21 percent
between 1988 and 2003 (Cooper et al., 2008). Numerous controlled experiments under elevated
pH now complement these field observations (e.g., Doney et al., 2009). Projections of future
ocean chemistry and climate change indicate that by the time atmospheric CO2 content doubles
over its pre-industrial value, there will be virtually no place in the ocean left that can sustain
coral reef growth (Cao and Caldeira, 2008; Silverman et al., 2009). Ocean acidification could
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also have dramatic consequences for polar food webs since several prominent species at the base
of the food web may be unable to form shells—including species that salmon and other iconic
species depend on for survival. Overall, ocean acidification has the potential to alter marine
ecosystems catastrophically, but the details and consequences of these impacts are only
beginning to be understood (see also NRC, 2010f).

The Role of Ocean Ecosystems in Managing Carbon and Climate Change
The ocean contains far more carbon than the atmosphere or land ecosystems. Storage of
carbon in the ocean occurs by several mechanisms whose rates can be altered by human
activities. In the ocean, CO2 dissolves directly in seawater; CO2 is sequestered when marine
plants photosynthesize, and organic carbon ultimately sinks to great depths; and CO2 is also
sequestered by conversion to CaCO3 by plankton, invertebrates, and fish (Wilson et al., 2009),
CaCO3 that either forms sediments or sinks to deep water after the organism dies. None of these
forms of storage is permanent, but sequestration rates can be modified greatly by a variety of
factors (e.g., water temperature, pH, the abundance of fish and plankton), ultimately affecting
how much CO2 remains locked away or returns to the sea.
Because the oceans provide such an enormous reservoir for carbon storage, it may be
possible to manipulate (i.e., geoengineer) ocean ecosystems to cause a transfer of CO2 from the
atmosphere to the oceans. Several different approaches have been proposed to achieve this end,
most of them involving introducing some kind of fertilizer to the upper ocean. The basic
hypothesis is that fertilization may stimulate the incorporation of dissolved CO2 into organic
matter through phytoplankton blooms, which could then sink to the deeper ocean. Some of the
carbon that sinks out of the upper ocean should be replaced by CO2 from the atmosphere, thus
diminishing atmospheric CO2 concentrations.
Most attention given to this hypothesis has focused on the possibility of iron fertilization
(Martin and Fitzwater, 1988; see also Limiting the Magnitude of Future Climate Change, NRC,
2010b). In some parts of the ocean, especially the Southern Ocean and parts of the equatorial
Pacific Ocean, marine biological productivity is limited by the availability of iron. The ratios of
carbon to iron in marine phytoplankton typically exceed 10,000 to 1, so there is the potential that
small amounts of iron could lead to substantial carbon uptake in the form of phytoplankton
blooms. While there is still considerable uncertainty, the prevailing view is that this approach
could store some carbon, but maximum achievable sustainable rates might be only a small
fraction of the total carbon emitted due to fossil fuel emissions (Buesseler et al., 2008). There
have been various proposals to fertilize the ocean with other nutrients, such as phosphate or
nitrogen, or to fertilize the oceans by bringing up nutrients from the deep ocean, but these
approaches have received even less study and attention on either their potential efficacy in
reducing atmospheric CO2 or their broader environmental impacts.
Significant uncertainties remain about the effectiveness of ocean fertilization at removing
CO2 from the atmosphere, as well as the length of time this CO2 would stay isolated from the
atmosphere. Furthermore, there is considerable uncertainty about the impact of these
manipulations on marine ecosystems and the services they provide to society, particularly since
CO2 causes ocean acidification, which is expected to harm marine ecosystems. Much effort has
focused on trying to protect marine ecosystems by keeping CO2 out of the ocean, whereas ocean
fertilization proposals seek to do the opposite. Because large parts of the oceans are a global
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commons, regulation of such activities represents a significant barrier to such geoengineering
efforts. Further, verification of amounts of carbon stored by ocean fertilization activities would
be challenging, at best.
In summary, it is feasible that human manipulation of marine ecosystems could store at
least some extra CO2 in the oceans. While maximum storage rates are projected to be at most a
few percent of total human-generated GHG emissions, significant questions remain regarding
exactly how much carbon could be stored for how long through these approaches. Furthermore,
considerations such as ocean acidification and the difficulty of predicting responses of marine
ecosystems make it doubtful whether such manipulations could contribute to overall
environmental risk reduction.

BOX 9.2
NATIONAL MARINE SANCTUARY
Ocean ecosystems face growing threats globally from overfishing, habitat damage,
pollution and, especially, acidification (Halpern et al., 2008). As a result, the persistence of
several marine species is at risk, and ecosystem services provided by intact coastal ecosystems
can be compromised. Compared to the land, a minute fraction of the sea is set aside for
protection. In response to growing threats, a number of nations, including the United States, are
establishing networks of new marine protected areas (MPAs) with special protections (Airame et
al., 2003; Fernandes et al., 2005). In the United States, the largest network of MPAs is being
established along the coast of California, where dozens of new protected areas are currently
being designed and implemented.
Although MPAs can be dramatically successful at restoring depleted ocean ecosystems
(Lester et al., 2009), many questions remain:

Will their effectiveness be compromised by climate change and acidification of the ocean
through uptake of CO2 and the migration of marine species outside the boundaries of
protected areas?

MPA network design is based on where species occur today, not where they will be
driven by future climate shifts—will the expected conservation gains from MPA
networks go unrealized as the seascape shifts?

Alternatively, could large networks of MPAs along entire coastlines provide protected
havens to aid species driven poleward by shifting climate?

Does uncertainty about future climate change increase the need for MPAs as a hedging
strategy?

RESEARCH NEEDS
Improve understanding of the effects of climate change and impacts of enhanced CO2 on
ecosystems, ecosystem services, and biodiversity. Given the complexity of the impacts of
different scenarios of climate change and elevated CO2 levels on ecosystem function, services,
and biodiversity, further research is needed to evaluate the consequences of interacting changes.
For example, movement of species, changes in phenology and synchronicity, changes in
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productivity and carbon cycling processes, and changes in disturbance regimes in response to
temperature, moisture, and CO2 have not been well assessed, especially at regional scales.
Enhanced capacity for linking models of physical change in the climate system to species
response models would help meet these challenges. Research is also needed to identify those
ecosystems, ecosystem services, species complexes, and people reliant on them that are most
resilient or most vulnerable.
Evaluate the climate feedbacks from changes in ecosystems and biodiversity. Changes in
ecosystem biogeochemical processes (including GHG emissions) and biodiversity (including
changes in reflectance characteristics) have the potential to feed back to affect climate. Models
and experiments that integrate knowledge about ecosystem processes, plant physiology,
vegetation dynamics, and disturbances such as fire are needed, and such models should be linked
with climate models in advanced Earth systems models.
Assess the potential of land and ocean ecosystems to limit or buffer impacts of climate
change. How can specific land uses (including managed and unmanaged forests and grasslands,
agricultural systems, fisheries, urban systems, and aquatic systems) be managed for provisioning
services as well as for their effects on GHG emissions, carbon storage, reflectivity, and
evapotranspiration? What ecosystem management strategies can provide co-benefits that meet
multiple goals, including carbon storage, biodiversity conservation, and watershed protection?
To address these questions, new tools and approaches need to be developed for evaluating
different land and ocean uses for their potential in helping to limit the magnitude of climate
change. Such research needs to address the tradeoffs between alternative land management
options, including economic costs and impacts on ecosystem services that are difficult to
quantify in economic terms. The efficiency and efficacy of overlapping systems of governance
and management structures to address tradeoffs and determine management strategies is also a
critical area of research.
Assess vulnerabilities of ecosystems and the benefits society derives from them to climate
change. Ecosystems on land and in the ocean, and the services they provide, are key
components of the maintenance of environmental functions and human wellbeing. Climate
change affects this maintenance, with potentially significant societal consequences. Identifying
critical linkages and feedbacks among changing ecosystems, their services, and human outcomes
(e.g., crop yields, water supply) is essential. To do this requires analytical frameworks and
methods for assessing vulnerability of coupled human–environment systems, and the ability of
the social and environmental components of such systems to adapt to change. Complicating
these assessments is the need to address climate change in the context of other changes, such as
land use, acid rain, and nitrogen deposition.
Improve observations and modeling. There is a great need for global-scale, long-term, and
continuous observations of land and ocean ecosystems and on-going changes within them. Such
observations will enable measures of ecological processes at relatively fine spatial and temporal
scales, which are needed both to provide critical inputs to Earth systems models and to track
gradual and abrupt change in Earth system processes. The development of indicators of
ecosystem health and ecosystem vulnerability is also needed as part of an early warning system
(see NRC 2009i). As mentioned above, new Earth system models that address multiple drivers
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and feedbacks from climate–ecosystem interactions are needed, and will be most effective if
linked to climate models that function at regional scales.
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Agriculture, Fisheries, and Food Production
Meeting the food needs of a growing global population—as well as the nearly one billion
people who already go without adequate food—presents a key challenge for economic and
human security (see Chapter 16). Many analysts estimate that food production will need to
nearly double over the coming several decades (Borlaug 2007; FAO 2009). Recent trends of
using food crops for fuel (e.g., corn ethanol) or displacing food crops with fuel crops, along with
potential opportunities for reforesting land for carbon credits, may amplify the food security
challenge by increasing competition for arable land (Fargione et al., 2008). Climate change
increases the complexity of meeting these food needs because of its multiple impacts on
agricultural crops, livestock, and fisheries. The potential ability of agricultural and fishery
systems to limit climate change adds yet another dimension to be considered.
Questions decision makers are asking, or will be asking, about agriculture, fisheries, and
food production in the context of climate change include:
 How will climate change affect yields? How will it affect weeds and pests, and do I need
more pesticides or different technology to maintain or increase yields?
 Will enough water be available for my crops? Will flooding cause damage to my crops?
Will rain fall in different times of the year?
 Should I change to more heat resistant or slower growing crop varieties?
 What new market opportunities should I take advantage of? How will competitors in
other regions be affected?
 What adjustments do I need to make to guarantee the sustainability of the fisheries under
my management?
 How will climate change affect my catch? Will I need new equipment and technology?
Will regulations change?
 How will climate change affect the availability of food in domestic and international
markets? Will food become more expensive? Will international demands for food
change?
 How will changes in agriculture and fisheries affect food security around the world?
 How can changes in agricultural production and practices contribute to reductions in
greenhouse gas emissions and dampen regional-scale impacts related to climate change?
The scientific knowledge summarized in this chapter illustrates how agriculture will be
influenced by climate change, and it explores the less well understood impacts of climate on
fisheries. The chapter also indicates how agricultural management may provide opportunities to
reduce net human greenhouse gas emissions, and it offers insight into the science needed for
adaptation in agriculture systems as well as food security issues. Finally, the chapter provides
examples of a broad range of research that is needed to understand the impacts of climate change
on food production systems and to develop strategies that assist in both limiting the magnitude of
climate change through management practices and reducing vulnerability and increasing
adaptive capacity in regions and populations in the United States and other parts of the world.
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CROP PRODUCTION
Crop production will be influenced in multiple ways by climate change itself, as well as
by our efforts to reduce the extent of climate change and adapt to it. Over the past two decades,
numerous experimental studies have been carried out on crop responses to increases in average
temperature and atmospheric CO2 concentrations (often referred to as carbon fertilization), and
mathematical models depicting those relationships (singly or in combination) have been
developed for individual crops. Fewer experiments and models have evaluated plant responses
to climate-related increases in air pollutants such as ozone, or to changes in water or nutrient
availability in combination with CO2 and temperature changes. A recently published report of
the U.S. Climate Change Science Program (CCSP, 2008a) summarized the results from
experimental and modeling analyses for the United States. Results of experimental studies, for
example, indicate that many crop plants, including wheat and soy, respond to elevated CO2 with
increased growth, although not uniformly so. On the other hand, newer field studies carried out
in “free air CO2 enrichment” (FACE) environments showed that the growth response of some
crop types was significantly smaller than expected (e.g., Long et al., 2006). The response of crop
plants to carbon fertilization in the field remains an issue of some debate.
Some heat-loving crop plants such as melons, sweet potatoes, and okra also respond
positively to increasing temperatures and longer growing seasons; but many other crops,
including grains and soybeans, are negatively affected, both in vegetative growth and seed
production, by even small increases in temperature (Figure 10.1). Many important grain crops
tend to have lower yields when summer temperatures increase, primarily because heat
accelerates the plant’s developmental cycle and reduces the duration of the grain-filling period
(CCSP, 2008a; Rosenzweig and Hillel, 1998). In some crop plants, pollination, kernel set, and
seed size, among other variables, are harmed by extreme heat (CCSP, 2008a; Wolfe et al., 2008).
Studies also indicate that some crops such as fruit and nut trees are sensitive to changes in
seasonality, reduced cold periods, and heat waves (Baldocchi and Wong, 2008; CCSP, 2008a;
Luedeling et al., 2009).

FIGURE 10.1 Growth rates (green) and reproductive response (purple) versus temperature for
corn (left) and soybean (right). The curves show that there is a temperature range (colored bars)
within which the plants can optimally grow and reproduce, and that growth and reproduction are
less efficient at temperatures above this range. The curves also show that above a certain
temperature, the plants cannot reproduce. SOURCE: USGCRP (2009a).
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Most assessments conclude that climate change will increase productivity of some crops
in some regions, especially northern regions, while reducing production in others (CCSP, 2008a;
Reilly et al., 2003), an expected result given the range of projected climate changes and diversity
of food crops around the world. The IPCC suggests, with medium confidence, that moderate
warming (1.8 to 5.4 ºF [1 to 3 ºC]) and associated increases in CO2 and changes in precipitation
would benefit crop and pasture lands in mid- to high-latitudes, but decrease yields in seasonally
dry and low-latitude areas (Easterling et al., 2007). This response to intermediate temperature
increases would generate a situation of mid-latitude “winners” in developed countries and lowlatitude “losers” in developing countries, thus magnifying rather than reducing existing inequities
in food availability and security. The IPCC also concludes with medium to low confidence that,
on the whole, global food production is likely to decrease with increases in average temperatures
above the 5.4 ºF (3°C) range.
Regional assessments of agricultural impacts in the United States (e.g., CCSP, 2008a and
references therein) suggest that over the next 30 years, the benefits of elevated CO2 will mostly
offset the negative effects of increasing temperature (see below for limits in modeling conducted
to date). In northern regions of the country, many crops may respond positively to increases in
temperature and atmospheric CO2 concentrations. In the Midwest corn belt and more southern
areas of the Great Plains, positive crop responses to elevated CO2 may be offset by negative
responses to increasing temperatures; likewise, rice, sorghum, and bean crops in the South would
see negative growth impacts (CCSP, 2008a). In California, where half the nation’s fruit and
vegetable crops are grown, climate change is projected to decrease yields of almonds, walnuts,
avocados, and table grapes by up to 40 percent by 2050 (Lobell et al., 2007). As temperatures
continue to rise, crops will increasingly experience temperatures above the optimum for growth
and reproduction. Adaptation through altered crop types, planting dates, and other management
options is expected to help the agricultural sector, especially in the developed world (Burke et
al., 2009; Darwin et al., 1995). However, regional assessments for other areas of the world
consistently conclude that climate change presents a serious risk to critical staple crops in subSaharan Africa where adaptive capacity is expected to be less than in the industrialized world
(Jones and Thornton, 2003; Parry et al., 2004). Parts of the world where agriculture depends on
water resources from glacial melt, including the Andean highlands, the Ganges Plain, and
portions of East Africa, are also at risk due to the worldwide reduction in snowpack and the
retreat of glaciers (Bradley et al., 2006; Kehrwald et al., 2008; also see Chapter 8).
While models of crop responses to climate change have generally incorporated shifts in
average temperature, length of growing season, and CO2 fertilization, either singly or in
combination, most have excluded expected changes in other factors that also have dramatic
impacts on crop yields. These critical factors include changes in extreme events (intense rainfall,
drought), pests and disease, and water supplies and energy use (for irrigation). Extreme events
such as heavy downpours are already increasing in frequency and are projected to continue to
increase (CCSP, 2008a; Rosenzweig et al., 2001). Intense rainfalls can delay planting, increase
root diseases, damage fruit, and cause flooding and erosion, all of which reduce crop
productivity. Drought frequency and intensity are likely (Christensen et al., 2007) to increase in
several regions that already experience water stress, especially in developing countries where
investments have focused on disaster recovery more than adaptive capacity (e.g., Mirza, 2003).
Changes in water quantity and quality due to climate change are also expected to affect
food availability, stability, access and utilization. This will increase the vulnerability of many
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farmers and decrease food security, especially in the arid and semi-arid tropics and in the large
Asian and African deltas (Bates and Kundzewicz, 2008). As noted in Chapter 8, freshwater
demand globally will grow in coming decades, primarily due to population growth, increasing
affluence, and the need for increased production of food and energy. Climate change is
exacerbating those issues, and current water management practices and infrastructure may not be
robust enough to cope with future climate variability as well as trends in precipitation,
temperature, and demand. These effects will be regionally specific. For example, in California
and other mountain states where water resources are stored for extended periods in snowpack,
warmer winter temperatures are causing more precipitation to fall as rain than snow (Knowles et
al., 2006; Mote et al., 2005) and also causing earlier snowmelt (Hamlet et al., 2007; USGCRP,
2009a). Model simulations under various scenarios indicate these patterns will intensify in the
future, reducing water resources for irrigation and other uses in the dry growing season (Hayhoe
et al., 2007; Kapnick and Hall, 2009; Maurer and Duffy, 2005). These and other regions face
critical decisions about modifying infrastructure and pricing policies as climate continues to
change (see Chapter 8).
Many weeds, plant diseases, and insect pests benefit from warming (and from elevated
CO2, in the case of most weed plants), sometimes more than crops; as temperatures continue to
rise, many weeds, diseases, and pests will also expand their ranges (CCSP, 2008a; Garrett et al.,
2006; Gregory et al., 2009; Lake and Wade, 2009; McDonald et al., 2009). In addition, under
higher CO2 concentrations, some herbicides appear to be less effective (CCSP, 2008a; Ziska,
2000; Ziska et al., 1999). In the United States, aggressive weeds such as kudzu, which has
already invaded 2.5 million acres of the southeast, will expand its range into agricultural areas to
the north (Frumhoff, 2007). Worldwide, animal diseases and pests are already exhibiting range
extensions from low to mid latitudes due to warming. (CCSP, 2008a; Diffenbaugh et al., 2008)
While these and other changes are expected to have negative impacts on crops, their impact on
food production at regional or national scales has not been thoroughly evaluated.
Similar to crop production, commercial forestry will be affected by many aspects of
climate change, including CO2 fertilization, changes in length of growing season, changing
precipitation patterns, and pests and diseases. Models project that global timber production
could increase through a poleward shift in locations where important forest species are grown.
Such an expansion would be the result of a longer growing season and enhanced growth due to
CO2 fertilization. However, experimental results and models may overestimate enhanced growth
from the carbon fertilization effect when limiting factors such as pests, weeds, and competition
for nutrients and soil water are considered (Kirllenko and Sedjo, 2007).

LIVESTOCK PRODUCTION
Livestock respond to climate change directly through heat and humidity stresses, and are
affected indirectly by changes in forage quantity and quality, water availability, and disease.
Because heat stress reduces milk production, weight gain, and reproduction in livestock,
production of pork, beef, and milk is projected to decline with warming temperatures, especially
those above 5.4 ºF (3°C; Figure 10.2; Backlund et al., 2008). In addition, livestock losses due to
heat waves are expected to increase, with the extreme heat exacerbated by rising minimum
nighttime temperatures as well as increasing difficulties in providing adequate water (CCSP,
2008a).
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FIGURE 10.2 Percent change in milk yield from 20th century (1850 to 1985) climate conditions
to projected 2040 climate conditions made using two different models of future climate (bold
versus italicized numbers) in different regions of the United States. The bold values are
associated with the model that exhibits more rapid warming. SOURCE: CCSP (2008a).
Increasing temperatures may enhance production of forage in pastures and rangelands,
except in already hot climates and dry locations. Longer growing seasons may also extend
overall forage production, as long as precipitation and soil moisture are sufficient; however
uncertainty in climate model precipitation projections makes this difficult to determine.
Although CO2 enrichment stimulates production on many rangelands and pastures, it also
reduces forage quality, shifts the dominant grass species towards those with lower food quality,
and increases the prevalence of non-forage weeds (CCSP, 2008a; Eakin and Conley, 2002). The
consequence is an overall decline in livestock productivity. In northern Sonora, Mexico, for
example, buffelgrass, which was imported from Africa and improved in the United States, is
increasingly planted as livestock pasture in arid conditions. However, the grass has become an
aggressive invader, spreading across the Sonoran Desert landscape and into Arizona and
overrunning important national parks and reserves (Arriaga et al., 2004).

FISHERIES AND AQUACULTURE PRODUCTION
Over one billion people around the world rely on seafood as their primary source of
protein, and roughly three billion people obtain at least 15 percent of their total protein intake
from seafood. Global demand for seafood is growing at a rapid rate, fueled by increases in
human population, affluence, and dietary shifts (York and Gossard, 2004). While demand for
seafood is increasing, the catch of wild seafood has been declining slightly for 20 years (Watson
and Pauly, 2001). Meeting the growth in demand has only been possible by rapid growth in
marine aquaculture. The United States consumes nearly five billion pounds of seafood a year,
ranking it third globally behind China and Japan. This large consumption, however, comes
primarily from fish caught outside the nation’s boundary waters. Nearly 85 percent of U.S.
consumption is imported, and that fraction is increasing (USDA, 2008). Therefore, consumption
of food from the sea links the United States to nearly all the world’s ocean ecosystems.
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Marine Fisheries
The impacts of climate change on marine-based food systems are far less well known
than impacts on agriculture, but there is rapidly growing evidence that they could be severe (see
Chapter 9). This is especially problematic given that a sizeable fraction of the world’s fisheries
are already overexploited (Worm et al., 2009) and many are also subject to pollution from land
or under stress from the decline of critical habitats like coral reefs and wetlands (Halpern et al.,
2008; Sherman et al., 2009). Climate-driven fluctuations in wild fish populations cannot be
controlled by altered culture practices, but only responded to by new management actions. Yearto-year climate variation has long been known to cause large fluctuations in fish stocks, both
directly and indirectly (McGowan et al., 1998,; Stenseth et al., 2002), and this has always been a
challenge for effective fisheries management (Walters and Parma, 1996). Similar sensitivity to
longer time scale variations in climate has been documented in a wide range of fish species from
around the globe (Chavez et al., 2003; Steele, 1998), and this portends major changes in fish
populations under future climate change scenarios. Successful management of fisheries will
require an increasing ability to forecast population fluctuations driven by climate change; this
will demand significant new investments in research, fundamental shifts in management
practices, and research on the success of various management options (e.g., Mora et al., 2009).
For example, restoration planning for depleted Chinook salmon populations in the Pacific
Northwest needs to account for the spatial shift in salmon habitat (Battin et al., 2007). An added
complexity is that, because most of the fish catch comes from open oceans under international
jurisdiction, any management regime will need to be negotiated and accepted by multiple nations
to be effective.
Fished species tend to be relatively mobile, either as adults or young (larvae drifting in
the plankton). As a result, their distributions can shift rapidly compared to those of land animals.
In recent decades, geographical shifts toward the poles of tens to hundreds of kilometers have
been documented for a wide range of marine species in different areas (Grebmeier et al., 2006;
Lima et al., 2006; Mueter and Litzow, 2008; Sagarin et al., 1999; Zacherl et al., 2003). Model
projections for anticipated changes by 2050 suggest a potentially dramatic rearrangement of
marine life (Cheung et al., 2009). Although such projections are based upon relatively simple
models and should be treated as hypotheses, they suggest that displacements of species ranges
may be sufficiently large that the fish species harvested from any given port today may change
dramatically in coming decades. Fishers in many Alaska ports are already facing much longer
commutes as distributions of target species have shifted (CCSP, 2009a).
Such projected shifts in fisheries distributions are likely to be most pronounced for U.S.
fisheries in the North Pacific and North Atlantic, where temperature increases are likely to be
greatest and will be coupled to major habitat changes driven by reduced sea ice (CCSP, 2009a).
Abrupt warming in the late 1970s, which was associated with a regime shift in the Pacific
Decadal Oscillation, greatly altered the marine ecosystem composition in the Gulf of Alaska
(Anderson and Piatt, 1999). Rapid reductions in ice-dominated regions of the Bering Sea will
very likely expand the habitat for subarctic piscivores such as arrowtooth flounder, cod, and
pollock. Because there are presently only fisheries for cod and pollock, arrowtooth flounder may
experience significant population increases with broad potential consequences to the ecosystem
(CCSP, 2009a).
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The effects of ocean acidification from increased absorption of CO2 by the sea (see
Chapter 6) may be even more important for some fisheries than those of climate change,
although they are currently even more uncertain (Fabry et al., 2008; Guinotte and Fabry, 2008).
Many fished species (e.g., invertebrates such as oysters, clams, scallops, and sea urchins)
produce shells as adults or larvae, and the production of shells could be compromised by
increased acidification (Fabry et al., 2008; Gazeau et al., 2007; Hofmann et al., 2008). Many
other fished species rely on shelled plankton, such as pteropods and foraminifera, as their
primary food source. Projected declines in these plankton species could have catastrophic
impacts on fished species higher in the food chain. Finally, acidification can disrupt a variety of
physiological processes beyond the production of shells. Hence, the scope for impact of
acidification—and especially the combination of acidification with other climate change—is
potentially enormous, but the details remain highly uncertain (NRC, 2010f).

Aquaculture and Freshwater Fisheries
Today, approximately a third of seafood is grown in aquaculture—and that number rises
to half if seafood raised for animal feed is included. As the fastest growing source of animal
protein on the planet, aquaculture is widely touted as critical for meeting growing demands for
food. Although aquaculture avoids some of the climate impacts on harvesting wild fish, others
(e.g., ocean acidification) are equally challenging. Indeed, the current predominance of
aquaculture facilities in estuaries and bays may exacerbate some of the impacts of ocean
acidification (Miller et al., 2009). In addition, since different forms of aquaculture may require a
variety of other natural resources such as water, feed, and energy to produce seafood, there may
be much broader indirect impacts of climate change on this rapidly growing industry.
Freshwater fisheries face most of the same challenges from climate change as those in
saltwater, as well as some that are unique. Forecasting the consequences of warming on fish
population dynamics is complicated, because details of future climate at relatively small
geographic scales (e.g., seasonal and daily variation, regional variation across watersheds) are
critical to anticipating fish population responses (Littell et al., 2009). Yet, as noted in Chapter 6,
regional and local aspects of climate change are the hardest to project. Expected effects include
elevated temperatures, reduced dissolved oxygen (Kalff, 2002), increased stratification of lakes
(Gaedke et al., 1998; Kalff, 2002), and elevated pollutant toxicity (Ficke et al., 2007). Although
the consequences of some of these changes are predictable when taken one at a time, the
complex nature of interactions between their effects makes forecasting change for even a single
species in a single region daunting (Littell et al., 2009). In addition to altering these physical and
chemical characteristics of freshwater, climate change will also alter the quantity, timing, and
variability of water flows (Mauget, 2003; Ye et al., 2003; Chapter 8). Climate driven alterations
of the flow regime will add to the decades or even centuries of alterations of stream and river
flows through other human activities (e.g., urbanization, water withdrawals, dams; Poff et al.,
2007). Finally, changes in lake levels that will result from changed patterns of precipitation,
runoff, groundwater flows, and evaporation could adversely affect spawning grounds for some
species, depending on bathymetry. While the full ramifications of these changes for freshwater
fish require further analysis, there is evidence that coldwater fish such as salmon and trout will
be especially sensitive to them. For example, some projections suggest that half of the wild trout
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population of the Appalachians will be lost; in other areas of the nation, trout losses could range
as high as 90 percent (Williams et al., 2007).
Globally, precipitation is expected to increase, and more of it is expected to occur in
extreme events and as rain rather than snow (see Chapter 8). Anticipated regional changes in
precipitation vary greatly and are highly uncertain. As a result, major alterations of stream and
lake ecosystems are forecast in coming decades, but the details remain highly uncertain (Ficke et
al., 2007). Although freshwater fish and invertebrates are typically as mobile as their marine
counterparts, their ability to shift their range in response to climate change may be greatly
compromised by the challenges of moving between watersheds. In contrast to the rapid changes
in species ranges in the sea (Perry et al., 2005), freshwater fish and invertebrates may be much
more constrained in their poleward range shifts in response to climate change, especially in east–
west oriented stream systems (Allan et al., 2005; McDowall, 1992).
In the United States, per capita consumption of fish and shellfish from the sea and
estuaries is more than 15 times higher than consumption of freshwater fish (EPA, 2002);
nevertheless, freshwater fish are important as recreation and as food for some U.S. populations.
Globally, however, freshwater and diadromous fish (fish that migrate between fresh and salt
water) account for about a quarter of total fish/shellfish consumption (Laurenti, 2007) and in
many locations serve as the predominant source of protein (Bayley, 1981; van Zalinge et al.,
2000). Given the large uncertainty in how climate change impacts on freshwater ecosystems will
affect the fisheries they support, this important source of food and recreation is at considerable
risk.

SCIENCE TO SUPPORT LIMITING CLIMATE CHANGE BY MODIFYING
AGRICULTURAL AND FISHERY SYSTEMS
Food production systems are not only affected by climate change but also contribute to it.
Agricultural activities release significant amounts of CO2, methane (CH4), and nitrous oxide
(N2O) to the atmosphere (Cole et al., 1997; Paustian et al., 2004; Smith et al., 2007). CO2 is
released largely from decomposition of soil organic matter by microorganisms or burning of live
and dead plant materials (Janzen, 2004; Smith, 2004); decomposition is enhanced by vegetation
removal and tillage of soils. CH4 is produced when decomposition occurs in oxygen-deprived
conditions, such as wetlands and flooded rice systems, and from digestion by many kinds of
livestock (Matson et al., 1998; Mosier et al., 1998). N2O is generated by microbial processes in
soils and manures, and the flux of N2O into the atmosphere is typically enhanced by fertilizer
use, especially when applied in excess of plant needs (Robertson and Vitousek, 2009; Smith and
Conen, 2004). The 2007 IPCC assessment concluded, with medium certainty, that agriculture
accounts for about 10 to 12 percent of total global human-caused emissions of GHGs, including
60 percent of N2O and about 50 percent of CH4 (Smith et al., 2007). The EPA estimates that
about 32 percent of CH4 emissions and 67 percent of N2O emissions in the United States are
associated with agricultural activities (EPA, 2009b).
Typically, the projected future of global agriculture is based on intensification—
increasing the output per unit area or time—which is typically achieved by increasing or
improving inputs such as fertilizer, water, pesticides, and crop varieties, and thereby potentially
reducing agricultural demands on other lands (e.g., Borlaug, 2007). Given this projected
intensification, global N2O emissions are predicted to increase by about 50 percent by 2020
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(relative to 1990) due to increasing use of fertilizers in agricultural systems (EPA, 2006; Mosier
and Kroeze, 2000). If CH4 emissions grow in direct proportion to increases in livestock
numbers, then global livestock-related CH4 production is expected to increase by 60 percent up
to 2030 (Bruinsma, 2003); in the United States, the EPA (2006) forecasts that livestock-related
CH4 emissions will increase by 21 percent between 2005 and 2020. Projected changes in CH4
emissions from rice production vary, but are generally smaller than those associated with
livestock (Bruinsma, 2003; EPA, 2006).
The active management of agricultural systems offers possibilities for limiting these
fluxes and offsetting other GHG emissions. Many of these opportunities use current
technologies and can be implemented immediately, permitting a reduction in emissions per unit
of food (or protein) produced, and perhaps also a reduction in emissions per capita food
consumption. For example, changes in feeds and feeding practices can reduce CH4 emissions
from livestock, and using biogas digesters for manure management can substantially reduce CH4
and N2O emissions while producing energy. Changes in management of fertilizers, and the
development of new fertilizer application technologies that more closely match crop demand—
sometimes called precision or smart farming—can also reduce N2O fluxes. It may also be
possible to develop and adopt new rice cultivars that emit less CH4 or otherwise manage the soil–
root microbial ecosystem that drives emissions (Wang et al., 1997). Alternatively, organic
agriculture or its fusion into other crop practices may reduce emissions and other environmental
problems. To date, however, there has been little research on the willingness of farmers and the
agricultural sector in general to adopt practices that would reduce emissions, nor on the kinds of
education, incentives, and institutions that would promote their use.
Beyond limiting the trace gases emitted in agricultural practice, there are opportunities
for offsetting GHG emissions more broadly by managing agricultural landscapes to absorb and
store carbon in soils and vegetation (Scherr and Sthapit, 2009). For example, minimizing soil
tillage yields multiple benefits by increasing soil carbon storage, improving and maintaining soil
structure and moisture, and reducing the need for inorganic fertilizers, as well as reducing labor,
mechanization, and energy costs. Such practices may also have beneficial effects on biodiversity
and other ecosystem services provided by surrounding lands, and can be made economically
attractive to farmers (Robertson and Swinton, 2005; Swinton et al., 2006). Incorporating biochar
(charcoal from fast-growing trees or other biomass that is burned in a low-oxygen environment)
has also been proposed as a potentially effective way of taking carbon out of the atmosphere; the
resulting biochar can be added to soils for storage and improvement of soil quality (Lehmann
and Joseph, 2009), although there has been some debate about the longevity of the storage
(Lehmann and Sohi, 2008; Wardle et al., 2008). Shifting agricultural production systems to
perennial instead of annual crops, or intercropping annuals with perennial plants such as trees,
shrubs, and palms, could also store carbon while producing food and fiber. Biofuel systems that
depend on perennial species rather than food crops could be an integral part of such a system.
Research is needed to develop these options and to test their efficacy. Most importantly, a
landscape approach would be required in order to plan for carbon storage in conjunction with
food and fiber production, conservation, and other land uses and the ecosystem services they
provide.
Land clearing and deforestation have been critical contributors to GHG emissions over
the past several centuries, although as fossil fuel use has grown, land use contributions to annual
emissions have become proportionally less important. Still, tropical deforestation alone
accounted for about 20 percent of the carbon released to the atmosphere from human activities
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from 2000 to 2005 (Gullison et al., 2007) and 17 percent of all long-lived GHGs in 2004 (Barker
et al., 2007; see Chapter 9). Reducing deforestation and restoring vegetation in degraded areas
could thus both limit climate change and provide linked ecosystem benefits. Reduction of
Emissions from Deforestation and Degradation (REDD) is a proposed UNFCCC initiative to
credit developing countries for reducing CO2 emissions by saving forest lands (Gullison et al.,
2007). It is not yet clear, however, how such programs would interact with other forces
operating on agriculture to affect overall land uses and emissions. Finally, as with all proposed
emissions-limiting land management approaches, it is critical that attention be paid to
consequences for all GHGs, not just a single target gas (Robertson et al., 2000) and to all aspects
of the climate system, including reflectivity of the land surface (Gibbard et al., 2005; Jackson et
al., 2008), as well as co-benefits in conservation, agricultural production, water resources,
energy, and other sectors.

SCIENCE TO SUPPORT ADAPTATION IN AGRICULTURAL SYSTEMS
The ability of farmers and the whole food production, processing, and distribution system
to adapt to climate change will contribute to, and to some extent govern, the ultimate impacts of
climate change on food production. Adaptation strategies may include changes in location as
well as in-place changes such as shifts in planting dates and varieties; expansion of irrigated or
managed areas; diversification of crops and other income sources; application of agricultural
chemicals; changes in livestock care, infrastructure, and water and feed management; selling
assets or borrowing credit (Moser et al., 2008; NRC, 2010c ; Wolfe et al., 2008). At the broadest
level, adaptation also includes investment in agricultural research and in institutions to reduce
vulnerability. This is because the ability of farmers and others to adapt depends in important
ways on available technology, financial resources and financial risk management instruments,
market opportunities, availability of alternative agricultural practices, and importantly, access to,
trust in, and use of information such as seasonal forecasts (Cash, 2001, Cash et al., 2006b). It
also depends on specific institutional arrangements, including property rights, social norms, trust,
monitoring and sanctions, and agricultural extension institutions that can facilitate diversification
(Agrawal and Perrin, 2008). Not all farmers have access to such strategies or support
institutions, and smallholders—especially those with substantial debt, often involving loans to
invest in commercial crops, and the landless in poor countries—are most likely to suffer negative
effects on their livelihoods and food security. Smallholder and subsistence farmers will suffer
complex, localized impacts of climate change (Easterling et al., 2007).
Integrated assessment models, which combine climate models with crop models and
models of the responses of farmers and markets, have been used to simulate the impacts of
climate changes on productivity and also on factors such as farm income and crop management.
Some modeling studies have included adaptations in these integrated assessments (McCarl,
2008; Reilly et al., 2003), for example, by adjusting planting dates or varieties and by
reallocating crops according to changes in profitability. For the United States, these studies
usually project very small effects of climate change on the agricultural economy, and, in some
regions, positive increases in productivity and profitability (assuming adaptation through
cropping systems changes). As noted earlier with regard to climate-crop models, assessments
have not yet included potential impacts of pests and pathogens or extreme events, nor have they
included site- and crop-specific responses to climate change or variations. Moreover, even
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integrated assessment models that include adaptation do not include estimates of rates of
technological change, costs of adaptation, or planned interventions (Antle, 2009). Thus, our
understanding of the effects climate change will have on U.S. agriculture and on international
food supplies, distribution, trade, and food security remains quite limited and warrants further
research.
As they have in the past, both autonomous adaptations by farmers and planned
interventions by governments and other institutions to facilitate, enable, and inform farmers’
responses will be important in reducing potential damages from climate change and other related
changes. Investments in crop development, especially in developing countries, have stagnated
since the 1980s (Pardey and Beintema, 2002), although recent investments by foundations may
fill some of the void. Private sector expenditures play an important role, especially in developed
countries, and some companies are engaging in efforts to develop varieties well-suited for a
changing climate (Burke et al., 2009; Wolfe et al., 2008).
Government investments in new or rehabilitated irrigation systems (of all sizes) and
efficient water use and allocation technologies, transportation infrastructure, financial
infrastructure such as availability of credit and insurance mechanisms (Barnett et al., 2008; Gine
et al., 2008; World Bank, 2008), and access to fair markets are also important elements of
adaptation (Burke et al., 2009). Likewise, investments in participatory research and information
provision to farmers has been a keystone of past agricultural development strategies (e.g.,
through extension services in both developed and developing countries), and no doubt will
remain so in the future. Finally, the provision of social safety nets (e.g., formal and informal
sharing of risks and costs; labor exchange; crop insurance programs, food aid during
emergencies, public works programs, or cash payments), which have long been a mainstay of
agriculture in the developed world, will remain important (Agrawal, 2008; Agrawal and Perrin,
2008). These considerations need to be integrated into development planning.
It is important that agriculture be viewed as an integrated system. As noted above, the
United States and the rest of the world will be simultaneously developing strategies to adapt
agriculture to climate change, to utilize the potential of agricultural practices and other land uses
to reduce the magnitude of climate change, and to increase agricultural production to meet rising
global demands. With careful analysis and institutional design, these efforts may be able to
complement one another while also enhancing our ability to improve global food security.
However, without such integrated analysis, various practices and policies could easily work at
cross purposes, moving the global food production system further from, rather than closer to,
sustainability. For example, increased biofuel production would decrease reliance on fossil
fuels, but could increase demand for land and food resources (Fargione et al., 2008).

FOOD SECURITY
Food security is defined as a “situation that exists when all people, at all times, have
physical, social, and economic access to sufficient, safe, and nutritious food that meets their
dietary needs and food preferences for an active and healthy life” (Schmidhuber and Tubiello,
2007). The four dimensions of food security are: availability (the overall ability of agricultural
systems to meet food demand), stability (the ability to acquire food during income or food price
shocks), access (the ability of individuals to have adequate resources to acquire food), and
utilization (the ability of the entire food chain to deliver safe food). Climate change affects all
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four dimensions directly or indirectly; and all can be affected at the same time by non-climatic
factors such as social norms, gender roles, formal and informal institutional arrangements,
economic markets, and global to local agricultural policies. For example, utilization can be
affected through the impact of warming on spoilage and food-borne disease, while access can be
affected by changing prices in the fuels used to transport food. Most studies have focused on the
first dimension—the direct impact of climate change on the total availability of different
agricultural products. Models that account for the other three dimensions need to be developed
to identify where people are most vulnerable to food insecurity (Lobell et al., 2008; see also
Chapter 4).
Because the food system is globally interconnected, it is not possible to view U.S. food
security, or that of any other country, in isolation. Where food is imported—such as the high
percentage of seafood consumed in the United States that comes from other countries—prices
and availability in this country can be directly affected by climate change impacts in other
countries. Climate change impacts anywhere in the world potentially affect the demand for
agricultural exports and the ability of the United States and other countries to meet that demand.
Food security in the developing world affects political stability, and thereby U.S. national
security (see Chapter 16). Food riots in many countries as prices soared in 2008 are a case in
point (Davis and Belkin, 2008). Over the past thirty years, there has been dramatic improvement
in access to food as real food prices have dropped and incomes have increased in many parts of
the developing world (Schmidhuber and Tubiello, 2007). Studies that project the number of
people at risk of hunger from climate change indicate that the outcome strongly depends on
socioeconomic development, since affluence tends to reduce vulnerability by enlarging coping
capacity (Schmidhuber and Tubiello, 2007). Clearly, international development strategies and
climate change are inextricably intertwined and require coordinated examination.

RESEARCH NEEDS
Given the challenges noted in the previous section, it is clear that expanded research
efforts will be needed to help farmers, development planners, and others engaged in the
agricultural sector to understand and respond to projected impacts of climate change on
agriculture. There may also be opportunities to limit the magnitude of future climate change
though changes in agricultural practices; it will be important to link such strategies with
adaptation strategies so they complement rather than undermine each other. Identifying which
regions, human communities, and crops and livestock in the United States and other parts of the
world are most vulnerable to climate change impacts on agriculture and fisheries, developing
adaptation approaches to reduce this vulnerability, and developing and assessing options for
reducing agricultural GHG emissions are critical tasks for the nation’s climate change research
program. Focus is also needed on the developing world, where the negative effects of climate
change on agricultural and fisheries production tend to coincide with people with low adaptation
capacity. Some specific research areas are listed below.
Improve models of crop response to climate and other environmental changes. Crop plants
and timber species respond to multiple and interacting effects including temperature, moisture,
extreme weather events, CO2, ozone, and other factors, such as pests, diseases, and weeds, all of
which are affected by climate change. Experimental studies that evaluate the interactions of
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these and other factors are needed, especially in ecosystem-scale experiments and in
environments where temperature is already close to optimal for crops. Many assessments model
crop response to climate-related variables while assuming no change in availability of water
resources, especially irrigation. Projections about agricultural success in the future need to
explicitly include such interactions. Of particular concern are assumptions about water
availability that include consideration of needs by other sectors. The reliability of water
resources for agriculture when there is competition from other uses needs to be evaluated, ideally
at a regional scale. Improved understanding of the response of farmers and markets to
production and prices and also to policies and institutions that affect land and resource uses is
needed; incorporation of that information in models will aid in designing effective agricultural
strategies for limiting and adapting to climate change.
Improve models of response of fisheries to climate change. Sustainable yields from fisheries
require matching catch limits with the growth of the fishery. Climate variation already makes
forecasting the growth of fish populations difficult, and future climate change will increase this
critical uncertainty. Studies of connections between climate and marine population dynamics are
needed to enhance model frameworks for fisheries management. In addition, there is
considerable uncertainty about differences in sensitivity among and within species to ocean
acidification (NRC, 2010f). This inevitable consequence of increasing atmospheric CO2 is
poorly understood, yet global in scope. Most fisheries are subject to other stressors in addition to
warming, acidification, and harvesting, and the interactions of these other stresses need to be
analyzed and incorporated into models. Finally, these efforts need to be linked to the analysis of
effective institutions and policies for managing fisheries.
Expand observing and monitoring systems. Satellite, aircraft, and ground-based measures of
changes in crops yields, stress symptoms, weed invasions, soil moisture, ocean productivity, and
other variables related to fisheries and crop production are possible but not yet carried out
systematically or continuously. Monitoring of the environmental and social dynamics of food
production systems on land and in the oceans is also needed to enable assessments of vulnerable
systems or threats to food security. Monitoring systems will require metrics of vulnerability and
sustainability to provide early warnings and develop adaptation strategies.
Assess food security and vulnerability in the context of climate change. Effective adaptation
will require integration of knowledge and models about environmental as well as socioeconomic
systems in order to project regional food supplies and demands, understand appropriate
responses, develop institutional approaches for adapting under climate variability and climate
change, and assess implications for food security (NRC, 2009l). Development of scenarios that
evaluate implications of climate change and adaptation strategies for food security in different
regions is needed, as are models that assess shifting demands for meat and seafood that will
influence price and supply. The amount of exposure that different people and their cropping
systems are experiencing with regard to climate change and other environmental and social
stresses varies across regions and within the agricultural sector; likewise, the social and natural
capital of each area that allows people to respond and adapt also varies (Turner et al., 2003).
Approaches, tools, and metrics are needed to assess the differential vulnerability of various
human-environment systems so that investments can be designed to reduce potential harm (e.g.,
through interventions such as the development and release of new crop varieties and
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technologies, new infrastructure, social safety nets, or other adaptation measures). A concerted
research effort is needed both for development of assessments and for development and
implementation of options for adaptation. Surprisingly, relatively little effort has been directed
toward identification of geographic areas where damages to agriculture or fisheries could be
caused by extreme events (hurricanes, drought, hypoxia); where there is or will be systematic
loss of agricultural area due to sea level rise, erosion, and salt water intrusion; and where there
will be changes in average conditions (e.g., extent of sea ice cover, warming of areas that are
now too cold for agriculture) that could lead to broad-scale changes—positive or negative—in
the type and manner of agricultural and fisheries production.
Evaluate trade-offs and synergies in managing agricultural lands. Improved integrated
assessment approaches and other tools are needed to evaluate agricultural lands and their
responses to climate change in the context of other land uses and ecosystem services. Planning
approaches need to be developed for avoiding adaptation responses that place other systems (or
other generations) at risk—for example, by converting important conservation lands to
agriculture, allocating water resources away from environmental or urban needs, or over-use of
pesticides and fertilizers. Integrated assessments would help to evaluate both tradeoffs (e.g.
conservation versus agriculture) and co-benefits (e.g., increasing soil carbon storage while also
enhancing soil productivity and reducing erosion) of climate change limitation and adaptation
measures.
Evaluate trade-offs and synergies in managing the sea. The oceans provide a wide range of
services to humans, but conflicts over use of the oceans are often magnified because of the
absence of marine spatial planning and relatively weak international marine regulatory systems.
Efforts to limit the magnitude of climate change are causing society to consider the sea for new
sources of energy (e.g., waves, tides, thermal gradients), while the opening of ice-free areas in
the Arctic is encouraging exploration of offshore reserves of minerals and fossil fuels. Without
analyses of the looming tradeoffs between these emerging uses and existing services, such as
fisheries and recreation, conflicts will inevitably grow. New approaches for analyses of such
tradeoffs are needed as an integral component of marine spatial planning.
Develop and improve technologies, management strategies, and institutions to reduce GHG
emissions from agriculture and fisheries and to enhance adaptation to climate change.
Research on options for reducing emissions from the agricultural sector is needed, including new
technologies, evaluation of effectiveness, costs and benefits, perceptions of farmers and others,
and policies to promote implementation. Technologies such as crop breeding and new cropping
systems could dramatically increase the sector’s adaptive capacity. Research on the role of
entitlements and institutional barriers in influencing mitigation or adaptation responses; the
effectiveness of governance structures; interactions of national and local policies; and national
security implications of climate-agriculture interactions are also needed.
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Extreme heat can be fatal, and hurricanes and tornadoes cause injuries and damage
infrastructure. Air pollution can be linked to respiratory illness, and drought can lead to
malnutrition. These are just a few examples of how weather and climate can influence human
health. Climate change has the potential to affect any health outcome that is sensitive to
environmental conditions. However, the causal chain linking climate change to shifting patterns
of health threats and outcomes is complicated by factors such as wealth, distribution of income,
status of public health infrastructure, provision of preventive and acute medical care, and access
to and appropriate use of health care information. As with many other consequences of climate
change, concurrent changes in non-climatic factors, such as combustion-related air pollution, will
influence the severity of future health impacts.
Questions decision makers are asking, or will be asking, about climate change and public
health include:
 What climate change effects are potentially the most dangerous to human health, and who
is most at risk?
 What kinds of preventative measures and response systems can be put in place to manage
these risks?
 Are there lessons that can be learned from other threats to human health?
 What kinds of monitoring systems are available to track the health impacts of climate
change?
 How do we help ensure that actions taken to limit or adapt to climate change do not result
in unintentional adverse health impacts?
 What actions to limit and adapt to climate change will yield public health co-benefits?
This chapter summarizes current understanding of the health effects of climate change
from stressors such as temperature, severe weather, infectious disease, and air quality. It also
reviews how health may be affected—in negative or positive ways—by many of the strategies
societies use to limit, prepare for, and adapt to climate change (Figure 11.1). More extensive
discussions of the relationship between climate change and public health can be found in the
recent synthesis of the U.S. Climate Change Science Program (CCSP, 2008f) and in other recent
reports and syntheses (e.g., Confalonieri, 2007a, b). Additionally, this chapter identifies research
needed to clarify exposure-response relationships and impacts of climate change on human
health and efficient adaptation options.
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FIGURE 11.1 Simplified illustration of the mechanisms through which climate change can
affect health outcomes. The blue text provides lists of policies or factors that can influence these
health outcomes. Mitigation policies can potentially reduce the magnitude of climate change,
while moderating influences (such as access to quality health care) or adaptation measures (such
as improved public health education) could lessen the impact of adverse health effects.
Mitigation and adaptation strategies will vary in the time necessary to implement them and
realize their effects. SOURCE: modified from Haines and Patz (2004).

EXTREME TEMPERATURES AND THERMAL STRESS
Heat waves are the leading causes of weather-related morbidity and mortality in the
United States (CDC, 2006; Changnon et al., 1996). Between 1979 and 1999, some 8,015 deaths
in the United States were heat-related, and 3,829 of these were linked to weather conditions
(Donoghue et al., 2003). As with other extreme events, the risk of heat waves is not evenly
distributed across the country; for example, populations in the Midwest are at increased risk for
illness and death during heat waves (CCSP, 2008f; Jones et al., 1982; Palecki et al., 2001;
Semenza et al., 1996). Heat stress and heat waves are significant factors for increased morbidity
and mortality in other parts of the world as well. A typical U-shaped curve (Figure 11.2)
illustrates temperatures beyond which human mortality rates are observed to rise, depending on
latitude.
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FIGURE 11.2: Temperature-mortality relative risk functions for 11 eastern U.S. cities for the
period 1973 to 1994. Each city has its own line. Many northern cities (solid lines) exhibit a Ushaped curve, indicating that higher rates of mortality are exhibited at relatively cold and
relatively warm temperatures. In the southern cities (dashed lines), mortality risks bear a
stronger relationship with relatively cold temperatures. SOURCE: Curriero et al. (2002).
Hot days, hot nights, and heat waves have become more frequent in recent decades
(Trenberth et al., 2007), and their frequency, intensity, and duration are projected to increase,
especially under the higher warming scenarios (CCSP, 2008f). By applying the magnitude of the
2003 European heat wave (see Box 12.1 in Chapter 12) to five major U.S. cities, Kalkstein et al.
(2008) concluded that a heat wave of the same magnitude could increase excess heat-related
deaths by more than five times average. Projected excess deaths in New York City associated
with such a heat wave, for example, would exceed current average heat-related deaths
nationwide each summer, with the death rate approaching that for all accidents.
There is also the potential, however, for warming temperatures to reduce exposure and
health impacts associated with cold winter temperatures, although this potential is projected to
vary by location (CCSP, 2008f). For example, research has shown that regions with milder
winters actually have higher mortality rates during cold weather than regions with colder winters
(Curriero et al., 2002; Davis et al., 2004). Seasonal variations in death rates in the United States
are well documented, with more deaths occurring during winter than summer months (Curriero
et al., 2002; Mackenbach et al., 1992). However, mortality rates are influenced by a range of
factors other than temperature, including housing characteristics and personal behaviors, which
have not been extensively studied in the context of future climate projections. Thus, determining
whether warming temperatures could alter winter temperature mortality relationships is complex
and requires understanding of the causes and patterns of cold-related mortality and mechanisms
whereby climate change could alter these relationships.
There have been several attempts to project future heat-related health impacts of climate
change, and this is an active, albeit not large, area of current research. Figure 11.3 shows a
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schematic illustration of the expected impacts of warming temperatures and increased heat waves
on human health. Figure 11.4 shows a projection of total increases in heat-related deaths for a
major U.S. city (Chicago) experiencing a typical heat wave at three different future dates. One
challenge with projecting future health impacts of heat waves is uncertainty about the extent to
which people will acclimatize to higher temperatures. Uncertainty regarding adaptation
strategies is also a challenge for projecting health impacts. For example implementation of early
warning systems and alteration of infrastructure to reduce urban heat islands could help
minimize the impacts of heat waves by increasing adaptive capacities in communities.

FIGURE 11.3 Schematic representation of the relationship of temperature-related deaths and
daily temperature assuming no adaptation measures. The 2050 range of daily temperature (red
curve) is shifted to the right of the 2005 range of daily temperature (blue curve), indicating that
there could be an increase in heat-related deaths and a decrease in cold-related deaths.
SOURCE: McMichael et al. (2006).

FIGURE 11.4 Potential increases in heat-related deaths in Chicago as a result of temperature
increases over the 21st century. The graphs correspond to three-decade averages, centered on
1975, 2055, and 2085. Orange corresponds to climate projections with lower emissions and
relatively less warming, red corresponds to higher emissions and relatively more warming.
SOURCE: USGCRP (2009a); Hayhoe et al. (2010).
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SEVERE WEATHER
Deaths and physical injuries from severe weather events such as hurricanes, tornados,
floods, and wildfire occur annually across the United States. Direct morbidity and mortality
increase with the intensity and duration of such an event, and can decrease with advance warning
and preparation (CCSP, 2008f). While uncertainties remain, the general trend is that climate
change will lead to an increase in the intensity of several types of severe weather events (see
Chapter 8). Severe weather events may also lead to increases in diarrheal disease and increased
incidence of respiratory symptoms, particularly in developing countries (CCSP, 2008f; Haines
and Patz, 2004). Extreme events can also affect health indirectly. The mental health impacts
(e.g., post traumatic stress disorder, anxiety, and depression) of extreme events could be
especially important, but are difficult to assess (CCSP, 2008f; Haines and Patz, 2004).

INFECTIOUS DISEASES
The ranges and impacts of a number of important pathogens may change as a result of
changing temperatures, precipitation, and extreme events (Confalonieri, 2007; Gage et al., 2008;
Paaijmans et al., 2009; Pascual et al., 2006; Patz et al., 2008), resulting in greater human
exposures in many parts of the world. Increasing temperatures may expand or shift the ranges of
disease vectors, including mosquitoes, ticks, and rodents. Mosquito-borne diseases that may be
impacted by climate change include malaria, dengue fever, the West Nile virus, and the Saint
Louis encephalitis virus. The West Nile and encephalitis viruses have both been associated with
drought conditions brought on by extended periods of high temperatures (CCSP, 2008f; Haines
and Patz, 2004). The range of the dog tick Rhipicephalus sanguineus that carries Rocky
Mountain spotted fever may also expand due to increasing temperatures (Parola et al., 2008).
Other tick-borne diseases that may be impacted by increasing temperatures include Lyme disease
and encephalitis. Rodent-borne diseases such as the hantavirus and leptospirosis may also be
impacted by climate change. Aside from climate change impacts on vector-borne diseases,
several pathogens that cause food- and waterborne diseases are sensitive to changes in
temperature, with faster replication rates at higher temperatures. In addition, waterborne disease
outbreaks (e.g., cholera outbreaks in developing countries) are also associated with heavy
rainfalls and flooding (Confalonieri et al., 2007b).
While vector-borne diseases will all be affected by climate-related changes in
temperature, humidity, rainfall, and sea level rise, the geographical range of disease vectors
depends on a variety of other factors, including population movement, land use change, public
health infrastructure, and emergence of drug resistance (CCSP, 2008f; Haines and Patz, 2004). In
addition, while there is wide range of vulnerability to disease within and between populations,
this is also dependent on multiple, interacting factors (e.g., pre-existing conditions such as
malnutrition). Greater understanding of the factors contributing to the spread of infectious
diseases, and the role that a changing climate will play in that spread, is necessary.
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AIR QUALITY

Many constituents of the atmosphere that impact public health also play a significant role
in influencing climate. Of concern are aerosols, including black carbon, organic carbon and
sulfates. As discussed in Chapter 6 aerosols can have a net cooling effect on climate if they
increase the Earth’s reflectivity, such as inorganic carbon released during biomass burning, or a
net warming effect if they absorb outgoing long-wave radiation, for example the black carbon
released during incomplete combustion of diesel fuel and biomass burning. Aerosols are of
concern for human health due to their impacts on lung function, respiratory and cardiac disease
(Smith et al., 2009).
Tropospheric ozone is not only a GHG with the third strongest warming effect on climate
behind CO2 and methane (Forster et al., 2007; Smith et al., 2009), but it is also classified as a
criteria air pollutant due to its impact on health and mortality. Ozone is a secondary pollutant
formed from the action of sunlight on ozone precursors such as carbon monoxide, nitrogen
oxides and volatile organic compounds (see Chapter 6). Human-caused emissions of ozone
precursors have led to large increases in tropospheric ozone over the past century (Marenco et
al., 1994; Wang and Jacob, 1998). When increased ozone events occur simultaneously with heat
waves, the mortality rate can rise by as much as 175 percent (Filleul et al., 2006). Acute
exposure to elevated concentrations of ozone is associated with increased hospital admissions for
pneumonia, chronic obstructive pulmonary disease (COPD), asthma, allergic rhinitis, and other
respiratory diseases, and also with premature mortality (e.g., Bell et al., 2005; Bell et al., 2006;
Gryparis et al., 2004; Ito et al., 2005; Levy et al., 2005; Mudway and Kelly, 2000). An NRC
committee concluded that “the association between short-term changes in ozone concentrations
and mortality is generally linear throughout most of the concentration ranges. If there is a
threshold, it is probably at a concentration below the current ambient air standard” (NRC 2008c).
Although projected increases in temperatures across the United States in the decades
ahead may raise the occurrence of high ozone concentrations (see Figure 11.5), ozone
concentrations also depend on a wide range of other factors, including the rate and amount of
ozone precursor emissions, human actions taken to limit ozone precursors, and meteorological
factors. For example, extremely hot days tend to be associated with stagnant air circulation
patterns that can concentrate ground-level ozone, exacerbating respiratory diseases and shortterm reductions in lung function (USGCRP, 2001). Under one scenario of climate change
scenarios for 50 U.S. cities, the increase in temperature projected to occur by the 2050s due to
climate change, and a subsequent rise in tropospheric ozone, could exacerbate ozone-related
health effects such as cardiovascular, respiratory, and total mortality, as well as hospital
admissions for asthma, COPD, and respiratory diseases of the elderly (Bell et al., 2007).
Climate changes such as increasing temperatures, could affect local to regional air quality
through chemical reaction rates, boundary layer heights that affect vertical mixing of pollutants,
and changes in airflow patterns that govern pollutant transport. Responses to climate change can
also affect air quality through changes in emissions due to mitigation and adaptation efforts.
Sources of uncertainty include the degree of future climate change, future emissions of air
pollutants and their precursors, and how population vulnerability may change in the future.
When precursor emissions are held constant, projections suggest climate change will increase
concentrations of tropospheric ozone across many regions, increasing morbidity and mortality
(Ebi and McGregor, 2008). Increases in urban ozone pollution alone could be as much as 10
parts per billion (ppb) over the next few decades, which would make it difficult for many cities
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to meet air quality standards (Ebi and McGregor, 2008; Jacob and Winner, 2009). The evidence
is less robust for other air pollutants, although several studies have found increased mortality
associated with simultaneous rise in temperature and surface aerosols, including both particulate
matter and sulfur dioxide (Hu et al., 2008; Katsouyanni et al., 1997; Smith et al., 2009).
However, research is needed to understand how concentrations of these pollutants could change
with climate change.

FIGURE 11.5 Ground-level ozone concentrations and temperature in Atlanta and New York
City, measured between May and October, 1988 to 1990. The plots show that ozone
concentrations are generally higher at warmer temperatures. SOURCE: USGCRP (2009a);
based on EPA data.
There are several examples of how the health impacts of climate change intersect with
ecosystem and agricultural impacts in the context of air quality. For example, increased ozone
concentrations would be detrimental not only to human health but also to crop production.
Losses in crop yields due to increasing ozone and other climate-related factors over the next two
to three decades in some rapidly developing regions are expected to greatly impact the food
supply, possibly leading to malnutrition and other negative public health impacts (CCSP, 2008f;
Epstein, 2005; Haines and Patz, 2004; The Royal Society, 2009). It is also possible that the
negative impacts of ozone on the carbon uptake capacity of ecosystems such as forests could
leave more carbon dioxide in the atmosphere and indirectly contribute to enhanced global
warming (Sitch et al., 2007). Another example is that the frequency and intensity of wildfires is
enhanced in a warming climate (see Chapter 9), and this would be expected to lead to increases
in the atmospheric concentration of PM2.5 (small particulate matter that is less than 2.5
micrometers in diameter), creating adverse health consequences (Epstein, 2005; Haines and Patz,
2004).
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The synergies and trade-offs between policies addressing climate change and public
health are complex. Some policies designed to improve public health or climate change are at
odds with each other. For example, reducing some aerosols such as organic carbon or sulfates
would reduce air-pollution-related health impacts, but increase the rate of climate change
(Forster et al., 2007; see also Chapter 6). Conversely, some of the technologies and policy
mechanisms used to control climate change may also be complementary to measures adopted to
control air pollution; for example, reducing commuter traffic by encouraging mass transit and
car-pooling would reduce both transportation-related GHG emissions and ozone precursors.
Walking and biking for transportation would have the added benefit of increasing physical
activity, lowering the incidence of obesity and its related negative health outcomes. Policies
designed to reduce or offset climate change may thus have a variety of intended and unintended
consequences on public health, and vice versa.

OTHER HEALTH EFFECTS OF CLIMATE CHANGE
Allergies and asthma are influenced by the growth and toxicity of numerous plant species
like ragweed, poison ivy, and stinging nettle; based on limited evidence, these plants increase
growth and toxicity at higher temperatures and/or concentrations of CO2 (Hunt et al., 1991;
Mohan et al., 2006; Ziska 2003; USGCRP, 2009a). Drought, changes in water resources
(Chapter 8), and climate impacts on agricultural production (Chapter 10) all may have
consequences for human health and nutrition (CCSP, 2008f; Epstein, 2005; Haines and Patz,
2004). There could also be an increase in psychiatric disorders, such as anxiety and depression,
occurring after severe weather events that cause a disruption of the home environment and
economic losses (CCSP, 2008f; Haines and Patz, 2004). Shifts in migration patterns and refugee
pressures may result from changes in sea level, food production, severe weather and drought,
resulting in additional human health challenges in some areas.

VULNERABLE POPULATIONS
Not everyone is equally at risk from the health impacts of climate change. Populations
living in different regions of the United States and in different parts of the world will experience
different public health impacts based on a variety of geographical factors (CCSP, 2008f;
Confalonieri et al., 2007). For example, in the United States, cities with cooler climates
generally experience more heat-related mortality than cities with warmer climates. This
difference is attributed to the ability of populations to acclimatize to different levels of
temperature through physiological, behavioral, and technological mechanisms. (Haines and Patz,
2004). The heat island effect can result in residents of high-density urban areas being more
vulnerable to heat-related health effects (CCSP, 2008f). Residents of low-lying coastal areas
could be particularly vulnerable to the health impacts of climate change, due to sea level rise,
coastal erosion, and more intense storms (CCSP, 2008f).
There are various reasons for geographic differences in vulnerability, including:
differences in physical, ecological, and activity-related exposure to the risks within and across
countries; differences in sensitivity due to the overlap with other changes and stresses in
particular regions or populations; and widely varying adaptive capacities. In addition to
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geographic variation in vulnerability, certain subpopulations could also be more susceptible to
the health impacts of climate change. These groups include: infants and children, pregnant
women, older adults, impoverished populations, people with chronic conditions, people with
mobility and cognitive restraints, certain occupational groups, and recent migrants and
immigrants. The specific vulnerabilities of these population groups are outlined in Table 11.1.
TABLE 11.1 Population groups with specific vulnerabilities to climate-sensitive health
outcomes. SOURCE: modified from NRC (2010c) with information from CCSP, 2008f.
Groups with Increased
Vulnerability
Infants and children

Climate-Related Exposures

Pregnant women
Older adults
Impoverished populations
People with chronic conditions
and mobility and cognitive
restraints
Outdoor workers
Recent migrants and immigrants

Heat stress, ozone air pollution, water-borne and
food-borne illnesses, psychological consequences of
extreme events
Heat stress, extreme weather events, water and foodborne illnesses
Heat stress, air pollution, extreme weather events,
water and food-borne illnesses
Heat stress, extreme weather events, air pollution,
vector-borne illnesses
Heat stress, extreme weather events, air pollution

Heat stress, ozone air pollution, vector-borne
illnesses
Heat stress, vector-borne illnesses, extreme weather
events

REDUCING VULNERABILITY
Responses to recent extreme weather and climate events such as Hurricane Katrina show
that even in the United States, current levels of adaptation are insufficient (USGCRP, 2009a).
Substantial inequities exist in access to public heath infrastructure, both in the United States and
elsewhere (Pellow and Brulle, 2007), so health risks will be disproportionately high for the poor,
elderly, and otherwise disadvantaged. Additionally, analysis has shown that without further
investment, the public health infrastructure most important for addressing the challenges of
climate change could be insufficient (Ebi et al., 2009). Concerted efforts are needed to reduce
vulnerability of populations in both this country and the world, particularly the poorest and most
marginalized.
The companion report Adapting to the Impacts of Climate Change provides a summary of
potential adaptation strategies for human health (NRC, 2010c). For example, public health
systems need to be strengthened to enable rapid monitoring, identification of and response to
new climate change-related health risks as they arise. Other societal stresses such as poverty or
economic disadvantages, chronic work-related risks or exposure to otherwise unhealthy
environmental conditions, lack of access to preventive and ongoing health care, insufficient
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emergency preparedness and related institutional gaps or lack of effective collaboration (as was
apparent in the response to Hurricane Katrina) will make effective preparation for and adaptation
to climate change impacts on health more difficult. However, adaptive capacity and
preparedness can be enhanced by addressing those underlying chronic problems where they
persist. In addition, explicit consideration of climate change is needed within federal, state, and
local programs (including non-governmental services) and research activities to ensure that they
have maximum effectiveness.

RESEARCH NEEDS
Systematically investigate current and projected health risks associated with climate
change. Research is needed to develop a more complete understanding of the health effects of
weather and climate events (temperature, heat waves, severe weather) within the context of other
drivers of climate-sensitive health outcomes (age, wealth, fitness, location). This area of
research has seen significant progress during the past decade, but needs to be expanded more
systematically in the United States and around the world. Key to this analysis is the
development of reliable methods to link and quantify the relationships between climate change,
change in food systems, water supply, air pollution, and health outcomes.
Carry out research on how air quality, occurrence of heatwaves, and transmission of
vector-borne diseases are changed by a changing climate. Although several efforts have been
made to project future morbidity and mortality effects of climate change-related ozone
concentrations, there are currently few efforts to model the impact of climate change on other air
pollutants (CCSP, 2008f). Refining projections of heatwave occurrence and the range of disease
spreading species is necessary for adaptation planning and decision making. New science is
needed to provide information for dealing with the impacts of climate change on public health
both nationally and internationally, keeping in mind the impact of transboundary transport of air
pollutants and disease vectors.
Characterize the differential vulnerabilities and adaptive capacity levels of particular
populations to climate-related impacts, and the multiple stressors they already face or are
likely to encounter in the future. The likelihood that various people and regions will suffer
adverse health impacts related to climate change depends on (1) their exposure to climatic and
other changes; (2) their sensitivity to these stressors, some of which are population- or personspecific (e.g., age, race) and some of which are modified (often magnified) by concurrent, nonclimatic multiple stresses; and (3) their capacity to cope, respond, and adapt to extreme events
and health-related climatic changes. The latter in particular is affected by the status of and
access to local public health infrastructure, including early warning systems; and human, social,
and financial capital. Specific features of the local geographic and environmental situation also
can affect the capacity to adapt.
Identify effective, efficient, and fair adaptation measures. Incorporation of proactive
adaptation into public health and health care planning would increase resilience. Improvements
in health care interventions, access to health care, medical technologies, disease vector
surveillance systems, comprehensive heat-health warning systems, and raising awareness among
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health care providers are examples of such pro-active measures. There are many other
opportunities, however, for developing additional adaptation options. For example, seasonal and
finer-scale forecasts can be used to develop early warning systems that could increase resilience
to climate variability and extreme events.
Evaluate and develop effective information, education, and outreach strategies. Linking
knowledge to action through partnerships with private, public, and non-governmental
organizations, and faith communities, and carefully building effective information, education,
and outreach strategies that bring credible health information to potentially affected populations
will be a critical element of increasing adaptive capacity and responses in the health sector. In
addition, local and state governments can be instrumental in building awareness of climaterelated health impacts and adaptation options among health care providers, care givers, and
potentially affected populations. The effectiveness of various outreach efforts in affecting
human behavior requires careful research and testing in place-based contexts that take advantage
of local knowledge and perspectives and the particulars of social networks.
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Cities and the Built Environment
The world is rapidly urbanizing. Cities now house slightly more than half the world’s
population. By 2050, 70 percent of the global population will live in urban areas (UN, 2007).
An unprecedented reorganization is occurring in where people live and how they are
restructuring their physical environment. Such growth has led to the emergence of urban
conglomerations, or “megalopolises” in which one built environment stretches to another (urban
to suburban to “exurban” infrastructure and design), covering entire ecosystems, landscapes, and
watersheds (Figure 12.1). The majority of growth in global population over the next several
decades is projected to take place in the cities of the developing world (Cohen, 2006), with much
of it focusing on emerging urban conglomerations. Given these factors, cities and the built
environment are expected to experience significant impacts from climate change.

FIGURE 12.1 Lights of North America at night. Note the continuous lighting of extended
concentrations of large cities (urban conglomerations), such as Washington to Boston, San Diego
to Santa Barbara, and southwestern Lake Michigan. SOURCE: NASA (2001).
Questions decision makers are asking, or will be asking, about cities, the built
environment, and climate change include:
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What is the potential for cities to contribute to limiting the magnitude of climate
change in ways that also improve air quality and reduce their environmental impact?
Which locations (cities and urban conglomerations) are most vulnerable to the
negative impacts of climate change, including sea level rise, water supply changes,
heat waves, and extreme precipitation events?
What are the most feasible and efficient ways that cities can adapt to reduce the
stresses associated with climate change?
How can cities enhance ecosystem services and human well-being in the face of
climate change and other environmental stresses?

This chapter summarizes research on how the concentration of people, industry, and
infrastructure in cities and built environments plays a major role in driving climate change. It
also outlines the scientific knowledge regarding impacts of climate change on cities, adaptation
options, as well as the potential of cities for limiting future climate change. Finally, it details
some of the research needed to address the impacts, adaptation, and special vulnerabilities of
urban environments with respect to climate change.

ROLE OF CITIES IN DRIVING CLIMATE CHANGE
Urbanized areas play an increasingly important role in driving climate change. For
example, energy production and use generate about 87 percent of U.S. GHG emissions; of this
amount, the majority is associated with electricity, heat, industrial production, transportation, and
waste located in cities and other built-up areas (Folke et al., 1997). The concentration of
emissions from urban areas also commonly generates major problems for urban air quality (e.g.,
Mage et al., 1996). The economies of scale associated with concentrating people in cities
generally result in lower per capita emissions relative to non-urban settlements (Dodman, 2009;
Satterthwaite, 2008). However, especially in developing economies, the shift to an urban
economy and lifestyle increases expectations of consumption and triggers rapid urban expansion
(Angel et al., 2005; Guneralp and Seto, 2008), thus enlarging the urban ecological footprint
(Rees and Wackernagel, 2008). This footprint not only involves land use changes in, and
resource extraction from, the immediate city hinterland, but also in distant areas as a result of
globalization (DeFries et al., 2010). Thus, energy consumption, indirect land use change (e.g.,
deforestation), and ecosystem impacts (e.g., ground-level air pollution) beyond the city’s
boundaries play important roles in climate change (e.g., Auffhammer et al., 2006).
Urbanized or built-up areas directly change reflectivity (Sailor and Fan, 2002), especially
through the concentration of roads and other dark surfaces, and so can affect global radiative
forcing even though they cover only 1 to 2 percent of the land surface of the Earth (Akbari et al.,
2009). The urban heat island effect is relatively well understood (see Figure 12.2) and also has
consequences for regional and global climate (e.g., Jin et al., 2005; Lin et al., 2008), and may
have amplified the effects of the 2003 heat wave in western Europe (Stott et al., 2004).
Sustained research demonstrates that urbanization affects precipitation, including its variability
and intensity over and on the leeward side of cities (e.g., Changnon, 1969; Jauregui and
Romales, 1996; Shem and Shepherd, 2009). In addition, large built-up areas affect global carbon
balance via their configuration, which affects vegetation and soils (Pickett et al., 2008), and their
almost inevitable spread over prime croplands (Angel et al., 2005; Seto and Shepherd, 2009).
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FIGURE 12.2 Schematic representation of an urban heat island, showing how urbanized areas
can be several degrees warmer than the surrounding rural areas. The effect can be especially
strong on warm summer days. SOURCE: Heat Island Group, Lawrence Berkeley National
Laboratory (http://heatisland.lbl.gov/HighTemps/).

IMPACTS OF CLIMATE CHANGE ON CITIES
Given their concentration of people, industry, and infrastructure, cities and built
environments are generally expected to face significant impacts from climate change. Some of
the most important impacts will be associated with changes in the frequency and intensity of
extreme weather. Hurricane Katrina in 2005 illustrated the potential for extreme events to cause
catastrophic damage to human well-being as well as urban infrastructure; likewise, temperature
extremes in cities increasingly cause severe human and environmental impacts, even in the
developed world (see Box 12.1). The impacts of warming are amplified in large urban
conglomerations because of the heat island effect and the interaction of other environmental
stressors (Grimmond, 2007; Hayhoe et al., 2004; Rosenzweig et al., 2005; Solecki et al., 2005).
For example, the urban heat island of Phoenix raises the minimum nighttime temperature in parts
of the city by as much as 12.6 ºF (7 ºC), generating serious water, energy, and health
consequences (Brazel et al., 2000). The growth of the southwestern U.S. “sunbelt” as well as
that of megacities throughout other arid regions of the world increases the populations at risk
from extreme heat as well as their demand for energy and water (Rosenzweig et al., 2005).
In addition, CO2, nitrogen oxides, volatile organic compounds, particulate matter, and
other pollutants and pollutant-precursors react in the urban airshed to produce high levels of
surface ozone and other potential health hazards (see Chapter 11). In a warmer future world,
stagnant air, coupled with higher temperatures and absolute humidity, will lead to worse air
quality even if air pollution emissions remain the same (e.g., Cifuentes et al., 2001a, b), and the
impacts of air pollution will be exacerbated if emissions increase. In many cases, air pollution
plumes extend well beyond the urban area per se, affecting people and agriculture over large
areas, such as the Ganges Valley (e.g., Auffhammer et al., 2006). In the developing world, such
decreases in outdoor air quality come on top of poor indoor air quality—for example, from wood
fuel heating (Zhang and Smith, 2003). In some cases, urban-based pollution plumes extend
across hemispheres (Zhang et al., 2008).
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BOX 12.1
Urban-Climate Interactions and Extreme Events
In the summer of 2003, a persistent anticyclone anchored above western Europe triggered
temperatures in excess of 95-99 ºF (35-37 ºC) for as long as nine days (Figure 12.3).
Temperatures were especially high in cities, where urban heat islands amplified the maximum
temperatures (Beniston, 2004) and ground-level ozone concentrations climbed to 130 to 200
g/m3 (equivalent to the EPA’s code orange alert; Pirard et al., 2005). It is estimated that this
heat wave and the associated poor air quality caused more than 50,000 excess deaths, mostly
among elderly urbanites (Brüker, 2005). In France alone, where the housing infrastructure from
Paris to Marseille commonly does not include air conditioning or insulation between roofs and
rooms, more than 14,800 excess deaths occurred during that period, and the number of deaths is
positively correlated with the number of consecutive hot days (Pirard et al., 2005). The rash of
deaths, including over 2,200 excess deaths on a single day in August, overwhelmed emergency
rooms and morgues.

FIGURE 12.3 2003 Heat Wave in Europe. Differences in day-time land surface temperature
between July 2003 and July 2001. Red areas across much of France demonstrate that
temperatures in 2003 were as much as 10 ºC (18 ºF) higher than in 2001. SOURCE: Earth
Observatory, NASA (http://earthobservatory.nasa.gov/NaturalHazards/view.php?id=11972).
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As discussed in Chapter 11, certain groups (such as the elderly) are especially vulnerable
to intensive heat waves in cities worldwide, especially in temperate climates. Groups with
preexisting medical problems, without air-conditioned living quarters, who are socially isolated,
or who live on top floors are particularly vulnerable (Naughton et al., 2002; Patz et al., 2005;
Semenza et al., 1996). The elderly, as well as portions of the population with asthma and related
problems, are also susceptible to poor air quality (e.g., Hiltermann et al., 1998). The U.S.
population over age 65 is expected to reach 50 million (20 percent of total U.S. population) by
2030, with the overwhelming majority living in cities. Cities throughout the nation and the world
are differentially prepared (CCSP, 2008f), as illustrated by the relative success of Marseille in
the 2003 heat wave over France (Box 12.1; Pirard et al., 2005) versus the 700 excess deaths in
Chicago’s 1995 heat wave (Semenza et al., 1996). As noted in Chapter 11 and consistent with
the Adapting Panel report of the ACC (NRC, 2010c), research on health infrastructure and
preparedness, especially in urban complexes, is required to inform practice.
Other climate change impacts will also affect cities. Many of the 635 million people
occupying coastal lands worldwide live less than 33 feet (10 meters) above sea level, and are
thus threatened by sea level rise (McGranahan et al., 2007; Wu et al., 2002, 2009; see Chapter 7).
Existing tensions over water withdrawal between rapidly growing urban areas and agricultural
sectors will be exacerbated by decreasing snow packs in the American West and other regions as
a result of climate change and variability (NRC, 2007b). Water vulnerabilities in general are
expected to pose major problems for cities in the developing world (Vorosmarty et al., 2000).
Expected increases in the frequency of extreme events (Milly et al., 2002), such as intense and
prolonged rain storms (see Chapter 8) that stress drainage and flood protection systems, also
threaten aging urban infrastructure. Climate change impacts on the megalopolises will also
stress regional ecosystem function, water withdrawal, and movement of biota, among other
environmental issues (Folke et al., 1997; Grimm et al., 2008; IHDP, 2005).
Cities are centers of economic, cultural, educational, research, social, and political
activity, and as such they experience a myriad of non-climatic changes and stresses that affect
their institutional, technological, and economic capacities, the social capital available within and
among different population groups, and the relationships between urban centers and their
surroundings. Climate change impacts cannot be fully appreciated and addressed without
understanding the complex nature of multiple stressors and interacting climatic and non-climatic
factors that affect the vulnerability and adaptive capacity of cities (e.g., Campbell-Lendrum and
Corvalán, 2007; Pelling, 2003).

SCIENCE TO SUPPORT LIMITING FUTURE CLIMATE CHANGE
Just as cities loom large in driving and being affected by climate change, they also have
important roles to play in limiting the magnitude and ameliorating the impacts of climate change
(Grove, 2009). The largest opportunities for reducing GHG emissions from urban centers lie in
the transportation, construction, commercial, and industrial sectors, which typically lead in
energy consumption and GHG emissions. Reducing industrial and transportation emissions
provides a potential for multiple co-benefits to cities in limiting future climate change, reducing
the urban heat island effect, and also improving air quality (e.g., NRC, 2009a).
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The design and geometry of cities and metropolitan areas also afford various means for
reducing emissions as well as land surface reflectivity. The urban form of most cities has grown
in an ad-hoc way, through piece-meal planning, development, and control under multiple,
independent decision making units (Batty, 2008). Many, if not all, of these decision making
entities respond foremost to considerations other than climate change, and often do not consider
environmental spillovers beyond their area of control or concern. Yet, the development of cities
has profound impacts on infrastructure, travel behavior, and energy consumption (e.g., Ewing
and Rong, 2008; Filion, 2008; NRC, 2010d), all of which offer opportunities for interventions
that could offset the role of cities in driving climate change. These interventions are only
beginning to be explored and appreciated.
One potential response option is altering the reflectivity of surface structures by
whitening roofs and road surfaces or employing green rooftop and landscaping options (Akbari
et al., 2001; Betsill, 2001). Roofs and paved surfaces typically comprise about 25 percent and 35
percent, respectively, of dense urban areas (Akbari et al., 2009), so increasing the reflectivity of
these surfaces offers the potential to offset some of the urban heat island effect and influence
global climate (see Chapter 15). Green rooftops and landscaping options not only reduce urban
and regional heat islands, but can also improve local and regional air quality (Taha et al., 1997)
and provide recreational opportunities and other non-climate benefits. Alternative city designs
or configurations can also lower the heat island effect (Eliasson, 2000; Unger, 2004), although
with varying impacts on water and energy consumption that introduce a new suite of tradeoffs to
consider. “Smart” or “green” redesigns of cities that foster less use of automobiles, among other
factors, could reduce GHG emissions from urban areas (Ewing et al., 2007).

SCIENCE TO SUPPORT ADAPTING TO CLIMATE CHANGE
Options to adapt to the impacts of climate change in cities and built-up areas encompass a
wide array of potential actions. To date, most of the options considered have fallen into the
category of structural or engineering strategies such as protecting existing development and
infrastructure from sea level rise (e.g., NYCDEP, 2008); improving water supply, drainage, and
water treatment infrastructure; and reducing urban heat island effects. In some cases, local and
regional entities sharing a common problem thought to be amplified by climate change, such as
water in the American West, have begun planning to address adaptation beyond infrastructure
per se, including more efficient water markets. Although non-infrastructural strategies, such as
improving emergency preparedness and response (above), have also been considered, in general
there is insufficient concern with, or scientific understanding of, the underlying social-ecological
vulnerabilities that cities and the people within them face (see Chapter 4). Many more ways to
reduce vulnerability and enhance adaptive capacity may become available when the
vulnerabilities of cities are better understood, particularly the vulnerability of sub-populations
(e.g., the urban poor, minority groups, children, the elderly, or manual laborers; CampbellLendrum and Corvalán, 2007) and the differences between large and smaller urban areas in
different regions (e.g., Bartlett, 2008; Hardoy and Pandiella, 2009; Hess et al., 2008; Porfiriev,
2009; Thomalla et al., 2006). Urban areas adjacent to ecological reserves or bordering on
forested areas or wildlands may also have to take preventive and preparatory measures to reduce
wildfire risks and find ways to protect urban ecology (Collins, 2005).
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In general, urban areas face all the climate-related problems faced in other sectors
described in this report, but focused on a particular spatial scale. While lessons and techniques
on adaptation to climate change from one urban area may be transferrable to others, many will be
location-specific, and clusters of municipalities in close proximity will have to devise integrated
responses across extended metropolitan areas. These considerations raise both institutional and
economic opportunities and challenges for adaptation (see the companion report on Adapting to
the Impacts of Climate Change NRC, 2010c). They also open up the opportunity to develop
sustainable solutions to climate change that integrate the need for both limiting and adapting to
climate change—a challenge that some cities around the world are exploring (e.g., Heinz Center,
2008a). Important scientific questions remain about how to analyze climate change-limiting and
adaptation strategies in an integrated fashion (e.g., Hamin and Gurran, 2009; Wilbanks, 2005).

RESEARCH NEEDS
Because the majority of the U.S. and world population already lives in urban areas, and
existing or new urban centers will continue to grow in size and economic importance, research
on reducing the climate change and accompanying environmental impacts of urban areas is
critical. This includes assessing the differential vulnerability of urban areas and populations to
climate change impacts as well as the full range of options for limiting and responding to climate
change. Opportunities for integrated, multi-disciplinary, and use-inspired research abound in a
research area that has historically been relatively neglected. Better connections are needed
particularly to the applied, engineering, and planning sciences and professions.
Characterizing and quantifying the contributions of urban areas to both local and global
changes in climate. The role of large built environments and how they vary in terms of
emissions (including per capita emissions), aerosols, ground-level air pollution, and surface
reflectivity need to be examined in a systematic and comparative way. Such research would
need to include the extended effect of urban areas on other areas (such as deposition of urban
emissions on ocean and rural land surfaces) as well as interactions between urban and regional
heat islands and urban vegetation-evapotranspiration feedbacks to climate. Examination of both
local and supra-local institutions, markets, and policies will be required to understand the various
ways urban centers drive climate change and identify leverage points for intervention.
Understanding the impacts of climate change on cities. Improving assessments of the impacts
of extreme events (e.g., heat waves, drought, floods, and storms) and sea level rise on cities will
require improved regional climate models, improved monitoring systems, and better
understanding of how extreme events will change as climate change progresses. Evaluations of
climate change impacts on urban heat islands and local-regional precipitation should extend to
the analysis of their combined impacts on urban and peri-urban ecosystem and landscape
function, ecosystem services, and demands on water and energy consumption.
Assessing the vulnerability of cities to climate change. Improved understanding is needed of
who and what is threatened by climate change in the urban context, in both developed and
developing countries—this includes human cohorts, neighborhoods, infrastructure, and coupled
human-environment systems, as well as implications for food and water security. Most of the
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world’s largest cities are in developing nations and have difficulty achieving global standards for
clean air and other healthy environmental qualities. At the same time, very few U.S. cities have
received concerted attention from climate researchers. As a result, the relative vulnerability of
different urban forms (e.g., design, geometry, and infrastructure) and urban configurations
relative to other settlement forms is largely unknown, and deserves further study. In addition,
given the large population adjacent to coastlines, attention to the vulnerability of coastal cities to
sea level rise deserves special attention.
Developing and testing methods and approaches for limiting and adapting to climate
change in the urban context. Attention is needed on a wide range of issues related to limiting
climate change and adapting to its impacts in cities, including the relationship between urbanland structure and configuration with heat islands, water and energy use, and air quality. For
example, additional research is needed on the efficacy and sociological considerations involved
in adoption and implementation of white and green roofs, landscape architecture, smart growth,
and changing rural-urban socioeconomic and political linkages. Additional issues include: What
legacy or lock-in effects, including infrastructure and governance, serve as impediments to
responses to climate change? What co-benefits can be gained in the reconfiguration of cities?
Which adaptation strategies synergistically benefit the goal of limiting climate change; which
potentially counter-act it; and how can the trade-offs be adjudicated effectively?
Linking air quality and climate change. Research is needed to provide information for
decision making about air quality in the face of climate change. This includes measurements,
understanding, modeling, and analyses of socio-economic benefits and tradeoffs associated with
different GHG emission reduction strategies, including those that simultaneously benefit both
climate and air quality (see also Chapter 11) and those that could exacerbate one issue while
improving the other.
Developing effective decision support tools. What do we know about effective decision
making under uncertainty, especially when multiple governance units may be involved? Much
research is needed comparing the results of city action plans for climate change and identifying
similarities and differences between and among small and large cities. Questions that need
answers include which qualities of these different plans break or create path dependencies (lockin, e.g., through infrastructure design, tax policies, or other institutions); and which lead to more
flexible, adaptive responses to the risks of climate change?
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Transportation
The transportation sector encompasses all movement of people and goods. Almost 28
percent of U.S. GHG emissions can be attributed to this sector, and the overwhelming share of
these emissions are from CO2 emitted as the result of burning transportation fuels derived from
petroleum (EPA, 2009c). Between 1970 and 2007, U.S. transportation energy use and hence
GHG emissions nearly doubled.47 Consequently, transportation is a major driver of climate
change, and a sector with a potentially large role in limiting the magnitude of climate change.
Reducing transportation-related GHG emissions, and understanding the impacts of
climate change on transportation system, are concerns of some decision makers. Questions they
are asking, or will be asking, about transportation and climate change include:
 How much do various modes of transportation contribute to climate change?
 What technologies and strategies can be used to reduce GHG emissions by the largest
transportation contributors?
 How will transportation systems in my area be affected by climate change?
 What steps can be taken to make transportation systems less vulnerable to the impacts of
climate change, and how can I apply them in current systems and incorporate them in the
design and development of new infrastructure and policy?
This chapter summarizes how reducing the total amount of transportation activity,
shifting some of the activity to less energy- and emissions-intensive modes, increasing energy
efficiency, and reducing the GHG intensity of transportation fuels could help in lowering GHG
emissions from this sector. Additionally, the chapter outlines how climate change will impact
the transportation sector and describes the scientific and engineering knowledge regarding
adaptation options. The last section of the chapter indicates research that is needed to better
understand impacts and ways to reduce GHG emissions from transportation.

ROLE OF TRANSPORTATION IN DRIVING CLIMATE CHANGE
A large proportion of GHG emissions can be attributed to transportation, specifically from the
burning of gasoline, diesel, and other fuels derived from petroleum. In fact, the transportation
sector is responsible for 70 percent of U.S. petroleum use, which exceeds the percentage of oil
that is imported (Davis et al., 2008). Reducing transportation’s dependence on petroleum, much
of it imported from politically unstable regions of the world, is one of the most direct
connections between the issues of climate change, energy security, and national security (see
Chapter 16). Transportation’s use of petroleum fuels also leads to emissions of particulate

47

The almost exclusive reliance on single fuel source, petroleum, in the transportation sector means that relative
energy expenditures can be interpreted as relative GHG emissions.
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matter, sulfur dioxide (which forms sulfate aerosols and ultimately leads to acid rain), and
substances that are precursors to photochemical smog (nitrogen oxides [NOx] and carbon
monoxide [CO]), and to various forms of pollution in freshwater and marine systems. Hence,
efforts to reduce GHG emissions in the transportation sector will also confer other benefits to the
environment and public health (see Chapter 11).
Transportation activity is typically divided into two categories: the movement of people
and the movement of goods. The movement of people, usually expressed in passenger-miles,
accounts for 70 percent of the transportation sector’s energy use and GHG emissions (Davis et
al., 2008). The principal vehicles involved in the movement of people are light-duty personal
vehicles—automobiles and light trucks—and commercial aircraft, which together account of
almost 99 percent of passenger-miles (Davis et al., 2008). The movement of goods, usually
expressed in ton-miles, is dominated by trucks, railroads, and ships. These freight modes
account for the remaining 30 percent of transportation-related emissions (Davis et al., 2008).
Table 13.1 shows the relative importance of different modes of personal and goods transport to
total transport energy use and, by implication, its approximate contribution to GHG emissions.
TABLE 13.1 Energy use and activity characteristics of various transportation modes in 2006.
Based on data from Davis et al. (2008); DOT (2008).
Energy Use

Mode
Light-duty personal vehicles
Medium/heavy trucks
Domestic air transport
Pipeline
Freight rail
Domestic waterborne freight**
Transit (all modes)
School bus
Intercity bus
Motorcycles
Intercity passenger rail
Total of above

Trillion Btu
16,824
5,188
1,834
842
585
304
164
73
30
28
14
25,885

Passenger Tranport Activity

%
65%
20%
7%
3%
2%
1%
1%
0%
0%
0%
0%

Cum %
65%
85%
92%
95%
98%
99%
99%
100%
100%
100%
100%

Passengermiles
(millions)
4,546,618

%
87.5%

Cum %
87.5%

590,633

11.4%

98.9%

52,154

5,381
5,194,786

1.0%
0.0%
0.0%
0.0%
0.1%

Goods Transport Activity
Ton-m iles
(millions)

%

Cum %

1,294,492
15,860

34.8%
0.4%

34.8%
35.2%

1,852,833
561,629

49.7%
15.1%

84.9%
100.0%

99.9%
99.9%
99.9%
99.9%
100.0%
3,724,814 100.0%

In the United States between 1970 and 2007, energy intensity—the amount of energy
required to produce a unit of transport activity—declined for nearly all transportation modes (for
example, energy intensity declined by 0.3 percent per year on average for medium and heavy
freight trucks, 0.8 percent per year for passenger cars, 1.5 percent per year for light trucks, 1.8
percent per year for freight rail, and 3.3 percent per year for domestic passenger air travel).
However, these increases in efficiency were more than offset by an increase in total
transportation activity (for example, the number of passenger-miles flown grew by 4.9 percent
per year), leading to the overall growth in energy use and GHG emissions.

REDUCING TRANSPORTATION-RELATED GREENHOUSE GAS EMISSIONS
There are four possible strategies that could be employed to reduce GHG emissions from
the transportation sector:
 Reduce the total volume of transportation activity;
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Shift transportation activity to modes that emit fewer GHGs per passenger-mile or tonmile;
Reduce the amount of energy required to produce a unit of transport activity (that is,
increase the energy efficiency of each mode); or
Reduce the GHG emissions associated with the use of each unit of energy.

Each of these strategies is briefly discussed below. Additional details can be found in
Chapter 14; the companion report Limiting the Magnitude of Future Climate Change (NRC,
2010b); and the Transportation Research Board report Potential Energy Savings and Greenhouse
Gas Reductions from Transportation (NRC, 2010db). The Limiting report concludes that “near
term opportunities exist to reduce GHGs from the transportation sector through increasing
vehicle efficiency, supporting shifts to energy efficient modes of passenger and freight transport,
and advancing low-GHG fuels.” Achieving large (that is, on the order of 50 to 80 percent) longterm reductions in GHG emissions in the transportation sector, however, would require major
technological and behavioral changes (e.g., Fawcett et al., 2009); this in turn implies a need for
additional research to support the development and deployment of new and improved
transportation modalities.

Reducing the Volume of Transport Activity
The most basic, but perhaps most difficult way to reduce transportation-related GHG
emissions is to reduce the total amount of transportation activity. While there has been some
attention devoted to reducing total freight transport volumes—by, for example, promoting
consumption of locally produced food and goods—most of the attention in this area has focused
on reducing personal transportation activity, especially activity by light-duty vehicles. Since
1980, the number of light-duty vehicle passenger-miles has grown at an average rate of 2.3
percent per year (Highway Statistics 200848). This growth has been spurred by, among other
factors, the suburbanization of America. As recently as the 1960s, the majority of daily
commutes were from downtown to downtown or from close-in suburbs to downtown. Now, the
majority of commutes are from suburb to suburb, with the attendant traffic and pollution issues
(NRC, 2006c; see also Chapter 12). Suburbanization has also stimulated the increased use of
light-duty vehicles for trips other than commuting—for example, according to the National
Household Travel Survey, in 2001 commuting accounted for 27 percent of all vehicle trips per
household while “household-serving” travel (e.g., shopping errands, chauffeuring family
members) accounted for most of the remainder (BTS, 2001).
Both logic and empirical evidence suggest that developing at higher population and
employment densities results in trip origins and destinations that are closer to one another, on
average, leading to shorter trips on average and less vehicle travel. Shorter trips can also reduce
vehicle travel by making walking and bicycling more viable as alternatives to driving, while
higher densities make it easier to support public transit. A recent NRC report, Driving and the
Built Environment (NRC, 2009a) examined the relationships between land use patterns and
vehicle miles traveled and concluded “[l]ooking forward to 2030 and, with less certainty, to

48

See http://www.fhwa.dot.gov/policy/ohpi/hss/hsspubs.cfm
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2050, it appears that housing preferences and travel patterns may change in ways that support
higher-density development and reduced [vehicle miles traveled], although it is unclear by how
much.” While the study concluded that significant increases in more compact, mixed-use
development result in only modest short-term reductions in energy consumption and CO2
emissions, these reductions will grow over time. The implications of this and other findings for
limiting GHG emissions from the transportation sector can be found in the companion report on
Limiting the Magnitude of Future Climate Change (NRC, 2010b).
Another trend that has led to increased travel activity has been the reduction over time in
the average number of people traveling in each automobile and light truck. In 1977, the average
vehicle carried 1.9 people; by 2001, this had declined by 14 percent, to 1.6 people. For travel to
and from work, the average declined from 1.3 to 1.1 (Hu and Reuscher, 2005). Increasing the
average vehicle occupancy could lead to reductions in total vehicle miles traveled and thus GHG
emissions, even considering small offsets due to the need to pick up and drop off the additional
passengers. Many municipalities have instituted policies to encourage carpooling; however, few
of these policies were developed based on research on patterns and determinants of human
behavior, nor effective mechanisms for informing such behavior, and there is a need for more
evaluation of effectiveness.
Because commuting only accounts for about a quarter of passenger trips, carpooling
strategies have limited potential for reducing transportation-related GHG emissions. However, it
may be possible to increase the prevalence of ridesharing through more effective conveyance of
information and the provision of incentives, both in monetary and convenience terms. New
technologies could help in this regard; for instance, it is already possible to use personal
telecommunications devices and computers to connect drivers with prospective riders to create
casual forms of carpooling. Such opportunities will increase. Indeed, it is conceivable that in
some locations public transit services will evolve away from the large fixed route systems into
smaller van-type vehicles that employ dynamic routing technologies to offer transportation
services similar to that of private cars but with higher average occupancy (WBCSD, 2004).
While such concepts are in limited use in Europe, they have not been explored in the United
States.

Shifting Transportation Modes
Because there are significant differences in the energy expended per passenger-mile or
ton-mile among the major modes of transportation, a second candidate strategy for reducing
transportation-related GHG emissions is to shift people or freight to more energy-efficient
modes. The two most widely discussed options are: (1) inducing people to substitute some of
their driving with public transportation service, bicycling, and walking; and (2) shifting more
freight from truck to rail.
The viability of public transportation (as well as walking and biking) as an alternative to
driving hinges in part on there being favorable urban land use patterns, as discussed in the
preceding subsection and in the recent Driving and Built Environment report (NRC, 2009a). For
public transportation to be an energy efficient alternative to the private vehicle, however,
requires that the services be heavily used. At present, except in a few very dense urban areas
such as New York City, public transportation load factors are not high enough to make these
services more energy- and GHG-efficient than driving. Because demand is especially low
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outside of rush hours, transit systems often operate with very low levels of occupancy for much
of the day (NRC, 2009k). As a consequence, buses—the most prevalent form of transit—used
24 percent more energy per passenger-mile than private cars in 2006 (NRC, 2006c). Subways
and commuter rail systems, in contrast, used about 20 percent less energy per passenger-mile
than private cars, but these systems accounted for a minority of total public transportation
ridership.
There is also significant geographic variability in the availability of public transportation:
97 percent of all subway and transit rail trips occurred in metropolitan areas with a population of
over 5 million, and the New York metropolitan area alone was responsible for 38 percent of all
national transit use for travel to and from work (NRC, 2006c). Bicycling and walking do not
emit any GHGs and are associated with health co-benefits, but currently constitute a very small
share of all miles travelled by people, when compared with motorized modes. Strategies
designed to facilitate and promote these modalities could yield multiple benefits.
There has also been interest in using passenger rail for medium-distance (500 miles or
less) intercity travel in the United States, which is currently dominated by automobiles and, to a
less extent, air travel. In Europe and Japan, high-speed rail is succeeding in winning substantial
market share away from automobiles and air transport for city-to-city travel at distances of up to
500 miles (FRA, 2009). There are many challenges, however, to duplicating such a system in
the United States. While high gasoline and deisel fuel taxes and road tolls tend to discourage
intercity travel by private car in Europe and Japan, the ease and low out-of-pocket cost for
automobile travel in the United States favors their use. Automobiles also offer flexibility for
local travel once at the final destination, which is particularly important for families and leisure
travelers who make trips between suburbs rather than center cities. A large share of business
travel also takes place in suburban areas, which are poor locations for high-speed rail terminals.
Another challenge is that there are relatively few large U.S. metropolitan areas located within
500 miles from of one another, especially when compared with Europe and Japan. Because of
the long distances between cities, aviation is the only practical alternative for timely intercity
travel in the United States. Moreover, U.S. airlines, operating in vast networks that funnel
passengers through hubs, have the passenger volumes required to offer large numbers of flights
between city pairs. This ability to offer a dense schedule of flights—which is highly valued by
time-sensitive business travelers—cannot be matched by high-speed rail. The recent uptick in
intercity bus travel in the United States, which has been attributed both to the recent economic
downturn and higher fuel prices, is another longer-distance travel option that could potentially be
promoted to reduce overall energy use and GHG emissions, particularly among leisure travelers.
The practicality and benefits of shifting additional freight traffic from truck to rail has
been studied and debated for years. In 1939, 64 percent of freight ton-miles moved by rail, while
trucks carried only 9 percent, with most of the remainder moved on waterways (Department of
Commerce, 1975). In 2006, rail’s share had declined to 40 percent, dominated by heavy, bulk
commodities such as coal, while trucking had increased its share to 28 percent (Margreta et al.,
2009). While moving freight by rail is generally more energy-efficient than moving freight by
truck, it is not clear that a significantly larger share of freight could be practically moved by rail.
For example, because many rail sidings have been abandoned, most freight traffic, and especially
manufactured goods, are moved by truck for at least a portion of the journey. On the other hand,
the containerization of freight—especially for imported goods—increases the potential for
movement by rail, and the recent sharp increases in the price of fuel seem to have shifted some
containers from truck to rail and some truck trailers to rail (in “piggyback” service) for the line-
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haul segment of the trip. Observers who study freight movements contend that rail container and
trailer movements such as these are generally not economically viable until line-haul distances
reach 700 miles and, with the exception of the longest moves (over 1500 miles), and between the
most heavily traveled markets having lane traffic densities in excess of 400,000 tons annually
(Wittwer, 2006).

Reducing Energy Intensity
Increasing the efficiency of transportation—especially light-duty vehicles—has been a
major strategy for reducing U.S. petroleum consumption. The companion report Limiting the
Magnitude of Future Climate Change (NRC, 2010b) includes a summary of changes in fuel
economy standards over the past 30 years, the effectiveness of these standards, and their
implications for climate policy. For example, the fuel economy potential of new passenger cars
and light trucks (measured in terms of ton-miles per gallon) has improved at a rate of about
between 1 and 2 percent per year since 1975 (EPA, 2009c), mainly through a series of
technological advances in engines and aerodynamics. However, this potential has not been
reflected in actual new vehicle fuel economy—since the mid-1980s, the fuel economy of new
automobiles and light trucks as tested by EPA has essentially been stable. Instead, vehicles have
become heavier (by about 900 pounds on average [Davis et al., 2008]) and have improved their
acceleration performance (average 0 to 60 mph times have declined from just over 14 seconds to
about 9.5 seconds [Davis et al., 2008]). The EPA estimates that if the potential improvements in
fuel economy had been realized, model year 2008 cars would have averaged 33 to 34 mpg
instead of the 30 mpg they did average, and new light trucks would have averaged 27 to 28 mpg
instead of 22 mpg.
Congress has called for a fleetwide combined fuel economy for cars and light trucks that
reaches 35 miles per gallon by model year 2020, representing a 30 percent increase over current
levels (EISA, 2007). In addition, new EPA GHG-performance standards for cars and light truck
will acclerate these fuel economy improvements by 3 or 4 years (EPA, 2009c). Tapping the
reservoir of unrealized fuel economy potential with continued modest improvements in the
efficiency of conventional gasoline and diesel engines would be the easiest way for motor
vehicle manufacturers to meet these new efficiency standards. Doing so, however, would require
consumers to sacrifice certain desired performance attributes such as acceleration capabilities. In
order to meet the new standards under these constraints, manufacturers will need to increase the
use of hybrid-electric propulsion systems, make cars and trucks lighter (typically through the use
of materials such as fiberglass and carbon fibers), and develop next-generation propulsion
systems—batteries and fuel cells being the two main candidates (see next subsection). It will be
important with respect to some of these vehicle technologies to consider the life-cycle energy
costs associated with producing more efficient vehicles; for example, some of the materials used
for lightweight and hybrid vehicles are associated with significant energy production costs,
which may offset some fuel savings.
To advance the technologies required to enable the production of more fuel-efficient light
vehicles, the federal government has over the years funded cooperative research and
development programs such as the Program for a New Generation of Vehicles. In addition to
such federal actions, some states, led by California, have set their own fuel economy standards
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and taken other actions, such as requirements to sell a certain number or fraction of low-emission
vehicles.
In addition to improving the efficiency of the vehicle fleet, there are behavioral changes
that may be able to increase the energy efficiency of the operations of existing vehicles in the
light-duty fleet, such as maintaining properly inflated tires, reducing time spent idling, and
removing excess weight from trunks. Each of these alone is a minor factor for the individual
driver, but small changes multiplied across the U.S. passenger vehicle fleet could have an impact
(Dietz et al., 2009c). More information is needed on the prevalence and effectiveness of these
behaviors as well as on how they might be further encouraged.
It merits noting that Congress has called for fuel efficiency standards for medium- and
heavy-duty trucks. EPA may also develop GHG performance standards for trucks and other
transportation vehicles. Developing efficiency standards for trucks presents a particular
challenge, because these vehicles are used in so many different ways that a single metric for
efficiency is impractical (e.g., using miles per gallon as a metric would encourage smaller trucks
with less payload, and reduce ton-miles per gallon). A recent NRC report examines the issues
surrounding the development of such standards (NRC, 2010g). As this report and others have
pointed out, trucking and the other long-distance freight and passenger modes of transportation
already have powerful economic incentives to care about energy efficiency, since they are highly
competitive and cost-conscious industries in which fuel is a main operating cost.

Reducing the GHG Intensity of Transportation Fuels
A final strategy for reducing transportation GHG emissions is reducing the GHG
emissions associated with the use of each unit of transport energy, typically through the
development and deployment of vehicles that run on electricity or liquid or gaseous
transportation fuels not based on petroleum, such as biofuels or hydrogen. In addition to
propulsion and energy storage technologies themselves, this requires the development of ways to
manufacture and distribute the new fuel or energy sources. While some of these vehicle and fuel
combinations would significantly reduce or completely eliminate tailpipe GHG emissions, the
GHG emissions generated as a result of fuel production and distribution could be significant and
offset all or some of these benefits. Indeed, in some circumstances, the resulting “well-towheels” GHG emissions—that is, emissions resulting from the extraction, production, and
distribution of fuel plus the emissions resulting from its use by the vehicle—can exceed the wellto-wheels emissions generated by current transport vehicles using petroleum-based fuels. For
example some biofuels, especially corn-based ethanol but also certain forms of biodiesel, may
not yield a net reduction in GHG emissions (Campbell et al., 2009; Searchinger et al., 2008).
In its analysis of the well-to-wheels impacts of alternative liquid transportation fuels, the
AEF panel on this topic found that CO2 emissions from corn grain ethanol are only slightly lower
than those from gasoline (NRC, 2009g). In contrast, CO2 emissions from cellulosic ethanol
(biochemical conversion) are much lower (NRC, 2009g). However, cellulosic processes are not
yet economical and production of corn-based ethanol may be encouraged for other reasons, such
as bolstering domestic agricultural markets and building the market for biofuels (see NRC,
2009g). Similar concerns have been raised about battery and hydrogen powered vehicles,
especially if the feedstock used to make the hydrogen or electricity that charges the batteries
comes from GHG-intensive energy sources. In addition, the production of alternative fuel
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sources may carry unintended negative consequences for other resources, environmental
concerns, trade issues, and human security issues, and the trade-offs and life cycle costs and
benefits of these alternatives have to be evaluated (see Chapter 14).

IMPACTS OF CLIMATE CHANGE ON TRANSPORTATION
In 2008 the Transportation Research Board released a report titled Potential Impacts of
Climate Change on US Transportation (NRC, 2008d). The report assesses some of the possible
impacts of climate change on various transportation systems, with an emphasis on four
categories of climate change impacts: increases in very hot days and heat waves, increases in
arctic temperatures, rising sea levels, and increases in hurricane intensity. These impacts are
summarized in Table 13.2. While not an exhaustive or quantitative list, this analysis provides an
overview of the types of impacts that could be experienced in the transportation sector.
TABLE 13.2 Potential Climate Change Impacts on Transportation. SOURCE: NRC, 2008d.
Potential Change in Impact on Operations
Impact on Infrastructure
Climate
Increases in very hot Impact on lift-off load limits at
Thermal expansion on bridge
days and heat waves high altitude or hot weather
joints and paved surfaces
airports, resulting in flight
Concerns regarding pavement
cancellations or limits on payload integrity, traffic related rutting,
or both
migration of liquid asphalt
Limits on periods of construction
Rail-track deformities
activity due to health and safety
concerns
Increases in Arctic
Longer ocean transport season and Thawing of permafrost, causing
temperatures
more ice-free ports in northern
subsistence of roads, rail beds,
regions
bridge supports, pipelines, and
Possible availability of a northern runway foundations
sea route or a northwest passage
Shorter season for ice roads
Rising sea levels,
More frequent interruptions to
Inundation of roads, rail lines,
combined with
coastal and low-lying roadway
and airport runways in coastal
storm surges
travel rail service due to storm
areas
surges
More frequent or severe flooding
More severe storm surges,
of underground tunnels and lowrequiring evacuation or changes in lying infrastructure
development patterns
Erosion of road base supports
Potential closure or restrictions at
Reduced clearance under bridges
airports that lie in coastal zones,
Change in harbor and port
affecting service to the highestfacilities to accommodate higher
density U.S. population centers
tides and storm surges
Increases in intense
Increase in weather-related delays Increase in flooding of roadways,
precipitation events
and traffic disruptions
rail lines, runways, and
Increased flooding of evacuation
subterranean tunnels
routes
Increase in road washout,
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Increase in airline delays due to
convective weather

More intense or
more frequent
hurricanes

More frequent interruptions in air
service
More frequent and potentially
more extensive emergency
evacuations
More debris on roads and rail
lines, interrupting travel and
shipping

damages to rail-bed support
structures, and landslides and
mudslides that damage roads and
tracks
Increases in scouring of pipeline
roadbeds and damage to pipelines
Greater probability of
infrastructure failures
Increased threat to stability of
bridge decks
Impacts on harbor infrastructure
from wave damage and storm
surges

SCIENCE TO SUPPORT ADAPTING TO CLIMATE CHANGE IN THE
TRANSPORTATION SECTOR
The report Potential Impacts of Climate Change on US Transportation (NRC, 2008d)
identifies a number of potential engineering options for strengthening and protecting
transportation facilities such as bridges, ports, roads, and railroads from coastal storms and
flooding as a short-term adaptation measure. The report also identifies a number of research
needs and potential actions that will be necessary to support climate-related decision making in
the transportation sector, including: improved communication processes among transportation
professionals, climate scientists, and other relevant scientific disciplines; a clearinghouse for
transportation-relevant information on climate change; developing climate data and decision
support tools that incorporate the needs of transportation decision makers; developing and
implementing monitoring technologies for major transportation facilities; developing
mechanisms for sharing best practices; reevaluation of existing and development of new design
standards; and creating a federal-level interagency working group focused on adaptation. Many
of these initiatives would require federal action, while others would require action by
professional organizations and university researchers.
Potential options and considerations for adaptation to climate change in the transportation
sector are discussed in the companion report Adapting to the Impacts of Climate Change (NRC,
2010c). The report also notes that planning for adaptation in the transportation sector will
require new modeling tools, the establishment of standards consistent with future climate risks
(as opposed to those based on historical conditions), and improved communication between the
climate science and transportation decision making communities.

RESEARCH NEEDS
Improve understanding of how transportation contributes to climate change. As society
moves from vehicles propelled by internal combustion engines using petroleum-based fuels to
vehicles using more varied types of propulsion systems and fuels, it will be increasingly
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important to understand the full life-cycle GHG emissions generated by various vehicle/fuel
combinations, including the emissions and energy implications associated with vehicle
production. The move from tank-to-wheels to well-to-wheels emissions analyses represents an
important step in this understanding. For example, our understanding of the true lifecycle
emissions from various biofuels is still incomplete, as is understanding of trade-offs and
consequences for other resources and environmental issues. Also, the construction and
maintenance of transportation infrastructure is an additional source of GHG emissions, but little
is known of the relative emissions associated with different transportation modes or
infrastructure types even as large investments are being planned for constructing new systems
such as high speed rail.
Improve understanding of what controls the volume of transportation activity. While there
is potential for tempering growth in vehicle miles traveled by increasing land development
densities, a recent NRC report (NRC, 2009a) found a lack of sound research on the potential for
increasing metropolitan densities to affect travel, energy use, and emissions. Further research is
needed on the relationships among household location, workplace location, trip-making activity,
and light-duty vehicle travel, and on the effectiveness of various policy mechanisms to influence
these relationships. Technological improvements such as online shopping, telecommuting, and
virtual conferencing also have the potential to significantly reduce total transportation activity,
but further research is needed on how to facilitate and promote expanded use of these
technologies (and this research will require data on current levels of usage of these
technologies—an example of a climate-relevant observation that falls outside the rubric of
traditional climate observations).
Conduct research on the most promising strategies for encouraging the use of less fuelintensive modes of transportation. Any increase in fuel prices, whether a result of climate or
energy policy or other factors, can be expected to promote a shift towards more fuel-efficient
modes of transportation, both at the personal level and through major private sector
transportation providers. However, as noted earlier in this chapter there are a variety of
strategies that might be employed to encourage less energy-intensive modes. As with overall
reductions in travel volume, additional research is needed on the factors that influence travel
mode choice—understanding how, for example, intermodal service can be made more attractive
to shippers or public transit more attractive to passengers. Research is also needed on potential
large-scale changes in the built environment and infrastructure that would encourage less energy
intensive modes, and the policy mechanisms that might be used to facilitate these changes.
Continue efforts to improve energy efficiency. In addition to the continued improvement of
more efficient vehicle designs and propulsion systems, there could potentially be major energy
efficiency gains in other transportation modes. For example, there is room for improvement in
medium- and heavy-duty truck aerodynamics and means of reducing idling (NRC, 2010g).
Ultra-light materials such as carbon fiber are already beginning to see widespread application in
new commercial aircraft (e.g., the Boeing 787), and additional research by both the public and
private sector may help accelerate this and other efficiency improvements, such as “blended
wings” and open fan propulsion systems.
In addition to technology development and deployment, there is a wide range of research
needed on human behavior as it relates to transportation use and on the best policies for
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influencing both technology development and human behavior. For example, there are
behavioral changes that increase the efficiency of existing vehicles, such as maintaining properly
inflated tires, but we lack basic data on the prevalence of these behaviors as well as on how they
might be effectively encouraged. Further research is also needed on factors that encourage the
purchase of more efficient vehicles—fuel prices are certainly one factor, but as with the adoption
of any new technology, prices are only part of the explanation and a more nuanced understanding
might lead to the design of effective policies. There may actually be substantial proprietary
information on what influences consumer choice and technology adoption, but there is little open
literature on this subject, or on how policies, programs, and institutions might influence vehicle
or mode choice. Finally, the history of U.S. fuel economy over the last 35 years, where fuel
efficiency improvements were offset by consumer demands for larger, more powerful vehicles
(with little resulting fuel consumption penalty, because efficiency had increased), suggests a
need for better understanding of how to design regulatory policies that have the intended results.
Accelerate the development and deployment of alternative propulsion systems, fuels, and
supporting infrastructure. New, less carbon-intensive fuels and alterative propulsion systems
will ultimately be needed to make major reductions in GHG emissions from the transportation
sector. The two primary candidates for replacing internal combusion engines are batteries and
hydrogen fuel cells, and major technological advances are still needed to make these methods
competitive with current propulsion systems. Moreover, while these alternative propulsion
systems would reduce petroleum consumption, they will only reduce GHG emissions
significantly if the needed electricity or hydrogen is produced using low-emissions fuels and
processes. As discussed in the companion Limiting report and elsewhere, widespread adoption
of these technologies also implies a major restructuring of the nation’s transportation
infrastructure, and reasearch will play an important role in optimizing that design.
Advance understanding of how climate change will affect transportation systems and how
to reduce the magnitude of these impacts. One of the most difficult tasks for transportation
planners in addressing climate change is obtaining relevant information in the form they need for
planning and design (NRC, 2008d). Improved regional-scale climate information is needed, but
so is a better understanding of how projected climate changes, such as changes in temperature
and precipitation, will affect different kinds of infrastructure in different regions, and improved
methods of providing information to transportation decision makers. Practical research on
adaptation measures, both for current transportation systems and for the design of new systems
and infrastructure, is needed to better inform all kinds of transportation-related decisions as
climatic conditions continue to exit the range of past experience.
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14
Energy Supply and Use
Energy is essential for a wide range of human activities, both in the United States and
around the world, yet its use is the dominant source of emissions of CO2 and several other
important climate forcing agents. The diversity of ways in which energy is supplied and used
provides ample opportunities and means to reduce energy-related emissions. However,
achieving reductions can be very difficult, especially because it involves considerations of
human behavior and preferences; economics; multiple time frames for decision making and
results; and myriad stakeholders in the private sector, federal government agencies, local
governments, and other countries and international organizations, each with its own needs and
priorities.
In addition to total demand for energy, the type of fuel used and the end use equipment
affect CO2 emissions. Questions decision makers are asking, or will be asking, about energy
supply and consumption in the context of climate change include:
 What options are currently available for limiting emissions of GHGs and other climate
forcing agents in the energy sector, and what are the most promising emerging
technologies?
 What are the major obstacles to widespread adoption of new energy sources that reduce
GHG emissions?
 What are the best ways to promote or encourage the use of energy-conserving and lowGHG energy options?
 What impacts will climate change have on energy production, transformation, and
consumption systems, and how should possible impacts be accounted for in designing
and developing new systems and infrastructure?
 What are possible unintended consequences of new energy sources for human and
environmental well-being?
This chapter focuses on what is already known about energy and climate change, and
what more needs to be known. Strategies to limit emissions of CO2 and other GHGs through
changes in agriculture practices, transportation, urban planning, and other approaches are
addressed in other chapters, and policy approaches that span these strategies are discussed in
Chapter 17. Because America’s Energy Future was the focus of a recent suite of National
Research Council reports (NRC, 2009c, g, h, k, o), and energy-related GHG emissions
reductions are a major point of emphasis in the companion volume Limiting the Magnitude of
Future Climate Change (NRC, 2010b), this chapter provides only a brief summary of critical
knowledge and research needs in the energy sector.
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ENERGY CONSUMPTION

Globally, total energy consumption grew from 4,675 Mtoe (million tons oil equivalent) to
8,286 Mtoe between 1973 and 2007 (IEA, 2009). The United States is still the world’s largest
consumer of energy, responsible for 20 percent of world primary energy consumption. The next
largest user, China, currently accounts for about 15 percent. Energy consumption in the United
States has increased by about 1 percent per year since 1970, although there is no longer a direct
relationship between energy use and economic growth. Between 1973 and 2008, for example,
U.S. energy intensity, measured as the amount of energy used per dollar of GDP, fell by half, or
2.1 percent per year (EIA, 2009). Despite this trend, the United States still has higher energy use
per unit of GDP and per capita than almost all other developed nations. For example, Denmark’s
per capita energy use is about half of the United States (NRC, 2009k).
A nation’s energy intensity reflects population and demographic and environmental
factors as well as the efficiency with which goods and services are provided, and consumer
preference for these goods and services. Comparison of the energy intensity of the United States
with that of other countries indicates that about half of the difference is due to differences in
energy efficiency (NRC, 2009k). The differences also reflect structural factors such as the mix
of industries (e.g., heavy industry versus light manufacturing49) and patterns of living, working,
and traveling, each of which may have developed over decades or even centuries.
Today, about 40 percent of U.S. energy use is in the myriad private, commercial, and
institutional activities associated with residential and commercial buildings, while roughly 30
percent is used in industry and the same amount in the transport of goods and passengers (see
Chapter 13). Most significantly for GHG emissions, 86 percent of the U.S. energy supply now
comes from the combustion of fossil fuels—coal, oil, and natural gas (Figure 14.1). The
transportation sector is 94 percent reliant on petroleum, 56 percent of which is imported (EIA,
2009).
There are important economic and national security issues related to the availability of
these fossil fuel resources, as well as significant environmental issues associated with their use.
For example, the recent report Hidden Costs of Energy: Unpriced Consequences of Energy
Production and Use (NRC, 2009d) estimated that the damages associated with energy
production and use in the United States totaled at least $120 billion in 2005, mostly through the
health impacts of fossil fuel combustion (and not including damages associated with climate
change or national security, which are very difficult to quantify in terms of specific monetary
damages). While this is undoubtedly a small fraction of the benefits that energy brings, it
reinforces the message of this report, that there will be significant benefits from reducing the use
of energy from fossil fuels.

49

In accounting for the energy or environmental implications of shifts in the mix of products produced and
consumed in the economy, it is important to consider trade flows. For example, if a reduction in domestic
production of steel is offset by an increase in steel imports, domestic GHG emissions may appear to decline but
there may be no net global reduction in GHG emissions (and emissions may even increase, given the possibility of
differences in production-related emissions and the energy expended in transporting the imported product). This
concept is an important factor in negotiations over international climate policy (see Chapter 17).
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FIGURE 14.1 Energy consumption in the United States in 2007 by fuel source, in quadrillion
Btu (bars) and as a percentage of total energy consumption (pie chart). Fossil fuels serve as the
primary source of energy. SOURCE: NRC 2009o.
As discussed above and in Chapter 6, limiting the magnitude of future climate change
will require significant reductions in climate forcing, and GHGs emitted by the energy sector are
the single largest contributor. Hence, many strategies to limit climate change typically focus on
reducing GHG emissions from the energy sector. These strategies can be grouped into four
major categories: (1) reductions in demand, typically through changes in behavior that reduce the
demand for energy; (2) efficiency improvements, or reducing the amount of energy needed per
unit of goods and services produced (also called energy intensity) through changes in systems,
behaviors, or technologies; (3) development and deployment of energy systems that emit few
GHGs or other climate forcing agents, or at least emit fewer GHGs per unit energy consumed
than traditional fossil fuel-based technologies; and (4) direct capture of CO2 or other GHGs
during or after fossil fuel combustion. These general strategies are discussed briefly in
subsequent sections.
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REDUCTIONS IN ENERGY DEMAND

The price mechanism can be an important part of any policy intended to reduce energy
consumption. Prices encourage efficiency, discussed in the next section, but they can also
change behavior. For example, if gasoline prices rise, whether from taxes or market forces,
people who commute long distances may buy a more efficient vehicle, or they may switch to
public transportation or move closer to work. Nevertheless, the impact of prices on consumers
and the economy are an important area for further research. It should be noted that prices are not
the only feature involved in consumer choice, and the response to increased energy prices (the
elasticity of demand) is often modest. There are many possible explanations for this: modest
changes in price are not noticed, consumers cannot easily change some aspects of their
consumption (for example, it is not always feasible to sell a car with low gas mileage to buy one
with higher mileage when gas prices rise, at least in the short run), and there are many other
factors that influence decisions that affect energy consumption and in some circumstances may
have more influence than prices. (Carrico et al., 2010; Stern et al., 2010; Wilson and
Dowlatabadi, 2007).

ENERGY EFFICIENCY IMPROVEMENTS
Although energy intensity has declined in the United States over the past 30 years (EIA,
2009; NRC, 2009o), per capita consumption in the United States still exceeds that of almost all
other developed countries. In addition, a considerable fraction of the intensity improvements in
the United States may be due to the changing nature of demand (e.g., the shift away from
manufacturing toward a service- and information-based economy) as well as increased imports
of energy-intensive products and materials, which simply shift emissions to other locations. The
recent report Real Prospects for Energy Efficiency in the United States (NRC, 2009k), part of the
America’s Energy Future suite of activities, carried out a comprehensive review of methods to
improve energy efficiency in industry, buildings, and transportation sectors. The report
concludes that energy efficient technologies in those sectors exist today that could be
implemented without major changes in lifestyles and could reduce energy use in the United
States by 30 percent by 2030. In addition, the companion report on Limiting the Magnitude of
Future Climate Change (NRC, 2010b) has more information on efficiency.
The building sector offers the greatest potential for energy savings through efficiency;
options range from simple approaches like insulation and caulking, to the use of more efficient
appliances and lighting, to changing patterns of building use. Investments in these areas could
reduce energy use in residences by one-third, although systematic estimates that take account of
both technological and behavioral changes have not been made. For example, participation in
programs that subsidize weatherization with identical financial incentives can differ by an order
of magnitude depending on how the programs are presented to the public (Stern et al., 1986).
Efficiency improvements can be made through the development and use of more efficient
devices, with more efficient systems for managing devices, and with changing patterns of use—
all of which require both technological innovation and a better understanding of human behavior
and institutions. As noted in Chapter 13, energy efficiency advances are also possible in the next
decade in the transportation sector due to improved vehicle technologies and behavior changes.
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While implementation of current technologies holds immediate opportunities for
reducing energy use and GHG emissions, new technological and scientific advances are likely to
yield longer-term benefits. For example, the development of new materials for insulation, new
kinds of lighting, fundamental changes in heating and cooling systems, computational
technologies for energy systems management, and landscape architecture and materials for
natural cooling could all contribute to major improvements in energy efficiency. However,
simply developing and making a new technology available is not sufficient to ensure its
adoption; to be effective, research on all energy technologies, including efficiency technologies,
needs to include analysis of the barriers to adoption of innovation and of public acceptance of
new technology.

ENERGY SOURCES THAT REDUCE EMISSIONS OF GREENHOUSE GASES
Technologies that reduce the amount of GHGs emitted during the production of usable
energy include renewable energy sources such as solar, wind, bioenergy, geothermal,
hydropower, as well as nuclear power and carbon capture and storage (CCS) applied to fossil
fuels or biomass. Even switching among fossil fuels can reduce carbon emissions per unit of
energy produced. The America’s Energy Future study (NRC, 2009o) evaluated the near- and
intermediate-term potential of each of these technologies and concluded that fossil fuels are
likely to retain their dominant position in energy production over the next several decades;
however, the study also identified numerous areas where investments in technologies and policy
changes could hasten the transition to a low-GHG energy economy. Some of these areas are
briefly summarized below, with an emphasis on the research needed to accelerate technology
development and deployment.

Fuel Switching
Natural gas is the cleanest of the fossil fuels, with the lowest GHG emissions per unit of
energy, emitting about half of the CO2 of coal when burned for electricity generation, as well as
generally lower emissions of other pollutants. Shifting electric generation from coal to natural
gas could significantly reduce emissions. Such a shift would be useful, but would not by itself
reduce emissions sufficiently for a low-emissions future to minimize climate change. Thus
natural gas is more likely to be a bridge than a final solution. Additionally, the feasibility of
natural gas as a bridge fuel will depend on the stringency of any emissions-limiting policies that
are adopted.
Until recently, resources of natural gas were thought too small to support a transition.
Recent improvements in technology have made economic unconventional gas resources, such as
shale, leading to higher resource estimates. If these estimates are confirmed, natural gas could be
a long-term option. However, there is some concern that shale gas development may have
negative impacts on the local freshwater resources and land resources (DOE, 2009c). Another
possible future source is natural gas hydrates found on the ocean floor, which are estimated to
contain from one to 100 times the world resource of conventional natural gas. Methods for
recovery of hydrates are under investigation, but it is unlikely that hydrates would contribute
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significantly to production of natural gas in the near term without major breakthroughs in the
recovery process (NRC, 2010k).

Solar Energy
The total solar energy incident on the surface of the earth averages about 86,000 terawatts
(TW), which is more than 5000 times the 15 TW of energy currently used by humans (of which
roughly 12 now comes from fossil fuels) and more than 100 times larger than the energy
potential of the next largest renewable source, wind energy (Hermann, 2006). Hence, the
potential resource of solar energy is essentially limitless, which has led many to conclude that it
is the best energy resource to rely on in the long run. Currently, this resource is exploited on a
limited scale—total installed worldwide solar energy production totaled 15 gigawatts (15 GW) in
2008, or just 0.1 percent of total energy production, with similar penetration in the United States
(EIA, 2009). Solar energy can be used to generate electricity and heat water for domestic use.
Passive solar heating can be used in direct heating and cooling of buildings.
There are two main classes of solar energy technology used to generate electricity:
concentrating solar power (CSP) and photovoltaics. CSP technologies use optics (lenses or
mirrors) to concentrate beam radiation, which is the portion of the solar radiation not scattered by
the atmosphere. The radiation energy is converted to high-temperature heat that can be used to
generate electricity or drive chemical reactions to produce fuels (syngas or hydrogen). CSP
technologies require high-quality solar resources, and this restricts its application in the United
States to the southwest part of the country. However, CSP technologies are commercially
available and there are a number of upcoming projects in the United States, particularly in
California. The CSP industry estimates 13.4 GW could be deployed for service by 2015 (WGA,
2006). In the short term, incremental design improvements will drive down costs and reduce
uncertainty in performance predictions. With more systems installed, there will be increased
economies of scale, both for plant sites and for manufacturing. However, new storage
technologies, such as molten salt, will be needed in the longer term to make widespread CSP
deployment feasible. The global research community is studying the use of concentrated solar
energy to produce fuels through high-temperature chemical processing (Fletcher, 2001; Perkins
and Weimer, 2004, 2009; Steinfeld, 2005). At the international scale, the SolarPACES
organization is working to further the development and deployment of CSP systems.50 This
organization brings experts from member countries together to attempt to address technical
issues associated with commercialization of these technologies.
While incremental improvements in CSP performance are anticipated, there is the
potential for large improvements in photovoltaic electricity generation technologies. Over the
past 30 years, the efficiency of PV technologies has steadily improved, though commercial
modules achieve, on average only about 10 to 15 percent efficiency (that is, only 10 to 15
percent of the solar energy incident on the cell is converted into electricity), which is 50 percent
or less of the efficiency of the best research cells (NRC, 2009o). Most current photovoltaic
generation is produced by technologies that rely on silicon wafers to convert photons to electrons
(Green, 2003; Lewis, 2007). Recent shortages of polycrystalline silicon have increased prices

50

See http://www.solarpaces.org/inicio.php
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for PV modules and spurred increases in the use of thin-film solar PV technologies that do not
require as much or any silicon. Thin-film solar PV technologies have about a 40% market share
in the United States (EIA, 2009). In the short term, research is continuing on PV technologies;
most of the work on improving these cells has focused on identifying new materials, new device
geometries (including thin films), and new manufacturing techniques (Ginley et al., 2008).
The overall costs of a PV system, not just the costs of PV cells, determine its
competitiveness with other sources of electricity. For example, approximately 50 percent or
more of the total installed cost of a rooftop PV system is not in the module cost, but in the costs
of installation, and of the inverter, cables, support structures, grid hook-ups, and other
components. These costs must come down through innovative system-integration approaches, or
this aspect of a PV system will set a floor on the price of a fully installed PV system. In the
medium term, new technologies are being developed to make conventional solar cells by using
nanocrystalline inks as well as semiconducting materials. Thin film technologies have the
potential for substantial cost reduction over current wafer-based crystalline silicon methods,
because of factors such as lower material use, fewer processing steps, and simpler manufacturing
technology for large-area modules. Thin film technologies have many advantages, such as high
throughput and continuous production rate, lower-temperature and non-vacuum processes, and
ease of film deposition. Even lower costs are possible with plastic organic solar cells, dyesensitized solar cells, nanotechnology-based solar cells, and other new photovoltaic technologies.
If next-generation solar technologies continue to improve and external costs associated
with emissions from fossil fuel-based electricity are incorporated into the cost of electricity, it is
possible that solar technologies could produce electricity at costs per kilowatt-hour competitive
with fossil fuels. This transition could be accelerated through carefully designed subsidies for
solar energy, as several other countries have done, or by placing a price on carbon emissions
(Crabtree and Lewis, 2007; Green, 2005). Modifications to the energy distribution network
along with energy storage would also improve the ability to exploit solar energy resources (see
section below, “Energy Carriers, Transmission, and Distribution”). However, it should be noted
that a bifurcated market for PV systems exists, depending on whether the system is installed on a
customer’s premises (behind the meter) or as a utility-scale generation resource. Behind-themeter systems compete by displacing customer-purchased electricity at retail rates, while utilityscale plants must compete against wholesale electricity prices. Thus, behind-the-meter systems
can often absorb a higher overall system cost structure. In the United States, much of the
development of solar has occurred in this behind-the-meter market (NRC, 2009o).
There are several potential adverse impacts associated with widespread deployment of
solar technologies. Utility-scale solar electricity technologies would require considerable land
area. When CSP is used with a conventional steam turbine, the water requirements are
comparable to fossil fuel-fired plants, making water availability a concern, and in some cases, a
limiting factor. For photovoltaic technology, there are also concerns associated with the
availability of raw materials (particularly a few rare earth elements; NRC, 2008g) and with the
potential that some manufacturing processes might produce toxic wastes. Finally, the energy
payback time, which is a measure of how much time it takes for an energy technology to
generate enough useful energy to offset energy consumed during its lifetime, is fairly long for
silicon-based PV.
In addition to electricity generation, non-concentrating solar thermal technologies can
displace fossil fuels at the point of use, particularly in residential and commercial buildings. The
most prevalent and well-developed applications are for heating swimming pools and potable
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water (in homes and laundries). Systems include one or more collectors (which capture the sun’s
energy and convert it into usable heat), a distribution structure, and a thermal storage unit. The
use of non-concentrating solar thermal systems to provide space heating and cooling in
residential and commercial buildings could provide a greater reduction of fossil fuels than do
water heaters, but at present it is largely an untapped opportunity. Recently there has been
limited deployment of liquid-based solar collectors for radiant floor-heating systems and solar air
heaters, but the challenge with these applications is the relatively large collector area required in
the absence of storage. Solar cooling can be accomplished via absorption and desiccant cycles,
but commercial systems are not widely available for residential use.

Wind Energy
Wind electricity generation is already a mature technology and approximately cost
competitive in many areas of the country and the world, especially with electricity generated
from natural gas. Electricity generated from wind at the end of 2009 was approximately 340
TWh, or about 2 percent of worldwide energy usage (WWEA, 2010). Wind turbine size has
been increasing as technology has developed, and offshore wind farms are being constructed and
proposed worldwide. As with solar power, wind energy alone could theoretically meet the
world’s energy needs (Archer and Jacobson, 2005), but a number of barriers prevent it from
doing so, including dependence on location, intermittency, and efficiency. Other estimates of the
resource base are not as large, but also indicate the United States has significant wind energy
resources. Elliott et al. (1991) estimate that the total electrical energy potential for the continental
U.S. wind resource in class 3 and higher wind-speed areas is 11 million GWh per year. As noted
in NRC (2009o), this resource estimate is uncertain, however, and the actual wind resource could
be higher due to the low altitude this estimate was developed at, or lower due to the inaccuracy
of point estimate for assessing large scale wind power extractions (Roy et al., 2004). Assuming
an estimated upper limit of 20 percent extraction from this base, an upper value for the
extractable wind electric potential would be about 2.2 million GWh/yr, equal to more than half
of the total electricity generated in 2007. This estimate does not incorporate the substantial offshore wind resource base. Development of offshore wind power plants has already begun in
Europe, but progress has been slower in the United States. Though off-shore wind power poses
additional technical challenges, these challenges are being addressed by other countries.
However, political, organizational, social, and economic obstacles may continue to inhibit
investment in offshore wind power development in the United States, given the higher risk
compared to onshore wind energy development (Williams and Zhang, 2008).
The key technological issues for wind power focus on continuing to develop better
turbine components and to improve the integration of wind power into the electricity system,
including operations and maintenance, evaluation, and forecasting. Goals appear relatively
straightforward: taller towers; larger rotors; power electronics; reducing the weight of equipment
at the top and cables coming from top to bottom; and ongoing progress through the design and
manufacturing learning curve (DOE, 2008b; Thresher et al., 2007). Basic research in materials
and composites is expected to lead to improved and more efficient wind energy systems, for
example by improving the efficiency of turbines for use in low-wind speed areas (DOE, 2009b).
Research on materials reliability and stabilizing control systems could help reduce maintenance
requirements and further enable wind machines to survive extreme weather events. Continued
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research on forecasting techniques, operational and system design, and optimal siting
requirements would improve the integration of wind power into the electricity system. As with
solar energy technologies, modifications to the electricity transmission and distribution system
along with energy storage capacity would also improve the ability to exploit wind energy
resources (see section below, “Energy Carriers, Transmission, and Distribution”).
Along with technology advances, research on policy and institutional factors affecting the
widespread implementation of wind systems is needed, as well as continued assessment of the
potential adverse impacts of wind energy systems—for example, past research has shown that
adverse impacts on flying animals, especially birds and bats, can be reduced both with advanced
turbine technologies and by considering migration corridors when siting wind farms (NRC,
2007e). Siting is also critical in order to reduce potential negative effects on the viewscape,
effects on noise, and unintended consequences on local wind and perhaps weather patterns
(Keith et al., 2004). Concerns with the adverse effects of wind farms have led to substantial
public opposition on some areas (Firestone et al., 2009; Swofford and Slattery, 2010). Further
research and analysis of these factors would help decision makers evaluate wind energy plans
and weigh alternative land uses—for agriculture, transportation, urbanization, biodiversity
conservation, recreation, and other uses—to maximize co-benefits and reduce unintended
consequences.

Bioenergy
Bioenergy refers to liquid or solid fuels derived from biological sources and used for
heat, electricity generation, or transportation. Electricity generation using biomass is much the
same as that from fossil fuels; it generally involves a steam turbine cycle. The key difference is
that typical output for a wood-based biomass power plant is about 50 MW, while conventional
coal-fired plants generally produce anywhere from 100 to 1,500 MW (NRC, 2009c).
In the United States, interest in biomass for energy production is usually in the form of
liquid transportation fuels. Such biofuels currently take several forms, including biodiesel, the
sugarcane-based ethanol systems used widely in Brazil and the corn-based ethanol system that
has been encouraged through subsidies in the United States. While the sugarcane system has an
energy output that is more than five times greater than the energy input, corn ethanol has an
energy output that on average is slightly greater than its input, and thus does not significantly
reduce GHG emissions (Arunachalam and Fleischer, 2008; Farrel et al., 2006). Ongoing
research into cellulosic feedstocks, algae-based fuels, and other next-generation biofuel sources
could lead to more favorable bioenergy effects and economics. Other areas of research include
improving the productivity of current bioenergy crops through genetic engineering (Carroll and
Sommerville, 2009), reducing the environmental impact of bioenergy crops by growing native
species on marginal lands (McLaughlin et al., 2002; Schmer et al., 2008), and developing
biofuels that can be used within the current, petroleum-based fuel infrastructure (NRC, 2009g).
Many different disciplines are contributing to the development of new bioenergy
strategies, including biochemistry, bioenergetics, genomics, and biomimetics research. For
example, research in plant biology, metabolism, and enzymatic properties will support the
development of new forms of biofuel crops that could potentially have high yields, drought
resistance, improved nutrient use efficiency, and tissue chemistry that enhances fuel production
and carbon sequestration potential. Significant research is also being directed towards strategies
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for cellulose treatment, sugar transport, and the use of microbes to break down different types of
complex biomass, as well as on advanced biorefineries that can produce biofuels, biopower, and
commercial chemical products. Many developments in biofuels have been recently summarized
(see DOE, 2009b; NRC, 2008i; NRC, 2009g).
Wide scale development of bioenergy crops could have significant unintended negative
consequences if not managed carefully. Conversion of solar energy to chemical energy by
ecosystems is typically less than 0.5 percent efficient, yielding less than 1 W/m2, so relatively
large land areas would be required for biomass to be a major source of energy (Larson, 2007;
Miyamoto, 1997; NRC, 1980b). If the land required to grow bioenergy crops comes from
deforesting or converting natural lands, there could be a net increase in GHG emissions as well
as losses of biodiversity and ecosystem services. If grown on marginal lands, increased
emissions of N2O, a potent GHG, may result as a side-effect of nitrogen fertilizer use (Wise et
al., 2009b). If bioenergy crops are grown on existing agricultural areas, food prices and food
security could be compromised (Crutzen et al., 2008; Searchinger et al., 2008). Production of
bioenergy crops also has the potential to negatively impact water quality and availability for
other uses (NRC, 2008f), and methods are needed to more fully assess their potential impacts on
ecosystem services (Daily and Matson, 2008). The recent report Liquid Transportation Fuels
from Coal and Biomass (NRC, 2009g) contains a more detailed discussion of the potential
environmental and ecosystem impacts, and provides recommendations for sustainable methods
for increased bioenergy use. Focused interdisciplinary research efforts are needed to develop
such methods and more fully assess the full spectrum of possible benefits and side-effects
associated with different bioenergy production strategies.

Geothermal Energy
There are three components to the geothermal resource base: 1) geothermal heating and
cooling, or direct heating and cooling by surface or near-surface geothermal energy; 2)
hydrothermal systems involving the production of electricity using hot water or steam accessible
within approximately 3 km of Earth’s surface; and 3) enhanced geothermal systems (EGS) using
hydraulic stimulation to mine the heat stored in low-permeability rocks at depths down to 10 km
and use it to generate electricity. Currently, geothermal heating provides approximately 28 GW
of energy (mainly for heating and industrial applications). For example, municipalities and
smaller communities provide district heating by circulating the hot water from aquifers through a
distribution pipeline to the points of use. The barriers to increased penetration of direct
geothermal heating and cooling systems are not technical, but with the high initial investment
costs and the challenges associated with developing appropriate sites. The resource for direct
heating is richest in the western states, and geothermal heat pumps have extended the use of
geothermal energy into traditionally non-geothermal areas of the United States, mainly the
Midwestern and eastern states. A geothermal heat pump draws heat from the ground,
groundwater, or surface water and discharges heat back to those media instead of into the air.
The electric heat pump is standard off-the-shelf equipment available for installation in residences
and commercial establishments. There are no major technical barriers to greater deployment.
The United States currently has 700,000 installed units and the rate of installation is estimated to
be 10,000–50,000 units per year (NRC 2009o). One barrier to growth is the lack of sufficient
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infrastructure (i.e., trained designers and installers) and another is the high initial investment cost
compared to conventional space-conditioning equipment.
In terms of electricity generation, hydrothermal systems are mature systems relying on
conventional power-generating technologies. Technology is not a major barrier to developing
conventional hydrothermal resources, but improvements in drilling and power conversion
technologies could result in cost reductions and greater reliability. There is some potential for
expanding electricity production from hydrothermal resources and thus providing additional
regional electricity generation. For example, a study of known hydrothermal resources in the
western states found that 13 GW of electric power capacity exists in identified resources within
this region (WGA, 2006). However, in general the potential for major expansion of electricity
produced from hydrothermal resources in the United States is relatively small and concentrated
in the western states.
Enhanced geothermal systems represent the much larger resource base—the theoretical
potential EGS resource below the continental United States is over 130,000 times the total 2005
U.S. energy consumption (MIT, 2006). Though this resource is vast, it exists at great depths and
low fluxes. Accessing the stored thermal energy would first require stimulating the hot rock by
drilling a well to reach the hot rock, and then using high-pressure water to create a fractured rock
region. Drilling injection and production wells into the fractured region would follow next, and
the stored heat would then be extracted, using water circulating in the injection well. The heat
extraction rate would depend on the site. EGS reservoirs can cool significantly during heatmining operations, reducing extraction efficiency with time and requiring periodic re-drilling,
fracturing, and hydraulic stimulation. Even so, the MIT report assumes that the individual
reservoirs would only last around 20–30 years. Other challenges include a general lack of
experience in drilling to depths approaching 10 km, concerns with induced seismicity, the need
to enhance heat transfer performance for lower-temperature fluids in power production, and
improving reservoir-stimulation techniques so that sufficient connectivity within the fractured
rock can be achieved. Further research and demonstration projects will thus be needed before
EGS is deployed on large scales (MIT, 2006).

Hydropower
Technologies for converting energy from water to electricity include conventional
hydroelectric technologies and emerging hydrokinetic technologies that can convert ocean tidal
currents, wave energy, and thermal gradients into electricity. Conventional hydroelectricity or
hydropower, the largest source of renewable electricity, comes from capturing the energy from
freshwater rivers and converting it to electricity. Hydroelectric power supplies about 715,000
megawatts (MW), or 19 percent, of world electricity. In the United States, conventional
hydropower provides approximately 7 percent of the nation’s energy (USGS, 2009).
Hydropower is regionally important, providing about 70 percent of the energy used in the Pacific
Northwest (PNWA, 2009).
Since this resource has been extensively exploited, most prime sites are no longer
available. Furthermore, there is increasing recognition of negative ecosystem consequences
from hydropower development. Future hydropower technological developments will relate to
increasing the efficiency of existing facilities and mitigating the dams’ negative consequences,
especially on anadromous fish. Existing hydropower capacity could be expanded by increasing
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capacity at existing sites; installing electricity- generating capabilities at flood control, irrigation,
or water supply reservoirs; and developing new hydropower sites (EPRI, 2007a). Turbines at
existing sites also could be upgraded to increase generation. None of these strategies require
new technologies.
Because use of the conventional hydroelectric resource is generally accepted to be near
the resource base’s maximum capacity in the United States, further growth will largely depend
on non-conventional hydropower resources such as low-head power51 and on microhydroelectric
generation.52 A 2004 DOE study of total U.S. water-flow-based energy resources, with emphasis
on low-head/low-power resources, indicated that the total U.S. domestic hydropower resource
capacity was 170 GW of electric power (DOE, 2004). However, these numbers represent only
the identified resource base that was undeveloped and was not excluded from development. A
subsequent study assessed this identified resource base for feasibility of development (DOE,
2006c). After taking into consideration local land-use policies, local environmental concerns,
site accessibility, and development criteria, this value was reduced to 30 GW of potential
hydroelectric capacity (DOE, 2006c). A report from EPRI determined that 10 GW of additional
hydroelectric resource capacity could be developed by 2025 (EPRI, 2007a). Of the 10 GW of
potential capacity, 2.3 GW would result from capacity gains at existing hydroelectric facilities,
2.7 GW would come from small and low-power conventional hydropower facilities, and 5 GW
would come from new hydropower generation at existing, non-powered, dams.
New technologies to generate electricity from ocean water power include those that can
harness energy from currents, ocean waves, and salinity and thermal gradients. There are many
pilot-scale projects demonstrating technologies tapping these sources, but only a few
commercial-scale power operations worldwide at particularly favorable locations. In general,
there is no single technological design for converting energy in waves, tides, and currents into
electricity. For example, approaches for tapping wave energy include floating and submerged
designs that tap the energy in the impacting wave directly or that use the hydraulic gradient
between the top and bottom of a wave (MMS, 2006). One such device concentrates waves and
allows them to overtop into a reservoir, generating electricity as the water in the reservoir drains
out through a turbine. Other approaches include long multi-segmented floating structures that
use the differing heights to drive a hydraulic pump that runs a generator or subsurface buoys that
generate electricity through their up-down motion. Over the next 10 years, many large-scale
demonstration projects will be completed to help assess the capabilities of these technologies,
though it will take at least 10 to 25 years to know whether these technologies are viable for the
production of significant amounts of electricity (NRC, 2009o). Over the longer term, other
significant potential technologies that use ocean thermal and salinity gradients to generate
electricity may also be investigated. However, these technologies currently only exist as
conceptual designs, laboratory experimentation, and field trials. In general, even though waves,
currents, and gradients contain substantive amounts of energy resources, there are significant
technological and cost issues to address before such sources can contribute significantly to

51

Vertical difference of 100 feet or less in the upstream surface water elevation (headwater) and the downstream
surface water elevation (tailwater) at a dam.
52

Hydroelectric power installations that produce up to 100 kW of power.
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electricity generation. Storms and other metrological events also pose significant issues for
hydrokinetic technologies.

Nuclear Power
Nuclear power is an established technology that could meet a significant portion of the
world’s energy needs. France obtains roughly 78 percent of its electricity from nuclear sources
and Japan obtains 27 percent (EIA, 2007). About 20 percent of U.S. electricity comes from
nuclear reactors, by far the largest source of GHG-free energy (EIA, 2009)53. The reliability of
U.S. reactors has increased dramatically over the past several decades, but no nuclear power
plants had been ordered for over 30 years, largely because of high costs, uncertain markets, and
public opposition. Improved availability and upgrades have kept nuclear power’s share of
generation constant at 20 percent despite the growth of other generation technologies. A nuclear
revival has been initiated recently, largely because of concerns over limiting the magnitude of
climate change. The U.S. government is providing loan guarantees for the first set of plants now
being planned to compensate for uncertainties in costs and regulation. If these plants are
successful in coming on line at reasonable cost, their numbers could grow rapidly.
While nuclear power does not emit GHGs, there are other serious concerns associated
with its production, including radioactive wastes (especially long-term storage of certain
isotopes), safety, and security concerns related to the proliferation of nuclear weapons (MIT,
2003). The absence of a policy solution for the disposal of long-lived nuclear wastes, while not
technically an impediment to the expansion of nuclear power, is still a concern for decision
makers. New reactor construction has been barred in 13 U.S. states as a result, although several
of these states are reconsidering their bans. Safety concerns stem from the potential for
radioactive releases from the reactor core or spent fuel pool following an accident or terrorist
attack. Nuclear reactors include extensive safeguards against such releases, and the probability
of one happening appears to be very low. Nevertheless the possibility can’t be ruled out, and
such concerns are important factors in public acceptance of nuclear power. Proliferation of
nuclear weapons is a related concern, but after 40 years of debate, there is no consensus as to
whether U.S. nuclear power in any way contributes to potential weapons proliferation. A critical
question is whether there are multilateral approaches that can successfully decouple nuclear
power from nuclear weapons (Socolow and Glaser, 2009). Finally, public opinion is less
skeptical of nuclear power in the abstract than it once was, but a majority of Americans oppose
the location of nuclear (and coal or natural gas) power plants near them (Ansolabere and
Konisky, 2009; Rosa, 2007). Some evidence suggests that the lack of support for nuclear power
is based in part on a lack of trust in the nuclear industry and federal regulators (Whitfield et al.,
2009).
Current U.S. nuclear power plants were built with technology developed in the 1960s and
1970s. In the intervening decades, ways to make better use of existing plants have been
developed, along with new technologies that improve safety and security, decrease costs, and
reduce the amount of generated waste—especially high-level waste. These technological
innovations include improvements or modification of existing plants, alternative new plant

53

Total generation of electricity from nuclear power in the United States is greater than in France or Japan.
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designs (e.g., thermal neutron reactor and fast neutron reactor designs), and the use of alternative
(closed) nuclear fuel cycles. The new technologies under development may allay some of the
concerns noted above, but it will be necessary to determine the functionality, safety and
economics of those technologies through demonstration and testing.
Finally, research on nuclear fusion has been funded at several hundred million dollars per
year since the 1970s. Fusion promises essentially unlimited, non-GHG energy, but harnessing it
has proved to be extremely difficult. Most research addresses magnetic confinement (e.g.
Tokamak reactors), but laser fusion (inertial confinement) also has promise. While fusion
research and development is still worthwhile, it is uncertain whether a workable, cost-effective,
power-producing reactor can be developed.

CARBON DIOXIDE REMOVAL APPROACHES
Fossil fuel sources are likely to remain an important part of the U.S energy system for the
near future (NRC, 2009o), in part because of their abundance and the legacy of infrastructure
investments. Hence, it makes sense to consider options for capturing the GHGs emitted during
or after fossil fuel combustion. Virtually all of these approaches have focused on removing CO2,
as it is by far the most abundant GHG contributing to human-caused global warming. While
there have been pilot projects and small commercial-scale projects to demonstrate the feasibility
of some of these approaches, for the most part they remain in the research stage, and many
involve important legal, practical, and governance concerns, as well as further technical research.
Additional details about these approaches can be found in the companion report Limiting the
Magnitude of Future Climate Change (NRC, 2010b).

Carbon Capture and Storage
Approaches for capturing the CO2 released from coal- and gas-fired power plants and
compressing and storing it underground (either in geological formations or via mineralization)
are an important subject of research. While many of the component processes needed for this
form of CCS are already used—for example, CO2 injection is often used to improve yield or
extend the lifetime of oil fields—the Mountaineer Plant in West Virginia is currently the only
demonstration CCS facility integrated with electrical power production in the United States,54
and there are only a handful worldwide. As a result, many questions remain about the
technological feasibility, economic efficiency, and social and environmental impacts of this
approach.
Much of the needed research to support further development and, if proven feasible,
widespread deployment of CCS, has been outlined by the IPCC (2005). Research on the storage

54

In late 2009, the Mountaineer plant began capturing and storing CO2 from a 20 MW portion of the 1400 MW
plant using the chilled ammonia process. A project to scale up to a commercial-scale capture and sequestration
demonstration has just been awarded. The DOE expects sequestration of 1.5 million tons per year of CO2 to begin
in 2015 (DOE, 2010). The FutureGen project, if built, would gasify coal, burn the gases in a combined
turbine/steam cycle plant, and then capture and sequester the CO2.
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component focuses on the assessment of potential geologic reservoirs where CO2 could be stored
safely for long amounts of time; on the efficacy of carbon adsorption in geologic formations; and
on monitoring techniques that would allow tracking of CO2 once underground. Research on
carbon capture focuses on improved methods for separating CO2 from power plant waste,
including analysis and development of approaches to feasibly (both technologically and
economically) retrofit existing plants with new technology. In addition, research is needed on
environmental and social impacts of CCS (for example, its potential impacts on freshwater
resources) and on the issues of adoption of new technology and public resistance to technologies
that are perceived to be hazardous, all of which are critical to sound decision making about CCS.
The AEF committee highlighted the need for technical, cost, risk, environmental impact,
legal, and other data to assess the viability of CCS in conjunction with fossil fuel-based power
generation. It judged that the period between now and 2020 could be sufficient for acquiring the
needed information, primarily through the construction and operation of full-scale demonstration
facilities (NRC, 2009o).

Direct Air Capture
While conventional CCS is an attractive option for centralized power stations, there may
be opportunities for other CCS technologies that may be more economic or environmentally
preferable in certain situations (e.g., Rau et al., 2007) or could be used to remove CO2 released
by many small sources (e.g., Lackner et al., 1999). There have been many initial forays into the
possibility of capturing GHGs directly from the atmosphere via technological means, but
research in this area is generally only in preliminary stages. The only strategy for direct air
capture that has emerged thus far involves physical or chemical absorption from airflow passing
over some recyclable sorbent such as sodium hydroxide. A few research groups are developing
and evaluating prototypes of such systems (Rau, 2009; Stolaroff et al., 2006). Major challenges
remain in making such systems viable in terms of cost, energy requirements, and scalability.
Direct capture approaches must also deal with the same challenges of long-term storage of the
captured CO2 as conventional CCS.
Other proposed approaches to direct capture from air involve fertilizing the ocean or
modifying agricultural or ecosystem management practices (see Chapters 9 and 10). Further
details and discussion about direct air capture approaches can be found in the companion report
Limiting the Magnitude of Future Climate Change (NRC, 2010b). As noted in Chapter 15,
sometimes direct air capture approaches are grouped together with solar radiation management
approaches under the rubric of geoengineering (e.g., The Royal Society, 2009).

ENERGY CARRIERS, TRANSMISSION, AND STORAGE
Fossil fuels have come to dominate our energy system because they are dense energy
sources that can be transformed into easily transportable and storable fuels and have historically
been readily available at relatively low market prices. Moving to an energy system that produces
fewer GHG emissions will require examination of issues involving integrating intermittent
renewable energy sources from remote sites, smarter transmission and distribution grids, storage,
and flexible/manageable loads, among others. As the AEF committee noted, the U.S. electricity
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transmission and distribution system is in urgent need of modernization to meet growing demand
and to accommodate ever-larger amounts of intermittent sources of energy, especially wind and
solar power. Moreover, many of the best areas for wind and solar generation are far from centers
of energy demand, and on the other end, there is likely to be an increased need for
accommodating distributed generation and two-way metering (e.g., for homes with PV panels).
Finally, many of the renewable technologies discussed above have higher direct land use
requirements than fossil fuels. The land use impacts have, and will in the future, cause instances
of local opposition to the siting of renewable electricity-generating facilities and associated
transmissions lines.
Improvements in energy transmission efficiency and “intelligence” are needed for these
resources to most effectively meet energy needs. Linking together many stable, intermittent, and
distributed resources as well as grid-based storage in an extensive “smart” grid is needed to
smooth out the fluctuations experienced at individual installations and improve the overall
efficiency of transmission (Arunachalam and Fleischer, 2008). Grid intelligence involves
extensive use of advanced measurement, communications, and monitoring devices together with
decision support tools. Taken together, the elements of a smart grid would also increase grid
resilience, reducing the risk of widespread collapse following a local disruption or damage from
natural events (such as storms and flooding) as well as physical and cyber attacks. Improved
two-way information flows form the foundation of new ways for consumers to understand and
control their electricity consumption (Denholm et al., 2010).
Improving energy storage technology and finding new ways to store energy is critical for
addressing the intermittency of many renewable energy sources. Storage in compressed air
systems has been under development, as well as improved battery technologies, focusing on
improvements in storage capacity, charge time, power output, and cost. For further discussion of
the role of storage, see Denholm et al. (2010).

SCIENCE TO SUPPORT TECHNOLOGY DEPLOYMENT
Substantial reductions in CO2 emissions from the energy sector will require integrated
deployment of multiple technologies: energy efficiency; renewables; coal and natural gas with
CCS; and nuclear. Widespread deployment is expected to take on the order of years to decades.
Such system-level integration requires not only technology research and development but also
research on how such integrated systems could be deployed and what sorts of infrastructure and
institutions are needed to support them. Further details can be found in America’s Energy Future
(NRC, 2009c, g, h, k, o) and Limiting the Magnitude of Future Climate Change (NRC, 2010b).
It should also be noted that a key finding of America’s Energy Future identified two kinds of
demonstrations that are critical to carry out during the next decade (NRC, 2009o):
 Assess the viability of CCS for sequestering CO2 from coal- and natural-gas-fired
electricity generation.
 Demonstrate the commercial viability of evolutionary nuclear plants in the United States.
A full discussion of strategies for, and barriers to, deployment of the technologies
outlined in this chapter is outside the scope of this report, however Tables 14.1 and 14.2 provide
a summary of these issues as outlined by the CCTP.
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TABLE 14.1 Summary of activities for deploying new energy technologies and strategies.
SOURCE: DOE, 2009b.

TABLE 14.2 Summary of major barriers to deployment of new energy technologies. SOURCE:
DOE, 2009b.
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LIKELY IMPACTS OF CLIMATE CHANGE ON ENERGY SYSTEM OPERATIONS
In addition to producing climate-forcing agents, the U.S. energy sector itself is expected
to be affected by climate change and will need to adapt to the accompanying changes. Research
on the possible impacts on energy system operations is still in its infancy, therefore the examples
noted below are merely illustrative of the ways climate change could affect energy systems (see
the companion Adapting report (NRC, 2010c).
 Increases in energy demands for cooling and decreases in energy demands for heating
can be expected across most parts of the country. These changes could drive up peak
electricity demands, and thus capacity needs, but could also reduce the use of heating
oil and natural gas in winter.
 Even as electricity demand increases in many regions, climate change may affect
energy production. For example,
– Water availability for cooling is a critical resource at thermal electric power
plants (e.g., gas, coal, oil, CSP, bioenergy, and nuclear plants). Water
limitations in parts of the country, and increased demand for water for other
uses, may result in less water for use in energy production.
– Increased water temperatures may reduce the cooling capacity of available
water resources.
– Water flows at hydropower sites may increase in some areas and decrease in
others.
 Changes in river flows and sea levels may affect ship and barge transportation of
coal, oil, and natural gas (as well as hydrokinetic energy sources).
 Changes in circulation and weather patterns may change the efficiency of electricity
generation by solar and wind farms. For example, increased cloudiness could reduce
solar energy production, and wind energy production could be reduced if wind speeds
increase above or fall below the acceptable operating range of the technology. Not all
of the possible impacts on intermittent renewable energy sources are well understood.
 Large scale deployment of bioenergy may cause large new stresses on water supplies
for growing the biofuel crops and processing them into usable liquid, gaseous, or
solid fuels.
 Changes in the severity and frequency of extreme weather events—including
hurricanes, floods, droughts, and ice storms—may disrupt a wide range of energy
system operations, including thermal power plants, transmission lines, oil and gas
platforms, ports, refineries, wind farms, and solar installations. Changes in sea levels
(together with subsidence) could also threaten coastal energy system operations.
As with the other impacts of climate change discussed in this report, most of these impacts on
energy production and use will be highly variable and place-dependent.

SCIENCE TO SUPPORT ADAPTING TO CLIMATE CHANGE
Potential actions to help the energy sector adapt to the effects of climate change include
increasing electric power generating capacity, accounting for changing patterns of demand
(summer–winter, north–south); increasing the energy efficiency of heating and cooling
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technologies; hardening infrastructures to withstand increased floods, wind, lightning, and other
storm-related stressors; developing electric power generation strategies that use less water;
instituting contingency planning for reduced hydropower generation; and increasing resilience of
fuel and electricity delivery systems and of energy storage capacity. For more details, see the
companion Adapting report (NRC, 2010c).

RESEARCH NEEDS
The remainder of this chapter focuses on what we still need to know—what we need
research to tell us—in order to optimize strategies to both reduce emissions and adapt to climate
changes in energy supply and use.
Develop new energy technologies and implementation strategies. Numerous scientific and
engineering disciplines will need to contribute to the development of energy technology options
and their effective implementation. Some key areas include materials science, electrochemistry
and catalysis, biological sciences, and social and behavioral sciences. For example, materials
science research could lead to advanced materials that could increase efficiency and offer other
improvements in energy use, while research into photochemistry could provide the basis for
engineering systems that mimic photosynthesis at higher efficiencies and rates. Technology
assessment and portfolio analysis methods based on sequential decision making and risk
management paradigms need to be improved to help better set research priorities.
Environmental, behavioral, and institutional analyses are essential to address obstacles and avoid
unintended negative consequences. Of particular importance will be assessments of economic
and technical performance of new technologies as well as full lifecycle environmental impacts.
Develop improved understanding of behavioral impediments to adopting new technologies,
both at the individual and institutional level. New methods and increased research efforts are
needed to develop understanding of the determinants of consumer choice and institutional
decision making. Factors such as market failures and hidden costs could have important
consequences on energy use and adoption of new energy technologies. Understanding possible
impediments, and developing behavioral and policy interventions that circumvent them at both
the individual and institutional level, are critical to rapid adjustments in energy consumption.
Research on development of analytical frameworks for evaluating tradeoffs and avoiding
unintended consequences. Analytical frameworks are needed for evaluating tradeoffs and
synergies among efforts to limit the magnitude of climate change and efforts to adapt to climate
change. There are many possible co-benefits associated with some of the technologies and
strategies discussed in this chapter and the companion reports (NRC, 2010b, c). For example,
along with the benefits of reducing GHG emissions and climate change, use of almost every
energy efficiency or lower-emissions energy alternative will yield co-benefits in terms of
reduced air pollution and associated health impacts. Some approaches may also yield co-benefits
through increasing national energy security or conserving water resources. On the other hand,
negative effects or interactions are also possible. For example, energy efficiency programs could
disadvantage the poor or marginalized communities if they are not carefully included, biofuels
programs or large-scale deployment of other renewable energy sources could lead to food
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insecurity, loss of biological diversity, competition for land and water resources, and other
impacts. It is also possible that carbon pricing could disproportionately affect the poor. Further
research is needed on the interactions between the broad range of such benefits and
consequences.
Develop new integrated approaches that evaluate energy supply and use within a systems
context and in relation to climate change and other societal concerns. To date, scientists
from many disciplines have investigated and developed some understanding of new energy
technologies and strategies, individual and institutional choices related to energy consumption
and adoption of new technologies, and the benefits and unintended consequences of limiting and
adaptation policies. As described in the previous three research needs, further research is still
needed to advance our understanding of all these areas. It is critical that such research is not
conducted in an isolated manner, but rather using integrated approaches and analyses that
investigate energy supply and use within the greater context of efforts to achieve sustainable
development goals and other societal concerns.
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15
Solar Radiation Management
Proposals to whiten clouds, inject particles into the stratosphere, and put sunshades in
space are examples of ways to increase Earth's reflectivity, thereby reducing incoming solar
radiation. For over 45 years, proposals for deliberate, large-scale manipulation of Earth’s
environment have been put forward to offset some of the consequences of climate change (Box
15.1). Although few if any voices are promoting geoengineering as a near-term option to limit
the magnitude of climate change, the concept has recently been gaining more serious attention as
a possible backstop measure to be used if traditional strategies to limit emissions fail to yield
significant emissions reductions and if climate trends become sufficiently disruptive or
dangerous to warrant risky and extreme measures.
Questions decision makers are asking, or will be asking, about solar radiation
management and other geoengineering approaches include:
 Can undesirable consequences of increased atmospheric GHG concentrations be reduced
by intentionally intervening in the climate system? If so, how?
 What undesirable, unintended consequences might result from such intervention in the
climate system? How could they be anticipated or detected?
 Who should decide, whether, when, and how to intentionally intervene in the climate
system?
 What institutional mechanisms would be needed to initiate, carry out, monitor, and
respond to the impacts, some foreseen, some not, of such an effort?
 Which types of interferences are socially acceptable and what frameworks for evaluation,
governance, and compensation should be used?

BOX 15.1
Geoengineering: Solar Radiation Management and GHG Removal
The term geoengineering refers to deliberate, large-scale manipulations of the Earth’s
environment designed to offset some of the harmful consequences of GHG-induced climate
change (see AGU, 2009; AMS, 2009; NRC 1992b; The Royal Society, 2009). Geoengineering
encompasses two very different classes of approaches: carbon dioxide removal and solar
radiation management (SRM). Figure 15.1 depicts the most commonly discussed options in both
these categories.
Carbon dioxide removal approaches (also referred to as post-emission GHG management
or carbon sequestration methods) involve removal and long-term sequestration of atmospheric
CO2 (or other GHGs) in forests, agricultural systems, or through direct air capture with
geological storage. These techniques and their implications are discussed in the companion
report Limiting the Magnitude of Future Climate Change (NRC, 2010b) and also mentioned in
several previous chapters. There is no consensus regarding the extent to which the term
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geoengineering should be applied to various widely accepted practices that remove CO2 from the
atmosphere (e.g., reforestation).
SRM approaches are those designed to increase the reflectivity of the Earth’s atmosphere
or surface, in an attempt to offset some of the effects of GHG-induced climate change, and are
the focus of this chapter.

FIGURE 15.1 Various geoengineering options, including both solar radiation management and
carbon dioxide removal. Dashed boxes represent carbon reservoirs (e.g., soil, ocean); black
arrowheads represent shortwave radiation and are associated with solar radiation management;
downward white and gray arrowheads correspond to a variety of natural and engineered
processes, respectively, for removing CO2 from the atmosphere; the thicker, upward grey
arrowhead represents enhanced ocean upwelling, which could conceivably help to remove CO2
from the atmosphere by enhancing biological activity at the ocean’s surface; and, the thinner
gray arrowheads correspond to increased cloud condensation nuclei sources. SOURCE: Lenton
and Vaughn (2009).

In this chapter, we briefly review what is known about proposed SRM approaches and
related governance and ethical issues, and discuss research needed to better understand SRM.
Carbon dioxide removal approaches are addressed in Chapters 9 and 14. Note that SRM
research is in its infancy and that most conclusions should be regarded as preliminary.
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HISTORY OF SOLAR RADIATION MANAGEMENT PROPOSALS
In November of 1965, the Environmental Pollution Panel of the President's Science
Advisory Council (PSAC) for the first time informed a President of the United States about the
threats posed by increasing atmospheric CO2 concentrations. Their report stated:
The climatic changes that may be produced by the increased CO2 content could be deleterious
from the point of view of human beings. The possibilities of bringing about countervailing
climatic changes therefore need to be thoroughly explored. A change in the radiation balance in
the opposite direction to that which might result from the increase of atmospheric CO2 could be
produced by raising the albedo, or reflectivity, of the earth (PSAC, 1965).

The topic of SRM was also taken up in the National Research Council’s 1992 report on Policy
Implications of Greenhouse Warming (NRC, 1992b). That report noted:
…we are at present involved in a large project of inadvertent "geoengineering" by altering
atmospheric chemistry [i.e., by increasing GHG concentrations], and it does not seem
inappropriate to inquire if there are countermeasures that might be implemented to address
adverse impacts… Our current project of "geoengineering" involves great uncertainty and risk.
Engineering countermeasures need to be evaluated but should not be implemented without broad
understanding of the direct effects and potential side effects, the ethical issues, and the risks.

The PSAC (1965) and NRC (1992b) reports suggested that proposals to increase the reflectivity
of the Earth (and to remove GHGs from the atmosphere) be thoroughly examined. This
sentiment was echoed by many participants at the geoengineering workshop held in June 2009 as
part of the suite of activities for the America’s Climate Choices study (Appendix F), as long as
such research does not undermine other critical climate research efforts (see the discussion of
ethical issues below), including research on adapting to the impacts of climate change and on
conventional strategies for limiting the magnitude of future climate change (i.e., reducing fossil
fuel consumption, deforestation, and other activities that contribute to climate forcing).
Critically, these evaluations should explore the intended effects of geoengineering approaches
and their potential unintended side effects, as well as the ethical, institutional, social, and
political aspects of intentional manipulation of the climate system.

PROPOSED SOLAR RADIATION MANAGEMENT APPROACHES
A number of different SRM methods have been proposed. This subsection briefly
outlines some of the approaches that have been discussed in the literature (Keith, 2000; Rasch et
al., 2008) and briefly summarizes their potential to reduce total radiative forcing. Other sources,
including a recent report by the Royal Society (The Royal Society, 2009) provide a more
comprehensive description. The relative advantages and disadvantages, potential for unintended
consequences, and governance and ethical issues associated with these approaches are discussed
in the next subsection. It should be noted that, unlike many other areas of research discussed in
this report, these issues have undergone relatively little scientific scrutiny, with most of the
relevant research done by a few small groups of scientists working with limited resources. Thus,
many of the conclusions presented here must be regarded as preliminary and subject to revision.
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Space-Based Options
A variety of options have been proposed for placing vast satellites in space, typically at
the L1 point55 between the Earth and Sun (Early, 1989). However, to compensate for the
increase in GHGs, nearly 4,000 square miles (10,000 square kilometers) of reflective surface
would need to be constructed and put into orbit each year—or approximately an additional 10
square miles per day each and every day—for as long as CO2 emissions continue increasing at
rates comparable to today’s (Govindasamy and Caldeira, 2000). Due to the magnitude of
spaced-based deployment required for such an undertaking, and the enormous cost of putting
objects into orbit, these options appear impractical for addressing threats posed by climate
change this century.

Stratosphere-Based Options
One of the most widely discussed options for SRM involves the injection of sulfate
aerosols into the stratosphere, although other types of particles could potentially serve the same
function. As discussed in Chapter 6, particles can reflect solar radiation back to space, offsetting
some of the warming associated with GHGs. The amount of sulfur that would need to be
supplied to the stratosphere to offset the radiative forcing associated with GHG emissions could
be delivered through a variety of means, including aircraft and artillery shells, with relatively
small direct costs (Crutzen, 2006; NRC, 1992b; Robock et al., 2009; The Royal Society, 2009).
Since sulfate particles are also injected into the stratosphere by volcanic eruptions, cooling
following recent eruptions serve at least as a general “proof-of-concept” for this approach. For
example, in the year following the eruption of Mount Pinatubo in June 1991, global temperatures
cooled by approximately 0.9 °F (0.5 °C; Trenberth and Dai, 2007). Process understanding could
be developed through small scale tests but an understanding of global climate effects would
require either reliance on models or tests that would be of global scale and at least one-tenth the
size of a full deployment. Full deployment would require a long-term, uninterrupted
commitment to continued injection at the scale of tens of kilograms of material per second
injected quasi-continuously. A sudden cessation after a sustained deployment could result in
temperature increases over a period of a few years, causing potentially severe impacts on
ecological and social systems (Matthews and Caldeira, 2007).

Cloud-Based Options
A range of options have been proposed to “whiten” clouds, or make them more reflective,
by increasing the number of water droplets in the clouds. The most widely discussed proposal
involves whitening low clouds over remote parts of the ocean by spraying a fine seawater spray

55

“Lagrange Point 1” refers to a point roughly 1.5 million km above the surface of the Earth and between the Earth
and the Sun. An object at the L1 point appears stationary from the perspective of Earth, as the net gravitational
forces of the Earth and Sun are balanced by the centripetal force associated with that object’s orbit of the Sun.
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in the air (Latham, 2002). This approach may be able to offset some or most of the radiative
forcing associated with a doubling of atmospheric CO2 (Bower et al., 2006; Latham, 2002).
Process understanding relevant to this approach (e.g., cloud physics) can be tested at relatively
small scales (Salter et al., 2008), although such tests would not permit direct inference of climate
consequences of large scale deployment. Another proposed cloud-based approach involves the
seeding of high cirrus clouds with heterogeneous ice nuclei to reduce their coverage, potentially
using commercial airplanes (Mitchell and Finnegan, 2009). While this method is not technically
an example of SRM, it could potentially increase the amount of longwave (infrared) radiation
emitted to space, which would cool the Earth.

Surface-Based Options
It has been proposed that global warming could be slowed by whitening roofs to reflect
more sunlight back to space (Akbari et al., 2009). Under certain circumstances whiter roofs
could both reduce heating costs and help keep the Earth cool by reflecting sunlight back to space.
Others have proposed growing more reflective crops (Ridgwell et al., 2009). Both approaches, if
applied on a global scale, could potentially yield a modest cooling effect (The Royal Society,
2009), and white roofs also have the potential for co-benefits such as reducing urban heat islands
(see Chapter 12). To date, studies indicate limited potential for such approaches, and the
efficacy and environmental consequences of these approaches have yet to be carefully studied.

POSSIBLE UNINTENDED CONSEQUENCES
The overall climatic and environmental responses to SRM approaches are not well
characterized. All proposed approaches have the potential for unintended negative consequences
for both environmental and human systems. While the magnitude of the consequences is
generally proportional to the scale on which the approach is deployed (painting an individual
home white would yield fewer impacts—and be more easily reversible—than injecting millions
of tons of sulfur into the stratosphere), several issues associated with large-scale deployment
merit discussion.
First, none of the SRM approaches would stem ocean acidification (see Chapter 9)
associated with enhanced atmospheric CO2 levels. This is a key difference between SRM
approaches and the CO2 removal approaches discussed in the companion report Limiting the
Magnitude of Future Climate Change (NRC, 2010b).
Second, despite the potential for SRM approaches to offset warming in a globallyaveraged sense, local imbalances in radiative forcing could still lead to regional climate shifts,
and the impact of SRM on precipitation and the hydrologic cycle is not very well understood.
Short-term volcanic eruptions are not a good direct analog of long-term deployments, yet provide
valuable tests of our process understanding and ability to simulate the climate response to such
forcings. Currently climate models underestimate the magnitude of the observed global land
precipitation response to 20th century volcanic forcing (Hegerl and Solomon, 2009) as well as
human-induced aerosol changes (Gillett et al., 2004; Lambert et al., 2005), suggesting that these
models may not reliably predict the simultaneous effect of SRM approaches on both
precipitation and temperature (Caldeira and Wood, 2008). Some modeling studies (Robock et
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al., 2008) indicate that sulfate aerosol injection could decrease rainfall in the Asian and African
monsoons, thereby impacting food supplies. Observational studies also reported that the Ganges
and Amazon rivers both experienced very low flows immediately following the eruption of
Mount Pinatubo (Trenberth and Dai, 2007). With regard to cloud-based options, it is also
unclear if changes to cloud properties in one region could lead to “downwind” changes in the
hydrologic cycle, including changes to precipitation.
For the injection of sulfate aerosols, an additional concern exists: the potential for
increased concentrations of stratospheric aerosols to enhance the ability of residual chlorine, left
from the legacy of chlorofluorocarbon (CFC) use, to damage the ozone layer, especially in the
early spring months at high latitudes. A sudden increase in stratospheric sulfate aerosol could
strongly enhance chemical loss of stratospheric polar ozone for several decades, especially in the
Arctic (Tilmes et al., 2008). There is also some evidence, however, that sulfate injection, by
scattering some of the sunlight that does reach the Earth’s surface, could actually boost
ecosystem productivity and crop yields— this could disturb natural ecosystems but be an
unintended co-benefit for agricultural systems (Gu et al., 2003; Roderick et al., 2001).
Lastly, many SRM approaches require continuous intervention with the climate system in
order to offset the forcing associated with GHGs. At some point in the future, if geoengineering
were abandoned following its deployment, the adjustment of the climate system to the
accumulated GHGs could involve warming on the order of several degrees Fahrenheit per
decade (Matthews and Caldeira, 2007), a rate far greater than that estimated for the planet in the
absence of geoengineering.

GOVERNANCE ISSUES
The deployment of SRM approaches has been discussed as a means of buying time for
society to develop more effective ways to reduce GHG emissions, to avoid having to reduce
emissions, and to produce a global cooling within years and decades in order to avert or reduce
damage from a “climate emergency” (NASA, 2005) such as ice sheet collapse, rapid GHG
degassing from melting permafrost, or other abrupt shifts in climate (see Chapter 6). Regardless
of the ability of an SRM intervention to effectively buy time or avert crisis, several governance
issues are associated with the decision to test or deploy SRM.
Due to the global nature of SRM, and especially considering some of the potential
unintended consequences discussed in the preceding sub-sections, most analyses suggest that
some sort of international framework—whether a series of bilateral or global, multi-lateral
treaties—will be needed for governing SRM (e.g., Virgoe, 2009). Currently, no widely agreed
upon international governing body or legal or regulatory framework exists to govern the testing
or deployment of SRM methods. Recent conferences on this topic have discussed how such a
framework might be developed; the Council on Foreign Relations’ Workshop on Unilateral
Planetary-Scale Geoengineering, suggested the application of standards such as “encapsulation”
(the degree to which SRM releases material into the environment) and “reversibility” (the ability
to terminate and reverse the effects of SRM) (The Royal Society, 2009), and another recent
conference recommended voluntary governance mechanisms and basic principles to guide future
geoengineering research (Asilomar Scientific Organizing Committee, 2010), but international
endorsement and formal adoption by relevant research institutions and governments have not
been undertaken. Because some research groups may be ready to test SRM approaches in the
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near term, there is also a near-term need to define what kinds of field experiments might be
permitted in the near-term while a broader regulatory framework is developed. Without a clear
international agreement and relevant international and complementary national institutions, the
probability of unilateral testing or deployment of SRM is elevated. Such unilateral action could
potentially result in international tension, distrust, or even conflict (Virgoe, 2009), which could
compromise the physical feasibility of SRM or increase the economic cost (Gardiner, in press).

ETHICAL ISSUES
Intentional climate alteration, including SRM, raises important issues with respect to
ethics and responsibility (Gardiner, 2010; Jamieson, 1996). First and foremost is the issue of
equity. Issues of inequities include unequal representation in relevant decision making bodies in
relationship to benefits, and intergenerational equity, where future generations inherit the longterm commitment to certain types of interventions, or face the consequences involved in phasing
out past SRM interventions. Secondly, consideration of SRM may pose a “moral hazard,” where
focus on SRM as a solution to climate change may detract from efforts to reduce GHG emissions
or adapt to the consequences of climate change, or create an institutional inertia that essentially
commits us to its deployment (Gardiner, 2010). Finally, there is the question—probably
impossible to discern scientifically but nonetheless powerful in coloring public debate—about
the “appropriate” place of the human species in the global ecology and whether human attempts
to control the complex Earth system are a matter of hubris or a desirable evolution (e.g.,
Jamieson, 1996; Keutartz, 1999; Lovelock, 2008; Schneider, 1996, 2008).
Issues of ethics are likely to affect the social acceptability and political feasibility of
planetary-scale, intentional manipulation of the climate system. Judging from past experience
with siting and deployment of potentially fear-invoking technologies, these issues may dominate
the political process (e.g., Douglas, 1985; Erikson, 1994; Fischhoff, 1981; Freudenburg and
Pastor, 1992; Kates et al., 1984). Little if anything is known at present, however, about how
U.S. citizens or other countries perceive SRM or other geoengineering options, and improved
understanding of these perceptions may be critical inputs to governance discussions.

RESEARCH NEEDS
Improve understanding of the physical potential and technical feasibility of approaches.
None of the SRM approaches have proceeded beyond the level of relatively simple analyses,
small-scale laboratory experiments, and preliminary computer simulations. Hence, only a little
is known about how effective proposed approaches would be at achieving their stated goals, or
how possible it would be to actually deploy them. For example, in the case of stratospheric
sulfur aerosol injection options, modeling and experiments to improve understanding of how
particles aggregate in the stratosphere are needed. Because this and similar basic research
questions relevant to climate engineering would also improve fundamental knowledge about the
atmosphere, they could contribute more broadly to understanding the physical climate system.
Engineering and cost analyses of different approaches are also likely to be useful as options are
explored.
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Focus research attention on the potential consequences of SRM approaches on other
aspects of the Earth system, including ecosystems on land and in the oceans. Because the
coupled human-environment system is large and complex, it is impossible to fully anticipate all
consequences of a geoengineering intervention in advance, or any other type of intervention for
that matter. Nevertheless, it is possible to predict and anticipate some of these consequences
through a combination of analysis, small-scale de minimis experiments, and computer modeling.
Again, in the case of stratospheric sulfur aerosol injection options, experiments that evaluate how
increases in diffuse solar radiation would affect ecosystem productivity or how stratospheric
particles might affect the ozone layer could be carried out. Similarly, modeling studies and
analysis of observations around volcanic eruptions may provide insight into the changes to be
expected in the hydrologic cycle from SRM.
Develop metrics and methods for informing discussions and decisions related to “climate
emergencies”. There are at least two components to this research need. For use of SRM as a
potential "back-stop option” in the case of an emerging “climate emergency ", improved
observations and understanding of climate system thresholds, reversibility, and abrupt changes
(see Chapter 6)—for example, observations to let us know when an ice sheet or methane hydrate
field may become unstable (e.g., Khvorostyanov et al., 2008; Shakhova et al., 2010)—could
inform societal debate and decision making about needs for deployment of a climate intervention
system. Second, there is no consensus on what constitutes a "climate emergency", nor is there a
consensus regarding when an SRM deployment might be warranted. The notion of an
"emergency" is not simply a scientific concept, but one that involves both scientific facts and
human values—quite similar to discussions about “dangerous interference in the climate system”
(e.g., Dessai et al., 2004; Gupta and van Asselt, 2006; Hansen, 2005; Lorenzoni et al., 2005;
Oppenheimer, 2005; Smith et al., 2009). To some people, losing Arctic ecosystems constitutes a
climate emergency, whereas to others the declaration of an “emergency” might require
widespread loss of human life. Therefore, to inform a broader discussion of how society wants
to address issues of risk, climate intervention cannot be studied in isolation but must be placed in
a broader context considering, for example, drivers of climate change, climate consequences,
socio-political systems, and human values.
Develop and evaluate systems of governance that provide models for decision making about
whether, when, and how to intentionally intervene in the climate system. Because decisions
about intentional alteration in the climate system will have widespread consequences, options for
governance, including different types of institutions, assigned decision makers, procedures,
norms, and rules and regulations, will be needed and can be provided through analysis. Much
can be learned, for example, by studying past environmental and national security agreements,
the siting and deployment of large-scale technology, and the conditions under which cooperation
or conflict develops. Further research can help elucidate when and what type of governance
might be useful not only for deployment, but also for field experiments that can be reasonably
expected to involve risks of negative consequences. Decisions about intentional interventions in
the climate system require not only an understanding of the physical climate system response,
but also how these climate responses affect differentially vulnerable people and things people
need or care about such as food and water security.
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Improve detection and attribution of climate change so as to provide an adequate baseline
of observations of the "non-engineered" system with which to compare observations of the
"engineered" system. Just as it is a non-trivial exercise to quantitatively attribute observed
climate change among different climate forcing agents, distinguishing the effects of intentional
climate intervention from other causes of climate change to ascertain the effectiveness of SRM
approaches is a non-trivial task. Detection and attribution of climate change, and evaluation of
all actions taken to respond, including initial testing, will require enhanced observing systems
and analyses covering a wide array of climate and other environmental variables, especially more
complete observations of energy flows in Earth's climate system. In particular, preparations are
needed to carefully observe the effects of the next major volcanic eruption.
Measure and evaluate public attitudes and test communication approaches to effectively
inform and engage the public in decision making. Past experience with large and potentially
dangerous (or perceived as dangerous) technologies shows the importance of involving the
public in advancing ideas and deliberations regarding testing or deployment of climate
engineering approaches (see references above). However, little is known at this time about how
different publics would perceive such large-scale interventions, what their attitudes are, how they
should be engaged, and how best to communicate the complex issues concerning climate
engineering. Also, attitudes and communicative approaches are likely to change over time and
require periodic reassessment.
Develop an integrated research effort that considers the physical, ecological, technical,
social, and ethical issues related to SRM. Much of the research and observations needed to
advance the scientific understanding of SRM approaches are also needed to advance general
understanding of the climate system and related human and environmental systems. Examples of
dual-purpose research include studies of the climate effects of aerosols, cloud physics, and how
ecosystems, ocean circulation, permafrost, and ice sheets respond to changes in temperature and
precipitation. There is, however, additional research that would be needed to support full
evaluation of SRM approaches just as with other options for limiting the magnitude of future
climate change, including a variety of social, ecological, and physical sciences (see Chapter 4).
Such an effort would no doubt draw on many of the experts already engaged in climate change
research, but would also need to engage new disciplines and expertise to aid in issues related to
governance, public acceptance, and ethics.
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16
National and Human Security
Over the past three decades, a number of concerns have emerged about potential
interactions between environmental change and security. Changes in temperature, sea level,
precipitation patterns and other aspects of the Earth system can add substantial stresses to
infrastructure and especially to the food, water, energy, and ecosystem resources that societies
require. Several other recent reports have argued that responding to climate change is a critical
part of the U.S. national security agenda (Table 16.1). This assessment arises from concerns
about how climate change directly affects military operations and regional strategic priorities, as
well as the possible links between environmental scarcity and violent conflict, the role of
environmental conservation and collaboration in promoting peace, and relationships between
environmental quality, resource abundance, and human security—defined as freedom from
violent conflict and physical want (see Khagram and Ali [2006] for one recent review and
synthesis).
Questions decision makers are asking, or will be asking, about climate change and
security include:
 How will changes in the physical environment, resources, and human well-being
influence human security, interactions and conflicts among nations, and the national
security of the United States?
 Through what measures and interventions can we increase human security?
 What are the most critical implications of climate change for U.S. military operations and
their supporting infrastructure?
 How will international GHG treaties be verified, what are the treaty provisions for onsite
inspections in all signatory countries and how will potential violations be detected and
investigated in denied territories?
 What role should the U.S. intelligence community and the remote sensing infrastructure it
supports contribute to these efforts, and what can be learned from previous treaty
verifications efforts?
This chapter summarizes how climate change and our responses to it may affect U.S.
military operations and international relations. The chapter also outlines the role of climate
science in verifying international treaties and in analyzing human security. The last section lists
research needs for studying the relationships between environmental change and security.

THE RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN CLIMATE AND NATIONAL SECURITY
Identified concerns about climate-national security linkages, and associated research
areas and needs, can be divided into two categories:
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First, both climate change and efforts to reduce it may have significant effects on the
operations, assets, and missions of the U.S. military. Many U.S. bases are located in areas that
may be affected by sea level rise and tropical storms, and some future military operations may
take place in areas subject to extreme high temperatures and droughts, compounding logistic
problems. U.S. military operations are also substantial consumers of fossil fuels and thus will be
affected by shifts in fuel prices and availability, and new technologies intended to displace fossil
fuels.
Second, impacts of climate change on specific assets and resources of international
significance may affect multiple issues in bilateral and multilateral relations, shifting national
strategic interests or perceptions thereof or providing new bases for international conflict or
cooperation. For example, declines in sea ice thickness and extent (see Chapter 6) could result in
increased access to and conflict over offshore resources in the Arctic Ocean associated with the
opening of the Northwest and Northeast passages. Other examples include the effects of sea
level rise and extreme events on coastal ports, navigable waterways, runways, roads, canals, or
pipelines of international significance; or changes in precipitation regimes that affect
international river systems and ground vehicle mobility, and increases in humanitarian
aid/disaster response stemming from climate extremes (NRC, 2010h).
TABLE 16.1. A summary of recent studies related to national security and climate change
commissioned by Congress or undertaken by non-profit and university research centers.
Study
National Security and the
Threat of Climate Change

Year
2007

Author
The CNA Corporation

The Age of Consequences,
Foreign Policy and National
Security Implications of
Global Climate Change

2007

Campbell et al., Center
for New American
Security

The Arctic Climate Change
and Security Policy
Conference, Final Report
and Findings

2008

Yalowitz et al.,
Dartmouth College

Impact of Climate Change
on Colombia’s National and
Regional Security

2009

The CNA Corporation

2009
Climate-Related Impacts on
National Security in Mexico
and Central America, Interim
Report

The Royal United
Services Institute

Synopsis
A board of U.S. Military retired flag
and general officers provide a
perspective on the potential national
security implications of climate
change.
A projection and discussion of three
(expected, severe, and catastrophic)
potential climate scenarios as viewed
through the eyes of national security
and foreign policy.
Results and findings from a
December 2008 conference on the
subject of Arctic climate change and
security policy, as addressed through
an international group of academics,
scientists, government officials, and
representatives of indigenous
peoples.
Projected impacts of climate change
on Colombia’s natural systems and
resources and potential follow-on
regional effects
An examination of potential climate
change impacts in Mexico and
Central America, and their projected
political, social, and security
implications.
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Socioeconomic and Security
Implications of Climate
Change in China,
Conference Paper
National Security
Implications of Climate
Change for U.S. Naval
Forces: Letter Report
Lost in Translation: Closing
the Gap between Climate
Science and National
Security Policy

2009

The CNA Corporation

2010

National Research
Council

2010

Center for New American
Security

An examination of the security
implications of climate change in
China from Chinese, American, and
British Perspectives.
First component of a study to assess
the implications of climate change
for the U.S. Naval Services.
Explores the gap between the science
and policy communities and offers
recommendations for collaboration
to ensure the United States can
effectively plan for the national
security implications of climate
change.

The following National Intelligence Council (NIC) Conference Research Reports are intelligence
community documents summarizing the security and geopolitical implications of climate change from the
perspective of a specific country.
India: The Impact of Climate 2009 NIC-CR 2009-07 May
Change to 20302009
Geopolitical Implications
China: The Impact of
2009 NIC-CR 2009-09 June
Climate Change to 20302009
Geopolitical Implications
2009 NIC-CR 2009-16
Russia: The Impact of
September 2009
Climate Change to 2030Geopolitical Implications
The following NIC Commissioned Research Reports are intelligence community examinations of the
security and geopolitical implications of climate change from the perspective of a specific country.
Analysis includes impacts on stability of the governments and the economic vulnerability of each country.
China: The Impact of
2009 NIC-2009-02D
Climate Change to 2030
India: The Impact of Climate 2009 NIC-2009-03D
Change to 2030
Russia: The Impact of
2009 NIC-2009-04D
Climate Change to 2030
Southeast Asia and Pacific
2009 NIC-2009-06D
Islands: The Impact of
Climate Change to 2030
North Africa: The Impact of 2009 NIC-2009-07D
Climate Change to 2030

Military Operations
The Department of Defense (DOD) was directed in 2009 by the U.S. Congress to include
the potential impacts of climate change in their 2010 Quadrennial Defense Review (QDR)
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because climate change and responses to it may affect the U.S. military in several ways. The
QDR is a legislatively-mandated review of DOD strategy and priorities that sets the long-term
course for DOD by assessing the threats and challenges the nation faces and re-balancing the
Department’s strategies, capabilities, and forces to address today's conflicts and tomorrow's
threats. The QDR recognized climate change as one of many factors that has the potential to
impact all facets of the DOD mission:
The rising demand for resources, rapid urbanization of littoral regions, the effects of climate
change, the emergence of new strains of disease, and profound cultural and demographic tensions
in several regions are just some of the trends whose complex interplay may spark or exacerbate
future conflicts (DOD, 2010).

The QDR focused on four specific issues where reform is imperative: security assistance,
defense acquisition, the defense industrial base, and energy security and climate change. It
stated the need for “incorporating geostrategic and operational energy considerations into force
planning, requirements development, and acquisition processes”.
Climate change may affect military assets and operations directly, for example through
physical stresses on military systems and personnel, severe weather constraints on operations due
to increased frequency and intensity of storms and floods, or increased uncertainty about the
effects of Arctic ice and ice floes on navigation safety both on and below the ocean surface. U.S.
military bases and associated infrastructure both inside the United States and overseas,
particularly in coastal areas, will face risks from continuing sea level rise, extreme weather
events, and interactions with other environmental stresses. For example, low lying military bases
in South Carolina, Guam, and Diego Garcia are particularly vulnerable to sea level rise. Changes
in energy supply systems, including both fuel and electricity, as a result of either climate change
or policies to limit GHG emissions, would also have major impacts on military readiness and
operations since the military is a major energy consumer and many military bases get their
electricity from the national grid. In 2009, the Chief of Naval Operations (CNO) directed the
Navy's Task Force on Climate Change to assess the Navy’s preparedness to respond to emerging
requirements, and to develop a science-based timeline for future Navy actions regarding climate
change.
Sea level rise, reductions in sea ice, and changes in precipitation patterns may also affect
key navigation routes of military as well as commercial importance, such as the Panama and
Suez canals. Summer melting of Arctic sea ice will also make the Arctic Ocean more navigable,
albeit with considerable seasonal ice floes, and the U.S. Coast Guard currently has just three
commissioned icebreakers, only two of which are active (Borgerson, 2008; NRC, 2007g).
Congress has asked the military to assess its preparedness for climate change, and the assessment
process is now underway (e.g., Dabelko, 2009); the military has also requested input from a
number of outside organizations, including the NRC, to gauge its preparedness for climate
change and provide advice on prudent adaptation strategies. The Navy in particular, as directed
by the CNO, chartered the NRC’s Naval Studies Board to conduct a study to explore the
potential climate change impacts on Naval forces (NRC, 2010h).
In general, there is substantial overlap between military and civilian needs with regard to
climate change planning, such as the need for expanded and more interdisciplinary impact and
vulnerability assessments and improved observation and modeling capabilities; hence, expanded
collaboration between the defense, intelligence, and climate change research communities may
yield benefits to all.
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The U.S. military is also a major user of fossil fuels. Consequently, the military could
play an important role in reducing the U.S. contribution to global GHG emissions, both through
direct reductions and by providing a large market and consumer base for low-emission
technology. Since supply chains that provide fuel to military equipment are a point of
vulnerability during military operations, there are obvious co-benefits to strategies that increase
the energy efficiency of the U.S. military and reduce its reliance on fossil fuels. Research to
advance this goal will have many points of overlap with the broader research agenda to reduce
emissions from transportation and energy use (see Chapters 13 and 14).
Climate change may also affect the U.S. military through new and changed missions.
The military has substantial logistical, engineering, and medical capabilities that have been used
to respond to emergencies both in the United States and abroad (for example, the 2005 Indian
Ocean tsunami, the 2008 Burma/Myanmar typhoon, and the 2010 Haiti earthquake). Because
climate change is expected to increase the severity and possibly the number of storms, floods,
droughts, and other climate-related natural disasters in many parts of the world, military
preparedness planning and the role of the military in responding to such disasters needs to be
considered as part of adaptation planning (NRC, 2010h). Again, much of the research that will
be needed to support analysis of military involvement in disaster support overlaps with that
needed for impact and vulnerability studies in other sectors.

International Relations
While most discussions of climate change and security have examined the role of general
environmental stress and resource scarcity on vulnerable populations and the risk of conflict,
climate change also has the potential to disrupt international relations and raise security
challenges through impacts on specific assets and resources. Such effects may arise as climate
change increases or decreases the strategic value of resources of international significance,
disrupting the basis for existing arrangements of ownership, control, or benefit sharing, or
changing perceptions of national interests and threats to those interests. Perhaps the most
obvious example is the loss of Arctic sea ice and the resultant increased value of Arctic
navigation routes and offshore Arctic resources. Both the Northwest and Northeast passages will
shorten major navigation routes during summer—for example, the Northwest passage through
the Canadian Arctic archipelago would shorten the voyage from Rotterdam to Yokahama by 40
percent—and new orders will double the global fleet of ice-capable ships able to take advantage
of these routes during other seasons (Borgerson, 2008). Other implications of an ice-free Arctic
include increased tourism, expanded operating demands on the U.S. Coast Guard, and changes in
the operating environment for surface and subsurface naval vessels. The legal status of the
Northwest Passage in particular has long been contested, but the prospect of its becoming more
widely usable raises the stakes substantially (NRC, 2010h).
Similarly, the prospect of substantial mineral reserves under the Arctic Ocean has
prompted new offshore claims in the region by Canada, Denmark, Norway, and Russia. The
U.S. Senate has not ratified the U.N. Convention on the Law of the Sea, so the United States
cannot formally assert rights associated with the roughly 1,000 miles of Arctic coastline in U.S.
territory. Climate change will also affect shorelines and in some cases “exclusive economic
zones” and baselines used for projecting national boundaries seaward (Paskal, 2007). This may
create or revive conflicts over resources in the offshore exclusive economic zone. Areas that
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may be affected include boundaries in the South China Sea and the boundary between the United
States and Cuba. Changes in precipitation may also affect flow regimes in international river
systems, risking new or intensified conflict in cases where claims over flows are already disputed
or are subject to agreements not sufficiently robust to accommodate the flow changes that will
occur. These and other challenges associated with climate change have been hypothesized, but
have not yet received thorough analysis (e.g., Liverman, 2009; Salehyan, 2008).

TREATY VERIFICATION
The prospect of binding international agreements with specific targets for GHG
emissions from signatory countries will require methods and protocols for treaty verification and
compliance. Whereas the measurement of GHGs has previously been in the research domain,
the advent of climate treaties will require operational monitoring to meet the needs of
verification and compliance. Remote sensing systems and other DOD and NIC systems could
play an important role in providing coverage of large regions of the globe and in monitoring
local or point sources in remote or hostile locations.
This operational monitoring may require on-site visits to signatory countries by
international observers with the ability to take direct in situ measurements to characterize,
quantify, and validate sources and sinks of GHGs. Historical precedence for robust and
potentially intrusive verification regimes can be found in the START I and START II treaties.
The START II agreement built upon the START I verification regime and added several in situ
inspection protocols to address issues that could only be verified through on-site inspections.
The treaty included these new verification measures, such as observation of SS-18 silo
conversion and missile elimination procedures, exhibitions, and inspections of all heavy bombers
to confirm weapon-carrying capabilities. Other verification provisions, including on-site
inspections, are generally similar to those stipulated in START. Such provisions include data
exchanges, notifications, inspections, national technical means, and cooperative measures.
In particular, reliable measurements of GHG concentrations and emissions are needed to
effectively inform national and international policy aimed at regulating emissions, to verify
compliance with emissions policies, and to ascertain their effectiveness. A system of
measurement that is the basis for international agreement or financial transactions (e.g., carbon
trading systems) needs to meet a higher level of scrutiny than a system used exclusively for
research because of its legal, liability, and compliance implications. Consideration must
therefore be given to data security, authentication, reliability, and transparency. In addition, as
noted in Chapter 15, concerns about the possibility of unilateral implementation of SRM
schemes or other geoengineering approaches raise the need for improved monitoring of both
GHG emissions, reduction efforts, and climate intervention methods, if employed.
At present, there is no single U.S. agency that has the lead responsibility for operational
GHG monitoring, and recent experiences with joint civilian and military satellite design and
operation (e.g., the National Polar-orbiting Operational Environmental Satellite System,
NPOESS; see NRC, 2008b) have highlighted some potential pitfalls of attempting to merge
research and operational applications across multiple agencies. However, the defense,
intelligence, and diplomatic communities have considerable experience with designing both
technology and institutional arrangements to monitor treaty compliance. It would be valuable to
complement this experience with the knowledge of the scientific community in designing and
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building monitoring and verification systems that have the appropriate resolution and accuracy to
fulfill treaty verification requirements (NRC, 2009f). Improved interaction and engagement
between the military, intelligence, diplomatic, and scientific communities would also be
expected to advance the pace at which the science of monitoring evolves and enhance decision
making around international treaties.

THE RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN CLIMATE AND HUMAN SECURITY
Climate changes are part of a set of interacting stresses that affect human welfare and
impact vulnerable populations and institutions. Climate change may decrease human security
and increase risks of domestic and international conflict in many world regions over the next
several decades. The fact that climate change impacts may increase the probability of conflict
has become a prominent argument for considering climate change in security analyses (e.g.,
Busby, 2007; Dalby, 2009; DOD, 2010).
As global changes and their potential consequences are becoming more evident, both in
the United States and internationally, and as the global sustainability agenda has expanded
(Brundtland, 1987; UN, 2009), the security agenda has been broadened beyond that
conventionally understood (Sorensen, 1990). For example, a 1994 United Nations Development
Report argued:
The concept of security has for too long been interpreted narrowly: as security of territory from
external aggression, or as protection of national interest in foreign policy or as global security
from the threat of a nuclear holocaust. It has been related more to nation-states than to people.

As threats associated with sustainable human development and global environmental
changes became more prominent, UNDP’s formulation of human security began to include
“safety from such chronic threats as hunger, disease, and repression, [as well as] protection from
sudden and hurtful disruptions in the patterns of daily life – whether in homes, in jobs or in
communities” (UNDP, 1994). The concept of “human security” continues to gain prominence in
both academic and policy arenas, and is expected to be featured in the forthcoming Fifth IPCC
assessment report (IPCC, 2009).
While these developments have been intended to encourage an integrative conception of
security and threats that reflect the lived realities that individuals and communities face, there are
still multiple ways of thinking about human security and no agreement on a policy agenda
(Dalby, 2009). Most scholars understand human security as some combination of freedom from
fear, want, harm, and violence. To some it is simply the converse of “vulnerability” (e.g.,
Barnett, 2001; Brauch, 2005; Dalby, 2009; Khagram and Ali, 2006; O’Brien et al., 2009). The
International Human Dimensions of Global Change (IHDP) core project on Global
Environmental Change and Human Security has stressed the complementary nature of security
threats and people’s capacity to respond, focusing on “the ways that environmental changes
contribute to (or exacerbate) pervasive threats and critical situations, while at the same time
undermining the capacity to respond to these threats” (IHDP, 2009).
Human security scholars have examined the potential impacts of many types of
environmental change, including food and water security, disaster vulnerability, land use and
land degradation, urbanization and migration, the spread of infectious disease, and the associated
challenges of building sustainable economic pathways out of poverty and deprivation. Insecurity
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can result, for example, when infrastructure developments (such as hydroelectric dams) put in
place to meet other needs result in dislocations and displacements (Khagram, 2004), or as a
negative consequence of rapid urbanization and the associated pollution, inter-group struggles,
and crime (Evans, 2002). Through myriad inter-regional and international linkages, via political,
economic, financial, socio-cultural, military, public health, and environmental systems, human
insecurities in one part of the world will affect the security of communities and economies in
other parts (e.g., Adger et al., 2009b).
Research on human security and the environment has highlighted issues of equity,
fairness, and human dignity, and especially the condition of women, because interacting
socioeconomic and environmental stresses are experienced most severely by those who are most
vulnerable (e.g., Adger et al., 2006; O’Brien et al., 2008). Related research has helped advance
understanding of barriers and limits to adaptation (e.g., Adger et al., 2009b). Efforts are
currently underway to synthesize a 10-year research effort on Global Environmental Change and
Human Security (IHDP, 2009). Already this effort has identified conditions needed to maintain
or restore human security, including effective governance systems, healthy and resilient
ecosystems, comprehensive and sustained disaster risk management efforts, empowerment of
individuals and local institutions, and supportive values. Existing scientific insight is available,
and further use-inspired social science research is needed, to inform the establishment of
international mechanisms for effective, verifiable, accountable, and just efforts to limit and adapt
to climate change. Such mechanisms have been found to be critical to the ability of communities
anywhere to pursue sustainable livelihoods, meet fundamental human needs, secure human
rights, and ultimately to ensure that climate change does not disrupt the natural environment so
severely that it can no longer support the adequate and safe provision of ecosystem goods and
services essential to human life and well-being (MEA, 2005).

RESEARCH NEEDS
Many plausible mechanisms of environment-security interaction have been advanced, but
few have been carefully tested through research. Security scholars have cautioned against facile
assumptions of cause and effect, and suggested that more focused and critical research into
causal links between climate and environmental stresses and human conflict is needed (e.g.,
Barnett, 2003, 2009; Dabelko, 2009; Dalby, 2009; Liverman, 2009). Research in the following
areas would help to solidify understanding of these linkages and project the future security
implications of climate change with greater confidence.
Research on the relationship between climate change and national security. While many
plausible linkages between climate and national security have been identified, there has been
little detailed scientific research on the direct and indirect impacts of climate change on national,
international, or human security. Such research will require broadly interdisciplinary efforts,
enhanced understanding (through observations and modeling) of the effects of climate change
around the globe, empirical studies of impacts on both natural and human systems, and analyses
of effective mechanisms for developing response strategies—in short, virtually all of the research
that is needed to support other aspects of improved understanding discussed in previous chapters.
To connect this improved understanding of general climate change impacts with security-specific
concerns, research will also be needed on the relationship between environmental changes, social
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instability, and other threat multipliers. Such research is methodologically challenging because
data are often limited in quality and quantity and the analysis needs to take account of thresholds,
nonlinearities, and contextual and interaction effects. Nonetheless, given the prominence of
climate change in recent discussions of national security, and vice versa, it seems appropriate to
dedicate additional resources to develop a coordinated program of research in the area.
Development of improved observations, models, and vulnerability assessments for regions
of importance in terms of military infrastructure. There is an opportunity for considerable
cooperation and synergy between the climate change research and national security communities.
Improved regional climate projections and risk management approaches are two important needs
that these communities could work together to address. The needed research ranges from
hydrological cycles at high latitudes and their implications for military operations to “war game”
scenarios with climate-related crises.
Research on monitoring requirements for treaty verification. While considerable progress
has been made in monitoring GHG emissions for climate research purposes, less is known about
the operational observation standards that may be needed to meet treaty monitoring and
verification requirements, and this is an active area of assessment, research, and planning (NRC,
2009f). Additional research and cooperation among communities is needed to determine the
optimal mix of in situ and space-based civilian, military, and intelligence assets and the best data
assimilation and analysis techniques to translate collected data into robust and reliable
verification tools.
Identification of potential human insecurity in response to climate change impacts
interacting with other social and environmental forces. Vulnerability analyses and better
metrics are needed to identify people and places that might be expected to suffer the greatest
harm from climate-related impacts—both individually and collectively. Of particular value
would be metrics or observational approaches that can provide leading indicators of areas at risk,
to help support preventive measures or anticipatory provision of humanitarian aid, or contribute
to increased resilience. Moreover, new methods are needed to understand and predict
interactions of climate change impacts, associated environmental changes, and social
vulnerabilities, and how they are linked across regions.
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17
Designing, Implementing, and Evaluating Climate
Policies
Governments broadly recognize the risks climate change poses. From the local to the
international level, many governments have considered and adopted policies designed to limit
the magnitude of climate change and adapt to its expected impacts. Consequently, better
understanding of climate policies is paramount to inform public and private sector decisions
regarding climate change. Policy options are many and complex. For instance, the IPCC
identifies six basic forms of policy instruments intended to directly reduce GHG emissions and
53 different proposals for structuring international agreements to limit climate change (Gupta et
al., 2007; see also Aldy and Stavins, 2007). Climate policies for adaptation are less well
developed and mostly codified at the international level through the United Nations Framework
Convention on Climate Change (UNFCCC) and the Kyoto Protocol (see also NRC, 2010c).
Understanding how implemented policies are working, or how proposed policies will work,
requires sound scientific research on both current and possible future policies.
In general, how a policy actually works depends to some degree on all aspects of
institutional design and on interaction with other policies and actors in the decision environment
(Pressman and Wildavsky, 1973). Thus, questions that decision makers are asking, or will be
asking, about climate policy include:
 What are the potential consequences of different GHG emissions reduction targets—both
in terms of climate change-related impacts and in terms of costs, feasibility, and other
socioeconomic factors?
 What are the advantages and disadvantages of different policy instruments designed to
pursue emissions targets, including their expected effectiveness, cost, robustness,
adaptability, administrative burden, and distributional effects across different sectors,
regions, and groups?
 What insights can scientific research and analysis provide about interactions (and
especially the potential for conflict) among different climate-related policies? Are there
policies that can contribute to both limiting climate change and adapting to its impacts?
How can we avoid the potential for one type of policy to undermine another?
 How do we weigh different preferences across different sections of society? Who stands
to gain and who stands to lose under different kinds of climate policies? How will
climate policies interact with other policy objectives, such as moving toward
sustainability?
 What does science tell us about building political support for policy implementation?
This chapter summarizes the scientific aspects of climate policy, including how science
can contribute to policy design as well as its implementation and evaluation. Strengths and
weaknesses of different policy approaches have been examined substantially in scientific
literature, and this chapter provides an overview of the general conclusions that have been
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reached by the IPCC and others as a prelude to identifying key areas for further research. For an
actual assessment of current policies being considered in the United States to limit the magnitude
of future climate change, see the companion report Limiting the Magnitude of Future Climate
Change (NRC, 2010b); and for a more detailed description of potential policy approaches related
to adaptation to climate change, see the companion report Adapting to the Impacts of Climate
Change (NRC, 2010c). The companion report Informing Effective Decisions Related to Climate
Change (NRC, 2010a) also contains a detailed treatment and analysis of various policy
mechanisms, as well as other approaches for improving climate-related decision making. The
last section of the chapter summarizes research that is needed to support understanding of the
interaction of climate change with natural and social systems, as well as policy design and
implementation.

TYPES OF CLIMATE POLICIES AND AGREEMENTS
While there is a great deal of complexity and nuance involved in policy assessment, the
IPCC (Gupta et al., 2007) concludes that there is “high agreement” and “much evidence” to
support a number of conclusions about the major kinds of national policies that have been
proposed and in some cases implemented to limit climate change. The IPCC also points out that
(see Table 17.1):
 Direct regulation, when enforced, can reduce emissions.
 Taxes are cost-effective but do not guarantee a particular level of emissions reductions
and are hard to adapt and adjust.
 The environmental and cost-effectiveness of tradable permits depends on the structure of
the policy, including the number of permits issued and how they are distributed, while
banking permits allows for flexibility over time.
 Voluntary agreements between industry and government have played a role in the
evolution of national policies and have accelerated adoption of best available technology,
but have not achieved significant emissions reductions.
 Subsidies, support for public research and development, or other incentives to develop
and adopt new, low-emitting technologies, when used alone, have higher costs than other
approaches; however these strategies can complement policies targeting emissions
directly via market mechanisms and enhance their overall environmental effectiveness
and cost-effectiveness (this is particularly important when markets alone fail to achieve
needed reductions in emissions—see also Stavins et al., 2005).
 While information programs alone do not seem to lead to substantial emissions
reductions, they can improve the effectiveness of other programs—a well designed mix
of policy types can be more effective than a single “pure form”.
The companion report Limiting the Magnitude of Future Climate Change (NRC, 2010b) contains
an extensive analysis of the advantages and disadvantages associated with different climate
change policy options for reducing U.S. GHG emissions.
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TABLE 17.1 National environmental policy instruments and evaluative criteria. SOURCE:
Gupta et al. (2007).

At the international level, climate policies have been codified in the UNFCCC and the
Kyoto Protocol. Policies for limiting the magnitude of climate change are implemented through
a variety of mechanisms such as the Clean Development Mechanism (CDM) and Joint
Implementation (JI). While experience with climate change treaties is limited, there is a
substantial literature examining other environmental agreements that can provide insights of
relevance to climate treaties (e.g., Biermann et al., 2009; Mitchell, 2003; Young, 2002a, b, 2008,
2009). Drawing on this evidence, the IPCC (Gupta et al., 2007) concludes that there is, as with
national-level policy instruments, “high agreement” and “much evidence” to support a number of
conclusions about international treaties. The Kyoto Protocol has stimulated national policies and
the creation of carbon markets, but its economic impacts are not clear, and its overall ambition
with regard to emission reduction has been limited. There is broad agreement in the literature
that to be successful, a successor agreement to Kyoto will have to be both environmentally
effective and cost-effective, take account of distributional and equity considerations, and be
institutionally feasible (Aldy and Stavins, 2007). These goals are most likely to be achieved if
the agreement incorporates goals, specific actions and timetables, rules for participation and
institutional arrangements and provisions for reporting and compliance. Of particular
importance are the extent of engagement by national governments and the stringency and timing
of the goals (Gupta et al., 2007).
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The IPCC (Gupta et al., 2007) notes a large number of actions are being undertaken to
reduce emissions by corporations, local and regional governments (including U.S. states), and by
non-governmental organizations. It concludes that there is “high agreement” and “much
evidence” that these actions have some effect on emissions and stimulate innovative policies and
technologies, but generally have limited impact in the absence of national policies.
On the adaptation side, as mentioned above, the UNFCCC and the Kyoto Protocol
support adaptation planning and action through the National Adaptation Programmes of Action
(NAPAs) for 49 Least Developed Countries and have created the Adaptation Fund “to finance
concrete adaptation projects and programmes in developing country Parties to the Kyoto
Protocol that are particularly vulnerable to the adverse effects of climate change.”56. The
Adaptation Fund is financed from a share of proceeds from the CDM and from other sources of
funding.
There are many challenges to effective adaptation policy. These include: a) cross-scale
integration of decision making; b) removal of legal and institutional barriers at higher levels of
governance that may inhibit policy decisions at lower levels of governance; c) unfunded
mandates, lack of clarity about authority, and lack of mechanisms for cross-scale and crosssector coordination and collaboration; d) effective linking of science and decision making across
levels; e) identification of efficiencies, co-benefits and potential negative feedbacks among
adaptation options and between mitigation and adaptation efforts in various sectors and across
levels; and, e) the monitoring and evaluation of implementation of policies occurring (and
depending on actions) at multiple levels (e.g., Adger et al., 2009a). The Adapting panel (NRC
2010c) report discusses many of these issues in detail.

RESEARCH CHALLENGES ASSOCIATED WITH POLICY DESIGN AND
IMPLEMENTATION
The need for future climate policies that are broader in scope, more flexible, and more
ambitious than current policies, will also require that policy makers employ iterative decision
making and adaptive risk management (see Box 3.1). This poses new and expanded research
challenges. Among the most important are (1) monitoring compliance with treaties, (2)
assessing the benefits and costs of climate targets, and (3) examining complex and interacting
policies.

Monitoring Compliance with Treaties Intended to Reduce Climate Change
Research has shown that improving the effectiveness of international agreements will
require a variety of mechanisms to verify compliance (Mitchell, 2003; Winkler, 2008).
Scholarship in this area has pointed out many of the constraints to monitoring and
implementation, including establishing baselines, measuring GHGs, documenting additionality
(that is, what countries and other actors are doing in addition to what would have been
implemented in the absence of climate agreements) and ‘leakage’ (emissions reductions in areas

56

See: http://unfccc.int/cooperation_and_support/financial_mechanism/adaptation_fund/items/3659.php
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with strong policies being offset by increases in areas with weaker policies; Laurance, 2007;
Santilli et al., 2005). Substantial improvements in technical capabilities will be required to meet
these needs.
Numerous methods for performing more direct GHG measurements exist or have been
proposed. For example, CO2 could be measured directly at large concentrated sources, to
supplement indirect measurements calculated from fuel inputs (Ackerman and Sundquist, 2008).
An expanded network of ground-based, tall-tower, aircraft and satellite measurements of
atmospheric CO2 (including its isotopic signature) could be combined with atmospheric
circulation models to infer regional anthropogenic CO2 signals among natural sources and sinks
of CO2. In particular, a high-precision, high-resolution satellite system such as the Orbiting
Carbon Observatory (which crashed at launch in February, 2009) could provide the critical
baseline CO2 information against which decadal CO2 trends can be verified following a climate
treaty (NRC, 2009f). A recent NRC study (2010i) examined a number of these approaches,
including their potential use in treaty monitoring and verification. The technology for
monitoring changes in land use has also been an active area of research for decades and
continues to grow in sophistication (Asner, 2009; GOFC-GOLD, 2008; Moran, 2009)
Verification of climate treaties will also require enhanced institutional arrangements
(Winkler, 2008). At present most work on reporting GHG emissions and removal due to human
activities follows the UNFCCC protocol for activities in four sectors: energy; industrial
processes and product use; agriculture, forestry, and other land use; and waste. In the United
States, the EPA is responsible for the annual national summary report of GHG emissions and
sinks, and the DOE’s Energy Information Administration provides energy statistics in greater
detail. The EPA also recently issued a Mandatory Reporting of Greenhouse Gases Rule (EPA,
2009b), which sets up procedures for reporting from large sources and suppliers in the United
States. Monitoring GHG concentrations is primarily the responsibility of NOAA, as part of the
Global Atmosphere Watch of the World Meteorological Organization (WMO, 2009b).
The defense, intelligence, and diplomatic communities have considerable experience with
designing both technology and institutional arrangements to effectively monitor treaty
compliance, and in particular to deploy remote sensing for fine-scale local observations.
Expanded engagement of these communities might substantially advance the pace at which the
science of monitoring and institutional design evolves and thus provides enhanced support for
decision making around international treaties. National and international law enforcement
agencies (e.g., INTERPOL) as well as traditional treaty enforcement institutions may also need
to be involved since most proposed policies have the potential for fraud and falsification (Gibbs
et al., 2009; INECE, 2009; Tseming, 2006). As in prior national security agreements, effective
verification mechanisms may require surmounting discomfort, in the United States as elsewhere,
over provisions allowing access for international inspectors.
Finally, establishing standards and certification mechanisms will be extremely important
to reduce emissions. Standards and certification are sets of rules and procedures that are
intended to ensure that sellers of credits are following steps that ensure that carbon is actually
being sequestered and thus are closely related to monitoring. Proposals are appearing in the
literature on how to develop and implement such standards (Oldenburg et al., 2009). These
could be informed by the existing literature on how standards and certifications are used to shape
the use of technology, including how such standard are negotiated, implemented and enforced
with varying degrees of effectiveness (Bingen and Busch, 2006; Eden, 2009; Hatanaka et al.,
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2005). These issues are also closely connected with the discussion of monitoring and
observation discussed above.

Assessing the Costs and Benefits of Climate Targets
One of the most critical issues in policy design is comparing and assessing different
trajectories to achieve GHG emissions reductions and evaluating the consequences and
implications of those trajectories for human and environmental systems. An ongoing NRC study
is examining the implications for a range of climate targets. In contrast, this sub-section
provides a high-level overview of the social science research needs associated with analytic
methods to evaluate targets, focusing on the two major alternative approaches: benefit-cost
analysis and cost-effectiveness analysis.
Benefit-cost analysis is a method of systematic evaluation of the total social
consequences of any decision or strategy. Applied to climate change, it has been used to assess
alternative GHG emissions trajectories, typically by comparing a few simple alternative
trajectories—each with associated projections of GHG concentrations, global average
temperature, climate-change impacts and their valuation—with projections of the cost and effort
required to achieve the trajectory relative to some baseline. Benefit-cost analysis requires
expressing climate change impacts and lost services in an overall monetary metric so they can be
compared to estimates of the costs associated with policies to limit the magnitude of future
climate change. Ancillary costs and co-benefits of climate policies, which refer to costs and
benefits in other areas (such as changes in local air pollution) resulting from climate policies, are
sometimes included in the calculations as well. Such analysis can be conducted for a specific
region or nation, or for the world.
Benefit-cost analysis can examine the expected benefits and costs of a particular target or
policy, or by looking across targets, can identify an optimum target that maximizes net social
benefits. If costs and benefits can be systematically and reliably projected and compared
(discussed below are five of the major challenges that must be met to accomplish this objective),
the socially optimal level level of GHG emissions will be the level where the marginal benefit of
reducing GHG emissions further will be equal to the marginal cost of making further GHG
emission reductions. If these calculations can be done credibly, decision makers can use this
information to: (1) set a limit on GHG emissions; (2) set a price on GHG emissions (whether
implemented through market mechanisms or full costing of regulatory programs like emissions
standards); and (3) get some sense of how important the climate problem is relative to other
major societal problems.
An alternative approach, cost-effectiveness analysis, stipulates some limit on climate
change (e.g., a future limit on human-caused radiative forcing or global-average temperature
change) as a fixed goal, without evaluating the climate damages associated with the goal, then
compares the costs of alternative emission and policy trajectories to achieve that goal. For
example, cost-effectiveness analysis has been used to compare alternative trajectories by which
global emissions slow their growth and then decline to meet specified limits on atmospheric CO2
concentration or human-caused radiative forcing in the 22nd century (e.g., starting the decline
immediately, versus growing for a decade or two and then declining faster [Clarke et al., 2007;
Wigley et al., 1996]). A variant of cost-effectiveness analysis that has been used for climate
change, called “safe landing” or “tolerable windows” analysis, defines two such constraints, one
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on the amount (and sometimes the rate) of climate change and another on the maximum rate of
global emissions reduction. It then examines the cost and feasibility of alternative trajectories
that stay within those boundaries (Füssel et al., 2003).
Cost-effectiveness approaches are often used when the costs and benefits of some action
differ greatly in character, and the benefits are subject to greater uncertainty or controversy. In
this circumstance, cost-effectiveness analysis allows analytically based comparisons of decisions
without requiring that all impacts—in this case, damages from climate change and costs of
emissions reduction—be reduced to a single metric. However, the implicit value this imputes to
GHG emission reductions is still equal to the marginal cost of GHG emission reductions that
results from hitting the target or staying within the tolerable window. Of course, this implicit
value can then be used to adjust the target if that value is felt to be lower or higher than the
aggregated marginal value of the climate change impacts avoided. Such an iterative approach to
GHG target setting allows multiple metrics to be used in evaluating the impacts of climate
changes without completely abandoning the discipline provided by the strict application of costbenefit analysis.
Formal policy-analytic methods such as benefit-cost and cost-effectiveness analysis can
be powerful tools for informing decisions and illuminating structural issues underlying them, and
have had significant influence in climate policy debates. However, in practice several major
challenges must be met to provide reliable guidance to policy (e.g., Adler and Posner, 2006;
Atkinson and Mourato, 2008; Dietz, 1994; Graves, 2007). The modeling community has made
significant progress in addressing each of these challenges (see references within each section),
but further progress in each area would greatly improve the usefulness of the results produced.
Five challenges are particularly difficult and influential in contributing to differences in costbenefit valuations between alternative studies. These challenges, discussed in the paragraphs
below, have to do with being able to systematically and comprehensively evaluate the benefits of
GHG emission reductions, being able to consistently and comprehensively project the costs of
GHG emission reductions, or being able to compare costs and benefits over time, under
uncertainty, and across different socio-economic groups.
1) Estimating the social value of goods and services, particularly for impacts on ecosystems,
climate-related amenities, or other resources and values for which market prices do not
exist. If formal policy-analytic methods are to be used to inform the choice of climate targets,
rather than merely the choice of alternative means to meet a specified target, then all
consequences of climate change and of efforts to limit it must be made comparable and valued.
Economic theory argues that prices in well functioning markets reflect the full social value of the
goods and services that are exchanged, so market prices can be used to value changes in those
goods caused by climate change. For impact sectors where markets exist like agriculture, this
allows structural models calibrated with market data to be used to value changes in activity
levels that result from climate change. Many important things that will be affected by climate
change, however, such as environmental amenities, ecosystem services, and human health
effects, are not exchanged in markets and so have no market price to provide guidance on their
social valuation. This problem is pervasive in many areas of environmental assessment, and
various methods, including contingent valuation and hedonic pricing approaches, have been
developed to infer people’s valuations for non-marketed goods from their choices in related
markets or suitably disciplined surveys (Arrow et al., 1993; Atkinson and Mourato, 2008;
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Carson, 1997; Mendelsohn and Olmstead, 2009). However, the range of estimates from the
various studies is large and there is no consensus on the best approaches.
2) Valuing uncertain outcomes, particularly high-consequence events whose probability is
believed (but not known) to be low at low levels of warming, but increases with greater
climate forcing, often called the problem of “fat tails”. Outcomes like these could plausibly
result from dramatic irreversibilities in the climate or climate impacted systems (e.g., a large ice
sheet like Greenland melts very rapidly increasing sea levels and reducing the reflection of
sunlight from it or large amounts of GHGs are released from warming permafrost). In principle,
uncertain outcomes can be given a probability weight so that more likely outcomes are given
greater weight and less likely, but much worse outcomes, are given lesser weight. “Fat tails”
then generally refers to the case where the probability of very high consequence outcomes is still
high enough that the product of that probability times the valuation of climate damages that
would result from that outcome is large (i.e., does not approach zero because the probability of
the outcome goes to zero more slowly than the impact valuation of that outcome increases). At
present, it is difficult to estimate the probabilities of uncertain climate outcomes, but when these
uncertainties are included in an analysis, the results can be very sensitive to assumptions that are
made about the probability distribution associated with these low probability/high consequence
events, and result in quite different conclusions (Nordhaus, 2009; Stern, 2007, 2010; Weitzman,
2009). Equally or more important here can be assessing how people perceive and act on the
different risks that they face.
3) Comparing costs, damages, and impacts in the near and long term (setting a social
discount rate). The rationale for discounting future costs and benefits (i.e., assigning them a
lower value than immediate ones) has been discussed for more than 80 years (see Portney and
Weyant, 1999 for an overview). Discounting has both an ethical and a scientific component, and
when these are correctly distinguished, the case for some form of discounting is compelling
(Nordhaus, 2008; Weitzman, 2007). There are substantial disagreements, however, over the
appropriate functional form and quantitative magnitude of discount factors, and whether it is
appropriate to apply the same approach to monetary costs and environmental damages (Atkinson
and Mourato, 2008; Dasgupta and Ramsey, 2008; Dietz and Stern, 2008; Graves, 2007; Heal,
2009; Yohe, 2006). If climate damages are reversible (even at great cost) conventional
discounting still makes sense (Nordhaus, 2008), but if they are completely irreversible, the
conventional relationship between the discount rate and the market rate of return on capital
investment breaks down (Dietz et al., 2007). In addition, since many of the people who will be
affected by climate change the most have not yet been born, an equitable way of factoring their
preferences, which can’t be directly measured, into the calculations needs to be developed
(Portney and Weyant, 1999).
Because many costs of reducing climate change occur in the near term while the most
serious of the climate impacts avoided would be further in the future, socially optimal levels of
climate change limitation in a benefit-cost framework can be quite sensitive to choices about
discounting; lower discount rates usually imply stronger and earlier action to limit climate
change than higher discount rates.
4) Estimating how policy will influence technological change. It is possible that technological
innovation will create opportunities to reduce GHG emissions at lower than present costs, but the
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rate of such innovation and the relative influence and mechanisms of various possible ways to
stimulate it are subject to substantial uncertainties. Alternative models of induced technological
change highlight the influence of policies to raise the effective price of emissions, learning-bydoing, public versus private investments in research and development structured in various ways,
basic science versus specifically targeted research, and overall investment driven by aggregate
economic growth. These alternative models can imply substantial differences in preferred
policies, but available data appear to not discriminate strongly between them (Goulder, 2004;
Grubler, et al., 2002).
5) Incorporating equity considerations into the analysis. The costs and benefits of climate
change adaptation and limitation will be unevenly distributed across space, time, and social and
economic groups. There will be substantial differences across regions within the United States
and across the globe (World Bank, 2009). Although costs and benefits could in principle be
weighted to incorporate equity concerns (Anthoff et al., 2009; Atkinson and Mourato, 2008;
Kverndokk and Rose, 2008), in practice this poses significant challenges of observing and
projecting disaggregated costs and benefits and, if aggregation is required, identifying defensible
equity-based weights. Moreover, formal analyses of climate change responses have examined
only aggregate effects at the level of the jurisdiction considered. International aggregations of
climate change impacts are often valued in terms of losses in income which tends to bias the
weighting towards richer and away from poorer people who have less to lose, but will feel
percentage losses in income more.
That there are significant research challenges that remain regarding the major elements
of cost-benefit analysis as currently applied to climate change policy evaluation means that great
care needs to be exercised in communicating the results of these calculations to decision makers.
Consumers of these studies need to know what factors are included in the analysis and how, and
which ones are left out or only partially represented. They can then add their own assessments of
the missing elements and perspectives to the numbers they get from the cost-benefit calculations
in order to provide a more complete picture of the value of different policy alternatives. At the
same time, the raw numbers themselves, if interpreted correctly, can often help decision makers
set bounds on appropriate actions, especially if we are far away from the optimum.

Examining Complex and Interacting Policies
While many policy analyses, such as benefit-cost, assume rather generic policy
instruments (e.g., a single tax on GHG emissions or a single cap-and-trade policy that applies to
all fossil fuel consumption in the nation uniformly), actual policies are much more complex.
They also interact with other climate and non-climate policies at different scales and jurisdictions
and their institutional design and implementation critically shapes their effectiveness (Young,
2002a). Previous NRC reports and the international community have detailed the research
agenda in this area (see in particular Biermann et al., 2009; NRC, 2005a, 2008e). Three key
topics emerge from these analyses and our own assessment of the challenges faced by policy
analysis in supporting climate change decision making:
1) Introducing realistic complexity into analyses of climate policy. In the United States, 28
states have adopted mandatory standards that require that over the next 10 to 15 years between 8
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and 33 percent of the energy supplied by utilities come from renewable energy. Five other states
have voluntary standards. State and local governments as well as the federal government have a
variety of programs, including labeling, appliance standards, and investment in technology
development and adoption, that are intended to promote energy efficiency. It is not completely
clear how existing policies will be affected by, or will affect, future ones, especially across
governance scales. If policy analysis is to inform policy decisions, then it has to find ways to
understand and model these complex interactions (Selin and VanDeveer, 2007).
These interactions can have substantial influence on the effectiveness of polices. As the
IPCC has concluded, programs intended to inform and influence behavior can multiply the
effects of other policies. For example, home weatherization programs offering identical financial
incentives differed in impact by more than an order of magnitude, depending on how they were
implemented (Stern et al., 1986). Legislation and regulations also involve political compromises
that add complexity and cause actual policies to deviate from their original goals (Pressman and
Widalvsky, 1973). Moreover, domestic climate policies could enhance or retard the U.S. balance
of trade depending on how they are structured (Houser et al., 2008).
Nor are these interactions restricted to the U.S. context. International climate policy will
interact with many other international agreements and laws. For example, trade agreements may
either contradict or complement mechanisms for enforcing emissions limitations (Weber and
Peters, 2009). Efforts to encourage transfer of technologies to reduce emissions may be
facilitated or inhibited by intellectual property agreements (Brewer, 2008). Development
funding can enhance or retard efforts to reduce and adapt to climate change (Klein et al., 2007,
World Bank, 2009). A substantial literature has identified the possibility of these complex
interactions, but their implications are only just beginning to be explored in depth. There may be
advantages to such complex policies, if they can be designed taking into account both political
reality and the implications of the complexity involved—complexity that may lead to more
robust policy (Anderies et al., 2004; Andersson and Ostrom, 2008; Ostrom, 2007; Pinto and De
Oliveira, 2008). Interactions can be also positive as policy instruments try to reap co-benefits
across policy goals. A few mechanisms, such as the CDM and the United Nations Collaborative
Programme on Reducing Emissions from Deforestation and Forest Degradation in Developing
Countries (UN-REDD), seek to reap co-benefits both across mitigation and adaptation and across
climate policy and development. For example, the CDM allows Kyoto Annex 1 countries to
offset their carbon emissions by generating carbon credits (through the creation and
implementation of projects) in Annex 2 countries. Besides generating carbon credits, CDMs are
also required to produce a “development dividend” by creating jobs, promoting sustainable
development, and other methods (the definition of what constitutes sustainable development
requirements varies substantially across countries). However, empirical research has found that
success in promoting sustainable development has been mixed (Olsen, 2007; Pearson, 2007;
Sutter and Parreño, 2007).
2) Coordinating across levels of government. Many levels of government are already engaged
in adapting to and limiting the magnitude of climate change (Betsill and Bulkeley, 2006; Betstill
and Rabe, 2009; Paterson, 2009; Rabe, 2008; Schreurs, 2008; Selin and VanDeveer, 2007).
Public-private partnerships and public-social partnerships (between business and communities)
add to the complexity of emerging policy (Lemos and Agrawal, 2006). This complexity, for
example, raises important questions about the legitimacy of climate policy, including the scope
and means of representation of stakeholder interests. For example, a few scholars have
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questioned the ability of existing mechanisms to fairly represent the diversity of stakeholder
interests as long as power differentials between these stakeholders are not addressed (Falkner,
2003; Ford, 2003). It also raises questions about the distribution of resources; and about how
negative externalities from the policies can be avoided or corrected (Cashore, 2002; Bäckstrand,
2006; Lemos and Agrawal, 2006).
The multilevel governance system of climate policy presents both opportunities and
challenges for policy makers. The federal government can learn from and build on policy
“experiments” enacted at the state level and capitalize on existing networks to expand political
coalitions (Peterson and Rose, 2006). However, the capacity of decision makers operating at any
one level can be enhanced or (more frequently) constrained by the policies at other levels (Adger
et al., 2007; Betsill and Bulkeley, 2006; Moser, 2009a). The appropriate mode of governing
depends on the character of the problem and available resources (including knowledge), the
dynamics of the sector involved, the availability of policy options for other policy actors, and the
constellation of political interests around a policy (Dietz and Henry, 2008; Dietz et al., 2003;
Ostrom, 2005, 2007; Selin and VanDeveer, 2007).
Recent literature also suggests that polycentric policy (i.e., policy that does not originate
from and is not implemented in just one, central decision making unit, but is carried out by
multiple, linked centers of authority) may be more robust and adaptable than policies
implemented by a single unit of government (Andersson and Ostrom, 2008; Ostrom, 2007, 2010;
Pinto and De Oliveira, 2008).
In the case of adaptation policy, the implications of multilevel, hybrid forms and
polycentric governance both domestically and internationally are many and varied. Processes at
the global and national level will influence local adaptation decisions and vice versa; in the
United States and around the world, a great variety of actors and institutions including local,
regional, state, federal, and tribal authorities will influence those decisions (e.g., Agrawal, 2008;
Armitage et al., 2007; Bulkeley, 2005; Cash et al., 2006a; Moser, 2009a; Rabe, 2008; Urwin and
Jordan, 2008). For example, in less developed regions, adaptation policy critically intersects
with development and decentralization of government authority (Agrawala, 2004; Burton et al.,
2007; Eakin and Lemos, 2006; Klein et al., 2007; Kok et al., 2008; World Bank, 2009).
3) Equity and distributional issues. Climate change is a quintessential equity problem since
those who have been historically least responsible for causing it will be disproportionally
negatively affected by it (Adger et al., 2006; Baer et al., 2000; O’Brien and Leichenko, 2003;
Roberts and Parks, 2007; World Bank, 2009). There are usually three main sources of inequality
shaping climate policy dialogues: historical responsibility for the problem, who will likely bear
the brunt of its negative impacts, and who will be responsible to solve it (O’Brien and
Leichenko, 2003; Parks and Roberts, 2010). In addition, other distributional and equity factors
need to be considered in the design of adaptation policy. For example, many of those most
severely affected by climate change are often those least able to engage effectively in policy
decision making processes. Many policies have the potential for indirect or secondary impacts
that may be inequitably distributed (Kates, 2000).
While a rich literature explores different equity aspects of climate change as a problem,
including exploring the three aspects of inequality mentioned above in greater detail (e.g., Dow
et al., 2006; Roberts and Parks, 2007; Schneider and Lane, 2006; World Bank, 2009), there has
been less empirical research carried out about specific ways in which equity issues have or can
shape policy design and implementation, especially from the point of view of developing
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countries, who have pointed out global inequality as a main impediment for international
cooperation (Parks and Roberts, 2010).
With regard to adaptation policy in less developed regions, equity and distribution of
costs and benefits of climate change is intrinsically related to the structural inequality and
multiplicity of stressors that shape vulnerability to climate impact including poverty, lack of
education and access to health care, and war and conflict (See Chapters 11 and 16). Equity
issues will also greatly drive political debates in the domestic climate policy context (see
Limiting the Magnitude of Future Climate Change, NRC, 2010b). For example, the fear of job
losses is already prevalent in fossil fuel-dependent industries and regions of the United States
(Peterson and Rose, 2006). Policies that place a price on carbon will affect various industries
and regions of the country differently and will differentially affect socioeconomic groups within
regions (Oladosu and Rose, 2007).

RESEARCH NEEDS
As scientific knowledge and public awareness about the potential consequences of
climate change have grown, the nation and the world have moved from trying to decide whether
or not to have climate policy to trying to decide what policies will most effectively limit the
magnitude of future climate change and help populations and their infrastructure adapt to its
impacts. Scientific analysis can inform this discussion by elucidating the factors that influence
the adoption, implementation, and effectiveness of both domestic and international agreements.
This research includes improving methods for quantifying and comparing benefits, costs, and
risks associated with climate change and climate policies; developing methods for analyzing
complex policies and combinations of policies; learning how to design policies that work at
multiple levels of governance; and examining climate policies in a broad context, including
overall sustainability goals, concerns with equity, and relationships with an array of non-climate
policies. The challenges are substantial but so are the opportunities for both advancing science
and gaining scientific knowledge that contributes to effective policy making. Some specific
research needs include the following:
Continue to improve understanding of what leads to the adoption and implementation of
international agreements on climate and other environmental issues and on what forms of
these agreements are most effective at achieving their goals. Given the current state of our
understanding of international agreements on climate and sustainability, the International Human
Dimensions Programme (IHDP; see World Bank, 2009) has proposed five key research
questions in this area:
 How do multiple international agreements interact with each other and with public
and private policies at the national, regional and local levels?
 How are international agreements and their implementation influenced by and
influence non-governmental actors, such as private firms and non-government
organizations?
 How can international agreements utilize an adaptive risk management approach to
responding to climate change?
 How can accountability and legitimacy of international agreements and the
mechanisms that implement them be assured?
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 How can international agreements best take account of fairness and equity concerns?
These questions were developed by examining the literature on international agreements and are
entirely consistent with the research themes we identify below and throughout this report.
Develop protocols, institutions, and technologies for monitoring and verifying compliance
with international agreements. In addition to research on international agreements, decisions
about participating in such agreements need to be made with full awareness of the institutional
and technological capabilities for monitoring and verifying that participants to the agreement are
fulfilling their commitments, and for informing future policy changes or refinements in an
adaptive risk management framework. Observations of GHG emissions and concentrations are
an especially pressing need, and are the subject of a recent NRC study (see NRC, 2010i). A
system of observations and measurements designed to support international agreement or
financial transactions (for example, a cap-and-trade system for carbon emissions) will likely
have to meet a higher level of scrutiny than systems used purely for scientific research. In
particular, systems to support treaty compliance need to pay special attention to data surety,
authentication, reliability, accuracy, and transparency. Additionally, for use in verification,
GHG measurements must be accurate and have sufficient spatial and temporal coverage to
distinguish human emissions from natural background variations. An additional and related
concern relates to the need to monitor what different actors, including states and private
organizations, are doing and how it interplays and affects overall policy goals. For example, a
single country or even a private organization may attempt to implement large-scale SRM (see
Chapter 15). Observing systems designed to monitor and verify treaty compliance could also be
used to monitor and support evaluations of the direct impacts and unintended consequences of
such approaches. Better measurements will need to be integrated with a better understanding of
how standards and certification can be used effectively to encourage compliance. Research is
also needed on the links among measurements, effective enforcement strategies, and standards
and certification.
Continue to improve methods for estimating costs, benefits, and cost effectiveness.
Research on valuation is advancing in part through improved methodologies for eliciting stated
preferences, especially through methods that draw on approaches from decision sciences (such as
making valuation a problem for public deliberation), and in part by the accumulation of more
valuation studies that make integration and cross-study comparisons (or meta analyses) feasible.
Finding appropriate discount rates and identifying appropriate ways to handle equity effects of
climate policies are in part public choices, but a program of scientific analysis can both identify
better ways to handle these issues in benefit-cost and cost-effectiveness analyses and also
develop tools for better assessing the appropriate values to use, including valid and reliable
methods of eliciting preferences. Better characterization of uncertainty across all aspects of
climate change science and better integration of uncertainty into analytical tools are also
extremely important for improving policy design. Finally, better understanding and modeling of
technological innovation could lead to more realistic estimation of costs.
Develop methods for analyzing complex, hybrid policies. Real policies include many
complexities that address the needs and concerns of diverse sectors, regions, and interests. As a
result, nearly all policies are hybrids that involve some elements of regulation and standards,
some aspect of market incentives, and some degree of voluntary action on the part of individuals,
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firms, governments, and communities. Most existing policy analysis tools, such as benefit-cost
analysis, were developed to examine simple policies that use a single modality to influence
behavior, what might be termed an “ideal type” or “pure form” policy. However, in reality,
many policies are complex. To provide useful analysis to decision makers shaping policy,
scientists need to analyze the costs, benefits, and risks associated with complex hybrid forms of
policy, which can sometimes be done with extensions of existing quantitative tools but may often
require new, more advanced tools. Chapter 4 of the report discusses some of the tools currently
available and under development that can be applied to this task.
Further understanding of how institutions interact in the context of multi-level governance
and adaptive management. Recent research suggests that polycentric approaches to policy
may be well suited to adaptive risk management. However, the interaction of multiple policies
with multiple goals and approaches to affecting change, adopted and implemented in multiple
contexts, can also lead to less than ideal results, and even situations where the outcome is wholly
ineffective or even harmful. For example, policies that will change or affect water resource
distributions across a multi-state watershed (such as the Colorado River) will require enormous
coordination among the affected states, but will also have important implications for different
water-dependent sectors (including agriculture, energy, flood management, industry and urban
water users, ecosystem managers) within any one state. Research is needed to characterize how
policies interact across scales and intentions and to diagnose forms of policies that are most and
least effective when implemented in the context of other policies. In addition, the problem of
effectively linking scientific analysis to public deliberation becomes much more complex when
there are multiple stakeholder groups involved, and especially when some of them reflect
primarily local interests and perspectives while others are national or even global interests and
perspectives (NRC, 2008e).
Develop analytical approaches that examine and evaluate climate policy taking into
account its full range of effects including those on human well being and ecosystems
integrity, unintended consequences and equity effects. Policies rarely if ever do only one
thing and rarely if ever affect everyone equally. Climate policy must be considered in the larger
context of sustainable development (e.g., World Bank, 2009), and doing so will require
assessment of the full range of effects of climate policy on human well being and ecosystem
health. Also needed are better metrics for comparing different outcomes, as noted above, and
especially because regions, sectors, regions, local communities, and even different groups within
communities will be differentially vulnerable to climate change and efforts to limit and adapt to
it (see Chapter 16). It is also important to consider equity across social groups and time, so that
current efforts to limit or adapt to climate change do not have major negative effects on human
well-being and ecosystem health in several decades or centuries. Since equity effects are major
elements in both the domestic and international debates about climate policy, a sounder
understanding of these issues would aid in both the design of policy and in moving towards
adoption and implementation.
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Appendix A
America’s Climate Choices
Membership Lists
Asterisks (*) denote members who resigned during the study to take policy-making positions in
the federal government
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ALBERT CARNESALE (Chair), University of California, Los Angeles
WILLIAM CHAMEIDES (Vice-Chair), Duke University, Durham, North Carolina
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PANEL ON LIMITING THE MAGNITUDE OF FUTURE CLIMATE CHANGE
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PANEL ON ADVANCING THE SCIENCE OF CLIMATE CHANGE
PAMELA A. MATSON (Chair), Stanford University, California
THOMAS DIETZ (Vice-Chair), Michigan State University, East Lansing
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JOHN P. WEYANT, Stanford University, California
DAVID A. WHELAN, The Boeing Company, Seal Beach, California
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CLIMATE CHANGE
DIANA LIVERMAN (Co-chair), University of Arizona, Tucson
PETER RAVEN (Co-chair), Missouri Botanical Garden, Saint Louis
DANIEL BARSTOW, Challenger Center for Space Science Education, Alexandria, Virginia
ROSINA M. BIERBAUM, University of Michigan, Ann Arbor
DANIEL W. BROMLEY, University of Wisconsin-Madison
ANTHONY LEISEROWITZ, Yale University
ROBERT J. LEMPERT, The RAND Corporation, New Haven, Connecticutt
JIM LOPEZ*, King County, Washington
EDWARD L. MILES, University of Washington, Seattle
BERRIEN MOORE, III, Climate Central, Princeton, New Jersey
MARK D. NEWTON, Dell, Inc., Round Rock, Texas
VENKATACHALAM RAMASWAMY, Geophysical Fluid Dynamics Laboratory, Princeton,
New Jersey
RICHARD RICHELS, Electric Power Research Institute, Inc., Washington, D.C.
DOUGLAS P. SCOTT, Illinois Environmental Protection Agency, Springfield
KATHLEEN J. TIERNEY, University of Colorado at Boulder
CHRIS WALKER, The Carbon Trust LLC, New York, New York
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Appendix B
Panel on Advancing the Science of Climate Change:
Statement of Task
The Panel on Advancing the Science of Climate Change will first provide a concise overview
of past, present, and future climate change, including its causes and its impacts, and then recommend
steps to advance our current understanding. The panel will consider both the natural climate system
and the human activities responsible for driving climate change and altering the vulnerability of
different regions, sectors, and populations; it will also consider the scientific advances needed to
better understand the effectiveness of actions taken to limit the magnitude of future climate change
and adapt to its impacts. The panel will be challenged to treat climate variables and the associated
human activities and ecological processes as a single system, rather than a collection of individual
elements. The panel will describe the observations, research programs, next-generation models, and
other activities and tools that could improve our present understanding of climate change and its
interactions with ecological and human systems, as well as the data, activities, and physical and
human assets needed to support these activities. It is anticipated that the panel will convene a major
workshop focusing on the research needed to better understand the potential efficacy, impacts, and
risks of various “geoengineering” proposals (see Appendix E).
Ultimately, the goal of this panel is to answer the third question in the Statement of Task for
the study (“What can be done to better understand climate change and its interactions with human
and ecological systems?”). The panel will be challenged to produce a report that is broad and
authoritative, yet concise and useful to decision makers. The costs, benefits, limitations, tradeoffs,
and uncertainties associated with different options and strategies should be assessed qualitatively
and, to the extent practicable, quantitatively, using scenarios of future climate change and
vulnerability developed in coordination with the Committee on America’s Climate Choices and the
other study panels. The panel should also provide policy-relevant (but not policy-prescriptive) input
to the committee on the following overarching questions:






What short-term actions can be taken to better understand climate change and its interactions
with human and ecological systems?
What promising long-term strategies, investments, and opportunities could be pursued to advance
the science of climate change?
What are the major scientific and technological advances (e.g., new observations, improved
models, research priorities, etc.) needed to extend our understanding of climate change and its
interactions with other systems?
What are the major impediments (e.g., practical, institutional, economic, ethical,
intergenerational, etc.) to advancing the science of climate change, and what can be done to
overcome these impediments?
What can be done to advance the science of climate change at different levels (e.g., local, state,
regional, national, and in collaboration with the international community) and in different sectors
(e.g., nongovernmental organizations, the business community, the research and academic
communities, individuals and households, etc.)?
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Panel on Advancing the Science of Climate Change:
Biographical Sketches
Pamela A. Matson (Chair) (NAS) is the Chester Naramore Dean of Stanford University's School of Earth Sciences.
She is also the Richard and Rhoda Goldman Professor of Environmental Studies, a senior fellow of the Woods
Institute for Environment, and co-leader of Stanford's Initiative on Environment and Sustainability. Her research
focuses on biogeochemical cycling and land/water interactions in tropical forests and agricultural systems, and on
sustainability science. Together with hydrologists, atmospheric scientists, economists and agronomists, she analyzes
the economic drivers and environmental consequences of land use and resource use decisions in agricultural
systems, with the objective of identifying practices that are economically and environmentally sustainable. She and
her research team also evaluate the vulnerability of human-environment systems to climate and other global
changes. Pamela joined the Stanford faculty in 1997, following positions as professor at UC Berkeley and research
scientist at NASA. She earned her B.S. at the University of Wisconsin - Eau Claire, M.S. at Indiana University, and
Ph.D. at Oregon State University. She was the founding chair of the National Academies Roundtable on Science and
Technology for Sustainability, is a past President of the Ecological Society of America, and served on the science
committee for the International Geosphere-Biosphere Program. She currently serves on the board of trustees of the
World Wildlife Fund. She was elected to the American Academy of Arts and Sciences in 1992 and to the National
Academy of Sciences in 1994. In 1995, Dr. Matson was selected as a MacArthur Fellow, and in 1997 was elected a
Fellow of the American Association for the Advancement of Science. In 2002 she was named the Burton and
Deedee McMurtry University Fellow in Undergraduate Education at Stanford.
Thomas Dietz (Vice Chair) is Assistant Vice President for Environmental Research, Director of the Environmental
Science and Policy Program, and Professor of Sociology and Crop and Soil Sciences at Michigan State University.
His current research examines the human driving forces of environmental change, environmental values and the
interplay between science and democracy in environmental issues. His publications include 11 books and over 100
research papers and book chapters, including co-authorship of the framework and synthesis documents of the
Millennium Ecosystem Assessment. He is a National Associate of the National Academy of Sciences, a Fellow of
the American Association for the Advancement of Science and has been awarded the Sustainability Science Award
of the Ecological Society of America, the Distinguished Contribution Award of the American Sociological
Association Section on Environment, Technology and Society, and the Outstanding Publication Award, also from
the American Sociological Association Section on Environment, Technology and Society. Dietz has served on
numerous National Academies panels and chaired the Committee on the Human Dimensions of Global Change and
the Panel on Public Participation in Environmental Assessment and Decision Making. He holds a Bachelor of
General Studies degree from Kent State and a PhD in Ecology from the University of California at Davis.
Waleed Abdalati is the director of the Earth Science and Observation Center in CIRES at the University of
Colorado, where he is also an associate professor of Geography. He conducts research on high-latitude glaciers and
ice sheets using satellite and airborne instruments. From 2004-2008 he was head of NASA Goddard Space Flight
Center's Cryospheric Sciences Branch, supervising a group of scientists that work with satellite and aircraft
instruments to understand the Earth's changing ice cover. From 2000 to the 2006, he managed NASA's Cryospheric
Sciences Program, overseeing NASA-funded research efforts on glaciers, ice sheets, sea ice, and polar climate.
During that time, he also served as Program Scientist for NASA's Ice Cloud and land Elevation Satellite (ICESat),
which has as its primary objective understanding changes in the Earth's ice cover. From 1996 through 2000, Dr.
Abdalati was a research scientist at NASA's Goddard Space Flight Center, and from 1986-1990 he worked as a
mechanical engineer in the aerospace industry. He received his Ph.D. from the University of Colorado's Program in
Atmospheric and Ocean Sciences in 1996, an M.S. degree in Aerospace Engineering Sciences from the University
of Colorado in 1991, and a B.S. in Mechanical Engineering from Syracuse University in 1986. Dr. Abdalati has led
or participated in 9 field expeditions to remote regions of the Greenland ice sheet and the ice caps in the Canadian
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Arctic. He has received numerous awards for his research and service to NASA, including the Presidential Early
Career Award for Scientists and Engineers from the White House in 1999 and the NASA Exceptional Service Medal
in 2004.
Antonio J. Busalacchi, Jr. is Director of the Earth System Science Interdisciplinary Center (ESSIC) and Professor
in the Department of Atmospheric and Oceanic Science at the University of Maryland, College Park. His research
interests include tropical ocean circulation and its role in the coupled climate system, and climate variability and
predictability. Dr. Busalacchi has been involved in the activities of the World Climate Research Program for many
years and currently is Chair, of The Joing Scientific Committee (JSC) that oversees the WCRP and previously was
co-chair of the scientific steering group for its subprogram on Climate Variability and Predictability (CLIVAR). Dr.
Busalacchi has extensive NRC experience as a CHAIR of the Climate Research Committee and Committee on a
Strategy to Mitigate the Impact of Sensor Descopes and Demanifests on the NPOESS and GOES-R Spacecraft, and
member of the Committee on Earth Studies, the Panel on the Tropical Ocean Global Atmosphere (TOGA) Program,
and the Panel on Ocean Atmosphere Observations Supporting Short-Term Climate Predictions. He holds a Ph.D. in
oceanography from Florida State University.
Ken Caldeira is a scientist at the Carnegie Institution for Science's Department of Global Ecology. His lab
investigates ongoing changes to earth's climate and carbon cycle, climate and carbon-cycle changes in the ancient
past, ocean carbon cycle and biogeochemistry, ocean acidification, land cover and climate change, carbon-neutral
energy for economic growth and environmental preservation, and geoengineering. Dr. Caldiera previously worked
as an Environmental Scientist and Physicist at Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory, where he researched longterm evolution of climate and geochemical cycles; ocean carbon sequestration; numerical simulation of climate,
carbon, and biogeochemistry; marine biogeochemical cycles; and approaches to supplying energy services with
diminished environmental footprint. Dr. Caldiera received his M.S. and Ph.D. degrees in Atmospheric Sciences
from the New York University Department of Applied Science.
Robert W. Corell is the Global Change Director at the H. John Heinz III Center for Science, Economics, and the
Environment at the American Meterological Society. Prior to this he worked as a Senior Policy Fellow at the Policy
Program of the American Meteorological Society and an Affiliate of the Washington Advisory Group. He recently
completed an appointment as a Senior Research Fellow in the Belfer Center for Science and International Affairs at
Harvard University's Kennedy School of Government. He is actively engaged in research concerned with the
sciences of global change and the connection between science and public policy, particularly research activities that
are focused on global and regional climate change, related environmental issues, and science to promote
understanding of vulnerability and sustainable development. He was recently honored with a National Conservation
Award for Science, in recognition of his more than four decades of environmental science work. In addition to his
work with the American Meteorological Society, he co-chairs an international strategic planning group that is
developing a strategy designed to harness science, technology, and innovation for sustainable development, serves
as the Chair of the Arctic Climate Impact Assessment, counsels as Senior Science Advisor to ManyOne.Net, and is
Chair of the Board of the Digital Universe Foundation. He was Assistant Director for Geosciences at the National
Science Foundation where he had oversight for the Atmospheric, Earth, and Ocean Sciences and the global change
programs of the National Science Foundation (NSF). He also led the United States Global Change Research
Program from 1987-2000. He was formerly a professor and academic administrator at the University of New
Hampshire. He is an oceanographer and engineer by background and training. He received his Ph.D., M.S., and B.S.
degrees from the Massachusetts Institute of Technology (MIT).
Ruth S. DeFries (NAS) is Denning Professor of Sustainable Development in Columbia University's Department of
Ecology, Evolution and Environmental Biology. Her research investigates the relationships between human
activities, the land surface, and the biophysical and biogeochemical processes that regulate the Earth's habitability.
She is interested in observing land cover and land use change at regional and global scales with remotely sensed data
and exploring the implications for ecological services such as climate regulation, the carbon cycle, and biodiversity.
Dr. DeFries obtained a Ph.D. in 1980 from the Department of Geography and Environmental Engineering at Johns
Hopkins University and a Bachelor's degree in 1976 from Washington University with a major in earth science.
Previously, Dr. DeFries worked at the National Research Council with the Committee on Global Change and taught
at the Indian Institute of Technology in Bombay. She is a fellow of the Aldo Leopold Leadership Program.
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Inez Y. Fung (NAS) is a professor of atmospheric sciences and founding Co-director of the Berkeley Institute of the
Environment at the University of California, Berkeley. She studies the interactions between climate change and
biogeochemical cycles, particularly the processes that maintain and alter the composition of the atmosphere. Her
research emphasis is on using atmospheric transport models and a coupled carbon-climate model to examine how
CO2 sources and sinks are changing. She is also a member of the science team for NASA's Orbiting Carbon
Observatory. Dr. Fung is a recipient of the American Geophysical Union's Roger Revelle Medal, and appears in a
new NAS biography series for middle-school readers, Women's Adventure in Science. She is a fellow of the
American Meteorological Society and the American Geophysical Union, and a member of the National Academy of
Sciences. She received her B.S. in applied mathematics and her Ph.D. in meteorology from MIT.
Steven Gaines is Director of the Marine Science Institute and Professor of Ecology, Evolution, and Marine Biology
at the University of California at Santa Barbara. He is a marine ecologist who studies marine conservation, the
design of marine reserves, the impact of climate change on oceans, and sustainable fisheries. Steve is a lead
investigator of several groups: 1) PISCO (Partnership for Interdisciplinary Studies of Coastal Oceans), a consortium
studying marine ecosystems of the west coast of the US, 2) the Santa Barbara Coastal LTER (Long Term Ecological
Research) that studies connections between coastal watersheds and the ecology of kelp forests, 3) the Sustainable
Fisheries Group, which uses market based approaches to enhance the sustainability of fisheries, and 4) Flow, Fish
and Fishing, a biocomplexity project examining connections between ocean physics, fish, and fishing. Steve was
awarded a Pew Fellowship in 2003 to extend the conceptual framework for networks of marine reserves and uses the
findings of this work to aid the ongoing efforts of the Marine Life Protection Act to establish a state-wide network
of marine protected areas. Steve received his Ph.D. in zoology in 1983 from Oregon State University and was a
postdoctoral fellow and research scientist at Stanford University for four years. In 1987, he joined the faculty of
Brown University and then the faculty at UC Santa Barbara in 1994. Dr. Gaines became Director of the Marine
Science Institute at UCSB in 1997 and has served as Acting Vice Chancellor for Research at UCSB, and Acting
Dean of Science.
George M. Hornberger (NAE) is a Distinguished University Professor in the Department of Civil and
Environmental Engineering and the Department of Earth and Environmental Sciences at Vanderbilt University. His
research interests are catchment hydrology and hydrochemistry, as well as the transport of colloids in geological
media. His work centers on the coupling of field observations with mathematical modelling, with a focus on
understanding how water is routed physically through soils and rocks to streams and how hydrological processes
and geochemical processes combine to produce observed stream dynamics. This modelling work allows the
extension of work on individual catchments to regional scales and to the investigation of the impact of
meteorological driving variables on catchment hydrology. Dr. Hornberger is a member of the American Geophysical
Union, the Geological Society of America, the Society of Sigma Xi, and the American Women in Science. He has
served on numerous NRC studies and is currently a member of the Report Review Committee. He also chairs the
Board on Earth Sciences and Resources. Dr. Hornberger received his Ph.D. in hydrology from Stanford University.
Maria Carmen Lemos is an Associate Professor of Natural Resources and Environment at the University of
Michigan, Ann Arbor and Senior Policy Scholar at the Udall Center for the Study of Public Policy at the University
of Arizona. She currently serves as the vice –Chair of Scientific Advisory Committee for the InterAmerican Institute
for the Study of Climate Change (IAI) and as member of the Human Dimensions of Environmental Change
Committee, National Research Council/NAS. She has MSc and PhD degrees in Political Science from the
Massachusetts Institute of Technology, MIT. During 2006-2007 she was a James Martin 21st Century School
Fellow at the Environmental Change Institute at Oxford University. Her research focuses on public policymaking in
Latin America (Brazil, Mexico and Bolivia) and the U.S. (Great Lakes region), especially related to the human
dimensions of global change, the co-production of science and policy, and the role of technoscientific knowledge in
environmental governance and in building adaptive capacity of water and disaster response systems, to climate
variability and change. She is a contributing author to the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change (IPCC) and
the US Climate Change Science Program Synthesis Reports
Susanne C. Moser is Director and Principal Researcher of Susanne Moser Research and Consulting and Associate
Researcher at the University of California-Santa Cruz' Institute of Marine Sciences. Previously, she was a Research
Scientist at the Institute for the Study of Society and Environment at the National Center for Atmospheric Research
and served as staff scientist at the Union of Concerned Scientists, a visiting assistant professor at Clark University,
and a fellow in the Global Environmental Assessment Project at Harvard University. Her research interests include
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the impacts of global environmental change, especially in the coastal, public health, and forest sectors, societal
responses to environmental hazards in the face of uncertainty, the use of science to support policy- and decisionmaking, and the effective communication of climate change to facilitate social change. Current work focuses on
developing adaptation strategies to climate change at local and state levels, identifying ways to promote community
resilience, and building decision support systems. She is a fellow of the Aldo Leopold and Donella Meadows
Leadership Programs and received a diploma in Applied Physical Geography from the University of Trier and M.A.
and Ph.D. degrees in Geography from Clark University.
Richard H. Moss is Vice President and Managing Director for Climate Change at the World Wildlife Fund (WWF).
Dr. Moss is at the forefront of WWF's efforts to develop conservation plans that account for changing climate and
contribute to rapid reductions in greenhouse gas emissions. He ensures that the best science and information is used
in WWF's planning, and that solutions to climate change are a global priority. As a science-driven, global thinker,
Dr. Moss is shaping WWF's leadership role to focus on adapting to climate changes that can no longer be avoided
and reducing reductions. Among his many accomplishments in the climate field, Dr. Moss has played an influential
role as a member of the 2007 Nobel Prize-winning Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change (IPCC) team. He
served as head of the technical staff of the impacts-adaptation-mitigation working group from 1993-1999 and edited
or co-authored a number of IPCC reports including the Panel's first examination of The Regional Impacts of Climate
Change (1998). He also co-authored IPCC's first methodology on consistently evaluating and communicating
scientific uncertainty in assessments, used by authors of the IPCC's Third Assessment Report.. He presently serves
as co-chair of the IPCC Task Group on Data and Scenario Support for Impact and Climate Analysis. From 2000 to
2006, he served as director of the coordination office for the United States Climate Change Science Program, where
he led preparation of the program's ten-year Strategic Plan (2003) focusing on development and application of
research to support decision making. Dr. Moss earned his Ph.D. from Princeton University's Woodrow Wilson
School of Public and International Affairs, his MPA from Princeton University, and his B.A. from Carleton College.
Edward A. Parson is Joseph L. Sax Collegiate Professor of Law and Professor of Natural Resources &
Environment at the University of Michigan. His research examines international environmental policy, the role of
science and technology in public policy, and the political economy of regulation. Parson's recent articles have
appeared in Science, Nature, Climatic Change, Issues in Science and Technology, the Journal of Economic
Literature, and the Annual Review of Energy and the Environment. His most recent books are The Science and
Politics of Global Climate Change (Cambridge, 2nd ed. 2010, with Andrew Dessler) and Protecting the Ozone
Layer: Science and Strategy (Oxford, 2003), which won the 2004 Harold and Margaret Sprout Award of the
International Studies Association. Parson has chaired and served on several senior advisory committees for the
National Academy of Sciences and the U.S. Global Change Research Program, including the Synthesis Team for the
U.S. National Assessment of Climate Impacts. In 2005, he was appointed to the National Advisory Board of the
Union of Concerned Scientists. He has worked and consulted for the International Institute for Applied Systems
Analysis, the United Nations Environment Program, the Office of Technology Assessment of the U.S. Congress, the
Privy Council Office of the Government of Canada, and the White House Office of Science and Technology Policy,
and spent twelve years on the faculty of Harvard's Kennedy School of Government. He holds degrees in Physics
from the University of Toronto and in Management Science from the University of British Columbia, and an Ph.D.
in Public Policy from Harvard.
Akkihebbal “Ravi” Ravishankara (NAS) is an atmospheric chemist at the U.S. Commerce Department's National
Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration in Boulder, Colorado. He is Director of the Chemical Sciences Division of
the NOAA Earth System Research Laboratory. Ravishankara's research has contributed fundamental studies of the
gas-phase and surface chemistry of Earth's atmosphere. His investigations have advanced the understanding of basic
chemical processes and reaction rates related to several major environmental issues, including ozone-layer depletion,
climate change, and air pollution. For example, his results have led to a better understanding of the chemistry that
causes the Antarctic ozone hole, identified new processes that affect ozone pollution in the lower atmosphere, and
elucidated the role of aerosols and clouds in climate. In addition, he has led the evaluation of the “ozonefriendliness” and “climate friendliness” of many substances that have been proposed for use in commercial and
industrial applications. Ravishankara has played leading roles in national and international reports assessing the
state-of-the-science understanding of ozone-layer depletion and other issues. He is a Cochair of the Scientific
Assessment Panel of the U.N. Montreal Protocol that protects the stratospheric ozone layer. He is currently coleading an effort within NOAA to establish an integrated program linking climate change and air quality. A research
scientist with NOAA since 1984, Ravishankara has also been an Adjunct Professor of Chemistry at the University of
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Colorado in Boulder since 1989. He is a member of the U.S. National Academy of Sciences. Awards include his
election as a Fellow of the American Geophysical Union, Fellow of the American Association for the Advancement
of Science, Fellow of the United Kingdom Royal Society of Chemistry, recipient of the Polanyi Medal and
Centenary lectureship of the Royal Society of Chemistry, the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency's Stratospheric
Ozone Protection Award, the Department of Commerce Silver Medal, and the U.S. Presidential Rank Award.
Ravishankara received his doctorate in physical chemistry from the University of Florida in 1975. He has authored
or coauthored over 300 scientific publications.
Raymond W. Schmitt is a Senior Scientist at the Woods Hole Oceanographic Institution where he has spent most
of his career. His research interests include oceanic mixing and microstructure, double-diffusive convection, the
thermohaline circulation, oceanic freshwater budgets, the salinity distribution and its measurement, the use of
acoustics for imaging fine structure, and the development of instrumentation. He is also interested in the
intergenerational problem of sustaining long-term observations for climate. Dr. Schmitt has served on ocean
sciences and polar program panels with the National Science Foundation, the Ocean Observing System
Development Panel, the CLIVAR Science Steering Group, and the Ocean Studies Board. He was named a J.S.
Guggenheim fellow in 1997 and has authored or co-authored over 75 publications. Dr. Schmitt earned his Ph.D. in
physical oceanography from the University of Rhode Island and his B.S. in physics from Carnegie Mellon
University.
B. L. (Billie Lee) Turner II (NAS) is Gilbert F. White Professor of Environment and Society in Arizona State
University's School of Geographical Sciences. For most of his career (1980-2008) he taught at Clark University in
Worcester, Massachusetts, where is served as the Alice C. Higgins and Milton P. Professor of Environment and
Society, and Director of the Graduate School of Geography. He received his BA and MA degrees from the
University of Texas at Austin in 1968 and 1969, respectively and his PhD at the University of Wisconsin, Madison
in 1974. Turner's research interests center on human-environment relationships, specifically dealing with land
change science, sustainability, tropical forests, and the ancient Maya. He is currently engaged in a long-term study
on deforestation and sustainability in the southern Yucatan. Dr. Turner is associated with the development of Land
Use/Cover Change studies exemplified in the international programs sponsored by the IGBP and IHDP. He has also
promoted the emerging field of 'Sustainability Science', a major focus at Arizona State University. He is a former
Guggenheim Fellow and Fellow of the Center for Advanced Studies in the Behavioral Sciences, recipient of
research honors from various geographical associations. He was elected to the National Academy of Sciences in
1995, and the American Academy of Arts and Sciences in 1998.
Dr. Warren M. Washington (NAE) is a senior scientist and head of the Climate Change Research Section in the
Climate and Global Dynamics Division at the National Center for Atmospheric Research (NCAR). After completing
his doctorate in meteorology at Pennsylvania State University, he joined NCAR in 1963 as a research scientist. Dr.
Washington's areas of expertise are atmospheric science and climate research, and he specializes in computer
modeling of the Earth's climate. He serves as a consultant and advisor to a number of government officials and
committees on climate-system modeling. From 1978 to 1984, he served on the President's National Advisory
Committee on Oceans and Atmosphere. In 1998, he was appointed to NOAA's Science Advisory Board. In 2002, he
was appointed to the Science Advisory Panel of the U.S. Commission on Ocean Policy and the National Academies'
Coordinating Committee on Global Change. Dr. Washington's NRC service is extensive and includes membership
on the Board on Sustainable Development, the Commission on Geosciences, Environment, and Resources, the
Board on Atmospheric Sciences and Climate, and the Panel on Earth and Atmospheric Sciences (chair). He is past
chair of the National Science Board.
Dr. John P. Weyant is Professor of Management Science and Engineering, Director of the Energy Modeling Forum
(EMF) and Deputy Director of the Precourt Institute for Energy Efficiency at Stanford University. He is also a
Senior Fellow of the Freeman Spogli Institute for International Studies and the Woods Institute for the Environment
at Stanford. Prof. Weyant earned a B.S./M.S. in Aeronautical Engineering and Astronautics, M.S. degrees in
Engineering Management and in Operations Research and Statistics all from Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute, and a
Ph.D. in Management Science with minors in Economics, Operations Research, and Organization Theory from
University of California at Berkeley. He also was also a National Science Foundation Post-Doctoral Fellow at
Harvard's Kennedy School of Government. His current research focuses on analysis of global climate change policy
options, energy efficiency analysis, energy technology assessment, and models for strategic planning. Weyant has
been a convening lead author or lead author for the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change for chapters on
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integrated assessment, greenhouse gas mitigation, integrated climate impacts, and sustainable development, and
most recently served as a review editor for the climate change mitigation working group of the IPCC's forth
assessment report. He has been active in the U.S. debate on climate change policy through the Department of State,
the Department of Energy and the Environmental Protection Agency. In California, he is a member of the California
Air Resources Board's Economic and Technology Advancement Advisory Committee (ETAAC) which is charged
with making recommendations for technology policies to help implement AB 32, The Global Warming Solutions
Act of 2006. Weyant was awarded the US Association for Energy Economics' 2008 Adelmann-Frankel award for
unique and enduring contributions to the field of energy economics. Weyant was honored in 2007 as a major
contributor to the Nobel Peace prize awarded to the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change and in 2008 by
Chairman Mary Nichols for contributions to the to the California Air Resources Board's Economic and Technology
Advancement Advisory Committee on AB 32.
Dr. David A. Whelan (NAE) is Vice President and Deputy General Manager of Boeing's Phantom Works and
Chief Scientist, Integrated Defense Systems. Prior to joining Boeing in 2001, Dr. Whelan was Director of the
Tactical Technology Office at the Defense Advanced Research Projects Agency (DARPA), where he led the
development of enabling technologies, such as unmanned vehicles and space-based radar systems. Prior to his
position with DARPA, Dr. Whelan held several positions of increasing responsibility with Hughes Aircraft in the
development and application of Radar Systems. His high-technology development experience also includes
positions as research physicist for Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory, as well as one of four lead engineers
assigned for the design and development of the B-2 Stealth Bomber Program at Northrop Grumman. Dr. Whelan is
Vice Chairman of the NRC Naval Studies Board and a member of the NRC USSOCOM Standing Committee. He is
a Director of the HRL (former Hughes Research Laboratory) and serves on the LLNL Directors Review Committee
for the Physics Department. Dr. Whelan is the recipient of Secretary of Defense Medal for Meritorious Civilian
Service (2001), Secretary of Defense Medal for Outstanding Public Service (1998) and the US Air Force Medal for
Meritorious Civilian Service (2008).
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Uncertainty Terminology
In assessing the state of knowledge about climate change, scientists have developed a
careful terminology for expressing uncertainties around both statements of fact about a current
situation (for example, “most observed warming can be attributed to human action”) and
statements about the likelihoods of various future outcomes (for example, “sea level could rise
by several feet by 2100”). The IPCC, in particular, has devoted serious debate and discussion to
appropriate ways of expressing and dealing with uncertainty around such statements (Moss and
Schneider 2000), and all recent IPCC assessments have adopted a set of terminology to describe
the degree of confidence in conclusions (see, e.g., Manning et al 2004). In estimating
confidence, scientific assessment teams draw on information about “the strength and consistency
of the observed evidence, the range and consistency of model projections, the reliability of
particular models as tested by various methods, and, most importantly, the body of work
addressed in earlier synthesis and assessment reports” (USGCRP 2009). It is easier to employ
precise uncertainty language in situations where conclusions are based on modeling or extensive
quantitative data than in other areas of research where data is less extensive, important research
is qualitative, or models are in an earlier stage of development. Statements about the future are
also generally more uncertain than statements of fact about past events or the current situation.
The table below shows the language adopted by the IPCC to describe uncertainty in the
likelihood that a statement about the future will turn out to be accurate. The U.S. Global Change
Research Program’s recent assessment report on Global Climate Change Impacts on the United
States (USGCRP, 2009) uses similar language in describing uncertainties of future changes. In
this report, Advancing the Science of Climate Change, when we draw directly on the statements
of the formal national and international assessments, we adopt their terminology to describe
uncertainty. However, because of the more concise nature and intent of this report, we do not
attempt to quantify confidence and certainty about every statement of the science.
Table D-1: Language adopted by the IPCC to describe confidence about facts and the likelihood
of an outcome. SOURCE: IPCC WGI (2007).
Terminology for describing confidence about facts
Very High confidence
High confidence
Medium confidence
Low confidence
Very low confidence

At least 9 out of 10 chance of being correct
About 8 out of 10 chance
About 5 out of 10 chance
About 2 out of 10 chance
Less than 1 out of 10 chance

Terminology for describing likelihood of an outcome
Virtually certain
Extremely likely
Very likely
Likely

More than 99 chances out of 100
More than 95 chances out of 100
More than 90 chances out of 100
More than 65 chances out of 100
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More likely than not
About as likely as not
Unlikely
Very unlikely
Extremely unlikely
Exceptionally unlikely

Appendix D
More than 50 chances out of 100
Between 33 and 66 chances out of 100
Less than 33 chances out of 100
Less than 10 chances out of 100
Less than 5 chances out of 100
Less than 1 chance out of 100
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Appendix E
The United States Global Change Research Program
The commitment of the United States to a national research program on climate began
with the passage by Congress of the National Climate Program Act in 1978. The act was
designed to establish a comprehensive and coordinated national climate policy and program.
The following year, the NRC released Strategy for the National Climate Program (NRC, 1980a),
the first of a number of reviews and advisory documents prepared by the NRC on the program.
Even though the National Climate Program Act established the National Climate
Program Office as an interagency program, a subsequent review of the program by the NRC
several years later (NRC, 1985) suggested that, among other problems, the act’s budget
mechanism did not facilitate a coordinated and integrated program because each department and
agency could and often did act independently in its budget submission. Around the same time,
climate and global change issues began to rise on the scientific, political, and policy agendas.
Driven by a substantial increase in the scientific literature, several high-profile discussions in
Congress, and a growing recognition of the inherently interdisciplinary and interconnected nature
of climate and other global changes, an NRC report in 1988, Toward an Understanding of
Global Change: Initial Priorities for U.S .Contributions to the International GeosphereBiosphere Program (NRC, 1988), proposed a scientific framework to improve understanding of
climate and other global environmental changes.
The Global Change Research Act of 1990 as amended57 is the currently mandated
framework within which to implement climate and global change research among U.S. Federal
departments and agencies. Unless altered by subsequent legislation, the Global Change Research
Act of 1990 provides most of the necessary authority for a strategically integrated climate and
global change research program. The Act sets the strategies and mechanisms for establishing the
research and for setting priorities, stating inter alia that:
 A Coordinated and Integrated Research Program: The climate and global
change research program shall be coordinated and run as a national program and the
agency representatives in interagency Committee58 of the Program “shall be high ranking
57

U.S. Global Change Research Act of 1990 Public Law 101-606(11/16/90) 104 Stat. 3096-3104
(www.gcrio.org/gcact1990.html)

58

The Act states that “The President, through the Council (currently the NSTC and earlier the FCCSET), shall
establish a Committee on Earth and Environmental Sciences (CEER). The Committee shall carry out Council
functions under section 401 of the National Science and Technology Policy, Organization, and Priorities Act of
1976 (42 U.S.C. 6651) relating to global change research, for the purpose of increasing the overall effectiveness
and productivity of Federal global change research efforts. The initial name of the Committee the CEER had its
name changed to the Committee on Environment and Natural Resources (CENR) with the same charge as the
CEER.
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officials of their agency or department, wherever possible the head of the portion of that
agency or department that is most relevant to the purpose of the program as describe in the
Act, Further, the 1990 Act mandated that the “President should direct the Secretary of
State, in cooperation with the Committee, to initiate discussions with other nations leading
toward international protocols and other agreements to coordinate global change research
activities…..the purpose of which is to: (i) promote international, intergovernmental
cooperation on global change research;(ii) involve scientists and policymakers from
developing nations in such cooperative global change research programs; and (iii) promote
international efforts to provide technical and other assistance to developing nations which
will facilitate improvements in their domestic standard of living while minimizing damage
to the global or regional environment.”
 Priority Setting Responsibilities of the National Research Council: The NRC
is charged in the Act with the responsibility to: (i) evaluate the scientific content of the
research program and plan, and (ii) provide information and advice obtained from United
States and international sources, and (iii) recommended priorities for future global change
research. Historically, the NRC has established a variety of Committees or Boards to
implement this responsibility. The NRC, again, may wish to decide on the appropriate body
to provide this priority setting advise to the research program
 Guidance for Implementing the Research Program: The Committee shall each
year provide general guidance59 to each Federal agency or department participating in the
Program with respect to the preparation of requests for appropriations for activities related
to the Program, This annual guidance historically has been implemented by a “Terms of
Reference” document, prepared and issued jointly by OMB and OSTP Directors, that
describes the responsibilities of (i) OMB and OSTP, (ii) all participating USGCRP
agencies and departments and the (iii) the Federal interagency Committee for developing
the research program and all elements of the budget submittals. The history of the
USGCRP and its recent implementation under the Climate Change Science Program leads
to a simple conclusion: A effective Program must engage the leadership at high levels of (i)
OMB and OSTP and other appropriate Offices of the President, (ii) the participating
agencies and departments, (iii) the Committee structure under the NSTC, and (iv) the NAS
through the NRC committees and Boards and hence the science communities of the nation.
The Act states the program of research “consider and utilize, as appropriate, reports and
studies conducted by Federal agencies and departments, the NRC and other entities.”
Hence, the research program should be guided by the NRC recommendations and priorities
as required by law. Therefore, the NAS through the NRC may need to reassess the means
by which it establishes such program recommendations and priorities.
 Preparing a Global Change Research Plan:” The Chairman of the NSTC,
through the Committee, shall develop a National Global Change Research Plan (including
climate change) for implementation of the Program. The Plan shall contain priorities and
recommendations for a national global change research. The Chairman of the Council shall
submit the Plan to the Congress at least once every three years….in developing the Plan,

59

This is a markedly different authority to conduct the interagency process, which resulted in the implementation
during the late 1980’s and early 1990’s that had more direct budgetary responsibility of the programs content and
budget.
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the Committee shall consult with academic, State, industry, and environmental groups and
representatives.”
 Conducting Climate and Global Change Assessments: The Committee shall
prepare and submit to the President and the Congress an assessment every four years
which: (i) integrates, evaluates, and interprets the findings of the Program and discusses the
scientific uncertainties associated with such findings, (ii) analyzes the effects of global
change on the natural environment, agriculture, energy production and use, land and water
resources, transportation, human health and welfare, human social systems, and biological
diversity, and (iii) analyzes current trends in global change, both human- induced and
natural, and projects major trends for the subsequent 25 to 100 years. It was under this
setoff responsibilities that the US sought to establish an international assessment process,
leading to the creating of the IPCC.
 The Congress established Oversight and Appropriations: The Congress
played a critical role in the development of the 1990 Act, with the senior staff of the
“House Science Committee” working closely with OMB and OSTP to drafted the 1990
Act. Thereafter, the House Committee on Science and Technology and the Senate
Committee on Commerce, Science, & Transportation have provided oversight to assure
compliance with the mandates of the Act. Further, the Appropriations Committees in both
the Senate and House hold hearing on the progress being made under the Act and its
mandates as the Act requires that an annual program and budget for the USGCRP be
submitted concurrent with and as a separate companion document60 to the President’s
Budget61, Finally, the Congressional Research Service62 has developed a continuing
oversight and review process to further document progress and accomplishments.
In the late 1990s, the USGCRP articulated a new strategic plan that focused explicitly on
providing information for decision makers at regional scales. Then in 2001, in response to a
variety of inputs (including NRC 2001), the George W. Bush Administration introduced the
Climate Change Research Initiative (CCRI) to focus on key uncertainties associated with climate
variability and climate change at global scales. In 2002, the Administration integrated the
USGCRP and the CCRI into the Climate Change Science Program (CCSP). The CCSP

60

This is the origin of the development and issuing of “Our Changing Planet,” the program and budget document
submitted in early February as a companion to the President’s Annual Budget Submission to Congress.

61

As a result of this set of legislatively mandated responsibilities, immediately upon the enactment of the US Global
Change Research Program (USGCRP), the Director of OMB and the President’s Science and Technology Advisor
and Director of OMB annually issued detailed management and budget responsibilities to the head(s) of the three
components of government responsible for implementing the 1990 Act: (i) The various Offices of the President,
(ii) The Secretaries and Heads of the participating Departments and Agencies, and (iii) The Committee, its
Officers and sub-committees. This document was issued months well in advance of the annual Presidential
Budget development process.

62

The Congressional Research Service has produced numerous analyses and assessments of the USGCRP including
its more recent structure, the Climate Change Science Program (CCSP). A recent example is: CRS No. 98-738
Global Climate Change: Three Policy Perspectives, November 26, 2008, which in summary concludes that “The
purpose here is not to suggest that one lens is "better" than another, but rather to articulate the implications of the
differing perspectives in order to clarify terms of debate among diverse policy communities.”
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developed a revised strategic plan for the program that contained a focus on “decision support”
activities, including a series of 21 synthesis and assessment products, an emphasis on adaptive
management to support natural resource agencies, and comparative evaluations of response
measures using integrated assessment models, scenarios, and other methods (CCSP Strategic
Plan 2003). The National Research Council was involved in reviewing these plans (NRC 2003,
2004b) and later in helping to develop metrics to evaluate the progress of the program (NRC
2005d).
With federal support ranging from $2.2 billion in 1990 (in 2008 dollars) to $1.8 billion in
2008, the USGCRP (known as the U.S. Climate Change Science Program from 2002 through
2008) has made enormous contributions to the understanding of climate change over the past two
decades and provided key results and support for the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate
Change. Congress, especially the Committee on Science and Technology of the House of
Representatives, provided active oversight of the program in its early years, holding numerous
hearings that sought to assure compliance with the mandates of the act. The annual budgetary
guidance from the program committee to the participating agencies was a particularly important
aspect of the interagency process, because it resulted in the implementation during the late 1980s
and early 1990s of a process that had more direct budgetary responsibility for the program’s
content and budget.
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Geoengineering Options to Respond to Climate
Change: Steps to Establish a Research Agenda
A Workshop to Provide Input to the
America’s Climate Choices Study
June 15-16, 2009
Washington Court Hotel
525 New Jersey Avenue, NW, Washington, DC 20001

Workshop Objective and Scope
The workshop will inform the work of the America’s Climate Choices suite of activities
by examining a number of proposed "geoengineering" approaches, or interventions in the climate
system designed to diminish the amount of climate change occurring after greenhouse gases or
radiatively active aerosols are released to the atmosphere. The emphasis of the workshop will be
on the research needed to better understand the potential efficacy and consequences of various
geoengineering approaches.
The workshop will draw on a growing body of studies and previous workshops that have
examined a broad range of geoengineering issues—from the international governance of
deliberate climate interventions to the feasibility of specific approaches. The particular focus of
this workshop will be approaches (i) to reduce concentrations of greenhouse gases after they
have been emitted to the atmosphere (e.g., CO2 capture approaches), or (ii) to limit or offset
physical effects of increased greenhouse gas concentrations (e.g., albedo increase approaches).
Other parts of the America’s Climate Choices study are addressing approaches to reduce
greenhouse gas emissions and adapt to climate change. Furthermore, there is already a
developed research effort in CO2 capture by conventional land management approaches (e.g.,
conventional afforestation). Thus, these topics will be outside the scope of this workshop.
The workshop will be structured to bring multiple perspectives to the table—engineering,
physical and environmental science, social science, policy, legal and ethical—to encourage an
interdisciplinary dialogue and exchange of ideas, with an emphasis on the research needed to
better understand the potential efficacy and consequences of various geoengineering approaches.
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Appendix F
Workshop Agenda
Monday, June 15

8:00

Registration

8:30

Welcome

8:45

Meeting Overview – Day 1: “Getting the Issues on the Table”
Pamela Matson, Stanford University

9:00

Survey of Geoengineering Options (including estimates of effectiveness, risk, and cost)
Ken Caldeira, Carnegie Institution

9:40

Engineering: Important questions, state of knowledge, and major uncertainties related to
selected geoengineering options
David Keith, University of Calgary

Ralph Cicerone, National Academy of Sciences

10:20 Break
10:50 Physical Science: Important questions, state of knowledge, and major uncertainties
related to selected geoengineering options
Danel Schrag, Harvard University
11:30 Terrestrial Ecosystems, Complexity, and Geoengineering
Tony Janetos, University of Maryland
12:00 Working Lunch (Informal Discussion)
1:00

From Research to Field Testing and Deployment: Ethical Issues Raised By
Geoengineering (Panel Discussion)
Martin Bunzl, Rutgers University (Moderator)
Stephen Gardiner, University of Washington
Dale Jamieson, New York University
William Travis, University of Colorado

2:00

Governance and Geoengineering: Who Decides and How (Panel Discussion)
Granger Morgan, Carnegie Mellon University (Moderator)
John Steinbruner, University of Maryland
Jason Blackstock, IIASA
Jay Apt, Carnegie Mellon University

3:00

Assignments/Instructions to breakout groups and 20-minute break

3:30

Breakout Session 1

5:30

Adjourn for the day

All Participants
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Tuesday, June 16

8:30 Summary of Day 1 / Plan for Day 2: “The way forward”
Pamela Matson, Stanford University
8:45 Report back from breakout groups and discussion

All Participants

10:15 Break
10:45 Reactions / Perspectives on Geoengineering (Panel Discussion)
Rob Socolow, Princeton University (Moderator)
James Fleming, Colby College
Michael Oppenheimer, Princeton University
Alan Robock, Rutgers University
Brian Toon, University of Colorado
11:45 Assignments/instructions to new breakout groups
12:00 Working Lunch
1:00

Breakout Session 2, including 20 minutes break

All Participants

2:45

Report back from breakout groups following by open discussion

All Participants

4:00

Workshop Adjourns
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Appendix G
Acronyms and Initialisms
AEF
AERONET
ARM
CCS
CCSP
CDM
CFC
CNO
COPD
C-ROADS
DOD
DOE
ENSO
EOS
EPA
ESSP
EUMETSAT
FACE
GCRA
GHGS
ICESat
ICSU
IGBP
IGERT
IGFA
IHDP
INTERPOL
IPCC
IUBS
IWRM
JI
MEA
MODIS
MPAs
NAPAs
NASA
NIC
NOAA
NPOESS

America’s Energy Future
Aerosol Robotic Network
Atmosphere Radiation Measurement
carbon capture and storage
Climate Change Science Program
Clean Development Mechanism
chlorofluorocarbon
Chief of Naval Operations
chronic obstructive pulmonary disease
Climate Rapid Overview and Decision-support Simulator
US Department of Defense
US Department of Energy
El Niño-Southern Oscillation
Earth Observing System
US Environmental Protection Agency
Earth System Science Partnership
European meteorological satellite program
free air CO2 enrichment
Global Change Research Act
greenhouse gases
Ice, Cloud,and land Elevation Satellite
International Council of Scientific Unions
International Geosphere-Biosphere Program
Integrative Graduate Education and Research Traineeship
International Group of Funding Agencies for Global Change Research
International Human Dimensions Program
International Criminal Police Organization
Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change
International Union of Biological Science
Integrated Water Resources Management
Joint Implementation
Millennium Ecosystem Assessment
Moderate Resolution Imaging Spectroradiometer
marine protected areas
National Adaptation Programmes of Action
National Aeronautics and Space Administration
National Intelligence Council
National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration
National Polar-orbiting Operational Environmental Satellite System
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NPP
NRC
OCO
OMB
OSTM
PIER
PSAC
QDR
R&D
REDD
RISA
SARP
SCOPE
SRM
START
TAO
TOPEX
UNFCCC
USGCRP
WCRP
WMO
UNDP
UNEP
UNESCO

391
net primary productivity
National Research Council
Orbiting Carbon Observatory
Office of Management and Budget
Ocean Surface Topography Mission
Sector Applications Research Program
President’s Science Advisory Committee
Quadrennial Defense Review
research and development
Reducing Emissions from Deforestation and Degradation
Regional Integrated Sciences and Assessments
Sector Applications Research Program
Scientific Committee on Problems of the Environment
solar radiation management
SysTem for Analysis, Research and Training
Tropical-Atmosphere Ocean
United Nations Framework Convention on Climate Change
US Global Change Research Program
World Climate Research Program
World Meteorological Organization
United Nations Development Programme
United Nations Environment Programme
United Nations Educational, Scientific and Cultural Organization
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